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INTRODUCTION TO THE EOTW OPERATING MANUAL 
 
Embarrassed of the Whole is an opera of operations.  
 
Arbitrary* operations comprised by the title Embarrassed of the Whole are attempts to 
theatrically/theoretically** construct an anti-holistic embarrassment*** to/of (in)current human 
socio-political being and to perform examples of abjective, “altermodal,” and relational holes in 
system-wholes, ante/post-wholes, and mechanistic holizing processes and/or to directly fail at 
realizing the objectives, fail to participate in functional orders of, and fail to reproduce mimetic 
world(viewing)s of holistic/holizing (i.e. conceptually totalitarian) systems. 
 
It is not systems (per se) which catalyze our critically antagonistic energies. We are not simply 
“against systems.” Rather, our action is motivated by suffering (our own and that of others)—
which we feel as consequences, conditions, and affects of particular systemizations, system-
natures and holisms, namely those which claim to know, hold, carry, regulate, control, and 
otherwise aim to (re)produce operational wholes which may be considered “universal,” 
“righteous/divine,” “objective,” or otherwise existent beyond or above biotic sentiences.  
 
Across micro, meso, and macro “levels” of “society,” through forms of government arbitration, 
hegemonic and oligarchical political stratification and biogenic engineering, via modes of 
totalizing conceptual metaphor as well as via corporatized media(ting) vehicles, we (the makers 
of Embarrassed of the Whole) have come (as a matter of terminological convenience) to see 
“Holism” as the presence, presentation, and preservation of any “ur-theory” or “ur-order” which re-
presents itself as sovereign to subservient/subdominant “component objects, subjects, functions, 
and genetic/general properties.”  
 
Many of the implications of holistic presences, presentations, and re-presentations as 
conceptualizations becoming lived consequences or “socio-political operations,” can be 
exemplified by historical narratives. For example, our definitive resistance to Holism is derived 
from the story of Jan Smuts, who coined the term “Holism” to describe his own personal 
arbitrations of fundamental principles of all matter, life, society, and mind. Smuts believed that all 
(everything) progresses towards an ideal, ur-complex whole.i  
 
For Smuts as for many other advocates of similar monistic holisms, it is the “formal intermingling” 
of “set fields of wholes” (i.e. correlations between say, logics of a “free market,” logics of 
biological imperatives and logics of populist politics) and the top-down structuring activity of 
engineered orders and “allowances” which “creates” or “causes” their definitions of “correct 
evolution:” within Holistic worldviews, evolution progresses as structures become more final, 
more closed, more interlinked, more complexly contingent, more similar/homogenous, more 
whole, more “fully operational,” and more wholly belonging to the individual engineers such as 
Smuts et all holizers/operators themselves. When such holistic/holizing views/imaginations are 
applied to modes of organization, governance, and social order, they tend historically to instate 
supremacies as “natural” states and promote conditions in which power-paradigms, logics, 
economies, and values confirm and are reaffirmed and reproduced by their own paradigmatics, 
logicalities, teleologies, and (e)valuative ideologies. Holism, most generally, advocates the use 
and value of systemic analytic wholes, ordered/ordering in ways which present as ur-reality their 
own orders for superiority, authority, power, value, and status.  
 
Smuts believed that in order for humans to actively cause, create, and advocate such 
“evolutionary progress” towards ur-wholes, parts (those matters comprised by fields of wholes, or 
spheres) must be kept distinct and segregated by identity, quality, type, and inherent properties, 
so that they could then be “formally intermingled” by users and operators. These particulates 
would then be engineered in analytics-advised manners, becoming more and more “ideally 
ordered” as more and more information/data allowed systemic architectures to literally “account” 
for parts (parts, such as persons, and categories of persons.) Capitalism, Smuts believed, was 
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one such idealizing force, as currency-based markets regulate and formalize interchanges 
between defined components and differentiated spheres organizing sets of persons in terms of 
class, race, gender, and other forms of assigned or identified “value.”  
 
Unfortunately very much able to translate his views into action (an ability we also seek, by the 
way), Smuts acted as prime minister of South Africa twice, instituting apartheid legislature and 
working towards “complete” racial segregation. Indeed, analytics and engineering-based ur-plans 
for human beings do usually involve genetic engineering and eugenics, global stratagems and 
warfare, mass incarceration, white supremacy, Judeo-Christian supremacy, eco-abuse, wage 
slavery, and other forms of oppression, extraction of resources by an oligarchical elite, violence, 
and coercion. 
 
A vehement social-Darwinist, an essentialist racist and misogynist, and righteous believer in his 
own definitions of “universal holistic ideals” of “Truth, Beauty, and Goodness,” Smuts perhaps 
best contextualizes and historically illustrates why we label Holism as a system for thought, 
ethics, political order, theory, time, and nature—a “White pathology” as some might put it— which 
requires systematic dismantling at this time; it is not possible to simply ignore the primacy of such 
holisms as they cross “liberal” and “conservative” divides, still-functioning mind-body and us vs. 
them dichotomies, and many other “spheres of activity” in re-regulated, emotional, theological, 
and syntactical currents. We must actively dig out the many ways in which self-righteous holistic 
systems-forms, trains of thought (and particularly their strains of objectivism, functionalism, and 
mimeticism, see Grounding Strata) are believed, staged and performed as order(s) for life and 
death.  
 
In the midst of such urgency, however, we pause. Who are we to propose anything? To identify 
“positive” and “negative” ways of seeing? Or even if we are able (if only for ourselves) to “judge 
beliefs,” who are we to make any sort of counter-system and how could we possibly expect to 
construct somehow otherwise than the dominant ways? One, we know that we do not know 
anything and that we have no “business” with such grand philosophizing and no right to any such 
authority nor any desire to seize any. Two, how could we be or see “without” existing systems in 
such a way that we could act/think/see/feel “differently?” Isn’t it so that, as many “radicals” wax, 
we are trapped inside a totally objective, functional, mimetic, “narcissistic” (self-mirroring and self-
oriented) “artificial machine” or “simulation” and unable to see outside of it? Are our values, feels, 
affections, desires, and passions never to be trusted, as they have been so totally corrupted by 
corporations and other elite/war-mongering/resource-hoarding “individuals” as well as by our 
genetic tendencies, our histories, our childhoods, our potential or impotential use of birth control, 
our imaginations, that we indeed have no “free will?” Are we all turning into apps, ordered by 
algorithm to produce our own application within applicable conditions demanded by totalizing 
operating systems?  
 
How/How So/To What Affect some dismantling (beyond mere “deconstruction”) may take place is 
the first core inquiry motivating our operations here. How/how so/to what affect can/do/should we 
(de)liberate (i.e. choose, select, create) our own contexts and conditions and determine “our own” 
actions, (as)(en)(re)(dis)semble visible w/holes, and affect intentionally, or materialize matters, 
knowledges, and worldviews affectionately? Due to the dominance of holistically-modeled and 
engineered systems-forms, within our own potentially-biological tendencies, we see ourselves 
(and this vision too must be a lie) as driven by wills, forces, motives, be they free, logical, 
instinctual, constructed, or otherwise. Arrays of theories and beliefs must here be proliferated and 
affectively situated: how could we? Who do we think we are? why in hell would we? ****   
 
When we shift frames, away from politics and towards philosophy and science, holism is 
“problematized” (god save the queen) by concepts of wholes being irreducible to parts (i.e. 
holistic viewpoints positing “emergence” of mind from brain, social bodily from individual bodies, 
systems of oppression emergent from interpersonal behaviors, etc). Here, problems of artificial 
intelligence and scientific reducibility, systems ecology, bioschematics, healing, language, and 
other “problem-inquiries” proliferate around “holism” and “holistic” ideas, turning our study of 
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“holism” (as a kind of “target problem” which catalyzes operation) into a dialectical, conflictual, 
complex anti-system which indeed structurally fails to become whole (as “a single problem,” or 
even as a clear cluster of problems becoming a matter of collective attention).   
 
Vibrated by con-fusion into action, we reason that if we are looking to operate “(from) without” 
political holism, yet in considerate inquiry into other holistic views, we should first pursue our least 
valuable and most invisible, de-authorized abilities and agencies (such as psychic envisioning 
and precognition, getting into political arguments, dancing, menstruating, singing, aiming, 
becoming fascinated, taking online personality quizzes, philosophizing, improvising, sewing, 
making donuts…). Then, we would use these activities of pursuit as cases/examples/situations 
upon/within which to test different ways of seeing holistic/holizing systems, anti-holistic systems, 
non-holistic anti-systems, and holistic anti-systems. Between June 2015 and October 2016, we 
embarrassed ourselves (and sometimes others too) in public through practical research sessions 
and interviews, performance processes, Focus Workshops, methodological workshops, 
theoretical workshops, writing and composing processes, online survey tests, and experiments 
with articulation, methodology-making, embodying of beliefs, collective ideation, interpretation, 
diagramming, analysis, and interaction. We pursued construction of operating systems with 
embedded failures to become whole, attempted to stage alternatives to now, and used coding 
and encryption to theorize and theatricalize interpretive performative correlationships.  
 
Over time, in order to deal with more “(anti)holism-oriented” and more digital/internetted 
conceptualizations, we had to become more complex, more systemic, and sure enough, we are 
always coming to re-assemble the very orders and ideations we work hard to directly reject and 
fail to reify. While it has not been possible to resist certain forces, conceptualizations, and 
ideation-modes while maintaining a complexity needed to address core doxa supporting holisms, 
we have been able to move very quickly between modes, to deconstruct and reconstruct in non-
linear associative and interpretive cycles, to confuse and combine processes in a way that 
overloads functions, to embed impertinencies and impotentials into analytic processes, and to 
devise tactics for “dealing with” and “working around” reproductive “pathologies” (as oppressive 
logics for logical pathways). We have also been able to “autonomize” some negative and positive 
ways of seeing, as per our own direct experiences, aesthetics, and ways of performing. Can we 
be responsible at least for “ourselves”? Can we take responsibility for—as “users” AND/OR as 
“operators” of—systems without taking control or proposing any wholes? 
 
The end of this introductory essay trails off into experiment and inquiry. We have no coherent 
theory of theater to present, no ur-anything, in fact, we are largely working against forming any 
completion, content, permanent construct, cause, or knowledge, with the emphasis on “directly 
working” in some ways, using some techniques and methods, devising some methodologies, 
practicing some ways of seeing, interpreting patterns via interpretation ethics not oriented around 
wholes, abreacting, and trying to become responsible operators of ourselves and come to belong 
to some ways of seeing and being otherwise.  
 
* “Arbitrary” means “of unspecified value,” “based on subjective evaluation,” “at random,” “autocratically ruled,” or 
otherwise “authored by the will of particular/particulating sentience(s)” 
 
**Etymologically considered, “the-ory” means “way of seeing” and “the-eater” means “site for sight,” from the Greek “thea-“ 
“sight” or “theos” (God), giving us also “theology” or logics for seeing God.  
 
***According to Google, “embarrassment” means having or showing financial difficulties. We also mean something like 
mortification, exposure, also, a state of pregnancy (embarazo), also, to halt, hamper, or impede (embarrasser). We also 
connote some flavor of the ironic, the humorous, ridiculous, absurd, cruel, clownish, subcultural, or subtextual. In no way 
should an “opera” be taken seriously: the feeling moreover, of some strains of the “holism” we turn into our Quixotic 
windmill, reminds us that danger lies in surety, and destruction in any force motivated in any single direction at a single 
image-object(ive).  
 
****We describe no universal “we:” this text is an act of ensembling some shifting, redundant, conflictual, and vacillating 
rhetorical positions of originating operators (using the Operating Manual for the experimental opera of operations 
Embarrassed of the Whole, authors Esther Neff, Brian McCorkle, Kaia Gilje. Our insecure stance as “theorists” or “theater 
artists” confirms both our narcissism and our ability to take responsibility for ourselves.). 
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INTERPRETING THE USE SURVEY 
 
Operators “operate” and “are operated by” usages (user pathways, lines of inquiry, or Unique 
Userships) of the online Use Survey. Each completion of one user pathway online becomes an 
“operation” via interpretative and arbitrary/(in)articulate/methodological/theatrical(etc) processes 
of correlationship-formation. Individuated in this way, each user pathway moves through 
(de)termin(at)ing locations (sites for sight) where inquiry/ideation/thinking/feeling becomes 
activity.   
 
This Operating Manual is written to assist operators as we perform processes of arbitration, 
interpretation, and activation, and to help us consider modes, models, examples, scripts, scores, 
and forms of communication and instruction regarding “correlationship-formation;” How? How 
So? and to What Affect? do we correlate, (dis)order, frame, stage, and otherwise construct our 
being (together) in embarrassment of the whole?  
 
Usership may become operativity 
Operators need not be representatives 
Use and abuse need not be synonymous 
 
This Operating Manual and the online Use Survey are parallel fabrications, both created as 
“theater,” “theory,” “theology,” “performance as art,” or “opera.” Acknowledging themselves as 
artificial and arbitrary, both the Use Survey and the Operating Manual demand suspension of 
disbelief, ability to “read” metaphorical/analogical and pun-like “carriages-over” between forms 
and modes, and depend on impersonated/personalized interpretations of scores and stage 
directions.  
 
This frame conceptually allows an “anti-whole” process to articulate itself via embodiment of 
some subjective/arbitrary interpretations of user inquiry descriptions and (dis)orders. It also allows 
us to acknowledge the “artificiality” of any constructive empowerments: at no point, do we posit 
ourselves as either natural or unnatural (re: anti-holism), rather our “artificial status” is much 
sought and intentionally parsed via modes of embodied cognition: we are forced/forcing, 
caused/causing, affected/affecting, copied/copying, OR WHATEVER: such are the terms of 
engagement which we find (dis)organized/(dis)ordered/(dis)ambiguated/(un)articulated 
throughout this Operating Manual. 
 
Further, the EotW Operating Manual does not assign “whole” or “knowable” ways of doing or 
seeing any-thing, instead its (de)liberations, (dis)(en)(re)(as)semblances, and affections 
proliferate potential interpretations and possible theories/theatricalizations, experimentally 
correlate intentions/values/ethics with actions and their anticipated/analyzed/experienced affects 
and consequences, and stage embarrassing transgressions which acknowledge their own 
partiality/preferentiality/personality.   
 
This Operating Manual has no “content.” 
 
More general and more specific notes about how the online Use Survey may be seen to correlate 
(with) the EotW Operating Manual and with interpretive, methodological, and translative live 
performance processes are below and throughout this Manual. 
 
1. SITES FOR SIGHT: LOCATION/LOCATING 
Each User’s online process of selecting between expanding sets of question-options provides an 
(de)liberate “pathway” or “line of questioning” to be used by operators as a form of inquiry (such 
as “metascore/arc/map/experiment controls/call and response/test procedure/dialogue”) in 
operation of a Unique performance process (an operation). These lines/forms (etc) may be 
methodologically interpreted consequently by operators as if dialogic instructive score(ings) 
meant to be operated/performed subsequently as scores by operators/performers, including 
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individuated persons, technologies, instruments, and social bodilies. Many leaps of interpretive 
and methodological faith are initially required of operators; we operate in anterior, parallel, and 
reflective spacetime with users, now confused and intentionally confusing, (de)structured and 
(de)structuring, agonistically (ab)used and (ab)using the presences and preferences of our own 
orders.  In addition, Users individually situate particular “locales” or “sites for sight” within a 
theatrical frame, a matrix of 9 locations. As Operators, we imagine that we are in this position, 
(be)holden to and holding matters, ways of seeing, and so on, which we 
correlate/empathize/sympathize with said position(s).  
 
2. FORMS OF MATERIALIZATION 
Each User pathway also gathers, selects, and generates (in forms depending on pathway) 
correlated texts, to be used by we operators as particular matters of attention/materials: 
libretto/choreography/composition frameworks for theatrical live processes are generated, 
gathered and selected by each Unique Usership.  
 
3. PERMUTABLE CONDITIONS 
The fewest possible permutations for Unique Userships (hence for “individual operations” or 
“performances”), along the most restricted (whole) pathways of this survey is 176,640,000 (nrl). 
The largest number of possible permutations for Unique Userships, along the least restricted 
(holy) pathways, exceed the calculation capacities of this opera’s originators since some survey-
forms request written responses which accept any combinations of symbols which have been 
digitalized online, and still others also accept or request uploaded jpegs (photographs, drawings, 
any marking, index, sign, etc made or materialized by users).  
 
4.  NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT + DECONSTRUCTION (binary +third option) 
becoming RECONSTRUCTION OF ARTIFICIAL PARADIGMS AS POETIC CENTERS OF 
ARBITRARY SENTIENCE becoming GEISTED (phantom fourth).   
Options, forms, and modes of survey and frames for surveillance are often pre-determined and 
self-exemplary; a(n) (e)strange(d) sense of self-determination guides inquiry. Users are coerced 
just as they coerce: in antitheses, we seek a vision of coercivity, upon which to base concrete 
methods for prevention of and self-liberation from coercion. Operators are exploited via their own 
use of interpretative, translative, embodying, conceptualizing, ideative, analytic, and 
transfigurative methods, as well as by their own promotion of and sublimation to primary 
userships (used so wrongly thus). Witnesses are partially implicated in the staging of some 
arbitrary and “artificial” intelligences, structures, methods, and modes. Each of us may or may not 
attempt to liberate ourselves from accumulating conceptions, perceptions, arbitrations, and 
sensations, including some, excluding others, deconstructing some, enabling others, authorizing 
some, relegating others to nonsense, summations materialized as matters come to our attention, 
comes to matter to us, or not. Via EotW, we propose a theatrical vision for how, how so, and to 
what affect(s) some anti-holistic systems (which are neither merely deconstructive nor even 
reconstructive) might situate sites/sights for processes inquiring into how holes in wholes may or 
may not be intended, structurally embedded, used to overthrow, logically tunneled, or otherwise 
perceived present, developed/ devised/ anticipated/ proven/ imagined/ modeled/ materialized/ 
apparated/articulated/fabricated/followed/embodied by human beings via modes of (de)liberation, 
semblance, and affection. 
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USER personal identification 
 
Deductive and inductive reasoning regarding relationships with “other persons” begins with 
empathy and with ability to inquire into the being-ways of some ways perceived as those of 
“another.” Analytics and demographics begin with a sequence of inquiries into the “properties” of 
a User, defined by their particulated and confession-under-pressure preferences, tendencies, 
locations, identifications, and so on. Operators may consider this information in any way they do, 
but they must consider it, considerately. They may strive, however, to avoid forming or using (in 
interpretation) any typologies, categories, automatic inferences or statistical evidences drawing 
stereo or demographic conclusions about groupings or collections of users. Each person, 
individuated via this initial process, should be considered as singularly as possible, yet their 
beliefs, values, (dis)abilities (and so on) are conditioning/conditioned by “the whole.” What is the 
difference between Positive and Negative liberation? How are we “unique” and not? How would 
we like to stage and/or remove boundaries between private and public, internal and external, 
personal and political?  
 
Username 
Email 
 
Please describe one location you remember from when you were between the ages of 6 and 8 
 
Please describe where you are right now and some states of your body right now 
 
What do you keep thinking about?  
 
Please list some ways you would like to be(have) (possibly or impossibly) 
 
Do you make live performance, as a matter of life and death? 
 
Please enter a list of anything you like 
 
Please enter a list of anything you dislike 
 
What do you only do in private? 
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USERSHIPS 
 
In the order of online engagement with the Use Survey, October 31-January 1, 2016. 
 
NOTE: Two Users were not included in this Operating Manual due to the Use Survey’s temporally-
delineated online availability.  
 
 
 
 
bethen	  
Location	  1C/C1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW	  TO	  ARTICULATE	  AFFECT(S)	  HOW?	  
	  
The	  geodesic	  dome	  at	  the	  1967	  World's	  Fair	  in	  Montreal.	  
On	  my	  screened-‐in	  porch,	  a	  little	  chilly	  and	  smelling	  smoke	  from	  a	  neighboring	  leaf	  
fire.	  
Rewriting	  my	  novel.	  
I	  would	  like	  to	  be	  less	  analytical	  and	  more	  poetic.	  
No.	  
Things	  I	  like	  (taking	  you	  literally):	  my	  kids,	  gardens,	  books,	  trees	  (and	  wood),	  
pianos,	  fruits	  and	  vegetables,	  art,	  good	  conversation.	  
Aha.	  -‐isms,	  greed,	  violence,	  cruelty,	  hatred,	  oysters,	  dull	  knives,	  fossil	  fuels.	  
pick	  my	  nose,	  take	  a	  shower,	  pretty	  much	  everything,	  actually.	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
1:	  deliberately	  70%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  consisting	  of	  affective	  tensions	  
Using	  trans-‐contextual	  universals	  
First,	  (de)liberate	  some	  modes	  of	  attention-‐compelling	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  a	  spatial/temporal/conceptual	  configuration	  for	  the	  live	  
processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership:	  
	  

	  
RING:	  peer	  pressured	  into	  affective	  states	  
	  
You	  will	  receive	  no	  further	  correspondence	  from	  us	  regarding	  Embarrassed	  of	  the	  Whole	  
except	  a	  general	  invitation	  to	  the	  public	  performances	  in	  February	  2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  
ENGAGEMENT:	  Survey	  Only)	  
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love	  love	  love	  
Location	  2C/C2:	  HOW	  (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLING	  AFFECT(S)?	  
	  
Long	  grass	  surrounded	  murky	  water.	  The	  air	  was	  fresh.	  At	  night	  frogs	  crocked	  and	  during	  
the	  day	  black	  gardner	  snakes	  rustled	  in	  the	  grass.	  
There	  is	  a	  window	  that	  overlooks	  a	  park.	  It's	  dark	  outside	  and	  the	  light	  of	  the	  
buildings	  in	  the	  distance	  illuminate	  windows.	  I'm	  sitting	  on	  a	  mattress	  that	  is	  covered	  
with	  a	  pile	  of	  blankets	  and	  a	  clean	  sock.	  Behind	  my	  heart	  feels	  numb.	  My	  throat	  feels	  
like	  it	  is	  fading	  into	  the	  air	  and	  my	  face	  feels	  the	  same	  way.	  I	  can	  feel	  the	  breeze	  
from	  the	  open	  window.	  
My	  mind	  zooms	  if	  I	  don't	  concentrate	  on	  something,	  and	  it	  didn't	  used	  to	  be	  that	  way.	  I	  
think	  that	  I	  can.	  I	  think	  that	  I	  can't.	  What	  can	  be	  done	  and	  what	  can	  be	  undone	  in	  
relation	  to	  everything.	  
Kind	  Compassionate	  Articulate	  Strong	  Communicative	  Confident	  Loving	  
Yes	  and	  no.	  Yes	  and	  no.	  Crippling.	  Sharing.	  
Snow.	  Green	  Grass.	  Sunsets.	  Hugs.	  Strong	  hugs.	  Feeling	  Love.	  Feeling	  sand.	  Being	  with	  
loved	  ones.	  Oranges.	  Eating	  out.	  Cooking	  in.	  Baking	  Cookies.	  Drinking	  cider.	  Dancing.	  
Running.	  
Fear.	  Numbness.	  Brain	  fog.	  Feeling	  like	  shit.	  
Be	  truly	  alone	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
2:	  semblatively	  70%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  causes	  of	  multiplicit/unknown	  affects	  
By	  organizing	  an	  array	  of	  defined	  tasks	  
First,	  (de)liberate	  abilities	  and	  desires	  of	  individuated	  bodies	  
	  
The	  live	  processes	  will	  operate	  using	  these	  terms	  of	  engagement:	  
actions	  and	  reactions	  is/are	  a	  forest	  fire	  
with	  out	  a	  home	  is/are	  (a)	  circling	  vulture(s)	  
words	  is/are	  (a)	  debt(s)	  
words	  and	  motions	  is/are	  (a)	  concussion	  
flying	  death	  eaters	  is/are	  (a)	  self-‐symbolizing	  logic	  
homeless	  Currency	  is	  (a)	  
a	  breakup	  All	  the	  world	  is	  (a)	  
Logic(s)	  is/are	  forms	  of	  formulating	  
Sympathy	  means	  beautiful	  sack	  of	  shit	  
Humans	  are	  energy	  exchange	  
Objectivity	  means	  something	  different	  than	  empathy	  
Functional	  means	  buzzing	  cosmic	  beings	  that	  destroy	  and	  create	  
Mimetic	  means	  to	  think	  about	  something	  
Semblances	  mean	  think	  and	  or	  act	  with	  fondness	  and	  care	  through	  touch	  and	  or	  words	  
Affection	  means	  what	  it	  looks	  like	  on	  the	  outside	  
Deliberation	  means	  to	  imitate	  something	  that	  works	  looking	  at	  something	  from	  afar	  
	  
RING:	  discomfort	  considered	  by	  all	  present	  due	  to	  its	  presence	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/14/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February,	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Collaboration)	  
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LukeJM	  
Location	  1A/A1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW?	  
	  
I	  keep	  remembering	  my	  elementary	  school.	  It	  was	  two	  floors	  in	  a	  nice	  little	  suburban	  
town	  in	  MA.	  I	  remember	  my	  third	  grade	  classroom	  with	  the	  big	  windows	  looking	  to	  the	  
playground	  and	  also	  the	  desks	  being	  arranged	  in	  4's.	  
I	  am	  in	  my	  bed	  in	  my	  apartment	  in	  the	  Bronx.	  It's	  very	  dark	  and	  thank	  god	  because	  my	  
room	  is	  a	  disgusting	  mess.	  My	  body	  is	  in	  a	  poor	  state.	  I	  have	  awful	  diarrhea,	  my	  arms	  
hurt	  from	  a	  flu	  and	  gonorrhea	  shot,	  my	  stomach	  is	  hungry	  but	  hurting	  from	  bad	  food,	  and	  
everything	  I	  put	  into	  my	  mouth	  tastes	  like	  ashes.	  
I	  keep	  thinking	  about	  how	  I	  let	  myself	  down	  not	  being	  able	  to	  follow	  through	  on	  this	  
proposal.	  How	  this	  bug	  keeps	  buzzing	  in	  my	  ear.	  How	  I	  havent	  gotten	  paid	  for	  a	  month's	  
and	  need	  the	  cash.	  How	  even	  though	  im	  not	  doing	  anything	  my	  schedule	  is	  so	  full.	  
I	  want	  to	  be	  fearless.	  I	  want	  to	  be	  always	  smart	  and	  witty	  while	  also	  being	  clear	  
forward	  and	  strong.	  I	  want	  to	  let	  go	  of	  control	  and	  have	  it	  be	  ok.	  I	  want	  to	  let	  out	  
all	  this	  pent	  up	  frustration	  by	  jogging	  punching	  bingeing	  and	  screaming	  
Yes	  I	  do.	  And	  if	  I	  didnt	  make	  art	  I	  would	  have	  nothing	  to	  live	  for	  so	  yes	  it	  is	  life	  or	  
death.	  
Food,	  good	  sex,	  a	  warm	  body	  in	  bed,	  no	  rules,	  nice	  things,	  a	  good	  book	  or	  movie,	  
someone	  who	  stimulates	  me	  with	  conversation,	  being	  free.	  
secrets,	  people	  who	  dont	  communicate	  their	  feelings,	  politics,	  racism,	  sexism,	  
homophobia,	  hypocrites,	  bad	  food,	  physical	  pain	  that	  drags	  out,	  money,	  bills,	  debt,	  no	  
depth	  
eat	  my	  boogers	  and	  play	  out	  possible	  scenarios	  past	  or	  present	  out	  loud	  to	  myself	  (not	  
at	  the	  same	  time)	  
	  
A:	  How	  operating?	  
1:	  deliberately	  90%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  as-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  a	  logical	  operation	  
Using	  additive	  methodologies	  
First,	  (de)liberating	  a	  picture	  to	  be	  made	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  scoring	  for	  the	  live	  processes,	  especially	  correlated	  
with	  (de)liberations	  involving	  spectrums	  (dis)organizing	  ways	  of	  seeing	  and	  doing	  from	  
positive	  to	  negative,	  i.e.	  judgments/rulings/evaluations/hegemonic	  orders	  for	  
operations.	  
How	  is	  it	  that	  I	  have	  become	  so	  confusing?	  
How	  many	  or	  how	  numerous	  are	  problems?	  
How	  can	  I	  be	  motivated?	  
gardening	  for	  how	  long	  an	  evening?	  
How	  do	  I	  cause	  epiphany?	  
How	  much	  do(es)	  business	  matter?	  
How	  able	  am	  I	  to	  survive?	  
How	  possible	  is	  it	  that	  technology	  is	  causing	  physical	  pain?	  
How	  does	  capitalism	  continue	  to	  function?	  
How	  has	  it	  come	  to	  be	  that	  we	  dont	  acknowledge	  each	  other	  in	  real	  time	  ?	  
	  
RING:	  scored,	  practiced	  systems	  modeling	  concepts	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/11/17.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February,	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Collaboration)	  
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Geraldo	  
Location	  3A/A3:	  HOW	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW?	  
	  
Rusty	  playground	  covered	  in	  yellow	  jackets	  in	  western	  Massachusetts.	  
A	  hotel	  bed	  in	  Miami.	  Leg	  pain	  up	  my	  right	  shin,	  still	  feeling	  come	  down	  from	  doing	  a	  
drug	  over	  the	  weekend.	  
Love,	  being	  in	  love.	  Assimilating	  someone	  else's	  neurosis	  while	  divulging	  your	  own.	  
I	  would	  like	  to	  be	  physically	  invulnerable.	  I	  would	  like	  to	  have	  a	  voice	  like	  Leonard	  
Cohen.	  
Making	  live	  performance	  is	  my	  raison	  d'etre.	  It's	  probably	  what	  people	  will	  remember	  me	  
for	  after	  I	  die.	  If	  i	  go	  for	  too	  long	  without	  performing	  I	  become	  a	  nervous	  wreck	  
New	  jeans,	  big	  sweaters,	  perfectly	  spaced	  teeth,	  eyebrows,	  mispronounced	  words	  spoken	  
with	  confidence,	  vulnerability,	  large	  pupils,	  delicate	  lisps,	  poetry	  as	  matter	  of	  fact,	  
staving	  off	  sleep,	  expensive	  coffee,	  cheap	  candy,	  transparency,	  horoscopes,	  obsession,	  
people	  being	  honest	  about	  social	  media,	  borrowed	  underwear	  
Mayonnaise,	  swarms	  of	  people	  touching	  your	  shoulders,	  jazz	  without	  soul,	  films	  without	  
earnestness,	  the	  word	  franchise,	  multitasking,	  swarms	  of	  people	  in	  general,	  read	  
receipts	  on	  facebook	  messages,	  blanket	  statements,	  bed	  bugs,	  free	  tshirts	  being	  XL	  and	  
therefore	  unwearable,	  being	  told	  there	  is	  a	  secret	  but	  not	  being	  told	  what	  that	  secret	  
is	  
Replay	  conversations	  in	  my	  head,	  smell	  test	  clothing	  on	  the	  floor,	  eat	  the	  whole	  box	  of	  
mac	  and	  cheese,	  listen	  to	  Elliot	  Smith,	  stare	  at	  the	  mirror,	  write	  
	  
A:	  How	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  50%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  dis-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  which	  controls	  
Developing	  anti-‐functional	  methodologies	  
First,	  ensembling	  a	  cause-‐effect	  pattern	  
	  
In	  performance	  of	  the	  live	  processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership	  we...	  
sort	  through	  matters	  
improvise	  considerately	  
whip	  yourselves	  into	  frenzies	  
we	  promise	  to	  wallow	  in	  our	  own	  filth	  
overwhelm	  the	  senses	  
move	  up	  and	  down	  
and	  encode	  quote	  deeper	  unquote	  meanings	  
	  
use	  of	  memes	  +	  tropes	  from	  mainstream/popular	  culture	  (affection	  for	  the	  universalized)	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/04/2017.	  You	  will	  also	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  with	  the	  date	  and	  time	  of	  
a	  performance	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Participation)	  
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dahvvv	  
Location	  1C/C1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW	  TO	  ARTICULATE	  AFFECT(S)	  HOW?	  
	  
i	  remember	  no	  locations	  from	  that	  time	  
in	  my	  basement.	  i	  am	  sitting	  in	  a	  chair	  with	  my	  feet	  propped	  up	  on	  a	  different	  chair.	  
my	  laptop	  is	  resting	  on	  my	  legs,	  between	  chairs,	  suspended	  above	  the	  ground.	  my	  body	  is	  
comfortable	  
none	  of	  your	  business	  
graceful,	  easy,	  natural,	  a	  jellyfish	  
yes	  
bees,	  trees,	  sneeze,	  freeze,	  steez,	  please,	  fees,	  tweez,	  tweeze,	  frieze,	  Zs,	  knees,	  
cheese,	  bries,	  geez!,	  sleaze,	  skis,	  ease,	  breeze,	  squeeze	  
oh	  lol	  i	  thought	  the	  previous	  one	  was	  intended	  as,	  'Please	  enter	  a	  list	  of	  whatever	  you	  
want.'	  whoops.	  imma	  keep	  it	  tho	  the	  coldness	  of	  cats	  outside	  in	  the	  winter,	  not	  having	  
enough	  time	  
feel	  like	  myself	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
1:	  deliberately	  60%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  causes	  of	  multiplicit/unknown	  affects	  
By	  developing	  a	  hegemony	  of	  interests,	  desires,	  and	  uses	  
First,	  install	  an	  artificial	  intelligence	  which	  attends	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  a	  spatial/temporal/conceptual	  configuration	  for	  the	  live	  
processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership:	  
	  

	  
RING:	  divergence	  from	  affect	  punishable	  by	  law	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/23/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February,	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Collaboration)	  
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ilzost	  
Location	  3C/C3:	  AFFECTIONATELY	  TO	  WHAT	  AFFECT	  AFFECTIVELY?	  
	  
Great-‐uncle's	  apartment	  in	  Brooklyn,	  musky	  smell/old	  people	  smell,	  lots	  of	  books,	  dark	  
furniture,	  dim	  lighting.	  
Office	  with	  no	  windows,	  fluorescent	  lighting,	  piles	  of	  paper,	  slumped	  in	  office	  chair,	  
pain	  in	  upper	  back	  on	  the	  left	  side.	  
Going	  home,	  Trump	  
I	  would	  like	  to	  be	  more	  social	  and	  appear	  friendlier/more	  inviting	  
I	  don't	  think	  so.	  
Lox	  and	  cream	  cheese	  bagels,laying	  in	  bed,	  smoking	  weed,	  my	  girlfriend,	  funny	  people,	  
horror	  films,	  experimental	  theater/dance,	  my	  dog,	  seeing	  my	  mom	  on	  Sundays,	  rehearsing,	  
The	  Young	  Turks,	  coffee	  with	  cigarettes.	  
Donald	  Trump,	  Hillary	  Clinton,	  being	  embarrassed,	  going	  to	  work,	  waking	  up	  in	  the	  
morning,	  picking	  up	  dog	  shit,	  aloofness,	  being	  told	  to	  smile,	  being	  in	  public,	  taking	  
the	  train,	  having	  to	  shit	  in	  public	  restrooms,	  condescension.	  
Scratch	  the	  inside	  of	  my	  ears	  with	  a	  q-‐tip	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
3:	  affectionately	  50%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Generating	  methods	  for	  effective	  anticipation	  of	  affects	  
By	  charting	  affects	  and	  consequences	  in	  formation	  of	  methodologies	  
First,	  allow	  the	  action/activity	  to	  affect	  your	  vital	  organs	  
	  
Our	  bodies	  becoming	  slippery	  
We	  practice	  caution	  
Our	  voices	  sound	  like	  phone	  calls	  
As	  we	  manipulate	  donuts	  
Using	  boiling	  water	  
We	  attempt	  to	  puncture	  
The	  cosmos,	  the	  situation,	  a	  relationship,	  some	  unknown	  modes	  
	  
RING:	  attentions	  guided	  in	  patterns	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/25/2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Presentation	  As)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
me	  
Location	  1A/A1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW?	  
	  
i	  remember	  dreaming	  about	  being	  on	  a	  distant	  planet	  and	  witches	  coming	  down	  on	  flying	  
saucers	  and	  attacking	  me	  
in	  my	  bathroom,	  pushing	  poop	  out	  of	  my	  body	  
how	  i	  can	  stop	  thinking	  
free	  
no,	  only	  as	  a	  matter	  of	  life	  
society	  
social	  networks	  
think	  
	  
A:	  How	  operating?	  
1:	  deliberately	  50%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  dis-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  which	  controls	  
Developing	  anti-‐objective	  methodologies	  
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First,	  giving	  primacy	  to	  space	  and	  material	  presence	  over	  time	  and	  cause	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  scoring	  for	  the	  live	  processes,	  especially	  correlated	  
with	  (de)liberations	  involving	  spectrums	  (dis)organizing	  ways	  of	  seeing	  and	  doing	  from	  
positive	  to	  negative,	  i.e.	  judgments/rulings/evaluations/hegemonic	  orders	  for	  
operations.	  
How	  is	  it	  that	  I	  have	  become	  so	  much?	  
How	  many	  or	  how	  numerous	  are	  one?	  
How	  can	  i	  be	  motivated?	  
do	  this	  for	  how	  long	  really?	  
How	  do	  I	  cause	  this?	  
How	  much	  do(es)	  this	  matter?	  
How	  able	  am	  I	  to	  leave?	  
How	  possible	  is	  it	  that	  there	  is	  more?	  
How	  does	  it	  continue	  to	  function?	  
How	  has	  it	  come	  to	  be	  that	  much?	  
	  
RING:	  improvised	  in	  resistance	  to	  any	  assumption,	  agreement	  or	  preconception	  
	  
:<	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Rejection)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Valerie	  Kuehne	  
Location	  3C/C3:	  AFFECTIONATELY	  TO	  WHAT	  AFFECT	  AFFECTIVELY?	  
	  
In	  one	  of	  the	  restored	  18th	  century	  houses	  on	  Maine	  st.	  in	  Old	  Ellicott	  City	  in	  MD.	  I	  
was	  in	  the	  middle	  of	  a	  cello	  lesson,	  during	  which	  my	  teacher	  had	  berated	  me	  for	  not	  
practicing	  the	  Allegro	  Appassionato	  by	  Sans	  Saens.	  I	  was	  upset	  and	  stared	  at	  the	  wall,	  
which	  struck	  me	  as	  a	  confusing	  almalgam	  of	  boring	  office	  and	  old	  wood.	  
I	  am	  at	  PPL,	  quiet	  aside	  from	  my	  typing	  and	  a	  hum	  originating	  from	  what	  I	  perceive	  to	  
be	  the	  light	  fixture.	  Brian	  is	  walking	  across	  the	  room.	  I	  am	  facing	  the	  computer	  screen	  
and	  am	  most	  conscious	  of	  the	  floor	  and	  the	  white	  marks	  scattered	  throughout,	  possibly	  
chalk,	  also	  a	  boot	  on	  said	  floor.	  I	  am	  doing	  the	  thing	  where	  I	  squeeze	  my	  temples,	  
which	  results	  in	  a	  thud,	  reminiscent	  of	  weak	  thunder.	  The	  corner	  of	  the	  computer	  is	  
irritating	  my	  wrist	  and	  I	  am	  not	  moving	  it,	  as	  typing	  precipitates	  moderate	  anxiety,	  an	  
awareness	  of	  time	  as	  a	  delayed	  state.	  I	  generally	  feel	  squeezed	  and	  grateful	  to	  be	  
writing	  about	  myself,	  wiggles	  fingers	  like	  a	  peacock.	  
I	  am	  thinking	  about	  the	  responses	  to	  the	  questions	  in	  this	  survey	  and	  just	  now	  
relighting	  my	  cigarette,	  now	  the	  7-‐11	  in	  Hedgesville,	  WV,	  where	  a	  man	  turned	  his	  hand	  
into	  a	  shotgun	  and	  pointed	  it	  at	  me.	  I	  was	  sitting	  in	  my	  car,	  wondering	  if	  it	  was	  the	  
Planned	  Parenthood	  literature	  in	  the	  backseat.	  I	  am	  thinking	  about	  something	  I	  can't	  
remember,	  and	  using	  the	  possibility	  of	  different	  chains	  of	  thought	  as	  a	  solution	  to	  the	  
irksome	  desire	  I	  have	  to	  impress	  via	  the	  phrasing	  of	  my	  responses	  to	  this	  survey.	  
1.	  as	  an	  absolutely	  fluid	  entity,	  completely	  oblivious	  to	  the	  restrictions	  of	  flesh	  and	  
form.	  2.	  sober	  sans	  the	  desire	  to	  be	  intoxicated.	  3.	  rupturing	  profundity	  4.	  a	  decent	  
friend	  and	  generous	  beyond	  my	  own	  comprehension	  of	  the	  limitations	  of	  generosity.	  5.	  
really,	  seriously	  alive.	  6.	  with	  the	  nonchalance	  of	  a	  feline.	  7.	  faster.	  8.	  surpassing	  
the	  discomfort	  of	  feeling	  like	  I	  must	  do	  something	  and	  not	  doing	  it.	  9.	  constantly	  
creating.	  
Yes.	  
*	  cigarettes	  *	  rayon	  factories	  *	  drugs	  *	  picking	  scabs	  *	  retrograde	  amnesia	  as	  an	  
excuse.	  *	  composing	  *	  baked	  goods	  *	  pillows	  *	  resonance	  *	  discomfort	  as	  a	  platform	  *	  
silence	  *	  walking	  briskly	  in	  freezing	  temperatures.	  *	  the	  smell	  of	  mildew.	  
*	  heroin	  *	  dishonesty,	  especially	  when	  it	  originates	  from	  me.	  *	  the	  way	  denim	  feels	  
when	  your	  hands	  are	  dry.	  *	  cuts	  in	  mouth/gums	  *	  anxiety	  attacks.	  *	  uncertainty	  
concerning	  why	  people	  are	  upset/uncomfortable.	  *	  a	  shitty	  performance	  *	  pop	  music	  *	  
Trump/Pence/etc.	  et.	  al.	  *	  my	  father's	  resistance	  to	  learning	  about	  other	  people.	  *	  
falling	  asleep	  at	  the	  wheel.	  
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*	  masturbate.	  *	  masturbate	  on	  camera.	  *	  pick	  nose	  (ish,	  I	  do	  this	  in	  the	  car	  
sometimes).	  *	  eat	  a	  lot.	  *	  get	  wasted.	  *	  ruminate.	  *	  shit	  *	  pick	  cuticles.	  *	  hope	  and	  
dream.	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
3:	  affectionately	  60%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Intending	  and	  interpreting	  affected	  matters	  based	  on	  intention	  
Using	  self-‐defining	  and	  identifying	  methodologies	  
First,	  intend	  to	  assemble	  framings	  
	  
Our	  bodies	  becoming	  plywood	  
We	  practice	  abandonment	  
Our	  voices	  sound	  like	  sirens	  
As	  we	  manipulate	  garlic	  
Using	  ice	  
We	  attempt	  to	  puncture	  
The	  cosmos,	  the	  situation,	  a	  relationship,	  some	  unknown	  modes	  
	  
RING:	  attention	  scattered	  indiscriminately/unsought	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/24/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February,	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Collaboration)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
jgladstone	  
Location	  2C/C2:	  HOW	  (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLING	  AFFECT(S)?	  
	  
Mrs.	  King's	  classroom,	  the	  compilation	  of	  smaller	  desks	  into	  a	  greater	  rectangular	  
whole.	  
tingling	  at	  the	  corners	  of	  my	  mouth,	  glutes	  melting	  into	  leather	  office	  chair,	  almost	  
feeling	  of	  something	  in	  my	  ears	  
how	  i	  want	  to	  stop	  fixating	  on	  my	  misfortunes	  
fluffy,	  light,	  present,	  grateful,	  loving	  
yes	  
turning	  slowly	  fruit	  threadbare	  cotton	  love	  touch	  being	  horizontal	  
time	  sadness	  waking	  up	  in	  the	  morning	  loneliness	  
not	  wear	  makeup	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
2:	  semblatively	  70%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  causes	  of	  multiplicit/unknown	  affects	  
By	  developing	  a	  hegemony	  of	  interests,	  desires,	  and	  uses	  
First,	  install	  a	  mechanism	  for	  (de)liberating	  attention	  into	  an	  'on/off'	  conditional	  
mode	  
	  
The	  live	  processes	  will	  operate	  using	  these	  terms	  of	  engagement:	  
hate	  is/are	  a	  forest	  fire	  
shame	  is/are	  (a)	  circling	  vulture(s)	  
shame	  is/are	  (a)	  debt(s)	  
hate	  is/are	  (a)	  concussion	  
inter-‐generational	  trauma	  is/are	  (a)	  self-‐symbolizing	  logic	  
Currency	  is	  (a)	  dizziness	  
All	  the	  world	  is	  (a)	  mirrors	  
Logic(s)	  is/are	  void	  
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Sympathy	  means	  turn	  
Humans	  are	  to	  be	  broken	  
Objectivity	  means	  pity	  
Functional	  means	  danimals	  
Mimetic	  means	  nothing	  
Semblances	  mean	  a	  chair	  
Affection	  means	  mirror	  neurons	  
Deliberation	  means	  human	  
undefinedto	  feel	  
undefinedto	  will	  
	  
RING:	  comfort	  and	  discomfort	  must	  be	  considered	  by	  most	  present	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/11/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February,	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Collaboration)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Michael	  DiPietro	  
Location	  2C/C2:	  HOW	  (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLING	  AFFECT(S)?	  
	  
The	  kitchen	  in	  my	  parent's	  old	  house	  -‐	  custom-‐made	  table	  by	  my	  dad,	  an	  irregular	  oval	  
shape	  covered	  with	  granite	  pattern	  formica,	  round	  swivel	  chairs	  on	  rollers	  with	  chrome	  
armrests,	  gray	  cabinets	  all	  around	  with	  little	  round	  black	  knobs.	  
In	  my	  studio,	  at	  my	  desk.	  It's	  cluttered	  in	  here	  with	  various	  projects,	  mostly	  sewing.	  
My	  lower	  back	  is	  continuously	  sore.	  I	  just	  had	  coffee	  so	  feeling	  extra	  alert.	  
How	  I	  will	  be	  able	  to	  relate	  to	  my	  family	  without	  screaming	  at	  them	  in	  this	  new	  extreme	  
right-‐wing	  authoritarian	  reality	  we're	  in.	  
I'd	  like	  to	  be	  much	  more	  assertive	  in	  general,	  spend	  many	  more	  hours	  than	  I	  do	  
artmaking.	  I	  also	  would	  like	  to	  be	  a	  more	  precise,	  fearless	  performer.	  
I	  make	  performance	  sometimes,	  generally	  not	  as	  a	  matter	  of	  life	  and	  death.	  However,	  
death	  /	  undead	  imagery	  is	  recurrent	  in	  the	  performances	  I've	  made.	  
Laughing.	  Robert	  Ashley.	  Good	  storytelling.	  Samuel	  Delany.	  Riot	  Grrrl.	  Junk	  shopping,	  
yard	  sales	  and	  thrift	  stores.	  Dario	  Argento	  &	  David	  Cronenberg	  movies.	  "Outsider"	  art.	  
Dance	  that	  is	  raw,	  energetic	  and	  unpretentious.	  
Scapegoating.	  Disenfranchisement.	  Donald	  Trump.	  Being	  poor.	  Drowning	  in	  student	  loan	  
debt.	  Being	  overwhelmed	  at	  work.	  Fundraising.	  
Brood.	  Hang	  out	  naked.	  Complain	  bitterly.	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
2:	  semblatively	  70%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Intending	  and	  interpreting	  affected	  matters	  based	  on	  intention	  
Using	  forms	  defined	  by	  their	  intended	  use	  
First,	  (de)liberating	  ethics	  and	  ideologies	  
	  
The	  live	  processes	  will	  operate	  using	  these	  terms	  of	  engagement:	  
The	  opium	  epidemic	  is	  a	  forest	  fire	  
Republicans	  are	  circling	  vulture(s)	  
Dance	  is	  (a)	  debt(s)	  
Smartphone	  culture	  is	  (a)	  concussion	  
The	  society	  of	  the	  spectacle	  is/are	  (a)	  self-‐symbolizing	  logic	  
Currency	  is	  (a)	  smokescreen	  
All	  the	  world	  is	  (an)	  architecture	  of	  pain	  
Logic(s)	  are	  formidable	  machines	  
Sympathy	  means	  tossed	  crumbs	  
Humans	  are	  of	  tribal	  minds	  
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Affection	  means	  affinity	  with	  an	  other,	  expressed	  through	  pleasure	  and	  mutual	  promotion	  
of	  joy	  
	  
RING:	  most	  present	  must	  be	  made	  fairly	  comfortable	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  01/12/17.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Presentation	  As)	  
	  
(NOTE:	  this	  operation	  was	  performed	  01/12/2017	  at	  Danspace	  as	  part	  of	  Food	  for	  Thought,	  
not	  in	  conjunction	  with	  the	  other	  operations	  throughout	  February	  2017)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
3dwardsharp	  
Location	  3B/B3:	  HOW	  SO	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW	  SO?	  
	  
the	  very	  top	  shelf	  of	  a	  medium-‐sized	  closet.	  being	  small,	  myself,	  made	  the	  closet	  
large-‐to-‐xtra-‐large-‐sized.	  and	  a	  hand	  full	  of	  "marks-‐a-‐lot"	  markerz.	  i	  remember	  drawing	  
on	  the	  the	  top	  shelf,	  on	  the	  self,	  itself.	  i	  remember	  it	  to	  be	  sexually	  fantastical	  in	  
both	  word	  crudeness	  but	  also	  line	  &	  form	  sensualness.	  the	  way	  i	  exited	  this	  location	  is	  
fuzzy	  because	  i	  think	  i	  may	  have	  passed	  out?	  maybe	  from	  the	  markerz?	  maybe	  just	  fell	  
asleep?	  maybe	  just	  nonchalantly	  climbed	  down,	  ...and?	  but	  this	  sort	  of	  
location/happening	  has	  come	  up	  in	  dreamz,	  so	  as	  i	  age,	  i	  become	  less	  certain	  as	  to	  the	  
exactness	  of	  this	  location.	  or	  any	  location.	  or	  any	  memory.	  
in	  my	  apt.	  i	  can	  see	  lacuna/the	  watershed	  out	  of	  my	  window.	  i	  am	  making	  ramen	  soup	  &	  
some	  biscuitz,	  shit	  soup	  is	  boiling,	  brb.	  ...the	  carrotz	  are	  good,	  mashed.	  &&	  egg	  
hard/hot/boiled.	  resume:	  back	  at	  my	  house,	  was	  just	  at	  a	  karaoke	  fundraiser.	  i'm	  cold.	  
it's	  cold.	  i'm	  nervous	  about	  getting	  enough	  work	  done	  on	  a	  project.	  i've	  a	  meeting	  in	  
~12	  hours	  but	  it's	  been	  rescheduled	  a	  couple	  of	  timez	  already.	  i've	  not	  made	  any	  money	  
but	  have	  put	  over	  100	  hourz	  of	  work	  into	  this.	  oh	  money,	  from	  where	  will	  you	  come	  next?	  
my	  mind,	  my	  mind	  is	  sore.	  my	  mind,	  my	  mind	  aches.	  american	  politicz,	  i've	  very	  little	  
wordz.	  but	  my	  body	  &	  mind	  are	  livid	  and	  living	  and	  lively	  and	  longing	  for	  ease.	  body	  
pain.	  body	  ease.	  body	  pain	  body	  ease.	  update	  #hmm,	  copy/pasta	  but	  i'm	  pretty	  sure	  i've	  
lost	  a	  few	  thingz/editz/thoughtz/fuckit.	  i'm	  still	  in	  the	  same	  place,	  more	  or	  less	  
(~10meterz)	  it's	  still	  pretty	  cold	  nothing	  really	  seemz	  any	  better	  or	  worse.	  it's	  
someone	  else's	  birthday,	  again.	  
...am	  i	  eating	  {"enough":	  ["food",	  "vegetables",	  "vitaminz"],	  "too	  much":	  ["trash",	  
"oil",	  "television"]}	  4-‐6-‐2-‐5-‐9	  4-‐2-‐6-‐2-‐2-‐4-‐5-‐2-‐9-‐4	  a	  99-‐hour	  performance.	  where	  the	  
fuck	  the	  money	  is	  coming	  from.	  do	  i	  need	  to	  smoke	  1)	  not	  at	  all	  2)	  less	  how	  long	  after	  
i	  wake	  up	  do	  i	  smoke?	  am	  i	  sick?	  am	  i	  really	  sick?	  am	  i	  drinking	  enough	  water?	  
average.	  sometimez	  in	  the	  rain	  &&	  sometimez	  not	  in	  the	  rain,	  like	  not	  some	  kind	  of	  
geometric	  problem,	  but	  like	  *	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
\__/	  \__/	  \__/	  \__/	  
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"thingz	  on	  my	  desk":	  ["laptop","lamp","power	  supply","scissorz","pencil","2	  
penz","coffee","tobacco","head	  phonez","2	  notebookz","remote","my	  armz"]	  
neologism/meditation/conversation/cuddling/romance/smoking/seeing/listening/tasting/sen
sing/thinking/fright/panic/crying/embracing/reflecting/being	  
neologism	  the	  divergence	  of	  anti-‐intellectualism:	  the	  fall	  blockbuster.	  men	  talking	  too	  
much.	  alpha	  personality.	  sarcasm.	  
as	  nounz:	  poop/pee/auto-‐erotica/internet/book/eotw	  survey	  but	  no	  propensity	  to,	  
specifically,	  do	  these	  in	  private.	  i'm	  not	  sure	  i	  know	  what/where/when	  private	  
is/was/might/will	  be.	  
	  
B:	  How	  so	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  70%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  en-‐sembling	  realities	  
	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  affecting	  each	  other	  
By	  developing	  methodologies	  for	  identification	  and	  causation	  of	  affects	  
First,	  take	  an	  array	  of	  affection	  identity-‐categories	  and	  correlate	  these	  with	  causes	  
	  
Color	  code:	  EDA1CB	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  frequency:	  459.896484375	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  shape:	  square	  
	  
Associations	  with	  tone:	  \.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\	  /././././././././	  \.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\	  
	  
RING:	  direct	  and	  indirect	  affects	  regulated	  and	  presented	  
	  
:<	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Rejection)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
aliftig	  
Location	  3B/B3:	  HOW	  SO	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW	  SO?	  
	  
Kentucly	  
Milford,	  CT	  achey	  cold	  full	  
my	  ex	  husband	  
carefree	  present	  wealthy	  thin	  tall	  
yup	  
erasers	  hot	  chocolate	  vintage	  tea	  towels	  tupperware	  lip	  balm	  miniatures	  
trump	  trump	  trump	  nazis	  trump	  mathematics	  
fart	  
	  
B:	  How	  so	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  70%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  re-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  staging	  systems	  
By	  developing	  surveillance	  methodologies	  
First,	  (de)liberating	  an	  array	  of	  (de)liberate	  matters	  
	  
Color	  code:	  FF7D12	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  frequency:	  275.937890625	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  shape:	  square	  
	  
Associations	  with	  tone:	  infected	  pee,	  spain,	  hydrangas,	  car	  smell,	  
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RING:	  direct	  and	  indirect	  affects	  regulated	  and	  presented	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/06/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February,	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Collaboration	  was	  adjusted	  to	  “Presented	  As”	  after	  
Survey	  completion)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
It's	  me	  
Location	  3A/A3:	  HOW	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW?	  
	  
The	  playroom	  where	  we	  played	  jumping	  from	  one	  couch	  to	  the	  other	  without	  touching	  the	  
floor.	  
Cramped	  and	  folded	  over,	  I	  am	  at	  home.	  
What's	  for	  dinner	  and	  drinks?	  
Crazy	  
No	  
fat	  cats	  big	  lilies	  soft	  ice	  cream	  dilly	  dallies	  
social	  situations	  wet	  butts	  
can't	  help	  but	  imagine	  mice	  and	  bugs	  running	  past	  my	  peripheral	  vision	  
	  
A:	  How	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  50%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  dis-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  an	  illogical	  operation	  
Devising	  methodologies	  singularly	  in	  relationship	  with	  persons	  
First,	  locating	  (de)liberations	  in	  advance	  
	  
In	  performance	  of	  the	  live	  processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership	  we...	  
	  
sort	  through	  matters	  
improvise	  considerately	  
whip	  yourselves	  into	  frenzies	  
we	  promise	  to	  wallow	  in	  our	  own	  filth	  
overwhelm	  the	  senses	  
move	  up	  and	  down	  
and	  encode	  quote	  deeper	  unquote	  meanings	  
	  
RING:	  anti-‐cultural/encrypted	  (affection	  for	  kin/species/biobodilies)	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/24/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February,	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Survey	  Only,	  due	  to	  User’s	  noncompliance	  with	  
survey	  request	  for	  a	  valid	  email	  address)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Violistakaren	  
Location	  1C/C1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW	  TO	  ARTICULATE	  AFFECT(S)	  HOW?	  
	  
The	  field	  near	  my	  house	  was	  routinely	  watered	  from	  sewage	  irrigation.	  Was	  it	  brown	  
water?	  Unclear.	  Sometimes	  it	  smelled	  bad.	  Sometimes	  it	  had	  tadpoles	  in	  the	  water.	  
That's	  the	  field	  where	  I	  was	  walking	  my	  dog,	  Marianne,	  the	  day	  that	  a	  loose	  German	  
shepherd	  attacked	  and	  killed	  her	  on	  the	  end	  of	  my	  leash.	  I	  was	  7.	  
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I'm	  on	  my	  couch,	  on	  top	  of	  a	  crocheted	  afghan	  on	  of	  my	  grandmothers	  made.	  I	  don't	  know	  
which	  one.	  My	  cat	  is	  sleeping	  on	  the	  back	  of	  the	  couch.	  I	  have	  a	  pillow	  that	  looks	  like	  
an	  elephant	  nearby.	  My	  throat	  hurts	  and	  I'm	  riddled	  with	  anxiety.	  
The	  tasks	  I	  must	  complete,	  the	  schedule	  in	  my	  future,	  what	  to	  do	  with	  my	  life.	  
Motivated	  and	  proactive.	  Friendly	  and	  kind.	  Patient	  and	  humble.	  Forgiving	  and	  generous.	  
Yes.	  
My	  dog	  and	  cat,	  clean	  towels,	  systems,	  plans,	  warm	  food,	  laziness,	  laughing,	  plants,	  
birds,	  wood.	  
Meanies,	  bossiness,	  jerks,	  being	  left	  out.	  
Pick	  my	  nose.	  Watch	  tv.	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
1:	  deliberately	  100%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Intending	  and	  interpreting	  affected	  matters	  based	  on	  intention	  
Using	  dramaturgical	  framing	  methodologies	  
First,	  assemble	  modes	  of	  active	  positing	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  a	  spatial/temporal/conceptual	  configuration	  for	  the	  live	  
processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership:	  

	  
	  
RING:	  divergence	  from	  affect	  punishable	  by	  law	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/23/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  providing	  the	  EotW	  
Operating	  Manual	  to	  you	  as	  well	  as	  your	  generated	  Unique	  Usership	  and	  confirmation	  of	  
your	  selected	  date	  in	  February	  2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Direct)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
me	  
Location	  1C/C1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW	  TO	  ARTICULATE	  AFFECT(S)	  HOW?	  
	  
The	  Mount-‐Royal	  Cemetery	  in	  Montreal.	  
Sitting	  on	  a	  couch	  in	  a	  living	  room	  in	  Iceland	  with	  my	  legs	  stretched	  out,	  satisfied	  
from	  having	  completed	  a	  late	  breakfast	  of	  a	  bagel	  and	  a	  cup	  of	  tea,	  and	  feeling	  the	  
onset	  of	  a	  morning	  poo.	  
Things	  to	  do	  in	  life.	  
Young	  again	  Able	  to	  time-‐travel	  Able	  to	  teleport	  More	  extroverted	  Less	  self-‐effacingly	  
humble	  Better	  at	  dealing	  with	  conflict	  (in	  my	  own	  life)	  and	  handling	  confrontations	  (of	  
myself	  with	  another)	  A	  bit	  more	  fearless,	  but	  I'm	  getting	  there	  Lazy	  as	  a	  matter	  of	  
choice,	  rather	  than	  inherently	  
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Of	  course.	  
Sleep	  Good	  food	  and	  good	  wine	  Smoking	  Pot	  Meaningful	  work	  People	  Depth	  Minimalist	  
living	  Maximalist	  aesthetics	  Anarchism	  Books	  Dancing	  Myself	  Having	  projects	  Processes	  
Journeys	  Rich	  inward	  experiences	  Soulful	  connections	  A	  good	  mattress	  Swimming	  Mountains	  
Trees	  The	  animal	  kingdom	  Being	  free	  of	  body	  pains	  The	  internet	  Electronic	  music	  
Intimacy	  Being	  radically	  different	  from	  most	  people	  on	  earth	  yet	  highly	  imperceptibly	  
so	  Invisibility	  as	  a	  superpower	  My	  legendary	  head	  of	  hair	  My	  childhood	  home	  and	  back	  
yard	  Discovery	  Immersion	  Engagement	  Drinking	  my	  comrades	  under	  the	  table	  once	  or	  twice	  
a	  year,	  preferably	  with	  Jack	  Daniels	  around	  a	  campfire	  The	  other	  side	  Dreams	  David	  
Lynch's	  mind	  Never	  being	  able	  to	  get	  bored	  because	  life	  is	  so	  full	  of	  everything	  
Growing/raising	  one's	  own	  food	  Community	  Festivals	  Wise	  and	  understanding	  people	  
The	  smell	  of	  urine	  War	  memorials	  That	  untreated	  victims	  of	  trauma	  are	  in	  power	  
worldwide	  Misogyny	  Racism	  The	  1%	  My	  skin	  problems	  The	  very	  dark	  places	  couples	  can	  go	  
to	  in	  monogamous	  relationships	  People	  who	  don't	  care	  about	  anything	  Lack	  of	  leadership	  
Lack	  of	  responsibility	  Shortsightedness,	  particularly	  when	  voluntary	  Ignorance,	  
particularly	  when	  blissful	  American	  sitcoms	  and	  the	  over-‐abundance	  of	  totally	  useless	  
and	  poor	  television	  shows	  in	  existence,	  regardless	  of	  genre	  Smartphones	  Petty	  
distractions	  from	  the	  important	  and	  amazing	  things	  in	  life	  All	  the	  money	  that	  goes	  into	  
professional	  sports	  Abuse	  Oppression	  Injustice	  Seafood	  Industrial	  agriculture	  Bad	  
acting	  Single-‐mindedness	  Delusions	  of	  superiority	  Narrow-‐mindedness	  The	  inability	  or	  
unwillingness	  to	  truly	  listen	  to	  or	  give	  someone	  a	  chance	  at	  expressing	  him/herself	  
Exclusionary	  modes	  of	  thinking	  and	  producing	  art,	  science,	  and	  philosophy	  
Pig	  out	  on	  junk	  food	  Masturbate	  Pluck	  the	  rogue	  hairs	  from	  my	  chin	  Examine	  my	  genitals	  
Pop	  pimples	  Sniff	  my	  fingers	  after	  they've	  touched	  various	  body	  parts	  to	  make	  sure	  
everything	  smells	  normal	  and	  healthy	  Lie	  in	  bed	  stretching	  vigorously	  and	  letting	  out	  
gasps	  of	  deeply	  breathed	  air	  Visit,	  tend	  to,	  and	  talk	  to	  trees	  I	  planted	  Argue	  with	  my	  
partner	  Take	  photos	  of	  unusual	  things	  Meditate	  Attempt	  astral	  projection	  Fart	  and	  belch	  
out	  loud	  Wear	  no	  bra	  Have	  sex	  Engage	  in	  numerous	  daily	  micro-‐rituals	  that	  I'm	  convinced	  
improve	  my	  quality	  of	  life,	  though	  mine	  alone	  Cry	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
1:	  deliberately	  50%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Intending	  and	  interpreting	  affected	  matters	  based	  on	  intention	  
Using	  self-‐defining	  and	  identifying	  methodologies	  
First,	  dissemble	  some	  modes	  of	  intending	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  a	  spatial/temporal/conceptual	  configuration	  for	  the	  live	  
processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership:	  

	  
RING:	  peer	  pressured	  into	  affective	  states	  
	  
You	  may	  or	  may	  not	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  at	  some	  point	  from	  us,	  following	  up	  about	  this	  
(MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Whatever)	  
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daver	  
Location	  3B/B3:	  HOW	  SO	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW	  SO?	  
	  
in	  a	  semi-‐dark	  room	  in	  Providence,	  watching	  Ferris	  Beuller	  every	  afternoon	  for	  a	  week,	  
not	  knowing	  more	  than	  one	  person	  but	  feeling	  pretty	  connected,	  not	  getting	  the	  jokes,	  
but	  feeling	  very	  amused	  
The	  cat	  very	  badly	  wants	  to	  be	  in	  front	  of	  me	  on	  my	  right	  side	  but	  I	  don't	  want	  her	  to	  
be	  there.	  I'm	  trying	  to	  be	  gentle	  about	  it.	  My	  eyes	  aren't	  at	  their	  best.	  I'm	  not	  super	  
hungry	  but	  would	  like	  to	  eat	  I	  think.	  Or	  rather,	  chew.	  
the	  word	  port-‐man-‐dude-‐man-‐teau	  my	  wrists	  my	  tongue	  
able	  to	  get	  flatter	  having	  traction	  less	  attached	  to	  the	  whats	  I	  come	  from	  and	  able	  to	  
find	  ways	  to	  attach	  to	  the	  whos	  I	  come	  from	  able	  to	  have	  new	  ideas	  as	  often	  as	  I	  did	  
when	  I	  was	  20	  
Yes	  I	  make	  it.	  I	  think	  it's	  a	  shade	  or	  two	  subtler	  than	  life	  or	  death.	  I	  could	  live	  
without	  it	  but	  it	  would	  come	  out	  in	  other	  ways.	  
Jean	  Segura	  Craig	  Counsell	  Al	  Simmons	  Lou	  Boudreau	  Larry	  Doby	  Rob	  Dibble	  someone	  with	  
the	  nickname	  "handsome"	  Salmon	  Schneeberg	  Al	  Oliver	  Waikiki	  Palace	  and	  things	  named	  
Palace	  Tovah	  
people	  trying	  to	  have	  power	  over	  other	  people,	  people	  feeling	  helpless,	  clutter,	  not	  
sleeping	  enough,	  assumptions	  people	  who	  write	  about	  art	  have	  about	  people	  make	  art	  
iron	  talk	  in	  code	  
	  
B:	  How	  so	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  50%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  en-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  immaterial	  'non-‐affective'	  affects	  
By	  developing	  attention-‐forming	  methodologies	  
First,	  (de)liberate	  definitions	  of	  actuality	  
	  
Color	  code:	  40E8FF	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  frequency:	  287.11111111111114	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  shape:	  triangle	  
	  
Associations	  with	  tone:	  having	  favorite	  versions	  of	  things,	  age	  5-‐8,	  learning	  
geography,	  having	  a	  brother,	  having	  an	  older	  brother,	  liking	  the	  Brazilian	  flag,	  
finding	  a	  balance	  between	  things,	  balancing	  yellow	  &	  green	  &	  blue,	  knocking	  down	  
cardboard	  blocks	  through	  throwing	  
	  
RING:	  feels	  and	  other	  indirect	  affects	  proliferated	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/15/2017.	  You	  will	  also	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  with	  the	  date	  and	  time	  of	  
a	  performance	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Participation)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
rogigor	  
Location	  1C/C1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW	  TO	  ARTICULATE	  AFFECT(S)	  HOW?	  
	  
the	  river	  pance,	  near	  cali	  colombia	  
on	  my	  bed,	  full,	  stuffed	  
bad,	  tension	  filled	  memories	  
leaner	  in	  the	  waist	  
nop	  
beef	  pork	  chorizo	  
overly	  sugared	  drinks	  chicken	  breast	  cooked	  by	  most	  people	  bachata	  
beat	  it	  
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C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
1:	  deliberately	  90%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  causes	  of	  multiplicit/unknown	  affects	  
By	  organizing	  an	  array	  of	  defined	  tasks	  
First,	  (de)liberate	  similar	  abilities	  and	  desires	  across	  and	  between	  previously-‐
individuated	  bodies	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  a	  spatial/temporal/conceptual	  configuration	  for	  the	  live	  
processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership:	  
	  

	  
	  
RING:	  _________	  
	  
You	  will	  receive	  no	  further	  correspondence	  from	  us	  regarding	  Embarrassed	  of	  the	  Whole	  
except	  a	  general	  invitation	  to	  the	  public	  performances	  in	  February	  2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  
ENGAGEMENT:	  Survey	  Only)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
ChristineO	  
Location	  3B/B3:	  HOW	  SO	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW	  SO?	  
	  
My	  Father's	  small	  tackle	  and	  bait	  shop.	  The	  walls	  had	  small	  holes	  in	  them	  for	  
displaying	  things,	  and	  people	  were	  coming	  in	  and	  out	  of	  the	  store	  a	  lot.	  
At	  home.	  Outside	  it's	  -‐7	  degrees	  without	  the	  windchill	  factor.	  I	  will	  be	  inside	  most	  
likely	  all	  day.	  I	  have	  a	  small,	  vintage	  lamp	  on	  and	  the	  curtains	  are	  drawn	  back	  and	  
outside	  it's	  so	  white.	  The	  windows	  are	  like	  white	  rectangles.	  My	  body	  is	  slow.	  Relaxed.	  
Passive.	  
What	  is	  my	  life.	  What	  am	  I	  going	  to	  do	  tomorrow?	  Next	  year-‐-‐I	  have	  no	  idea?	  What	  if	  I	  
was	  doing	  something	  else?	  Somewhere	  else?	  What	  is	  there	  that	  I	  don't	  know	  about?	  How	  is	  
my	  family	  doing?	  
Be	  sweet.	  All	  of	  the	  time.	  Be	  expandable	  and	  contractible.	  Be	  awake.	  
A	  matter	  of	  life.	  A	  way	  of	  living.	  A	  way	  of	  being	  in	  the	  world.	  
Snowflakes.	  Large	  chunks	  of	  hard	  candy.	  
Impossibly	  dried	  wood	  that	  falls	  apart	  when	  you	  touch	  it.	  
Let	  myself	  just	  be.	  
	  
B:	  How	  so	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  70%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  en-‐sembling	  realities	  
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Generating	  an	  operation	  affecting	  each	  other	  
By	  developing	  methodologies	  for	  consistent	  transfer	  of	  affects-‐becoming	  'affacts'	  
First,	  situate	  some	  intentions	  to	  affect,	  between	  distinct	  persons	  
	  
Color	  code:	  6B6E4B	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  frequency:	  470.934	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  shape:	  triangle	  
	  
Associations	  with	  tone:	  Make	  it	  stop	  or	  it	  will	  go	  on	  forever.	  
	  
RING:	  affects	  abstracted	  and	  autonomized	  into	  symbolic	  and	  descriptive	  vehicles	  
	  
You	  may	  or	  may	  not	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  at	  some	  point	  from	  us,	  following	  up	  about	  this.	  
(MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Whatever)	  
	  
	  
	  
BluMom	  
Location	  2C/C2:	  HOW	  (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLING	  AFFECT(S)?	  
	  
The	  "toyroom"	  in	  the	  basement.	  Wood	  panel	  walls,	  thin	  grass	  green	  carpet,	  robins	  egg	  
blue	  ceiling,	  fluorescent	  light	  tubes	  recessed	  in	  ceiling	  with	  a	  yellow	  textured	  
plastic	  panel	  covering	  the	  opening,	  Winnie	  the	  Pooh	  theme	  curtains,	  smell	  of	  the	  
adjacent	  wood	  shop,	  wood	  burning	  stove,	  and	  a	  little	  mustiness.	  
The	  blue	  room...with	  books,	  rocking	  chair,	  carpet,	  large	  wall	  mirror.	  Body	  feels	  the	  
day	  of	  poor	  posture	  from	  computer	  work,	  wearing	  just	  bathrobe,	  and	  a	  9	  month	  old	  
intermittently	  nurses.	  
Dancing	  the	  Hustle	  as	  the	  lead	  part.	  
Upright	  in	  my	  posture	  Professionally	  gardening	  
No	  
French	  fries	  Dance	  parties	  Seed	  germination	  Blue	  
Bad	  listeners	  Biting	  cold	  Bacon	  Hyper	  cleanliness	  Pink	  Bows	  
Use	  the	  toilet	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
2:	  semblatively	  50%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Generating	  affectionate	  responses	  
Using	  technical	  methodologies	  
First,	  (de)liberate	  a	  difficult	  task	  and	  abilities	  mandated	  by	  it	  
	  
The	  live	  processes	  will	  operate	  using	  these	  terms	  of	  engagement:	  
Gossip	  is/are	  a	  forest	  fire	  
Capitalism	  is/are	  (a)	  circling	  vulture(s)	  
Profits	  is/are	  (a)	  debt(s)	  
Trauma	  is/are	  (a)	  concussion	  
These	  questions	  is/are	  (a)	  self-‐symbolizing	  logic	  
Currency	  is	  (a)	  manipulation	  
All	  the	  world	  is	  (a)	  zygote	  
Logic(s)	  is/are	  a	  mirror	  
Sympathy	  means	  embrace	  
Humans	  are	  infants	  
Objectivity	  means	  serving	  a	  desired	  purpose.	  
	  
RINGL	  the	  comfort	  of	  some	  present	  can	  be	  considered	  
	  
You	  may	  or	  may	  not	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  at	  some	  point	  from	  us,	  following	  up	  about	  this	  
(MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Whatever)	  
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imageobject	  	  
Location	  3B/B3:	  HOW	  SO	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW	  SO?	  
	  
Sue	  Fradell's	  horse	  barn,	  where	  I	  took	  a	  riding	  lesson	  every	  Wednesday	  for	  most	  of	  my	  
adolescence.	  Set	  back	  down	  a	  long	  driveway,	  with	  a	  huge	  hay	  field	  spanning	  the	  distance	  
between	  the	  road	  and	  her	  small	  house,	  which	  stood	  just	  a	  few	  paces	  away	  from	  the	  far	  
end	  of	  the	  main	  barn.	  A	  handful	  of	  smaller	  sheds	  and	  secondary	  structures,	  with	  a	  front	  
paddock	  and	  round	  pen	  for	  lead	  work,	  all	  clustered	  around	  the	  small	  gravel	  parking	  area	  
that	  adjoined	  the	  barn.	  The	  main	  barn	  had	  twenty-‐eight	  stalls	  along	  a	  single	  long	  
central	  aisle	  with	  huge	  sliding	  doors	  at	  each	  end.	  This	  was	  adjoined	  to	  the	  large	  
indoor	  riding	  ring,	  a	  high,	  peaked	  open	  space	  filled	  with	  a	  soft,	  fine,	  dusty-‐brown	  
sand	  that	  got	  in	  your	  shoes	  and	  gritted	  between	  your	  toes	  no	  matter	  what,	  even	  in	  the	  
dead	  of	  winter.	  Large	  cobblestone	  floors	  in	  the	  rest	  of	  the	  building;	  a	  tack	  room,	  
shower	  stall,	  feed	  room,	  and	  lounge	  with	  bathroom;	  always	  a	  cat	  or	  two	  around,	  and	  
always	  lots	  of	  swallows	  flying	  through.	  At	  the	  end	  of	  the	  barn	  facing	  away	  from	  the	  
road,	  the	  doors	  opened	  onto:	  the	  outdoor	  ring	  to	  the	  left,	  horse	  trailers	  parked	  off	  to	  
the	  right,	  and	  straight	  ahead	  the	  main	  paddock,	  a	  huge	  sloping	  field	  with	  series	  of	  
smaller	  paddocks	  and	  a	  wooded	  treeline	  beyond.	  
In	  my	  bedroom,	  sitting	  at	  my	  'desk'	  which	  is	  in	  fact	  a	  red	  formica	  kitchen	  table	  with	  a	  
large	  rectangular	  mirror,	  strung	  around	  with	  small	  incandescent	  bulbs	  like	  you	  would	  
use	  on	  a	  patio,	  is	  resting	  on	  the	  back	  of	  the	  table	  &	  leaning	  against	  the	  wall.	  I	  can	  
just	  barely	  see	  myself	  in	  it	  over	  the	  top	  of	  my	  sewing	  machine	  and	  other	  clutter.	  The	  
double	  doors	  of	  my	  closet	  are	  directly	  to	  my	  left,	  my	  feet	  are	  propped	  up	  on	  my	  guitar	  
amp	  under	  the	  table,	  my	  bed	  is	  in	  the	  corner	  to	  my	  right,	  as	  close	  as	  possible	  to	  the	  
window;	  bookshelf	  and	  dresser	  are	  behind	  me.	  Besides	  the	  string	  of	  lights	  around	  the	  
mirror,	  one	  other	  lamp,	  resting	  on	  top	  of	  the	  A/C	  unit	  under	  the	  window,	  is	  on.	  I	  avoid	  
using	  the	  bare	  bulb	  in	  the	  ceiling	  as	  much	  as	  possible.	  My	  right	  shoulder	  is	  tense	  and	  
uncomfortable,	  and	  I	  have	  a	  shiner	  under	  my	  right	  eye	  from	  connecting	  with	  someone's	  
skull	  in	  the	  pit	  at	  a	  punk	  show	  two	  days	  ago.	  I	  can	  still	  taste	  the	  pasta	  I	  had	  for	  
dinner	  on	  the	  back	  of	  my	  tongue.	  I	  have	  some	  nagging	  congestion	  that	  causes	  me	  to	  cough	  
occasionally.	  I	  am	  wearing	  leggings	  under	  sweatpants	  with	  a	  large	  baggy	  t-‐shirt,	  and	  am	  
very	  comfortably	  warm	  (i	  have	  the	  heater	  on	  today).	  I	  am	  not	  particularly	  well	  rested	  
but	  not	  specifically	  tired	  either;	  abundant	  joy	  in	  my	  personal	  life	  has	  me	  wrapped	  in	  a	  
nearly	  ideal	  state	  of	  pleasant	  calm.	  
-‐my	  girlfriend	  who	  is	  currently	  getting	  fucked	  by	  our	  other	  partner	  instead	  of	  texting	  
me	  back	  -‐cutting	  and	  bleaching	  my	  hair,	  the	  activity	  i	  am	  putting	  off	  in	  order	  to	  
complete	  this	  survey	  -‐the	  gifts	  i	  need	  to	  make	  /	  purchase	  for	  my	  friends	  and	  dates	  over	  
the	  next	  five	  days	  -‐how	  to	  use	  myself	  as	  the	  primary	  anchor	  for	  my	  personality	  instead	  
of	  building	  myself	  around	  others,	  while	  still	  remaining	  open	  to	  deep	  human	  connection	  
-‐to	  never	  need	  sleep,	  and	  only	  ever	  do	  it	  on	  a	  whim	  as	  an	  indulgent,	  pleasant	  activity	  
-‐to	  be	  able	  to	  shape	  shift	  -‐to	  be	  able	  to	  focus	  on	  tasks	  which	  i	  do	  not	  find	  engaging,	  
to	  be	  rid	  of	  the	  compulsion	  to	  shift	  my	  attention	  every	  two	  minutes,	  to	  be	  able	  to	  
complete	  tasks	  efficiently	  &	  acknowledge	  them	  as	  necessary	  stepping	  stones	  to	  larger	  
goals	  -‐to	  be	  able	  to	  fully	  merge	  my	  person	  with	  another	  person	  -‐to	  be	  able	  to	  fully	  
protect	  another	  person	  
yesno	  (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yes_and_no)	  
-‐feathered	  bodies	  -‐gummy	  candy	  -‐smooth	  rocks	  -‐sunlight	  on	  my	  cunt	  -‐warm	  fresh	  baked	  
goods	  -‐firelight	  -‐skin	  -‐100%	  cotton	  -‐brushing	  my	  teeth	  -‐the	  smell	  of	  leather	  -‐walking	  
through	  the	  city	  either	  immediately	  after	  sunrise	  or	  during	  a	  snowstorm	  -‐successfully	  
moving	  heavy	  objects	  -‐rollercoasters	  -‐crying	  -‐flirting	  -‐landing	  a	  solid	  punch	  -‐exaltant	  
choral	  music	  -‐drag	  shows	  -‐getting	  a	  massage	  -‐giving	  a	  massage	  -‐LSD	  -‐efficient	  and	  
logical	  organizational	  systems	  -‐the	  specific	  satisfied	  exhaustion	  that	  follows	  grueling	  
exercise	  -‐math	  
-‐things	  put	  back	  where	  they	  do	  not	  belong	  -‐when	  someone	  uses	  my	  toothpaste	  without	  
asking	  -‐unintentional	  cold	  showers	  -‐sweeping	  conclusions	  that	  lack	  nuance	  -‐burning	  my	  
tongue	  -‐being	  cold	  in	  an	  air	  conditioned	  room	  -‐shopping	  malls	  -‐overbearing	  
deodorants/perfumes	  -‐shaving	  -‐realizing	  after	  i	  say	  something	  that	  it	  was	  the	  wrong	  
thing	  to	  say	  -‐inefficiency	  -‐injustice	  -‐the	  current	  state	  of	  the	  global	  distribution	  of	  
wealth	  /	  power	  -‐jello	  -‐wearing	  sandy	  underwear	  -‐wearing	  wet	  denim	  -‐political	  opinions	  
predicated	  on	  beliefs	  rather	  than	  objective	  logic	  -‐fear	  
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-‐waste	  my	  time	  on	  the	  internet	  -‐sleep	  deeply	  enough	  to	  have	  vivid	  dreams	  -‐make	  really	  
bland,	  uninteresting	  food	  
	  
B:	  How	  so	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  70%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  en-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  affecting	  each	  other	  
By	  developing	  methodologies	  for	  substantiation	  of	  affects	  
First,	  separate	  or	  distinguish	  bodies	  from	  one	  another	  via	  spatial,	  temporal,	  or	  other	  
situational/conditional	  boundary	  
	  
Color	  code:	  CF86A4	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  frequency:	  387.59999999999997	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  shape:	  square	  
	  
Associations	  with	  tone:	  lingere,	  roses	  painted	  on	  old	  china	  or	  on	  my	  childhood	  
bedframe,	  cosmetic	  products	  
	  
RING:	  sensory	  stimuli	  and	  other	  direct	  affects	  proliferated	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/25/2017.	  You	  will	  also	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  with	  the	  date	  and	  time	  of	  
a	  performance	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Participation)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
laureljay	  
Location	  2C/C2:	  HOW	  (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLING	  AFFECT(S)?	  
	  
I	  remember	  my	  3rd	  grade	  classroom:	  the	  light	  fake	  birch	  veneer	  desks	  with	  thin	  metal	  
legs,	  the	  blackboard	  with	  cloudy	  erased	  chalk	  haze	  at	  the	  front	  of	  the	  room,	  the	  
reading	  area,	  the	  (yes)	  record	  player.	  I	  remember	  it	  as	  being	  cold.	  This	  was	  the	  only	  
year	  the	  teacher,	  a	  miserable	  person,	  made	  me	  hate	  school.	  She	  shamed	  me	  when	  I	  worked	  
efficiently.	  It	  makes	  the	  whole	  room	  seem	  muted	  and	  dim.	  
I	  am	  in	  my	  flat	  in	  the	  UK.	  It's	  late	  so	  I	  shimmed	  down	  on	  the	  grey	  wool	  too-‐soft	  sofa	  
because	  I	  relish	  the	  deep	  quiet	  that	  only	  arrives	  after	  the	  neighborhood	  has	  gone	  to	  
sleep.	  One	  calf	  is	  slung	  over	  the	  back	  of	  the	  sofa	  as	  the	  laptop	  balances	  on	  my	  belly.	  
I	  can't	  feel	  the	  tightness	  in	  my	  neck	  and	  lower	  back	  in	  this	  position.	  Relief.	  
I	  keep	  thinking	  about	  ageing,	  as	  an	  individual,	  but	  also	  as	  a	  collective	  culture.	  
Shouldn't	  we	  be	  smarter	  than	  this	  by	  now?	  But,	  ever	  notice	  how	  older	  people	  often	  
become	  more	  conservative	  and	  fearful?	  Then	  I	  think,	  I	  hope	  that	  doesn't	  happen	  to	  me.	  
I	  would	  like	  to	  be	  more	  heroic,	  less	  worried.	  I	  would	  like	  to	  be	  clever	  in	  a	  casual	  
way.	  I	  would	  like	  the	  easy	  manner	  of	  my	  friendships	  to	  spill	  over	  into	  my	  romances.	  I	  
would	  like	  to	  help	  more.	  
At	  this	  age,	  I	  have	  come	  to	  realize	  that	  only	  life	  and	  death	  is	  a	  matter	  of	  life	  and	  
death.	  But	  I	  have	  sacrificed	  for	  art,	  certainly,	  and	  been	  offered	  much	  in	  return.	  I	  
believe	  in	  art.	  I	  have	  faith	  in	  art.	  I	  am	  devoted	  to	  art.	  Making	  art	  demands	  
responsibility,	  but	  I	  recognize	  it	  as	  a	  privilege.	  
reflection,	  direction,	  recollection,	  connection,	  inflection,	  affection	  
Confederate	  flags	  Injustice	  Noise	  Unkindness	  Greed	  Wastefulness	  Exclusion	  Drunken	  
crowds	  
Shit	  and	  shave.	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
2:	  semblatively	  40%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Intending	  and	  interpreting	  affected	  matters	  based	  on	  intention	  
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Using	  self-‐defining	  and	  identifying	  methodologies	  
First,	  find	  some	  materials	  
	  
The	  live	  processes	  will	  operate	  using	  these	  terms	  of	  engagement:	  
The	  "alt-‐right"	  is/are	  a	  forest	  fire	  
Love	  is/are	  (a)	  circling	  vulture(s)	  
Overwork	  is/are	  (a)	  debt(s)	  
Self-‐pity	  is/are	  (a)	  concussion	  
Excess	  is/are	  (a)	  self-‐symbolizing	  logic	  
Currency	  is	  (a)	  Greed	  
All	  the	  world	  is	  (a)	  asset	  
Logic(s)	  is/are	  power	  
Sympathy	  means	  confusing	  and	  confused	  
Humans	  are	  feeling	  outside	  oneself	  
Objectivity	  means	  shit	  show	  (right	  now).	  
Functional	  means	  not	  necessarily	  embodied	  
Mimetic	  means	  taking	  the	  self	  as	  subject	  out	  of	  the	  consideration	  
	  
RING:	  most	  present	  must	  be	  made	  fairly	  comfortable	  
	  
You	  may	  or	  may	  not	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  at	  some	  point	  from	  us,	  following	  up	  about	  this	  
(MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Whatever)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Valara	  
Location	  3C/C3:	  AFFECTIONATELY	  TO	  WHAT	  AFFECT	  AFFECTIVELY?	  
	  
Sitting	  in	  a	  rear-‐facing	  station	  wagon	  backseat	  driving	  around	  downtown	  Cleveland	  in	  
the	  summer	  
Sitting	  on	  my	  bed,	  terrible	  posture,	  face	  is	  greasy,	  feet	  are	  cold	  
My	  future	  accomplishments	  and	  my	  unrequited	  feelings	  
Ice	  queen	  
I	  would	  die	  if	  I	  could	  never	  perform	  again,	  but	  I	  don't	  live	  to	  perform	  
Sensitivity	  Specificity	  
Not	  being	  in	  control	  of	  my	  emotions	  Wet	  socks	  
Make	  a	  mess	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
3:	  affectionately	  40%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Generating	  methods	  for	  effective	  anticipation	  of	  affects	  
By	  charting	  affects	  and	  consequences	  in	  formation	  of	  methodologies	  
First,	  affect	  somethings	  with	  similar	  attentions	  
	  
Our	  bodies	  becoming	  plywood	  
We	  practice	  patience	  
Our	  voices	  sound	  like	  ghosts	  
As	  we	  manipulate	  wax	  
Using	  ice	  
We	  attempt	  to	  heal	  
The	  cosmos,	  the	  situation,	  a	  relationship,	  some	  unknown	  modes	  
	  
RING:	  attention	  scattered	  indiscriminately/unsought	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/17/2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Presentation	  As)	  
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Zhen	  
Location	  1C/C1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW	  TO	  ARTICULATE	  AFFECT(S)	  HOW?	  
	  
My	  bedroom	  on	  the	  3rd	  floor	  apartment	  unit	  that	  was	  me	  and	  my	  moms	  -‐	  it	  had	  a	  closet	  
and	  my	  bed	  and	  a	  dresser	  for	  clothes	  and	  a	  short	  bookshelf	  next	  to	  the	  bed	  that	  held	  my	  
books.	  The	  bed	  was	  a	  trundlebed.	  
I	  am	  on	  my	  rental	  bed	  on	  the	  UWS	  and	  my	  body	  is	  gassy	  and	  healing	  and	  sick	  
The	  compression	  of	  time	  and	  ennui	  
More	  listening	  less	  oversharing	  -‐	  free	  from	  worry	  about	  the	  future	  and	  in	  the	  present	  
to	  be	  generous	  
Yes.	  But	  I've	  been	  choosing	  death	  
Peas	  Butter	  Bone	  broth	  Ice	  cream	  Whipped	  cream	  Press	  on	  nails	  
Headaches	  People	  unable	  to	  get	  help	  or	  to	  help	  themselves	  
Talk	  to	  myself	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
1:	  deliberately	  60%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  consisting	  of	  affective	  tensions	  
Using	  trans-‐contextual	  universals	  
First,	  hold	  and	  carry	  secret	  intentions	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  a	  spatial/temporal/conceptual	  configuration	  for	  the	  live	  
processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership:	  
	  

	  
RING:	  modeled	  via	  rules	  and	  norms	  of	  affect	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/17/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February,	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Collaboration)	  
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kindredspirit	  
Location	  3C/C3:	  AFFECTIONATELY	  TO	  WHAT	  AFFECT	  AFFECTIVELY?	  
	  
Baywood	  Farms	  -‐	  It	  was	  this	  idyllic	  looking,	  hilly,	  green-‐pastured	  riding	  barn.	  The	  
road	  which	  it	  was	  off	  of	  was	  forested	  and	  then	  BAM!	  this	  glorious	  barn/field	  set	  up	  
once	  you	  got	  through	  the	  trees.	  
In	  my	  bed;	  achy,	  curled	  
What	  should	  be	  my	  core	  political	  focuses	  in	  order	  to	  maximize	  impact	  even	  though	  
everything	  is	  burning	  
nope	  
-‐	  linguistics	  -‐	  quality	  socks	  -‐	  puppies	  -‐	  engaged	  students	  -‐	  hot	  showers	  -‐	  garlic	  
mashed	  potatoes	  
-‐	  cheese	  -‐	  Republicans	  -‐	  illness	  -‐	  yelling	  
masturbate,	  exist	  naked,	  bullet	  journaling	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
3:	  affectionately	  40%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Generating	  affectionate	  responses	  
Using	  whatever	  or	  no	  methodologies	  
First,	  improvise	  in	  search	  of	  an	  immediacy	  
	  
Our	  bodies	  becoming	  flags	  
We	  practice	  caution	  
Our	  voices	  sound	  like	  ghosts	  
As	  we	  manipulate	  garlic	  
Using	  power	  tools	  
We	  attempt	  to	  heal	  
The	  cosmos,	  the	  situation,	  a	  relationship,	  some	  unknown	  modes	  
	  
RING:	  attentions	  guided	  in	  patterns	  
	  
You	  will	  receive	  no	  further	  correspondence	  from	  us	  regarding	  Embarrassed	  of	  the	  Whole	  
except	  a	  general	  invitation	  to	  the	  public	  performances	  in	  February	  2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  
ENGAGEMENT:	  Survey	  Only)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Aranzazu	  
Location	  2C/C2:	  HOW	  (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLING	  AFFECT(S)?	  
	  
Really	  tall	  walls	  in	  a	  bedroom	  with	  one	  window	  that	  overlooked	  a	  garden	  
In	  a	  couch	  laying	  down	  with	  my	  legs	  crossed	  and	  my	  hand	  grabbing	  a	  glass	  of	  wine	  
I	  think	  about	  life	  and	  effort	  and	  love	  and	  inequality	  and	  immigration	  and	  emotions	  and	  
turtles	  and	  blood	  
Mmm	  satisfaction	  
Yes	  
Avocado	  Sleeping	  Moving	  Tacos	  Making	  Laughing	  Sharing	  Sigur	  ros	  Yes	  men	  
Trumpcat	  fur	  Allergies	  Hipocresy	  Breaking	  Inequality	  Fruit	  
Poop	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
2:	  semblatively	  40%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  causes	  of	  multiplicit/unknown	  affects	  
By	  developing	  a	  hegemony	  of	  interests,	  desires,	  and	  uses	  
First,	  staging	  and	  framing	  modes	  of/for	  attention	  
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The	  live	  processes	  will	  operate	  using	  these	  terms	  of	  engagement:	  
Wind	  is/are	  a	  forest	  fire	  
Vices	  is/are	  (a)	  circling	  vulture(s)	  
Drums	  is/are	  (a)	  debt(s)	  
Win	  is/are	  (a)	  concussion	  
Vices	  is/are	  (a)	  self-‐symbolizing	  logic	  
Currency	  is	  (a)	  Wind	  
All	  the	  world	  is	  (a)	  Electrical	  
Logic(s)	  is/are	  Rotating	  
Sympathy	  means	  Real	  
Humans	  are	  Becoming	  
Objectivity	  means	  Humans	  
Functional	  means	  The	  ability	  of	  coping	  
	  
RING:	  most	  present	  must	  be	  made	  fairly	  comfortable	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/17/2017.	  You	  will	  also	  receive	  ane-‐mail	  with	  the	  date	  and	  time	  of	  
a	  performance	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Participation)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
hollowobscenity	  
Location	  3C/C3:	  AFFECTIONATELY	  TO	  WHAT	  AFFECT	  AFFECTIVELY?	  
	  
my	  across	  the	  street	  neighbors	  tree	  house.	  it	  was	  a	  dark	  reddish	  brown	  and	  smelled	  that	  
wood	  and	  dampness	  and	  leaves.	  there	  were	  steps	  you	  walked	  up	  into	  a	  room	  that	  led	  to	  a	  
bridge	  which	  led	  to	  another	  room	  which	  led	  to	  a	  slide.	  i	  felt	  like	  i	  could	  live	  in	  
there	  and	  sometimes	  fantasized	  about	  it.	  the	  rooms	  were	  dark.	  
im	  laying	  down	  on	  a	  mattress	  topper	  on	  my	  floor	  next	  to	  my	  bed.	  a	  few	  smooshed	  pillows	  
are	  propping	  me	  up	  to	  write	  this	  with	  my	  laptop	  resting	  on	  my	  chest.	  my	  legs	  are	  
stretched	  out,	  one	  over	  the	  other.	  i	  keep	  shaking	  the	  leg	  on	  top	  and	  my	  toes	  are	  
burning	  cold.	  so	  are	  my	  fingertips	  and	  tip	  of	  my	  nose.	  my	  face	  is	  freshly	  moisturized	  
in	  a	  thick	  greasy	  ointment.	  i	  have	  a	  slight	  headache	  and	  my	  butt	  hurts	  from	  sitting	  on	  
it	  for	  a	  while.	  my	  contacts	  are	  dry	  so	  i	  keep	  blinking.	  
kissing	  someone	  
without	  tits	  covered	  in	  blood	  &	  sobbing/breaking	  down	  in	  front	  of	  everyone	  covered	  in	  
blood	  &	  living	  for	  it/dancing	  submerged	  in	  the	  ocean	  wrapped	  up	  in	  a	  lovers	  limbs	  pda	  
at	  a	  party	  yelling	  the	  truth	  at	  my	  parents	  
in	  a	  way	  
blood	  needles	  salt	  coffee	  sleeping	  black	  leather	  dogs	  pizza	  beer	  ice	  cream	  makeup	  
tattoos	  piercings	  collars	  goth	  dancing	  cuddling	  love	  partnership	  intensity	  ocean	  the	  
darkroom	  
suburbs	  yelling	  wasabi	  waking	  up	  cardio	  stairs	  cops	  abandonment	  break	  ups	  waiting	  
interrupting	  
cut	  my	  hair	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
3:	  affectionately	  60%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  consisting	  of	  affective	  tensions	  
Using	  stabilizing	  and	  rehearsive	  methodologies	  
First,	  objectify	  and	  categorize	  conditions	  
	  
Our	  bodies	  becoming	  slippery	  
We	  practice	  abandonment	  
Our	  voices	  sound	  like	  ghosts	  
As	  we	  manipulate	  garlic	  
Using	  ice	  
We	  attempt	  to	  puncture	  
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The	  cosmos,	  the	  situation,	  a	  relationship,	  some	  unknown	  modes	  
	  
RING:	  attentions	  restricted	  to	  singularities	  
	  
You	  may	  or	  may	  not	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  at	  some	  point	  from	  us,	  following	  up	  about	  this	  
(MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Whatever)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
crossoffice	  
Location	  3A/A3:	  HOW	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW?	  
	  
I	  recall	  a	  dead	  dried	  bush	  in	  my	  backyard	  in	  Forestville,	  Michigan	  that	  I	  would	  play	  
in.	  I	  would	  pretend	  it	  was	  a	  pirate	  ship.	  I	  would	  crawl	  through	  it	  and	  scratch	  myself	  
on	  the	  rugged	  brush	  and	  feel	  incredibly	  tough,	  as	  though	  I	  was	  the	  leader	  of	  a	  noble	  
mutiny.	  
I	  am	  sitting	  on	  a	  couch	  in	  my	  brother's	  living	  room	  in	  Tucson,	  Arizona.	  I	  am	  gassy.	  I	  
am	  comfortably	  warm	  and	  wearing	  soft	  clothing.	  I	  am	  mildly	  anxious.	  
I	  keep	  thinking	  about	  apocalypse	  and	  how	  I	  don't	  want	  to	  think	  about	  apocalypse	  or	  buy	  
into	  apocalyptic	  doom.	  
I	  would	  like	  to	  be	  kind	  of	  everyone	  and	  give	  people	  my	  full	  attention	  when	  they	  would	  
like	  it.	  This	  often	  feels	  impossible.	  I	  would	  like	  to	  be	  very	  tidy	  and	  keep	  my	  
possessions	  in	  a	  semblance	  of	  order.	  This	  feels	  impossible.	  I	  would	  like	  to	  have	  an	  
accurate	  memory	  of	  my	  recent	  and	  distant	  past.	  I	  would	  like	  to	  keep	  a	  daily	  journal.	  
I	  don't	  think	  I	  entirely	  understand	  this	  question,	  and	  perhaps	  that	  means	  that	  the	  
answer	  is	  no.	  
Saguaro	  flower,	  chaparral	  flower,	  frankincense,	  tangerine,	  bergamot,	  alder	  
american	  cheese,	  bleu	  cheese,	  swiss	  cheese,	  cheese	  dip,	  cheese	  fondue	  
pluck	  the	  hairs	  on	  my	  neck	  and	  face	  
	  
A:	  How	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  70%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  as-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  a	  qualified	  operation	  
By	  developing	  qualification	  methodologies	  
First,	  (de)liberating	  a	  set	  of	  informations	  
	  
In	  performance	  of	  the	  live	  processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership	  we...	  
	  
sort	  through	  matters	  
improvise	  considerately	  
whip	  yourselves	  into	  frenzies	  
we	  promise	  to	  wallow	  in	  our	  own	  filth	  
overwhelm	  the	  senses	  
move	  up	  and	  down	  
and	  encode	  quote	  deeper	  unquote	  meanings	  
	  
RING:	  use	  of	  subcultural	  references	  (affection	  for	  the	  discarded	  and	  then	  fetishized)	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/15/2017.	  You	  will	  also	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  with	  the	  date	  and	  time	  of	  
a	  performance	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Participation)	  
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huckjackhexjar	  
Location	  1C/C1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW	  TO	  ARTICULATE	  AFFECT(S)	  HOW?	  
	  
Between	  our	  yard	  and	  the	  neighbors'	  yard	  there	  was	  a	  thick	  double	  evergreen	  hedge.	  
There	  was	  a	  dark	  shady	  tunnel	  through	  the	  hedge	  as	  a	  pass-‐through	  between	  the	  yards.	  I	  
remember	  a	  jack-‐in-‐the-‐pulpit	  grew	  in	  there	  one	  summer.	  
I'm	  eating	  so	  I	  am	  less	  hungry.	  I'm	  eating	  salty	  things.	  My	  chair	  is	  hard.	  The	  heat	  is	  
on.	  The	  humidifier	  in	  on.	  I'm	  in	  my	  apartment	  in	  Flatbush.	  
Trump	  presidency.	  Small	  acts	  of	  resistance.	  Am	  upcoming	  performance.	  Paintings	  I	  want	  
to	  finish	  today.	  My	  bowels.	  
I'd	  like	  to	  perfect	  the	  flying	  dance	  of	  the	  money	  magnet.	  
As	  a	  matter	  of	  life	  only.	  
Smelling	  flowers	  Miso	  Kegels	  That	  there's	  weather	  
Coffee	  Grapefruit	  Shitakes	  
What	  is	  private?	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
1:	  deliberately	  80%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  causes	  of	  multiplicit/unknown	  affects	  
By	  developing	  a	  hegemony	  of	  interests,	  desires,	  and	  uses	  
First,	  install	  a	  mechanism	  for	  (de)liberating	  attention	  into	  an	  'on/off'	  conditional	  
mode	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  a	  spatial/temporal/conceptual	  configuration	  for	  the	  live	  
processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership:	  
	  

	  
RING:	  peer	  pressured	  into	  affective	  states	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/10/2017.	  You	  will	  also	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  with	  the	  date	  and	  time	  of	  
a	  performance	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Participation)	  
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Benjamin	  L/T-‐S	  
Location	  3C/C3:	  AFFECTIONATELY	  TO	  WHAT	  AFFECT	  AFFECTIVELY?	  
	  
I	  closed	  my	  eyes	  reflexively.	  I	  rejected	  a	  memory	  of	  being	  at	  Lake	  Ray	  Hubbard	  (TX)	  
playing	  with	  cattails	  because	  I	  think	  this	  is	  a	  photograph,	  not	  a	  memory,	  and	  was	  
probably	  before	  I	  was	  6-‐8.	  There	  is	  a	  hill	  on	  the	  land	  surrounding	  the	  elementary	  
school	  I	  went	  to.	  Remembering	  a	  nasty	  elbow	  scrape	  and	  picking	  at	  the	  scab	  until	  it	  
scarred.	  
I'm	  in	  the	  Go	  Bus	  riding	  between	  New	  York	  City	  and	  Providence	  right	  now.	  My	  back	  and	  
legs	  are	  sore.	  I	  feel	  dehydrated.	  
I've	  been	  thinking	  a	  lot	  about	  wearing	  my	  red	  ruana	  out	  as	  it's	  gotten	  colder	  and	  the	  
way	  people	  look	  at	  me	  on	  the	  train	  and	  on	  the	  bus.	  Thinking	  about	  if	  this	  response	  is	  
because	  the	  garment	  is	  feminizing,	  ethnically	  "other,"	  or	  both.	  Thinking	  about	  how	  much	  
I	  love	  wearing	  this.	  Not	  sure	  if	  the	  attention	  is	  wanted	  or	  unwanted.	  
Be:	  https://twitter.com/beauty_jackson/status/811533583798173697	  [these	  things	  in	  this	  
thread]	  (Be)Have:	  self	  control	  ///	  clear	  intentions	  
No,	  I	  don't	  know	  whether	  or	  not	  I	  wish	  this	  to	  be	  true.	  I	  think	  not	  really	  as	  a	  
personal	  situation	  to	  live	  in	  (and	  seek	  out),	  possibly	  in	  service	  of	  something/someone	  
else...	  
My	  understanding	  of	  this	  question	  is	  colored	  by	  the	  following	  question.	  Originally	  I	  
was	  going	  to	  create	  a	  list	  of	  "anything	  at	  all"	  Green	  Needles	  Rocks	  Pavement	  Fuzzy	  
Stitches	  Keys	  Blame	  Hearing	  A	  group	  of	  people	  Challenges	  Truck	  Signs	  Blue	  light	  
-‐	  Arguing	  while	  preparing	  really	  delicious	  food	  -‐	  Being	  told	  "why	  don't	  you	  come	  see	  
for	  yourself?"	  when	  trusting	  the	  experience	  of	  someone	  who	  has	  faced	  an	  oppressive	  
space/collaborator/event	  and/or	  when	  expressing	  my	  own	  discomfort	  with	  a	  
space/collaborator/event	  -‐	  When	  eyes	  are	  so	  tired	  they	  feel	  stingy	  
Unsure.	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
3:	  affectionately	  70%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Intending	  and	  interpreting	  affected	  matters	  based	  on	  intention	  
Using	  self-‐defining	  and	  identifying	  methodologies	  
First,	  dissemble	  some	  modes	  of	  intending	  
	  
Our	  bodies	  becoming	  sandpaper	  
We	  practice	  abandonment	  
Our	  voices	  sound	  like	  ghosts	  
As	  we	  manipulate	  wax	  
Using	  buckets	  
We	  attempt	  to	  scatter	  
The	  cosmos,	  the	  situation,	  a	  relationship,	  some	  unknown	  modes	  
	  
RING:	  attention	  scattered	  indiscriminately/unsought	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/22/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February,	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Collaboration)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
2sad4dismrktfrshspnch	  
Location	  3A/A3:	  HOW	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW?	  
	  
My	  backyard	  at	  my	  house	  had	  tree	  in	  it.	  I	  used	  to	  spend	  hours	  riding	  my	  lil	  tricycle	  as	  
fast	  as	  I	  could	  and	  try	  to	  ride	  up	  the	  side	  of	  it.	  
I'm	  in	  my	  kitchen	  watching	  my	  boyfriend	  make	  soup.	  I	  just	  finished	  a	  shift	  of	  serving	  
so	  my	  brain	  is	  completely	  shot.	  I	  was	  supposed	  to	  smoke	  weed	  by	  now	  but	  decided	  to	  fill	  
out	  this	  form	  instead	  so	  part	  of	  me	  is	  thinking	  about	  that.	  
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Whether	  I'm	  going	  to	  smoke	  weed	  at	  all.	  Trying	  to	  imagine	  my	  feelings	  of	  terror	  is	  
left-‐wing	  propaganda	  to	  scare	  liberals	  into	  getting	  dems	  elected	  in	  2018.	  Though	  I	  know	  
I'm	  in	  denial	  about	  the	  coming	  collapse	  of	  the	  us.	  
I'd	  like	  to	  stop	  seeing	  myself	  as	  oppressed	  by	  capitalism.	  It	  makes	  living	  much	  harder	  
when	  I	  feel	  the	  constant	  pressure	  of	  being	  taken	  advantage	  of	  and	  by	  being	  powerless	  to	  
stop	  it.	  
Yes.	  I	  can't	  imagine	  a	  life	  of	  not	  making	  art.	  Expecting	  a	  career	  outside	  of	  art	  making	  
has	  always	  left	  me	  suicidal.	  
Macaroni	  and	  Cheese,	  muscles,	  my	  boyfriend's	  cooking,	  a	  really	  good	  fantasy	  in	  real	  
life.	  
When	  customers	  want	  to	  be	  friends,	  capitalist	  propaganda,	  waking	  up	  before	  10am,	  
therapy,	  not	  having	  a	  therapist,	  the	  word:	  deserve	  
Fall	  into	  a	  rabbit	  hole	  hallucination	  of	  endless	  oppression.	  
	  
A:	  How	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  70%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  dis-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  which	  controls	  
Developing	  anti-‐extraction/coercion	  methodologies	  
First,	  allowing	  affections	  to	  cause	  
	  
In	  performance	  of	  the	  live	  processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership	  we...	  
	  
sort	  through	  matters	  
improvise	  considerately	  
whip	  yourselves	  into	  frenzies	  
we	  promise	  to	  wallow	  in	  our	  own	  filth	  
overwhelm	  the	  senses	  
move	  up	  and	  down	  
and	  encode	  quote	  deeper	  unquote	  meanings	  
	  
RING:	  use	  of	  memes	  +	  tropes	  from	  mainstream/popular	  culture	  (affection	  for	  the	  
universalized)	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/24/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February,	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Collaboration)	  
	  
	  
	  
johannagilje	  
Location	  1B/B1:	  HOW	  SO	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW	  SO?	  
	  
a	  perch	  on	  the	  tree	  above	  the	  road	  at	  holden	  from	  which	  i	  could	  see	  buckskin	  mountain	  
from	  a	  slightly	  different	  angle	  than	  i	  could	  from	  the	  ground.	  the	  smell	  and	  feel	  of	  
tree	  sap,	  the	  feeling	  that	  no	  one	  would	  notice	  me	  because	  they	  would	  forget	  to	  look	  up.	  
the	  space:	  dark,	  dry,	  warm	  and	  stuffy.	  i	  hear	  someone	  above	  me	  breathing.	  there	  are	  
cats	  prowling	  around,	  waiting	  for	  the	  people	  to	  wake	  up.	  my	  body:	  buzzy,	  shifty,	  warm,	  
gritty,	  sensitive,	  wistful,	  heavy	  
money,	  plans,	  committments,	  my	  irrational	  attraction	  and	  energy	  given	  to	  people	  who	  
arn't	  necessarily	  fueling	  me,	  the	  way	  that	  feels	  and	  the	  way	  that	  I	  deal	  with	  those	  
feelings,	  the	  way	  this	  city	  makes	  me	  think	  
i	  would	  like	  to	  behave	  more	  like	  a	  stone,	  like	  granit,	  or	  some	  other	  very	  solid	  surface	  
sometimes.	  not	  rude,	  just	  certain.	  i	  get	  tired	  of	  responding	  to	  everything	  all	  the	  
time.	  
no	  because	  i	  am	  also	  content	  to	  sing	  quietly	  to	  myself	  as	  I	  walk	  down	  the	  street	  or	  
write	  small	  notes	  to	  myself	  as	  a	  way	  of	  processing	  information.	  yes	  because	  performing	  
is	  a	  way	  of	  shared	  thinking	  that	  i	  find	  it	  very	  difficult	  to	  access	  through	  other	  
forms.	  
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hieghts,	  elevated	  states,	  swarms	  of	  things,	  watching	  the	  sky	  change,	  boulder	  fields,	  
cloud	  formations,	  looking	  for	  signs,	  close	  proximity	  to	  other	  bodies,	  tracking	  things,	  
golden	  fields,	  condensed	  language,	  shadows,	  reflections,	  epiphanies,	  nervous	  
excitement,	  awe,	  basic	  functionality,	  sharp	  edges,	  alternative	  logic,	  poetic	  reasoning,	  
underwater	  noises,	  odd	  natural	  phenomena,	  echos,	  materials,	  sincerity	  
shrill	  noises,	  competatives	  games,	  learning	  rules,	  rejection,	  discipline,	  heartache	  
when	  it	  doesnt	  change,	  being	  late,	  tooth	  pain,	  aggression,	  panic,	  self	  indulgence,	  
yelling,	  sarcasm,	  ignorance,	  insincerity,	  gossip,	  unreliability,	  nausea,	  sticky	  
surfaces,	  judgment,	  wasted	  materials,	  bad	  smells,	  losing	  possesions,	  hang	  nails,	  
deception,	  fees,	  headaches,	  arrogance,	  passive	  disinterest	  
recite	  conversations	  that	  have	  already	  happened	  out	  loud	  and	  reflect	  on	  whether	  i	  
behaved	  as	  I	  wanted	  to.	  rehearse	  conversations	  i	  will	  have	  in	  the	  future,	  often	  to	  
correct	  my	  past	  mistakes.	  
	  
B:	  How	  so	  operating?	  
1:	  deliberately	  70%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  re-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  producing	  knowledges	  
Using	  analytic	  methodologies	  
First,	  assembling	  a	  self-‐symbolizing	  measurement	  system	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  situational	  and	  conditional	  correlations	  with	  the	  live	  
processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership.	  Action	  modes	  in	  section	  B	  of	  the	  EotW	  
Operating	  Manual	  may	  be	  hierachized,	  enabled	  or	  disabled,	  caused,	  neglected,	  or	  
otherwise	  prioritized	  in	  alignment	  with	  User	  responses:	  

	  
	  
	  
I	  am	  enabled	  by:	  I	  am	  enabled	  by	  my	  interest	  and	  ability	  with	  the	  English	  language,	  my	  
family	  heritage	  and	  liberal	  upbringing,	  the	  people	  who	  I	  am	  connected	  to	  socially	  who	  
have	  a	  positive	  feeling	  about	  me,	  my	  determination	  to	  do	  difficult	  things.	  
	  
I	  am	  disabled	  by:	  The	  ways	  that	  I	  think	  which	  are	  irrational	  and	  don't	  function	  well	  
within	  certain	  systems,	  my	  confusion	  about	  femininity	  and	  how	  to	  respond	  to	  
masculinity,	  my	  struggles	  with	  my	  ego	  which	  makes	  me	  feel	  simultaneously	  to	  big	  or	  too	  
small	  but	  rarely	  the	  right	  size	  in	  proportion	  to	  other	  things,	  my	  struggles	  with	  money,	  
my	  desire	  to	  be	  close	  to	  people	  while	  also	  desiring	  a	  role	  that	  feels	  important	  within	  
a	  system	  which	  sometimes	  requires	  distance.	  
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Some	  of	  my	  abilities	  are:	  I	  am	  able	  to	  walk	  well	  and	  carry	  loads	  of	  things.	  I	  am	  able	  
to	  think	  about	  and	  sythesize	  large	  sets	  of	  infomation.	  I	  can	  care	  for	  people	  who	  are	  
panicking.	  I	  can	  sleep	  in	  most	  conditions.	  I	  am	  able	  to	  listen	  and	  pull	  out	  threads	  
from	  other	  people's	  thinking.	  I	  can	  organize	  time	  in	  order	  to	  make	  space	  for	  thing	  that	  
are	  important	  to	  me.	  I	  can	  remember	  my	  dreams.	  
	  
Some	  of	  my	  disabilities	  are:	  I	  have	  poor	  vision.	  I	  am	  easily	  tangled	  in	  social	  
situations.	  I	  am	  often	  immobilized	  by	  not	  understanding	  what	  is	  expected	  of	  me.	  I	  often	  
think	  about	  things	  for	  so	  long	  that	  the	  moment	  to	  do	  something	  seems	  to	  have	  passed.	  I	  
am	  very	  nostalgic.	  I	  am	  preocupied	  about	  the	  future.	  I	  walk	  around	  in	  a	  state	  of	  
existential	  crisis	  most	  of	  the	  time.	  
	  
RING:	  scheduled	  several	  times	  as	  occurrence	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/05/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February,	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Collaboration)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
cat	  
Location	  3C/C3:	  AFFECTIONATELY	  TO	  WHAT	  AFFECT	  AFFECTIVELY?	  
	  
trailer	  park	  in	  scotland	  sunshine	  dogs	  fields	  milk	  
bed	  shoulder	  pain	  only	  knickers	  fake	  nails	  
sex	  money	  fear	  apocalypse	  
grace	  harder	  without	  fear	  with	  standards	  
yes	  
tits	  dick	  cash	  starbucks	  fur	  medication	  impending	  dread	  of	  the	  absence	  of	  true	  love	  
emotional	  social	  media	  debates	  on	  social	  media	  christmas	  waste	  most	  clothing	  
justification	  
viciously	  judge	  others	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
3:	  affectionately	  70%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  consisting	  of	  affective	  tensions	  
Using	  judgments	  
First,	  forming	  some	  intimate	  relationships	  
	  
Our	  bodies	  becoming	  sandpaper	  
We	  practice	  rage	  
Our	  voices	  sound	  like	  phone	  calls	  
As	  we	  manipulate	  garlic	  
Using	  power	  tools	  
We	  attempt	  to	  heal	  
The	  cosmos,	  the	  situation,	  a	  relationship,	  some	  unknown	  modes	  
	  
RING:	  distraction,	  lack	  of	  focus	  and	  short	  spans	  of	  attention	  actively	  fostered	  
	  
You	  may	  or	  may	  not	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  at	  some	  point	  from	  us,	  following	  up	  about	  this	  
(MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Whatever)	  
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Christen	  
Location	  3A/A3:	  HOW	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW?	  
	  
The	  beach	  in	  Canada	  at	  Long	  Beach	  
My	  right	  hip	  hurts	  my	  sacroiliac	  joint	  hurts	  My	  guts	  are	  roiling	  a	  little-‐	  I	  think	  I	  
ate	  too	  many	  dried	  apricots	  I	  am	  sitting	  in	  my	  kitchen	  slumped	  over	  my	  phone	  
Cancer	  and	  if	  I	  will	  live	  
Light	  creative	  flying	  not	  worried	  charitable	  generous	  free	  healthy	  sleeping	  swimming	  
positive	  published	  loving	  beloved	  helpful	  kind	  sexual	  brave	  o	  
I	  used	  to	  
Kitties,	  softness,	  cashmere,	  sequins,	  water,	  glitter,	  blood,	  semen,	  juice	  ,	  fur	  ,	  
birth,	  death,	  sex,	  orgasm,	  love	  
Pain,	  violence,	  meanness,	  ignorance,	  totalitarianism,	  extremism,	  fascism,	  cheetodick,	  
fear,	  cancer	  
Relax	  -‐	  I	  feel	  like	  my	  mind	  is	  my	  own	  and	  I	  do	  t	  have	  to	  take	  care	  of	  anyone	  
	  
A:	  How	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  70%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  dis-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  which	  controls	  
Developing	  anti-‐extraction/coercion	  methodologies	  
First,	  assigning	  all	  operations	  to	  an	  autonomous	  pre-‐conditioned	  element	  
	  
In	  performance	  of	  the	  live	  processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership	  we...	  
	  
sort	  through	  matters	  
improvise	  considerately	  
whip	  yourselves	  into	  frenzies	  
we	  promise	  to	  wallow	  in	  our	  own	  filth	  
overwhelm	  the	  senses	  
move	  up	  and	  down	  
and	  encode	  quote	  deeper	  unquote	  meanings	  
	  
RING:	  use	  of	  inside	  jokes	  (affection	  for	  friends	  and	  family,	  isolationist)	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/03/2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Presentation	  As)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
abandonedtires	  
Location	  2A/A2:	  HOW	  SEMBLATIVELY	  HOW?	  
	  
Navigating	  nearly	  empty	  potato	  chip	  bags	  as	  if	  they	  were	  land	  mines.	  When	  I	  slip,	  the	  
crinkling	  offers	  both	  comfort	  and	  alarm.	  A	  menagerie	  of	  blue	  and	  red	  solo	  cups	  tower	  
over	  a	  dust	  encased	  lamp	  awkwardly	  seated	  on	  the	  coffee	  table.	  The	  walls	  are	  tinted	  
with	  accumulated	  nicotine	  and	  small	  piles	  of	  ash	  decorate	  all	  available	  surfaces.	  I	  
wear	  Ventolin	  in	  my	  pockets	  and	  in	  my	  lungs.	  It	  is	  my	  talisman.	  This	  is	  the	  place	  I	  am	  
meant	  to	  call	  home.	  
Squished	  between	  a	  mattress	  and	  a	  pile	  of	  the	  heaviest	  blankets	  in	  the	  house.	  It's	  17	  
degrees	  outside.	  The	  windows	  are	  old,	  causing	  a	  draft	  in	  this	  room.	  It's	  dark	  outside	  
and	  my	  body	  is	  tired.	  I	  have	  a	  dull	  ache	  in	  the	  arch	  of	  my	  left	  foot.	  I	  walked	  a	  lot	  
today.	  Full	  belly,	  dusty	  throat,	  dry	  skin	  on	  fingers,	  nervous	  stomach	  (residue	  from	  an	  
uncomfortable	  conversation	  with	  a	  loved	  one).	  
Octavia	  Butler's	  voice	  illusions	  of	  stability	  
the	  body	  as	  a	  conduit	  uninhibited	  by	  language	  shameless	  
Yes.	  
Tomorrow's	  list	  (imagine	  handwritten	  in	  a	  stenogropher's	  notebook	  written	  in	  color	  
coded	  ink)	  -‐	  GL	  (black)	  -‐	  Read	  (green)	  -‐	  Write	  (green)	  -‐	  Vita	  (pink)	  -‐	  Stretch	  (pink)	  -‐	  
CC	  (pink)	  -‐	  Workout	  (pink)	  -‐	  Meditate	  (pink)	  -‐	  Cover	  Letter-‐W	  (green)	  -‐	  update	  website	  
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(green)	  -‐	  Briana	  (green)	  -‐	  Submit	  application-‐S	  (green)	  -‐	  Joseph	  (black)	  -‐	  Natalie	  
(black)	  -‐	  Phil	  (dark	  blue)	  -‐	  Shannon	  (light	  blue)	  -‐	  Shannon	  (green)	  -‐	  clean	  (black)	  -‐	  
love	  and	  light	  (black)	  -‐	  water	  plants	  (black)	  -‐	  AL$	  curriculum	  (light	  blue)	  -‐	  Tix	  NYC	  
(black)	  -‐	  call	  Mom	  and	  Dad	  (black)	  -‐	  cook	  for	  Kate's	  (black)	  -‐	  laundry	  (black)	  -‐	  ASMR	  
(pink)	  
apathy	  normalized	  glut	  racism	  misogyny	  homophobia	  transphobia	  enslavement	  keeping	  pets	  
eating	  meat	  judgmental	  vegetarians	  who	  shame	  others	  acceptance	  without	  question	  acts	  of	  
violence	  against	  the	  earth	  my	  addiction	  to	  social	  media	  other	  people	  picking	  my	  skin	  
picking	  my	  skin	  
	  
A:	  How	  operating?	  
2:	  semblatively	  60%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  as-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  a	  qualified	  operation	  
By	  developing	  formal	  abreaction	  methodologies	  
First,	  ensembling	  an	  array	  of	  disabled	  matives/forces	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  authoritatively	  
	  
For	  what	  or	  whom	  are	  you	  responsible?:	  myself,	  witnesses,	  ghosts,	  history,	  present,	  
future	  (my	  placement	  in	  time),	  the	  space,	  the	  practice	  of	  gathering,	  the	  position....	  
	  
What	  or	  who	  have	  you	  pretended	  to	  be	  and	  how?:	  an	  authority	  (taking	  space,	  projected	  
vocal	  communication)	  a	  student	  (giving	  space,	  mirroring/mimicry)	  a	  piece	  of	  
architecture	  (pretending	  to	  be	  still)	  
	  
RING:	  a	  few	  operators	  together	  a	  few	  times	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/24/2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Presentation	  As)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
linzdrury	  
Location	  3A/A3:	  HOW	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW?	  
	  
There	  is	  a	  pathway	  I	  could	  walk	  from	  the	  back	  yard	  to	  a	  long	  stretch	  of	  blackberry	  
bushes.	  If	  I	  continued	  on	  the	  path	  it	  dropped	  me	  off	  at	  my	  friend's	  house.	  My	  first	  
friendships	  with	  kids	  who	  weren't	  family	  or	  forced	  on	  me	  occurred	  on	  that	  pathway.	  It	  
was	  a	  magical	  conduit,	  connecting	  me	  to	  two	  other	  little	  girls.	  They	  knew	  about	  the	  
pathway	  as	  well,	  one	  of	  them	  I	  met	  because	  she	  used	  the	  path	  to	  come	  into	  my	  yard	  and	  
eat	  our	  raspberries.	  I	  caught	  her	  "stealing"	  and	  so	  we	  became	  friends.	  The	  whole	  path	  
had	  the	  sharp	  smell	  of	  nettles,	  the	  sour	  smell	  of	  blackberries	  ripening,	  the	  wet	  smell	  
of	  grass.	  It	  was	  kid-‐sized,	  too	  awkward	  for	  adult	  bodies.	  It	  was,	  as	  far	  as	  I	  can	  
remember,	  only	  ever	  used	  by	  children.	  It	  was	  also	  the	  first	  independence	  I	  ever	  had.	  I	  
could	  disappear	  into	  the	  path	  for	  hours	  and	  pick	  berries	  and	  travel	  between	  friend's	  
houses.	  It	  was	  the	  center	  of	  the	  world.	  But	  it	  wasn't	  so	  much	  a	  location	  as	  a	  conduit,	  
a	  passageway.	  I	  can	  imagine	  the	  whole	  thing	  as	  one	  place	  now,	  in	  my	  head,	  because	  I	  
drew	  it	  up	  as	  one	  place	  in	  my	  head	  when	  I	  was	  a	  kid.	  But	  really,	  that's	  now	  how	  it	  was.	  
I	  never	  saw	  it	  all	  at	  once.	  
I'm	  in	  the	  dining	  room	  of	  my	  mother's	  house.	  There	  are	  tulips	  on	  the	  table,	  a	  rich	  red	  
tablecloth	  she's	  had	  all	  my	  life,	  glass	  cabinets	  with	  dishes	  on	  two	  of	  the	  walls,	  and	  
on	  one	  wall	  a	  mirror	  that	  reflects	  back	  on	  the	  other	  wall	  behind	  me.	  I	  can	  see	  a	  
painting	  of	  people	  in	  the	  rain	  in	  Pioneer	  Square	  in	  Seattle	  that	  my	  grandmother	  owned	  
before	  my	  mother	  through	  the	  mirror.	  The	  painting	  is	  behind	  me.	  I	  am	  also	  in	  my	  
mother's	  nightgown,	  also	  a	  lifelong	  thing	  she's	  had,	  in	  dark	  pink	  with	  multicolored	  
strips	  on	  the	  sleeves	  and	  neck.	  I	  have	  a	  coffee	  cup	  made	  my	  my	  mother's	  friend	  Lucy,	  I	  
remember	  when	  we	  went	  to	  visit	  Lucy	  and	  she	  made	  all	  these	  cups	  and	  some	  vases	  for	  my	  
family	  with	  grapes	  on	  them.	  Now	  she	  isn't	  a	  potter	  anymore.	  She	  made	  me	  a	  lamp,	  its	  
still	  here	  somewhere.	  I'm	  a	  little	  bit	  sick	  today,	  my	  throat	  swelled	  up	  last	  night	  and	  
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I	  slept	  for	  10	  hours	  in	  a	  room	  my	  mother	  arrange	  for	  me	  that	  reflects	  her	  idea	  of	  who	  I	  
should	  be.	  She's	  pedagogical	  like	  I	  am-‐	  convinced	  she	  can	  teach	  others	  about	  how	  they	  
should	  be.	  There's	  a	  Christmas	  tree	  5	  feet	  away.	  Its	  covered	  in	  ornaments	  my	  mother	  
collected	  for	  me	  since	  I	  was	  born.	  Almost	  all	  of	  them	  are	  ballet	  dancers.	  This	  year,	  at	  
my	  request,	  she	  gave	  me	  a	  Krampus.	  My	  body	  really	  hasn't	  started	  up	  yet	  today.	  I'm	  
sweating	  in	  the	  nightgown.	  I	  prefer	  to	  be	  hot	  more	  than	  cold.	  The	  daily	  ache	  behind	  my	  
right	  shoulder	  is	  starting	  itself	  up.	  I	  can	  see	  the	  grease	  of	  fingerprints	  on	  my	  
glasses.	  
Thinking	  for	  me	  is	  a	  three-‐step	  process,	  I	  never	  get	  straight	  to	  the	  meat	  of	  thought.	  
First,	  I	  crawl	  through	  the	  big	  mess	  of	  my	  unbelievable,	  inexplicable	  achiness	  (why	  am	  I	  
so	  depressed,	  why	  have	  I	  always	  been,	  on	  what	  grounds?)	  in	  order	  to	  refocus	  my	  mind	  on	  
something	  else	  that	  matters,	  and	  if	  I	  get	  the	  refocus	  right	  I'll	  stay	  there	  a	  number	  of	  
hours	  before	  I	  slip.	  This	  process	  takes	  up	  most	  of	  my	  time.	  Along	  the	  way,	  the	  
questions	  tend	  to	  be:	  1.	  What	  happened	  to	  me?	  2.	  What	  matters?	  3.	  What	  is	  love?	  And	  
time?	  What	  is	  loveandtime?	  My	  answers	  are	  rehearsed,	  I	  repeat	  them	  to	  myself	  in	  order	  
to	  get	  on	  to	  thinking.	  I	  say	  1.	  Whatever	  happened	  to	  me	  is	  still	  happening	  and	  as	  long	  
as	  its	  still	  happening	  you're	  going	  to	  be	  okay.	  2.	  Whatever	  matters	  has	  been	  mattering	  
a	  long	  time,	  even	  before	  I	  was	  there	  to	  worry	  about	  it,	  so	  mattering	  is	  kind	  of	  like	  
happening,	  its	  going	  to	  be	  okay	  only	  in	  that	  its	  never	  been	  okay,	  and	  yet.	  3.	  The	  third	  
answer	  only	  happens	  in	  specifics,	  because	  to	  be	  unspecific	  with	  it	  is	  to	  miss	  the	  
point.	  Love	  and	  time	  are	  why	  I	  do	  anything	  about	  anything.	  I	  read	  an	  article	  in	  the	  New	  
Yorker	  the	  other	  day,	  and	  it	  had	  this	  quote	  from	  Augustine's	  Confessions:	  “There	  are	  
three	  tenses	  or	  times:	  the	  present	  of	  past	  things,	  the	  present	  of	  present	  things,	  and	  
the	  present	  of	  future	  things.”	  
I	  would	  like	  to	  get	  out	  of	  myself.	  I	  would	  like	  to	  be	  less	  a	  hindrance	  to	  myself.	  I	  
wish	  I	  could	  have	  been	  more	  loving	  and	  generous.	  But	  I	  don't	  wish	  for	  those	  three	  
things	  hard	  enough,	  I	  don't	  wish	  for	  them	  harder	  than	  the	  thing	  I	  have	  become.	  I	  don't	  
know,	  however,	  if	  I	  became	  this	  current	  thing	  that	  I	  am	  because	  I	  wished	  it	  so	  or	  
because	  I	  didn't	  wish	  hard	  enough	  to	  be	  something	  else,	  or	  whether	  its	  a	  combination	  of	  
those.	  I'm	  extremely	  limited.	  Steeped	  in	  a	  certain	  cultural	  framework,	  yes.	  Idiotically	  
limited.	  And	  its	  no	  prize	  to	  be	  aware	  of	  that.	  I	  have	  been	  asking	  for	  a	  number	  of	  years	  
perhaps	  if	  then	  there	  is	  nothing	  I	  should	  say.	  I	  wonder,	  though:	  perhaps	  generosity	  and	  
greediness	  are	  not	  so	  far	  polarized	  from	  each	  other?	  Maybe	  I	  don't	  know	  what	  is	  
generous	  so	  much	  as	  I	  thought?	  What	  if	  I	  follow	  this	  anyway,	  see	  where	  it	  goes?	  I	  had	  a	  
teacher	  in	  5th	  grade	  who	  said	  common	  sense	  is	  only	  so	  after	  the	  fact.	  
Certainly	  not.	  I'm	  no	  hero.	  This	  isn't	  Star	  Wars.	  
Trees.	  Walks.	  Those	  moments	  when	  something	  I	  read	  is	  so	  good	  that	  I	  slam	  the	  book	  down	  
involuntarily	  and	  shout	  out.	  Children.	  Mornings.	  Bodies.	  Libraries.	  The	  ocean.	  Being	  
barefoot.	  Being	  drunk.	  Coffee.	  Sledding.	  Dancing.	  Feeling	  loved.	  Honesty.	  Being	  useful.	  
Love.	  Food.	  Museums.	  Swimming.	  
I	  think	  perhaps	  the	  only	  things	  I	  consistently	  dislike	  (without	  fail)	  are	  dried	  fruits-‐
-‐	  figs,	  raisins,	  dried	  bananas,	  dried	  mangoes,	  oh	  I	  hate	  them	  all.	  I	  don't	  like	  pain,	  
almost	  entirely.	  Other	  things	  I	  don't	  like	  are	  too	  conceptual	  to	  claim	  as	  true	  
dislikes-‐	  I	  would	  say	  injustice	  but	  what	  is	  that	  exactly?	  It	  requires	  specifics,	  
application.	  I	  would	  say	  dictators,	  but	  I	  would	  love	  to	  be	  one	  (perhaps).	  
It	  hasn't	  always	  been	  the	  case,	  but	  these	  days	  I	  dance	  only	  in	  private.	  Other	  things	  I	  
do	  in	  private	  are	  honestly	  none	  of	  your	  business.	  Most	  of	  the	  things	  I	  "only	  do	  in	  
private"	  I	  have	  also	  done	  at	  least	  a	  few	  times	  in	  public	  either	  accidentally	  or	  on	  
purpose.	  
	  
A:	  How	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  60%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  as-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  a	  qualified	  operation	  
By	  developing	  qualification	  methodologies	  
First,	  (de)liberating	  an	  array	  of	  qualities	  
	  
In	  performance	  of	  the	  live	  processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership	  we...	  
	  
sort	  through	  matters	  
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improvise	  considerately	  
whip	  yourselves	  into	  frenzies	  
we	  promise	  to	  wallow	  in	  our	  own	  filth	  
overwhelm	  the	  senses	  
move	  up	  and	  down	  
and	  encode	  quote	  deeper	  unquote	  meanings	  
	  
RING:	  use	  of	  inside	  jokes	  (affection	  for	  friends	  and	  family,	  isolationist)	  
	  
You	  may	  or	  may	  not	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  at	  some	  point	  from	  us,	  following	  up	  about	  this	  
(MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Whatever)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
samuel	  
Location	  3B/B3:	  HOW	  SO	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW	  SO?	  
	  
the	  yellow	  swing	  in	  my	  backyard,	  which	  is	  now	  gone,	  because	  we	  destroyed	  it	  
I'm	  in	  the	  studio,	  because	  I	  need	  to	  be	  but	  I	  am	  tired,	  and	  want	  to	  be	  horizontal	  
where	  I	  will	  go	  
more	  money	  to	  homeless	  people	  
Today,	  yes	  
red	  yellow	  green	  
%	  #	  {	  }	  \	  
shit	  
	  
B:	  How	  so	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  70%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  en-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  affecting	  each	  other	  
By	  developing	  methodologies	  for	  substantiation	  of	  affects	  
First,	  separate	  or	  distinguish	  bodies	  from	  one	  another	  via	  spatial,	  temporal,	  or	  other	  
situational/conditional	  boundary	  
	  
Color	  code:	  F066FF	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  frequency:	  470.934	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  shape:	  sine	  
	  
Associations	  with	  tone:	  my	  friend	  Olivia	  
	  
RING:	  affects	  abstracted	  and	  autonomized	  into	  symbolic	  and	  descriptive	  vehicles	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/04/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  providing	  the	  EotW	  
Operating	  Manual	  to	  you	  as	  well	  as	  your	  generated	  Unique	  Usership	  and	  confirmation	  of	  
your	  selected	  date	  in	  February	  2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Direct)	  
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cafecafè	  
Location	  2C/C2:	  HOW	  (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLING	  AFFECT(S)?	  
	  
she	  wore	  that	  black	  strapless	  one	  piece	  with	  wide	  neon	  stripes	  short	  brown	  hair	  and	  
choppy	  bangs	  en	  guerrero	  a	  litter	  of	  abortions	  under	  her	  belt	  back	  then	  she	  was	  more	  
coyote	  than	  smoke	  he	  worked	  as	  a	  pescador	  by	  day	  the	  bus	  pulled	  her	  under	  he	  wasn't	  
there	  her	  girlfriend	  slept	  on	  a	  sandy	  blanket	  eventually	  she	  calmed	  enough	  to	  remember	  
swim	  with	  the	  grain	  eventually	  she	  passed	  the	  salt	  knot	  able	  to	  pull	  herself	  ashore	  
twenty	  three	  years	  later	  
sweaty	  underboob	  blood	  that	  won't	  quit	  en	  la	  cama	  de	  MAÑana	  
finding	  a	  home	  so	  that	  I	  can	  finally	  move	  my	  shit	  out	  of	  storage	  
to	  sleep	  like	  the	  type	  of	  sleep	  i	  used	  to	  have	  in	  years	  2-‐5	  of	  my	  last	  relationship	  
want	  to	  want	  raw	  veggies	  find	  a	  new	  way	  to	  conserve	  and	  generate	  energy	  glow	  vs.	  break	  
solomente	  y	  siempre	  
Bunny	  Noah	  Ron	  Other	  Ben	  Em	  Ian	  George	  Yorik	  Daniel	  Lydia	  Mohammad	  Jamiel	  Juan	  Chris	  
Soho	  Ricardo	  sort	  of	  Bumper	  Maiqo	  Rodrigo*	  Pablo	  Jeff*	  Cesar	  Darius	  Lucas	  Oscar	  Tag*	  
I	  dislike	  most	  of	  them...	  
clean	  my	  nipple	  ring	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
2:	  semblatively	  70%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Intending	  and	  interpreting	  affected	  matters	  based	  on	  intention	  
Using	  self-‐defining	  and	  identifying	  methodologies	  
First,	  intend	  to	  assemble	  framings	  
	  
The	  live	  processes	  will	  operate	  using	  these	  terms	  of	  engagement:	  
I	  am	  is/are	  a	  forest	  fire	  
I	  am	  is/are	  (a)	  circling	  vulture(s)	  
I	  am	  is/are	  (a)	  debt(s)	  
We	  is/are	  (a)	  concussion	  
These	  questions	  is/are	  (a)	  self-‐symbolizing	  logic	  
Currency	  is	  (a)	  subjective	  
All	  the	  world	  is	  (a)	  failure	  in	  translation	  
Logic(s)	  is/are	  a	  failure	  in	  translation	  
Sympathy	  means	  more	  to	  you	  than	  it	  does	  to	  me.	  
Humans	  are	  all	  related	  
Objectivity	  means	  an	  attempt	  to	  freeze	  the	  ocean	  into	  a	  solid	  bl	  
Functional	  means	  an	  attempt	  to	  freeze	  the	  ocean	  into	  a	  solid	  blo	  
Mimetic	  means	  an	  attempt	  to	  freeze	  the	  ocean	  into	  a	  solid	  block	  of	  horse	  shit	  
Semblances	  mean	  marcel	  marceau	  meets	  the	  brave	  little	  toaster	  
Affection	  means	  See	  above	  
Deliberation	  means	  maya	  d	  
undefinedmaya	  deren	  loved	  mustard	  
undefinednot	  it	  
undefineda	  penguine	  pool	  floaty	  
undefinedtopless	  afloat	  a	  yellow	  intertube	  and	  a	  glass	  of	  sangria	  
undefinedtopless	  afloat	  a	  yellow	  innertube	  and	  a	  glass	  of	  sangria	  
undefinedtopless	  afloat	  a	  yellow	  inner	  tube	  and	  a	  glass	  of	  sangria	  
	  
RING:	  the	  comfort	  of	  some	  present	  can	  be	  considered	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/25/2017.	  You	  will	  also	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  with	  the	  date	  and	  time	  of	  
a	  performance	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Participation)	  
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ElaineThap	  
Location	  3B/B3:	  HOW	  SO	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW	  SO?	  
	  
In	  Holyoke,	  Massachusetts,	  we	  lived	  in	  a	  yellow	  house	  with	  a	  decent	  sized	  backyard.	  We	  
had	  a	  trampoline	  and	  I	  would	  jump	  on	  it	  with	  my	  dog	  Suzie.	  My	  grandmother	  had	  a	  garden	  
all	  the	  way	  in	  the	  back.	  
I	  am	  bed,	  just	  wearing	  underwear.	  I	  am	  awake	  and	  alert	  but	  I	  need	  to	  stretch	  my	  body	  
and	  do	  some	  yoga	  before	  I	  start	  my	  day.	  My	  ears	  are	  ringing	  a	  little.	  My	  stomach	  seems	  
to	  be	  a	  bit	  upset.	  I	  am	  thirsty.	  
I	  keep	  thinking	  about	  needing	  to	  clean	  my	  room,	  do	  some	  yoga,	  apply	  for	  an	  upcoming	  
festival,	  and	  how	  I	  am	  working	  later	  tonight.	  A	  lot	  of	  time	  is	  spent	  worrying	  about	  
money	  that	  needs	  to	  be	  saved	  in	  order	  for	  a	  big	  move	  to	  happen.	  I	  am	  thinking	  about	  
someone	  3,000	  miles	  away.	  
I	  would	  like	  to	  spend	  all	  of	  my	  free	  time	  playing	  guitar,	  recording,	  and	  freely	  moving	  
to	  my	  own	  scores.	  I	  would	  like	  to	  be	  on	  the	  West	  Coast.	  I	  want	  to	  curate	  a	  show	  where	  I	  
can	  pay	  all	  my	  friends	  for	  performing.	  I	  would	  like	  to	  be	  able	  to	  drink	  without	  having	  
an	  allergic	  or	  negative	  bodily	  reaction.	  
I	  make	  live	  performance	  to	  manipulate	  time	  and	  space	  like	  I	  am	  inbetween	  life	  and	  
death.	  The	  urgency	  to	  create	  comes	  in	  waves.	  When	  I	  am	  not	  performing,	  does	  that	  make	  
me	  dead?	  Putting	  my	  body	  through	  shock	  and	  trauma,	  I	  think	  I'm	  striving	  to	  feel	  alive.	  
I	  would	  like	  to	  make	  live	  performance	  with	  a	  means	  to	  an	  end	  and	  towards	  a	  new	  
beginning.	  
Songs	  I	  can't	  stop	  listening	  to	  -‐	  Hiatus	  Kaiyote	  "Molasses"	  -‐	  Hiatus	  Kaiyote	  "Breathing	  
Underwater"	  -‐	  Space	  Mountain	  "Never	  Lonely"	  -‐	  Emily	  King	  "Distance"	  -‐	  Krill	  "Infinite	  
Power"	  -‐	  Soft	  Hair	  "Lying	  Has	  To	  Stop"	  -‐	  Candy	  Claws	  "Fell	  in	  Love	  (At	  the	  Water)"	  
Trump,	  systematic	  oppression,	  olives,	  hierarchies,	  cruelty,	  homelessness,	  and	  concept	  
imitation/stealing.	  
While	  I	  commute	  or	  walk	  around	  from	  destination	  to	  destination,	  I	  like	  to	  sing.	  I	  am	  
not	  a	  good	  enough	  singer	  to	  sing	  in	  front	  of	  others.	  
	  
B:	  How	  so	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  70%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  en-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  affecting	  each	  other	  
By	  developing	  methodologies	  for	  identification	  and	  causation	  of	  affects	  
First,	  assemble	  (de)liberation	  schemas	  for	  affective	  bodily	  states	  and	  activities	  
	  
Color	  code:	  D42117	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  frequency:	  306.59765625	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  shape:	  sawtooth	  
	  
Associations	  with	  tone:	  I	  had	  this	  tone	  on	  full	  volume	  so	  it	  was	  jarring,	  worrisome,	  
and	  harsh.	  I	  imagined	  waiting	  at	  an	  intersection	  waiting	  for	  the	  light	  to	  turn	  green,	  
but	  it's	  on	  red.	  
	  
RING:	  feels	  and	  other	  indirect	  affects	  proliferated	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/18/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February,	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Collaboration)	  
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Linda	  
Location	  2C/C2:	  HOW	  (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLING	  AFFECT(S)?	  
	  
a	  creek	  with	  tadpoles	  in	  an	  empty	  field	  between	  the	  subdivisions	  
at	  desktop	  computer,	  legs	  extended,	  ankles	  crossed,	  sitting	  on	  back	  edge	  of	  sitbones,	  
spine	  a	  gentle	  C	  
the	  set	  design	  for	  my	  next	  piece	  
without	  fear	  with	  more	  confidence	  
yes	  
raffle	  prizes	  phone	  coffee	  cup	  with	  cold	  coffee	  a	  check	  for	  $20	  a	  receipt	  from	  Fred	  
Meyer's	  a	  fundraising	  letter	  a	  highlighting	  pen	  a	  payroll	  summary	  report	  a	  thank	  you	  
card	  a	  stapler	  an	  empty	  green	  invitation	  envelope	  a	  pair	  of	  tweezers	  a	  checkbook	  a	  hard	  
drive	  a	  christmas	  card	  with	  jesus	  mary	  joseph	  a	  cracked	  magnifying	  mirror	  
pressure	  pressure	  pressure	  pressure	  anxiety	  trump	  trump	  trump	  trump	  trump	  
pluck	  hairs	  off	  face	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
2:	  semblatively	  70%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Intending	  and	  interpreting	  affected	  matters	  based	  on	  intention	  
Using	  dramaturgical	  framing	  methodologies	  
First,	  assemble	  multiple	  identifications	  
	  
The	  live	  processes	  will	  operate	  using	  these	  terms	  of	  engagement:	  
My	  friends	  is/are	  a	  forest	  fire	  
is/are	  (a)	  circling	  vulture(s)	  
The	  financial	  industries	  is/are	  (a)	  debt(s)	  
we	  is/are	  (a)	  concussion	  
We	  is/are	  (a)	  self-‐symbolizing	  logic	  
Currency	  is	  (a)	  The	  impact	  of	  my	  desires	  
All	  the	  world	  is	  (a)	  My	  feelings	  
Logic(s)	  is/are	  Life	  lived	  
Sympathy	  means	  symbol.	  
Humans	  are	  strange	  animals.	  
Objectivity	  means	  distance.	  
Functional	  means	  sometimes	  deceptive	  
Mimetic	  means	  arena	  for	  change.	  
Semblances	  mean	  seeing	  things	  from	  a	  point	  of	  view	  that	  is	  aware	  of	  its	  own	  biases	  
Affection	  means	  working/workable/without	  flourish	  
Deliberation	  means	  Reproducing	  actions	  or	  appearances	  
undefinedLikenesses	  
undefinedA	  feeling	  of	  warmth	  going	  towards	  something	  
undefinedPausing	  to	  think	  or	  acting	  with	  awareness	  of	  consequences	  
	  
RING:	  comfort	  and	  discomfort	  must	  be	  considered	  by	  most	  present	  
	  
You	  may	  or	  may	  not	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  at	  some	  point	  from	  us,	  following	  up	  about	  this	  
(MODE	  OF	  ENAGEMENT:	  Whatever)	  
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Nina	  Isabelle	  
Location	  3C/C3:	  AFFECTIONATELY	  TO	  WHAT	  AFFECT	  AFFECTIVELY?	  
	  
There	  is	  a	  creek	  that	  runs	  along	  the	  edge	  of	  the	  forest	  at	  the	  bottom	  of	  a	  small	  
mountain	  by	  the	  house	  where	  I	  grew	  up.	  The	  creek	  is	  between	  four	  and	  fifteen	  feet	  wide	  
and	  anywhere	  from	  a	  few	  inches	  to	  six	  feet	  deep	  depending	  on	  location,	  time	  of	  year,	  
and	  amount	  of	  rain.	  Parts	  of	  the	  creek	  bed	  are	  clay	  and	  other	  parts	  are	  made	  of	  mud,	  
river	  rock,	  and	  driftwood.	  There	  are	  a	  couple	  small	  islands	  that	  range	  from	  three	  to	  
ten	  feet	  in	  size.	  There	  is	  a	  sink	  hole	  that	  occasionally	  opens	  up	  in	  the	  creek	  bed	  
causing	  all	  the	  water	  upstream	  to	  plunge	  underground	  leaving	  the	  downstream	  stretch	  of	  
creek	  bed	  completely	  dry.	  In	  parts	  of	  the	  nearby	  forest,	  up	  to	  within	  fifty	  yards	  of	  
the	  creek	  bed,	  you	  can	  hear	  water	  rushing	  through	  underground	  caverns.	  The	  forest	  floor	  
is	  spongey	  and	  hollow	  feeling.	  Sometimes	  it	  felt	  as	  if	  I	  might	  fall	  through	  the	  ground	  
into	  a	  water-‐rushing	  cavern.	  
I'm	  standing	  in	  front	  of	  my	  work	  table	  where	  my	  lap	  is	  and	  I'm	  typing.	  There	  is	  a	  
drafty	  cold	  window	  to	  my	  right.	  My	  shoulders	  ache,	  my	  eyes	  feel	  swollen,	  and	  I	  might	  
have	  lice	  and	  /	  or	  pin	  worm.	  
Lice,	  pin	  worm,	  and	  time	  traveling.	  
I	  would	  like	  to	  time	  travel,	  be	  friendly.	  I	  would	  like	  to	  be	  appropriate	  and	  be	  able	  to	  
remember	  names	  and	  dates.	  
I	  hadn't	  though	  of	  it	  that	  way	  before	  but	  as	  I	  consider	  the	  question	  I	  realize	  that	  I	  
do	  feel	  equally	  close	  to	  both	  life	  and	  death	  at	  most	  times	  and	  doing	  most	  things	  that	  I	  
do,	  including	  live	  performance	  and	  even	  while	  I'm	  performing	  this	  very	  minute	  as	  a	  
person	  who	  is	  thinking	  and	  typing.	  
Two	  thousand	  and	  sixteen	  minus	  two	  thousand	  and	  eighteen	  equals	  two	  hundred	  BC.	  Using	  a	  
time	  machine	  I	  may	  be	  able	  to	  subtract	  twenty	  four	  from	  next	  year	  in	  order	  to	  revisit	  
the	  year	  nineteen	  ninety	  three.	  I	  will	  begin	  to	  build	  a	  time	  traveling	  machine	  by	  
following	  this	  list	  of	  steps:	  1.	  Empty	  out	  the	  refrigerator.	  2.	  Remove	  refrigerator	  
shelves	  and	  compartments.	  3.	  Line	  interior	  walls	  of	  refrigerator	  with	  aluminum	  foil.	  4.	  
TDB	  
1.	  Bloody	  animal	  meat	  2.	  Dead	  animals	  3.	  Rats	  and	  mice	  in	  kitchens	  4.	  Thoughts	  of	  lice	  
and	  pin	  worms	  5.	  Misunderstandings	  6.	  Communication	  failures	  7.	  Financial	  Aid	  
applications	  8.	  Viral	  Meningitis	  9.	  Bacon	  fat	  10.	  The	  idea	  of	  loosing	  a	  baby	  in	  a	  swift	  
muddy	  river	  
Form	  intentions,	  sort,	  count,	  build	  invisible	  flow	  charts,	  have	  imaginary	  conversations	  
with	  imaginary	  people,	  allow	  myself	  to	  be	  distracted,	  stare	  at	  things	  for	  a	  long	  time,	  
fall	  asleep	  in	  the	  tub,	  cross	  my	  fingers	  behind	  my	  back.	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
3:	  affectionately	  60%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Intending	  and	  interpreting	  affected	  matters	  based	  on	  intention	  
Using	  self-‐defining	  and	  identifying	  methodologies	  
First,	  assemble	  some	  matter	  to	  interpret	  
	  
Our	  bodies	  becoming	  plywood	  
We	  practice	  abandonment	  
Our	  voices	  sound	  like	  phone	  calls	  
As	  we	  manipulate	  wax	  
Using	  buckets	  
We	  attempt	  to	  heal	  
The	  cosmos,	  the	  situation,	  a	  relationship,	  some	  unknown	  modes	  
	  
RING:	  attention	  scattered	  indiscriminately/unsought	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/04/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February,	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.(MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Collaboration)	  
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aevi	  and	  me	  
Location	  1C/C1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW	  TO	  ARTICULATE	  AFFECT(S)	  HOW?	  
	  
i	  just	  turned	  6	  and	  i	  have	  no	  memory	  yet.	  
my	  body	  feels	  nice	  and	  i'm	  in	  japan.	  
games	  like	  chess	  and	  math	  and	  reading	  and	  telling	  time	  and	  video	  games.	  
i	  want	  to	  behave	  possibly.	  
i	  have	  never	  made	  a	  live	  performance.	  
udon,	  sushi,	  sweets.	  
spicy	  things,	  when	  someone	  pushes	  off	  the	  top	  of	  a	  house,	  and	  i	  don't	  want	  someone	  to	  
sneak	  on	  me.	  
i	  pray.	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
1:	  deliberately	  90%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Generating	  methods	  for	  effective	  anticipation	  of	  affects	  
By	  paying	  attention	  to	  intentions	  
First,	  improvise	  in	  relation	  to	  contextual	  elements	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  a	  spatial/temporal/conceptual	  configuration	  for	  the	  live	  
processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership:	  

	  
	  
RING:	  divergence	  from	  affect	  punishable	  by	  law	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/18/2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Presentation	  As)	  
	  
	  
Jessica	  
Location	  2A/A2:	  HOW	  SEMBLATIVELY	  HOW?	  
	  
The	  onion	  dome	  church	  down	  the	  street	  from	  our	  house	  
Sitting	  at	  a	  desk	  Shoulder	  pain	  Stress	  Tightness	  in	  stomach	  
Why	  I	  am	  not	  happy	  What	  is	  happy	  Why	  I	  still	  feel	  joy	  
Scream	  Sleepwalk	  Relaxed	  Present	  
I	  make	  live	  performance	  as	  a	  matter	  of	  sanity	  
Bears	  Ice	  cream	  Daisies	  Horror	  movies	  
Eggplant	  Slush	  Roaches	  
Orgasm	  
	  
A:	  How	  operating?	  
2:	  semblatively	  50%	  
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This	  inquiry	  is	  as-‐sembling	  realities	  
generating	  a	  logical	  operation	  
Using	  symbolically	  correlated	  methodologies	  
First,	  (de)liberating	  a	  pleasurable	  element	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  interpersonally	  
	  
For	  what	  or	  whom	  are	  you	  responsible?:	  Myself	  My	  cat	  My	  husband	  My	  world	  Jesus,	  
everybody.	  
	  
What	  or	  who	  have	  you	  pretended	  to	  be	  and	  how?:	  I	  have	  pretended	  to	  be	  an	  adult	  by	  
performing	  as	  one.	  I	  have	  pretended	  to	  be	  sane	  by	  acting	  logically.	  
	  
RING:	  some	  operators	  together	  most	  of	  the	  time	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/16/2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Presentation	  As)	  
	  
	  
	  
elizabethalamb	  
Location	  1C/C1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW	  TO	  ARTICULATE	  AFFECT(S)	  HOW?	  
	  
Manasota	  Beach,	  FL	  
in	  my	  bed,	  in	  a	  reclined	  position	  
how	  present,	  past	  and	  future	  are	  informing	  one	  another	  
calculated,	  introspective,	  visionary,	  poetic,	  philosophical,	  giving	  less	  fucks	  
no	  
sunshine,	  david,	  critical	  thinking,	  plants,	  memories,	  mentors,	  stories	  
rats,	  cockroaches,	  crowds,	  complacency,	  lack	  of	  consideration,	  below	  freezing	  
temperatures	  
write,	  read,	  shave	  bikini	  line,	  poop,	  pop	  zits	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
1:	  deliberately	  50%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Intending	  and	  interpreting	  affected	  matters	  based	  on	  intention	  
Using	  forms	  defined	  by	  their	  intended	  use	  
First,	  (de)liberate	  current	  conditions	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  a	  spatial/temporal/conceptual	  configuration	  for	  the	  live	  
processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership:	  	  
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RING:	  value-‐informed	  affects	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/06/2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Presentation	  As)	  
	  
	  
	  
ultradella	  
Location	  3B/B3:	  HOW	  SO	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW	  SO?	  
	  
Amity's	  grandma's	  house	  in	  East	  Portland-‐-‐	  upstairs	  bedroom,	  staircase	  with	  metal	  rail,	  
tradmill	  in	  the	  livingroom,	  dark	  basement	  full	  of	  canned	  food	  
Aquinas	  Hall,	  brick	  building,	  cold	  winter,	  fleece	  sweater	  that	  looks	  just	  like	  a	  dog	  
bed,	  crossed	  legs,	  angst	  
2	  of	  my	  chinhairs	  disappeared/retreated,	  I'm	  grieving	  
do	  the	  middle	  splits,	  be	  luxurious,	  initiate	  world	  peace	  sequence,	  secret	  of	  life,	  
burrow/nest	  
always	  
my	  missing	  videotape	  of	  my	  teenhood	  ca	  1998-‐2000	  
mmmm	  
privacy	  is	  a	  myth	  capitalists	  tell	  each	  other	  
	  
B:	  How	  so	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  80%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  en-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  affecting	  each	  other	  
By	  developing	  methodologies	  for	  substantiation	  of	  affects	  
First,	  separate	  or	  distinguish	  bodies	  from	  one	  another	  via	  spatial,	  temporal,	  or	  other	  
situational/conditional	  boundary	  
	  
Color	  code:	  FF3BEE	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  frequency:	  348.84	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  shape:	  sawtooth	  
	  
Associations	  with	  tone:	  hot	  pink	  sweatpants!	  
	  
RING:	  feels	  and	  other	  indirect	  affects	  proliferated	  
	  
You	  may	  or	  may	  not	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  at	  some	  point	  from	  us,	  following	  up	  about	  this	  
(MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Whatever)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
jamieburkart	  
Location	  3B/B3:	  HOW	  SO	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW	  SO?	  
	  
In	  first	  grade	  our	  class	  room	  had	  a	  circular	  table	  made	  of	  a	  large	  spool,	  the	  kind	  they	  
would	  use	  for	  installing	  electrical	  power	  transmission	  cables.	  Laid	  on	  its	  side,	  it	  was	  
a	  table	  big	  enough	  for	  first	  grade	  me	  to	  lay	  down	  on.	  
I	  am	  hungry!	  I	  skipped	  lunch	  and	  am	  waiting	  for	  my	  partner	  to	  come	  home	  from	  work	  so	  we	  
can	  go	  out	  to	  dinner!	  I'm	  sitting	  in	  my	  4th	  floor	  apartment,	  in	  a	  blue	  walled	  living	  
room	  listening	  to	  electro	  cumbias.	  The	  walls	  are	  covered	  with	  "doing	  lists"	  written	  in	  
every	  color	  of	  oil	  pastel,	  with	  drawings	  by	  potluck	  guest	  friends,	  and	  my	  partner's	  
photographs	  interspersed.	  https://soundcloud.com/chulitavinylclub/chulita-‐spin-‐and-‐
sparkle-‐musica-‐cosmica	  
The	  oakland	  fire.	  City	  governments	  should	  focus	  on	  safety,	  not	  making	  artists	  lives	  
illegal.	  Designing	  a	  table	  lamp	  that	  is	  a	  sculptural	  game	  to	  assemble.	  Coding	  a	  call	  
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script	  website	  where	  you	  can	  thumb	  through	  issues	  and	  be	  given	  a	  script	  and	  phone	  
number	  to	  call	  your	  elected	  representatives.	  
Dance,	  flexibility	  
Our	  weekly	  potluck	  is	  the	  most	  life	  and	  death.	  Singing	  is	  great	  
Black	  Cherry	  Ice	  Cream	  Mom	  Claudette	  Julia	  Jack	  Rees	  Charlie	  
Spoiled	  Guacamole	  
Listen	  to	  audio	  books	  
	  
B:	  How	  so	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  60%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  en-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  affecting	  each	  other	  
By	  developing	  methodologies	  for	  substantiation	  of	  affects	  
First,	  assign	  linguistic	  or	  semantic	  names	  to	  affective	  states	  and	  experiences	  
proffered	  by	  subjects	  
	  
Color	  code:	  C237D4	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  frequency:	  436.05	  
	  
Sound	  wave	  shape:	  sawtooth	  
	  
Associations	  with	  tone:	  sheep	  
	  
RING:	  feels	  and	  other	  indirect	  affects	  proliferated	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/22/2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Presentation	  As)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
pmqwerty	  
Location	  3C/C3:	  AFFECTIONATELY	  TO	  WHAT	  AFFECT	  AFFECTIVELY?	  
	  
Catholic	  school.	  At	  that	  age	  you	  took	  all	  of	  your	  classes	  in	  the	  basement	  of	  the	  school	  
where	  there	  was	  daylight.	  Green	  and	  black	  vinyl	  tiles,	  florescent	  lights,	  full	  wall	  
urinals	  as	  tall	  or	  taller	  than	  you.	  The	  stench	  of	  urine.	  A	  very	  stale	  smell	  somewhere	  
between	  an	  old	  book	  and	  a	  pancake.	  A	  stale	  smoke	  smell	  drifted	  down	  from	  the	  
principal's	  office	  where	  the	  principal	  and	  the	  secretaries	  would	  chain	  smoke	  all	  day.	  
For	  some	  reason	  I	  can't	  remember	  any	  of	  the	  sounds	  of	  that	  place.	  
I'm	  sitting	  on	  a	  leather	  chair	  in	  the	  living	  room	  on	  the	  second	  floor	  apartment	  of	  a	  
townhouse	  in	  Ridgewood,	  NY.	  There	  are	  friends	  here	  in	  the	  room	  too	  talking,	  I'm	  
simultaneously	  following	  their	  conversation	  and	  filling	  out	  this	  survey	  on	  a	  laptop.	  It	  
is	  evening,	  so	  there	  is	  no	  light	  coming	  through	  the	  windows,	  but	  there	  are	  christmas	  
lights	  hung	  on	  a	  tree	  and	  across	  an	  arch	  in	  the	  room.	  I	  have	  a	  searing	  headache	  paired	  
with	  feelings	  of	  exhaustion	  and	  dehydration.	  My	  hands	  almost	  feel	  like	  they	  could	  
tremble,	  and	  I	  have	  pain	  running	  through	  my	  back.	  
I	  keep	  thinking	  about	  transportation.	  
I'd	  like	  to	  be	  able	  to	  talk	  constantly.	  I	  feel	  like	  I	  think	  constantly	  but	  often	  do	  not	  
translate	  that	  into	  talking.	  
Yes	  
jasmine	  pasta	  curry	  powder	  frozen	  shrimp	  yogurt	  fruit	  coconut	  milk	  chickpeasblackbeans	  
coffee	  
having	  a	  stranger	  cut	  my	  hair	  transportation	  systems	  that	  close	  down	  
nothing	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
3:	  affectionately	  50%	  
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This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  causes	  of	  multiplicit/unknown	  affects	  
By	  organizing	  an	  array	  of	  defined	  tasks	  
First,	  assemble	  mimetic	  action	  
	  
Our	  bodies	  becoming	  sandpaper	  
We	  practice	  patience	  
Our	  voices	  sound	  like	  ghosts	  
As	  we	  manipulate	  garlic	  
Using	  ice	  
We	  attempt	  to	  puncture	  
The	  cosmos,	  the	  situation,	  a	  relationship,	  some	  unknown	  modes	  
	  
RING:	  attentions	  intentionally	  attracted	  to	  multiple	  areas	  simultaneously	  
	  
You	  may	  or	  may	  not	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  at	  some	  point	  from	  us,	  following	  up	  about	  this	  
(MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Whatever)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Tsedaye	  
Location	  1C/C1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW	  TO	  ARTICULATE	  AFFECT(S)	  HOW?	  
	  
The	  Indian	  market	  that	  sold	  injera,	  calling	  cards	  and	  other	  Ethiopian	  products,	  next	  to	  
7Eleven	  and	  Gyro	  spot	  in	  Silver	  Spring,	  Md.	  off	  of	  Fenton	  St.	  I'm	  thinking	  of	  it	  now	  
because	  my	  parents,	  relatives,	  family	  friends	  all	  went	  there	  to	  buy	  their	  injera.	  This	  
was	  before	  it	  was	  being	  distributed	  all	  over	  the	  region	  in	  gas	  stations,	  7elevens	  and	  
Ethiopian	  markets.	  So	  the	  store	  smelled	  like	  India	  and	  Ethiopia.	  The	  owners	  always	  had	  
Ethiopians	  working	  the	  cash	  register	  too,	  eventually	  they	  made	  it	  fully	  Ethio	  because	  
those	  were	  who	  most	  of	  their	  customers	  were.	  Anytime	  I'd	  have	  to	  go	  with	  my	  parents	  or	  
relatives	  we	  would	  always	  run	  into	  someone	  or	  multiple	  people	  we	  knew.	  Those	  Indians	  
made	  bank	  before	  Ethiopians	  started	  opening	  up	  their	  own	  shops	  in	  the	  neighborhood.	  I	  
also	  used	  to	  be	  able	  to	  get	  a	  slurpee	  from	  next	  door.	  
	  
I	  am	  at	  home	  in	  Northeast,	  DC.	  Sitting	  on	  a	  bright	  green	  couch	  in	  the	  living	  room,	  
kinda	  cold	  because	  the	  fire	  went	  out	  (fireplace	  fire,	  not	  burning	  house	  down	  fire)	  and	  
the	  heater	  isn't	  up	  too	  high.	  I've	  been	  tired	  since	  8pm	  but	  trying	  to	  stay	  up	  and	  get	  
work	  done	  but	  obviously	  I'm	  distracted	  and	  anxious	  because	  work	  is	  piling	  up.	  I've	  had	  
a	  little	  bourbon	  too.	  
What	  I	  want	  to	  manifest	  for	  my	  son	  &	  I.	  Money.	  Skills	  I	  want	  to	  hone.	  Money.	  Updating	  
my	  website.	  Money.	  Upcoming	  exhibitions.	  Money.	  New	  series	  of	  paintings	  and	  prints	  on	  
identity	  and	  colorism.	  Money.	  When	  will	  I	  start	  making	  time	  to	  apply	  for	  grants.	  What	  
are	  my	  next	  steps	  as	  an	  artist.	  Money.	  My	  performance	  that	  I	  have	  to	  record	  for	  Jan.	  
10th	  opening.	  Opportunities	  and	  approaching	  deadlines.	  Money.	  Traveling	  with	  my	  son.	  
Money.	  Who	  do	  I	  want	  to	  collaborate	  with.	  How	  will	  I	  expand	  beyond	  performance	  work.	  
Money.	  Car.	  Home	  ownership.	  Freedom.	  Success.	  Stability.	  Leaps	  that	  I	  will	  be	  taking	  
soon.	  Love.	  
autonomous,	  more	  open	  with	  love	  (generally),	  loud,	  self-‐assured,	  publicly	  sexual	  (but	  
not	  in	  a	  music	  video	  kind	  of	  way),	  grounding,	  fearless,	  limitless,	  without	  worry,	  
without	  anxiety,	  wealthy	  (am	  i	  taking	  this	  list	  too	  literally?)	  confrontational,	  
yes	  
having	  a	  kid,	  having	  a	  studio,	  contemporary	  black	  art,	  following	  the	  work	  of	  
black/african	  artists,	  bourbon,	  beer,	  chocolate,	  music	  coming	  out	  of	  west	  &	  central	  
africa,	  bacharengue,	  highlife,	  les	  ambassedeurs/music	  from	  mali,	  cumbia,	  acupuncture,	  
dancing,	  performing,	  watching	  performance	  art,	  creating,	  spending	  time	  with	  loved	  ones,	  
having	  alone	  time,	  listening	  to	  podcasts,	  reading/watching	  artist	  interviews/talks,	  
reading,	  fireplace,	  organization,	  flowers/plants,	  quality	  skin	  and	  beauty	  products,	  
colorful	  tights,	  watching	  Art	  21,	  Balinese	  coffee,	  being	  in	  the	  woods,	  performing	  in	  
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NY,	  cuddles,	  kisses,	  sex,	  massage,	  my	  french	  perfume	  scent,	  handmade	  jewelry,	  wearing	  
black	  +	  white	  with	  a	  bright	  color,	  seminar	  at	  Red	  Dirt	  Studios,	  linocut,	  carving,	  art	  
art	  art	  
people	  who	  talk	  your	  head	  off,	  pathological	  liars,	  rodents,	  dog	  licks,	  elitism,	  bah	  
humbugs,	  
bowel	  movements,	  sex	  indoors,	  certain	  kinds	  of	  journaling	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
1:	  deliberately	  80%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  causes	  of	  multiplicit/unknown	  affects	  
By	  organizing	  an	  array	  of	  defined	  tasks	  
First,	  (de)liberate	  similar	  abilities	  and	  desires	  across	  and	  between	  previously-‐
individuated	  bodies	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  a	  spatial/temporal/conceptual	  configuration	  for	  the	  live	  
processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership:	  

	  
	  
RING:	  value-‐informed	  affects	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/11/2017.	  You	  will	  also	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  with	  the	  date	  and	  time	  of	  
a	  performance	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Participation)	  
	  
	  
	  
raziaisthenameofmycat	  
Location	  2C/C2:	  HOW	  (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLING	  AFFECT(S)?	  
	  
My	  friend's	  back	  yard	  with	  a	  trampoline	  in	  it.	  My	  mother	  would	  never	  let	  me	  and	  my	  
sister	  jump	  on	  trampolines	  or	  motorcycles	  because	  of	  brain	  injury.	  I	  would	  spend	  a	  lot	  
of	  time	  in	  that	  yard,	  sitting	  on	  the	  trampoline,	  not	  jumping.	  
I	  am	  in	  bed	  next	  to	  two	  cats.	  It	  is	  very	  cold	  out,	  and	  the	  outer	  layers	  of	  my	  body	  are	  
feeling	  they	  are	  slowly	  freezing.	  The	  interior	  of	  my	  body	  is	  warm,	  like	  on	  good	  soup	  or	  
tea	  or	  companionship	  (or	  to	  be	  more	  specific	  9	  days	  in	  the	  Carribean	  sun).	  
Emails	  I	  need	  to	  send	  to	  people	  that	  require	  emotional	  labor.	  
I	  would	  like	  to	  be	  relaxed.	  
Always	  as	  a	  matter	  of	  life.	  I've	  never	  been	  homicidal	  or	  suicidal	  (physically	  or	  
psychically)	  because	  I'm	  not	  interested	  in	  it.	  I	  am	  currently	  in	  the	  process	  of	  
breaking	  up	  with	  myself,	  though-‐-‐which	  is	  kind	  of	  like	  killing	  an	  idea.	  
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freshly	  juiced	  apples	  my	  cats	  horses	  birds	  uniqlo	  heat-‐tech	  garments	  underwires	  warm	  
sun	  home	  cooked	  meals	  when	  people	  do	  things	  for	  me	  being	  surprised	  refining	  policy	  
pushing	  boundaries	  raising	  questions	  pomegranate	  juice	  fresh	  carrots	  and	  celery	  having	  
friends	  or	  colleagues	  you	  can	  trust	  floating	  getting	  rained	  on	  tidiness	  lush	  green	  
landscapes	  salt	  water	  deadlines	  
sunburn	  mean	  people	  emailing	  being	  silenced	  being	  silenced	  by	  people	  with	  money	  
scooping	  litter	  boxes	  schedules	  taking	  the	  compost	  out	  being	  picked	  on	  being	  told	  what	  
to	  do	  and	  how	  to	  do	  it	  grocery	  stores	  weighing	  myself	  denying	  myself	  pleasure	  
write	  pluck/trim	  facial	  hair	  pluck/trim	  pubic	  hair	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
2:	  semblatively	  50%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Intending	  and	  interpreting	  affected	  matters	  based	  on	  intention	  
Using	  dramaturgical	  framing	  methodologies	  
First,	  frame	  an	  action	  as	  a	  whole	  
	  
The	  live	  processes	  will	  operate	  using	  these	  terms	  of	  engagement:	  
	  
hope	  is/are	  a	  forest	  fire	  
expectation	  is/are	  (a)	  circling	  vulture(s)	  
desire	  is/are	  (a)	  debt(s)	  
relation	  is/are	  (a)	  concussion	  
sex	  is/are	  (a)	  self-‐symbolizing	  logic	  
Currency	  is	  (a)	  gesture	  
All	  the	  world	  is	  (a)	  neutral	  
Logic(s)	  is/are	  waning	  
Sympathy	  means	  learned	  
Humans	  are	  distance	  
Objectivity	  means	  animals	  
Functional	  means	  passing	  in	  a	  system	  you	  were	  never	  meant	  to	  thrive.	  
	  
RING:	  most	  present	  must	  be	  made	  fairly	  comfortable	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/17/2017.	  You	  will	  also	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  with	  the	  date	  and	  time	  of	  
a	  performance	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Participation)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
IV	  
Location	  1C/C1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW	  TO	  ARTICULATE	  AFFECT(S)	  HOW?	  
	  
Playing	  ghosts	  in	  the	  graveyard	  across	  from	  our	  house	  in	  Sparta,	  Wisconsin	  
On	  a	  futon	  in	  Greensboro,	  NC	  my	  body	  is	  jello	  as	  I	  finished	  one	  hour	  of	  yoga	  just	  now	  
A	  person	  
With	  absolute	  discipline	  and	  intent	  
Sí	  
Five	  books	  3	  Days	  old	  Mist	  Tinkering	  That	  awkward	  tension	  
That	  awkward	  tension	  Hesitation	  Failure	  Missing	  the	  moment	  
Hum/Sing	  Be	  still	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
1:	  deliberately	  70%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  consisting	  of	  affective	  tensions	  
Using	  judgments	  
First,	  establishing	  polarities	  and	  spatial	  and/or	  conceptual	  distances	  
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The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  a	  spatial/temporal/conceptual	  configuration	  for	  the	  live	  
processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership:	  
	  

	  
	  
RING:	  unpredictable/uncontrolled	  affectivity	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/23/2017.	  You	  will	  also	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  with	  the	  date	  and	  time	  of	  
a	  performance	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Participation)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Cbxtn	  
Location	  1C/C1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW	  TO	  ARTICULATE	  AFFECT(S)	  HOW?	  
	  
The	  front	  yard	  of	  my	  home-‐	  a	  large,	  wooden	  red	  gate	  in	  the	  front;	  Ivy	  covering	  the	  
fence	  ratty	  fence	  to	  the	  right;	  a	  lemon	  tree	  with	  an	  ant	  infestation;	  toys	  strewn	  about	  
on	  the	  concrete	  patio	  (absolutely	  no	  grass);	  Kentucky	  Fried	  Chicken	  lofting	  fried	  
chicken	  fumes	  throughout	  the	  neighborhood	  one	  block	  away.	  
On	  the	  red	  carpet	  floor	  in	  my	  father's	  childhood	  bedroom.	  I	  slouch	  too	  much.	  It's	  
snowing	  outside	  in	  these	  Michigan	  suburbs	  and	  my	  right	  buttock	  aches	  from	  the	  
marshmallow	  injection	  of	  penicillin	  (I	  tested	  positive	  for	  syphilis	  yesterday).	  
I	  keep	  thinking	  about	  Naïve	  Good	  Intentions	  and	  how	  I	  may	  have	  made	  his	  life	  hellish.	  I	  
also	  think	  about	  the	  privileges	  I	  have	  and	  the	  concept	  of	  "poverty	  tourism".	  But	  I	  also	  
fantasize	  of	  just	  living	  on	  the	  street	  with	  nothing,	  and	  how	  my	  friends	  join	  me,	  and	  
how	  their	  friends	  join	  them	  -‐	  and	  in	  our	  collective	  refusal	  to	  desire	  money,	  topple	  
transnational	  banks.	  I'm	  contemplating	  on	  declaring	  bankruptcy	  just	  to	  begin	  the	  
process	  -‐	  what	  would	  St.	  Francis	  do?	  
To	  reduce	  my	  life	  to	  a	  small	  satchel	  of	  handmade	  trinkets.	  
I	  thought	  I	  was	  a	  performer.	  In	  fact,	  I	  left	  New	  York	  with	  a	  small	  element	  of	  
performance	  in	  mind	  -‐	  now	  I've	  discovered	  the	  better	  word	  to	  use	  is	  "monk".	  Now	  
monkhood,	  its	  trials,	  requirements,	  and	  practices	  is	  a	  matter	  of	  life	  and	  death.	  Is	  
there	  a	  word	  that	  describes	  the	  realization	  of	  what	  started	  off	  as	  performance	  ends	  up	  
being	  life?	  
(Eric	  Dommer)	  Anthony	  Mann	  Benjamin	  DeShazo-‐Couchot	  "Cedric"	  David	  Rink	  Ethan	  Kelley	  
(Jason	  Pell)	  ?Fernando	  [Israel	  Hernandez]	  -‐-‐	  Ari	  WuD	  -‐-‐-‐-‐>	  J'Dai	  
Pornography	  consumption	  -‐	  everything	  else	  seems	  to	  be	  a	  public	  affair.	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
1:	  deliberately	  100%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  consisting	  of	  affective	  tensions	  
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Developing	  'helpful'	  or	  'useful'	  methodologies	  
First,	  (de)liberating	  needs	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  a	  spatial/temporal/conceptual	  configuration	  for	  the	  live	  
processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership:	  

	  
RING:	  modeled	  via	  rules	  and	  norms	  of	  affect	  
	  
You	  may	  or	  may	  not	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  at	  some	  point	  from	  us,	  following	  up	  about	  this	  
(MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Whatever)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
sierra.elena	  
Location	  3A/A3:	  HOW	  AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY	  HOW?	  	  
	  
In	  the	  darkest	  recesses	  of	  my	  elementary	  school	  playground,	  on	  the	  far	  side	  of	  the	  
building	  between	  the	  side	  door	  and	  the	  back	  door,	  lay	  The	  Tubes.	  Two	  brightly	  painted	  
concrete	  pipes	  that	  made	  the	  perfect	  hiding	  spot	  for	  my	  little,	  introverted	  body.	  I	  
would	  crawl	  inside	  and	  become	  concave	  -‐wrapping	  myself	  around	  The	  Tube's	  curve.	  The	  
inside	  was	  dark,	  and	  dirty.	  But	  it	  was	  quite	  and	  cool.	  It	  was	  the	  only	  place	  you	  could	  
hide	  away	  from	  the	  chaos.	  If	  you	  had	  a	  secret	  to	  share,	  you	  went	  to	  The	  Tubes.	  It	  was	  a	  
private	  sanctuary	  for	  everyone	  at	  Hibbard	  Elementary.	  A	  few	  years	  after	  I	  left,	  the	  
administration	  decided	  they	  presented	  a	  safety	  hazard	  and	  had	  them	  broken	  and	  dragged	  
away.	  
Physically,	  I	  am	  sitting	  in	  a	  Starbucks,	  taking	  advantage	  of	  the	  free	  WIFI	  and	  green	  
tea	  lattes.	  My	  neck	  is	  sore,	  I	  have	  a	  sinus	  headache,	  and	  the	  ever-‐present	  rumblings	  of	  
my	  anxiety	  are	  churning	  in	  my	  chest.	  Mentally,	  I	  am	  a	  living	  distraction.	  (See	  anxiety	  
mentioned	  above.)	  My	  nagging	  existentialist	  depression	  that	  generates	  a	  constant	  stream	  
of	  intrusive	  thoughts	  made	  it	  difficult	  to	  wake	  up	  this	  morning.	  
Suicide.	  The	  fact	  that	  I	  probably	  didn't	  unplug	  my	  electric	  kettle	  and	  it's	  going	  to	  
burn	  down	  my	  apartment	  building.	  My	  lack	  of	  money.	  Sex.	  My	  lack	  of	  motivation	  to	  make	  
money.	  How	  many	  likes	  I'm	  getting	  on	  Instagram.	  Memes.	  
Calm,	  content,	  independently	  wealthy,	  consistently	  creative,	  assertive,	  more	  social,	  
more	  generous,	  politically	  active.	  
I'll	  apologize	  for	  the	  bleakness	  of	  my	  answer	  in	  advance	  because	  I'm	  sure	  this	  question	  
was	  meant	  metaphorically,	  but	  my	  art	  practice	  is	  truly	  a	  matter	  of	  life	  and	  death	  for	  
me.	  I	  believe	  it	  was	  Deleuze	  who	  spoke	  about	  making	  art	  into	  a	  way	  of	  existing.	  This	  is	  
advice	  I	  try	  to	  follow	  every	  day.	  We	  live	  in	  a	  chaotic	  and	  absurd	  world.	  My	  body	  is	  in	  
constant	  pain.	  My	  mind	  is	  balanced	  right	  on	  the	  edge	  of	  a	  breakdown.	  I	  am	  compelled	  by	  
my	  own	  despair	  to	  create.	  A	  day	  without	  performance	  is	  a	  day	  wasted.	  A	  day	  wasted	  is	  
not	  worth	  living.	  
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Dogs,	  tweaking	  my	  consciousness	  through	  the	  use	  of	  legal	  and	  illegal	  substances,	  green	  
tea,	  pretentious	  indie	  rock,	  Aretha	  Franklin,	  the	  ocean,	  early	  summer	  mornings	  in	  the	  
mountains,	  performing,	  pasta,	  discussing	  philosophy,	  fantasy	  novels,	  science	  fiction,	  
octopuses,	  political	  revolution,	  comfy	  sweaters,	  memes.	  
Commuting,	  crowded	  subway	  trains,	  tuna	  fish,	  fascism,	  organized	  religion,	  people	  who	  
act	  like	  they're	  better	  than	  everyone,	  waiting	  in	  lines,	  when	  someone	  says	  they'll	  be	  
somewhere	  at	  a	  certain	  time	  and	  then	  they	  don't	  arrive,	  micromanaging,	  selfishness,	  
capitalism.	  
Masturbate,	  walk	  around	  naked,	  sing	  
	  
A:	  How	  operating?	  
3:	  affectionately	  70%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  dis-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  which	  controls	  
Developing	  anti-‐functional	  methodologies	  
First,	  (de)liberating	  matters	  of	  biologics	  
	  
In	  performance	  of	  the	  live	  processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership	  we...	  
sort	  through	  matters	  
improvise	  considerately	  
whip	  yourselves	  into	  frenzies	  
we	  promise	  to	  wallow	  in	  our	  own	  filth	  
overwhelm	  the	  senses	  
move	  up	  and	  down	  
and	  encode	  quote	  deeper	  unquote	  meanings	  
	  
RING:	  use	  of	  subcultural	  references	  (affection	  for	  the	  discarded	  and	  then	  fetishized)	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/23/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  providing	  the	  EotW	  
Operating	  Manual	  to	  you	  as	  well	  as	  your	  generated	  Unique	  Usership	  and	  confirmation	  of	  
your	  selected	  date	  in	  February	  2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Direct)	  
tinyfruit	  
Location	  1C/C1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW	  TO	  ARTICULATE	  AFFECT(S)	  HOW?	  
	  
the	  backseat	  of	  my	  mother's	  bike	  
my	  bed,	  my	  feet	  r	  super	  sweaty	  rn	  need	  to	  shower	  
grad	  school	  
i'd	  like	  to	  have	  the	  super	  power	  of	  empathy!	  i	  want	  to	  be	  more	  organized	  in	  my	  room	  i	  
want	  to	  not	  worry	  about	  money	  
i	  do	  
ice	  cream	  ramen	  judith	  butler	  my	  plants	  
people	  getting	  too	  close	  too	  me	  having	  a	  crush	  on	  somebody	  boys	  when	  they	  are	  too	  loud	  
apply	  for	  grad	  school	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
1:	  deliberately	  60%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Intending	  and	  interpreting	  affected	  matters	  based	  on	  intention	  
Using	  dramaturgical	  framing	  methodologies	  
First,	  assemble	  multiple	  identifications	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  a	  spatial/temporal/conceptual	  configuration	  for	  the	  live	  
processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership:	  
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RING:	  modeled	  via	  rules	  and	  norms	  of	  affect	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/28/2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Presentation	  As)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Adrift	  Dismantled	  
Location	  3C/C3:	  AFFECTIONATELY	  TO	  WHAT	  AFFECT	  AFFECTIVELY?	  
	  
a	  stretch	  of	  ground	  and	  i	  am	  wearing	  rubber	  boots	  and	  going	  from	  there	  to	  there	  and	  it	  
seems	  long	  and	  short	  at	  the	  same	  time	  
so-‐called	  Toronto	  an	  apartment	  with	  beams	  on	  the	  wall	  as	  a	  person	  who	  is	  important	  to	  
me	  writes	  in	  the	  corner	  at	  a	  desk	  the	  stove	  is	  ticking	  irregularly	  as	  it	  cools	  off	  my	  
neck	  is	  learning	  to	  release	  but	  for	  now	  there	  is	  eye	  site	  that	  is	  less	  sharp	  then	  I'm	  
used	  to	  and	  everything	  is	  tight	  around	  the	  head	  the	  skin	  is	  very	  smooth	  from	  the	  rotten	  
avocado	  there	  is	  aching	  in	  the	  core	  
gaslighting	  learning	  to	  drive	  an	  open	  and	  quite	  empty	  space	  that	  is	  mostly	  blue	  and	  
white	  with	  a	  large	  wooden	  table	  in	  the	  centre	  that	  the	  light	  from	  the	  sun	  falls	  on	  a	  
desire	  to	  be	  alone	  a	  desire	  to	  be	  not	  alone	  
calmly	  generously	  with	  the	  capacity	  to	  easily	  move	  in	  and	  out	  of	  (more-‐)stillness	  
no.	  the	  stakes	  are	  extremely	  high	  and	  i've	  previously	  understood	  them	  as	  a	  matter	  of	  
life	  and	  death-‐-‐of	  making	  livable	  this-‐ness	  through	  worlding	  what	  i	  can	  exist	  in.	  but	  
i'm	  currently	  re-‐thinking	  the	  centering	  of	  a	  differentiation	  between	  life	  and	  nonlife	  
as	  a	  metaphysical	  assumption	  that	  could	  be,	  as	  Elizabeth	  Povinelli	  is	  suggesting,	  
already	  predicating	  the	  thinking	  through	  of	  power	  on	  Western	  ontologies.	  i	  thought	  i	  
made	  performance	  as	  a	  matter	  of	  life	  and	  death	  but	  i	  begin	  to	  recognize	  that	  my	  
resistance	  to	  pathologising	  self-‐wounding	  performance	  is	  in	  part	  a	  resistance	  to	  life	  
and	  death	  as	  a	  starting	  point.	  
claude	  wittmann	  michelle	  lacombe	  justyna	  scheuring	  chantal	  ackerman	  anne	  michaels	  glen	  
gould	  michael	  haneke	  clarice	  lispector	  rihanna	  
tuna	  from	  a	  can.	  systemic	  oppression.	  being	  told	  what	  to	  do	  except	  under	  very	  specific	  
consensual	  circumstances.	  
a	  certain	  kind	  of	  circling]	  books	  are	  left	  open,	  face	  down,	  debris	  in	  the	  wake]	  talking	  
to	  mind-‐people].	  eating	  the	  entire	  bag	  of	  chips	  in	  one	  go.	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
3:	  affectionately	  90%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Intending	  and	  interpreting	  affected	  matters	  based	  on	  intention	  
Using	  theoretical	  methodologies	  
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First,	  differentiate	  an	  array	  of	  viewpoints	  
	  
Our	  bodies	  becoming	  slippery	  
We	  practice	  abandonment	  
Our	  voices	  sound	  like	  phone	  calls	  
As	  we	  manipulate	  donuts	  
Using	  ice	  
We	  attempt	  to	  scatter	  
The	  cosmos,	  the	  situation,	  a	  relationship,	  some	  unknown	  modes	  
	  
RING:	  attention	  scattered	  indiscriminately/unsought	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/22/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February,	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Collaboration)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
belel	  
Location	  2A/A2:	  HOW	  SEMBLATIVELY	  HOW?	  
	  
public	  playground/field	  in	  front	  of	  my	  parent's	  house,	  playing	  with	  dirt	  
cold,	  sick,	  headache,	  stress,	  at	  work	  
the	  fact	  that	  my	  body	  is	  aging	  
i	  would	  like	  to	  be	  more	  articulate	  and	  efficient	  in	  talking	  
sex	  and	  dumping	  
	  
A:	  How	  operating?	  
2:	  semblatively	  40%	  
	  
This	  inquiry	  is	  dis-‐sembling	  realities	  
Generating	  an	  illogical	  operation	  
Using	  deconstructive	  methodologies	  
First,	  assigning	  quality	  roles	  to	  persons	  present	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  systemically	  
	  
For	  what	  or	  whom	  are	  you	  responsible?:	  the	  space,	  my	  body	  and	  others	  
	  
What	  or	  who	  have	  you	  pretended	  to	  be	  and	  how?:	  i	  pretend	  to	  like	  my	  job	  
	  
RING:	  a	  few	  operators	  together	  a	  few	  times	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/14/2017.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Presentation	  As)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
diane	  
Location	  2C/C2:	  HOW	  (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLING	  AFFECT(S)?	  
	  
canoeing	  down	  the	  little	  miami	  river	  in	  ohio	  with	  my	  sisters	  and	  my	  father...	  
accidently	  being	  tipped	  over	  as	  my	  father	  tried	  to	  get	  in	  the	  canoe	  after	  stopping	  for	  
a	  picnic	  
in	  maine...	  a	  bit	  sick,	  but	  happy	  to	  be	  with	  my	  family	  
fascism	  
be	  productive	  be	  less	  self	  destructive	  be	  less	  mentally	  ill	  be	  more	  connected	  to	  the	  
human	  race	  
i	  make	  things	  as	  a	  matter	  of	  life	  and	  death...	  i	  make	  live	  performance	  inevitably	  
oceans	  water	  space	  music	  making	  things	  family	  friends	  sex	  cooking/entertaining	  
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pickles	  meat	  peanut	  butter	  and	  jelly	  sandwiches	  hair	  dryers	  ice	  skating	  karaoke	  fascism	  
making	  others	  feel	  bad	  mean	  people	  narcissists	  cruelty	  injustice	  suffering	  
dream	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
2:	  semblatively	  70%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  consisting	  of	  affective	  tensions	  
Using	  trans-‐contextual	  universals	  
First,	  (de)liberate	  some	  modes	  of	  attention-‐compelling	  
	  
The	  live	  processes	  will	  operate	  using	  these	  terms	  of	  engagement:	  
	  
racism	  is/are	  a	  forest	  fire	  
humans	  is/are	  (a)	  circling	  vulture(s)	  
asteroids	  is/are	  (a)	  debt(s)	  
student	  loans	  is/are	  (a)	  concussion	  
rationalization	  is/are	  (a)	  self-‐symbolizing	  logic	  
Currency	  is	  (a)	  over	  
All	  the	  world	  is	  (a)	  better	  as	  trade	  
Logic(s)	  is/are	  about	  to	  change	  
Sympathy	  means	  often	  misused	  
Humans	  are	  less	  than	  empathy	  
Objectivity	  means	  mimetic	  performance	  can	  still	  feel	  original	  as	  a	  physical	  experience	  
	  
RING:	  the	  comfort	  of	  some	  present	  can	  be	  considered	  
	  
You	  have	  selected	  02/07/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February,	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.	  (MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Collaboration)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Rae	  
Location	  1C/C1:	  HOW	  (DE)LIBERATELY	  HOW	  TO	  ARTICULATE	  AFFECT(S)	  HOW?	  
	  
The	  old	  barn	  behind	  my	  parents	  house	  was	  red	  and	  falling	  down.	  It	  had	  a	  sliding	  door	  
and	  three	  stalls	  downstairs	  one	  for	  each	  kid	  in	  our	  family.	  Upstairs	  there	  were	  holes	  
in	  the	  floor	  and	  we	  hopped	  from	  one	  floor	  joist	  to	  another	  to	  get	  to	  the	  middle.	  In	  the	  
middle	  of	  the	  hayloft	  my	  dad	  hung	  a	  large	  "birdcage"	  that	  he	  made	  out	  of	  plywood.	  We	  
climbed	  into	  that	  cage	  and	  swung	  from	  the	  rafters.	  
I	  am	  curled	  up	  on	  my	  love	  seat	  on	  New	  Years	  Eve.	  I	  just	  left	  my	  neighbors	  party	  because	  
my	  hips	  hurt	  from	  standing	  in	  high	  heels	  and	  My	  heart	  is	  sad	  that	  I	  can't	  call	  my	  Mom	  
to	  wish	  her	  a	  happy	  new	  year.	  
I	  Keri	  thinking	  about	  the	  meaning	  in	  my	  life	  and	  how	  to	  create	  more	  relationships	  of	  
substance	  with	  people	  of	  value.	  And	  I	  keep	  thinking	  about	  men	  and	  how	  I	  would	  like	  to	  
have	  a	  partner	  someday.	  
I	  would	  like	  to	  fly	  with	  purple	  and	  gold	  wings	  off	  a	  canyon	  cliff	  into	  a	  valley	  and	  
down	  to	  a	  river	  where	  I	  leap	  into	  a	  dolphin	  and	  swim	  with	  my	  family	  and	  the	  kayakers.	  
They	  feed	  me	  butterflies	  and	  bourbon	  and	  bon-‐bons	  and	  are	  baffled	  by	  my	  hunger	  for	  
beauty.	  
Yes.	  It	  is	  something	  I	  must...or	  else	  I	  implode.	  
Red	  button	  Turquoise	  button	  Pearl	  button	  White	  button	  with	  brass	  detail	  Black	  button	  
with	  recessed	  lines	  
Ignorance	  Victim	  hood	  Cruelty	  Hatred	  
Paint	  the	  baseboards	  and	  cry	  and	  laugh	  and	  otherwise	  come	  undone	  so	  I	  can	  become	  whole	  
again.	  
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C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
1:	  deliberately	  70%	  
	  
This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  cause	  
Intending	  and	  interpreting	  affected	  matters	  based	  on	  intention	  
Using	  forms	  defined	  by	  their	  intended	  use	  
First,	  (de)liberate	  current	  conditions	  
	  
The	  following	  will	  be	  used	  as	  a	  spatial/temporal/conceptual	  configuration	  for	  the	  live	  
processes	  generated	  by	  your	  Unique	  Usership:	  

	  
	  
RING:	  modeled	  via	  rules	  and	  norms	  of	  affect	  
	  
You	  may	  or	  may	  not	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  at	  some	  point	  from	  us,	  following	  up	  about	  this	  
(MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Whatever)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Sumo	  
LOCATION	  3C/C3:	  AFFECTIONATELY	  TO	  WHAT	  AFFECT	  AFFECTIVELY?	  	  
	  
The	  locker	  room	  at	  my	  ballet	  school.	  The	  floors	  were	  white	  tile,	  a	  wooden	  bench	  for	  
each	  small	  section,	  black	  lockers.	  I	  always	  shared	  the	  area	  with	  2	  or	  3	  other	  friends.	  
I	  would	  joke	  that	  one	  of	  the	  teachers	  called	  me	  "Tea"	  so	  she	  might	  as	  well	  call	  me	  
coffee.	  (Ok	  funny	  to	  me	  at	  8)	  It	  was	  our	  first	  year	  at	  the	  school	  when	  you	  don't	  
perform	  yet,	  and	  we'd	  dream	  of	  the	  upcoming	  years	  of	  being	  in	  all	  the	  productions	  with	  
the	  ballet	  company.	  
I'm	  sitting	  at	  our	  dining/work	  table	  in	  front	  of	  the	  computer.	  Niki	  is	  sitting	  here	  too	  
working	  on	  her	  computer.	  Our	  friend	  Stephanie	  is	  working	  in	  the	  living	  room	  and	  we	  can	  
see	  her	  cause	  there's	  no	  wall.	  Our	  table	  is	  pretty	  cluttered	  but	  not	  very	  cluttered.	  
There's	  a	  painted	  ostrich	  egg	  from	  South	  Africa	  on	  the	  table	  that	  Niki's	  Aunt	  who	  lives	  
there	  gave	  to	  us.	  There's	  also	  a	  small	  gift	  for	  my	  Mom	  that	  I	  haven't	  given	  to	  her	  yet	  
from	  the	  holidays.	  There	  are	  two	  gigantic	  water	  bottles	  on	  the	  table	  cause	  Niki	  and	  I	  
drink	  a	  lot	  of	  water.	  I	  can	  hear	  a	  plane	  flying	  by	  and	  otherwise	  it's	  quite	  quiet	  
compared	  to	  the	  usual	  construction	  noises.	  
The	  permanence	  of	  relationships,	  friendships,	  family,	  of	  career...	  the	  most	  genuine	  
core	  of	  values,	  dreams,	  and	  making	  it	  reality	  and	  how	  to.	  Also	  being	  on	  time,	  
reciprocity,	  and	  fiber.	  
confident	  "know	  what	  I	  want"	  high	  self-‐esteem	  talk	  more	  stretch	  and	  read	  everyday	  
weekly	  meditate,	  Qi	  Qong,	  dance	  class	  learn	  Spanish	  or	  Cantonese	  take	  a	  herbal	  class	  
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have	  a	  part-‐time	  job	  that	  I'm	  excited	  about	  getting	  projects	  done	  like	  making	  book	  and	  
CD	  of	  compositions	  
These	  past	  7	  years,	  I	  don't	  think	  so	  but	  it's	  hard	  to	  know	  for	  sure	  because	  I	  haven't	  
gone	  for	  a	  long	  period	  of	  time	  without	  performing	  (or	  producing/directing)	  something.	  
During	  7-‐12	  years	  ago,	  answer	  is	  no	  for	  performing	  but	  it	  was	  life	  or	  death	  for	  
composing.	  Sometimes	  I	  dream	  of	  moving	  to	  upstate	  NY	  or	  CA	  and	  working	  in	  a	  natural	  
fragrance	  store	  or	  handmade	  jewelry	  shop	  with	  no	  stress	  or	  responsibility.	  Or	  raising	  a	  
kid	  with	  Niki.	  But	  it's	  usually	  when	  I'm	  in	  a	  "funk"	  and	  I	  just	  want	  to	  escape.	  It's	  
really	  community,	  family,	  friends	  and	  working/spending	  time	  with	  them	  whether	  it's	  via	  
art-‐making	  or	  just	  hanging	  out	  or	  being	  in	  the	  same	  spaces	  with	  them.	  
progressive	  viewpoints	  originality	  clarity	  loyalty	  challenges	  being	  with	  friends/family	  
and	  meeting	  friendly	  people	  
common	  anything	  selfishness	  arrogance	  controlling	  behaviors	  rules	  of	  "society"	  
discrimination	  
I	  reenact	  social	  interaction	  scenes	  that	  I'm	  insecure,	  passionate,	  or	  humoured	  by.	  
	  
C:	  Operating	  to	  what	  affect?	  
3:	  affectionately	  50%	  

This	  is	  an	  inquiry	  into	  ability	  
Generating	  an	  operation	  consisting	  of	  affective	  tensions	  
Using	  trans-‐contextual	  universals	  
First,	  affect	  an	  intentional	  process	  

Our	  bodies	  becoming	  plywood	  
We	  practice	  caution	  
Our	  voices	  sound	  like	  phone	  calls	  
As	  we	  manipulate	  garlic	  
Using	  buckets	  
We	  attempt	  to	  heal	  
The	  cosmos,	  the	  situation,	  a	  relationship,	  some	  unknown	  modes	  

RING:	  attentions	  restricted	  to	  singularities	  

You	  have	  selected	  02/08/2017.	  You	  will	  soon	  receive	  an	  e-‐mail	  soon	  to	  organize	  
collaborative	  sessions/rehearsals	  between	  now	  and	  February	  2017	  and	  confirm	  your	  
selected	  date.(MODE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT:	  Collaboration)	  
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 SURVEILLANCE ARRAY: Use Survey Section 3 & Operation 
Overtures 
 
In compiling particular scores-for-scores correlated with and interpreting an individual 
performance process determined by a Unique Usership, the user’s responses/usage of this 
section, found as Survey 3, may be the first consideration operated by operators.  
 
Vocal/sonic operation of this section may also often provide the beginning or sonic 
motivation to (as overture) live performance processes involving vocalization and 
(de)liberate, (as)(en)(dis)(re)semblative, and affective/affectionate/affected “musicality.” 
 
Each of the 9 locations inside which we find ourselves within via each Unique User’s line of 
questioning involves its own form(s) of surveillance. User results from the third section of the 
survey in conjunction with pre-(de)liberated, assembled, and affected questioning (i.e. survey 
code and text) should be used as methodological and practical “overture” for each individual 
process determined into performancy by each systemic operation, or “hole.”  
 
 
HOW (DE)LIBERATELY HOW? (1A) 
 
Scored and sung:  
 
how ARE (how present)_____________ 
how MANY (how numerous)_________________ 
how  STARTING/HALTING (how motivated)_____________ 
how  SPATIALLY /TEMPORALLY ORDERED (how duration and definition)_______ 
how  MATERIALIZING/DE-MATERIALIZING (how making matter)_______________ 
how  (MUCH) MATTER(ING) (+TO/AS [WHOM]…) (carried by bodilies HOW)___________ 
how  ENABLING/DISABLING (how con-sequences)___________ 
how  POSSIBLE/POTENTIAL (how figuring in what we feel we know how)_________ 
how  SITUATED (functioning how as such)___________ 
how  PRODUCED/PRODUCTIVE/RE-PRODUCTIVE (how as if whole/holes)________ 
 
 
HOW SO (DE)LIBERATELY HOW SO? (1B) 
 
Scored and sung:  
 
That by which operators and users are enabled:________________ 
That by which operators and users are disabled:_________________ 
 
Abilities of operators and users include:________________ 
Disabilities of operators and users include:___________________ 
 
Spatio-temporal interpretations may also involve graphings: 
 
XY graph: (X=able>unable, Y= in power>disempowered) 
 
 
HOW (DE)LIBERATELY HOW TO ARTICULATE (e)/AFFECT(S) HOW? (1C) 
 
Scored/sung with structural consideration of statement’s location within User’s graph: 
 
Every individual has a right to self-determine  
Law should ensure the rights of individuals to self-determine 
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Individuals should be allowed to believe/think whatever they want as long as they don’t hurt 
anyone 
Hate speech should be punishable by law 
“do no harm”  
Everything happens for a reason 
The ultimate law of nature is the will to survive 
Evolution and its laws of natural selection is dependent on competition between individuals, 
societies, and species 
We should work to relieve/avoid suffering 
The most viable members of a species deserve more resources than the less viable 
No ideas are inherently “better” than any other ideas 
No persons are inherently “better” than any other persons 
Personal experiences are more truthful than scientific explications 
Scientific explications are more truthful than personal experiences 
My own responses and feelings are likely to be shared by others 
Persons are extremely different from one another  
It is possible to communicate with anyone 
There are no universal ethics 
There are a few universal ethics 
We should work to make ethics more universal 
Nothing is universal  
 
 
 
HOW SEMBLATIVELY HOW? (2A) 
  
This location will also be interpreted “literally,” designing a public interface for the live processes 
involved in operation: 
 
one-on-one (interpersonally) 
in a small group (socially) 
one to the many (authoritatively) 
as mediated by a pre-determined schema (systemically) 
not at all (individually) 
 
For what or whom operators are responsible:_______________ 
 
What or who operators are pretending to be and do:____________ 
 
How ASSEMBLED? 
 DISSEMBLED? 
 ENSEMBLED? 
 RESEMBLED? 
   
 
HOW SO (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLATIVELY HOW SO? (2B) 
  
Scored/sung and also in general structuring of intentions/objectives (see Location 2B/B2): 
 
In discussion/ i Intend to 
To reach an agreement (autonomously) 
To reach a compromise (methodologically) 
To lay out an array of opinions (methodologically) 
Work through a problem (autonomously) 
Get in a fight (theatrically) 
To end the discussion as quickly as possible (theatrically) 
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I believe that / performance-as-art should: 
Entertain (theatrically) 
Assemble collective visions (theatrically) 
Draw attention to matters of emergency (methodologically) 
Inform (autonomously) 
Present ideas and concepts (autonomously) 
Practice states of being (methodologically) 
 
 STAGINGS: 
 
 Autonomous Form(ation)s of Attention 
 Theatrical/Theoretical/Theological Form(ation)s of Attention 
 Methodological Form(ation)s of Attention 
 
 
HOW (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLING (e)/AFFECT(S)? (2C) 
  
Scored/sung: 
_____________is/are a forest fire 
_____________is/are (a) circling vulture(s) 
_____________is/are (a) debt(s)  
_____________is/are (a) concussion 
_____________is/are (a) self-symbolizing logic 
 
Currency is (a)____________ 
All the world is (a)____________ 
Logic(s) is/are_____________ 
Sympathy means_____________ 
Humans are _______________ 
 
Objectivity means__________________ 
Functional means__________________ 
Mimetic means____________________ 
Semblances mean__________________ 
Affection means___________________ 
Deliberation means_________________ 
 
 
HOW AFFECTIONATELY HOW? (3A)  
  
Sung/scored (volume or other dynamic structured by User preference)  
Preferential spectrums also determine actions/activity as “stage directions” 
 
an empty room______________<0>____________________a windy junkyard 
(clear out space for ourselves)  or  (sort through matters) 
 
quickly and precisely______________<0>________________slowly and easily 
(complete tasks)     or  (improvise considerately) 
 
explanation__________________<0>____________________evocation 
(educate each other)   or  (whip yourselves into frenzies) 
 
the public eye______________<0>___________________underground 
(we promise to sell our bodies)   or  (we promise to wallow in our own filth) 
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total silence_________________<0>__________________noise wall 
(reduce sensation)  or   (overwhelm the senses) 
 
rope bridge__________________<0>__________________ladder 
(move across and through)  or  (move up and down) 
 
sex______________________<0>___________________language 
(and grind our bodies to ash)  or (and encode quote deeper end quote meanings) 
 
 
 
HOW SO AFFECTIONS HOW SO? (3B) 
  
Associations and correlationships between tones, colors, and semblances of these are scored 
and performed/sung AND/OR electronically generated/played as base-notes/aesthetic 
parameters for operations. 
 
 
  
HOW AFFECTIVE AFFECTIONATELY?(3C) 
 
Bolded line is scored/sung with inserted User preference: 
 
sandpaper, plywood, flags, slippery 
Our bodies becoming ______ 
 
rage, patience, caution, abandonment 
We practice _________ 
 
insults, ghosts, phone calls, sirens 
Our voices sound like _________ 
 
plaster, garlic, donuts, wax, clothing 
As we manipulate _____________ 
 
power tools, boiling water, ice, buckets 
Using_________________ 
 
puncture, heal, model, scatter 
We attempt to_____________ 
 
whole, hole, within, without 
The cosmos, the situation, a relationship, some unknown modes 
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ON THE COLUMNS 
 
Columns “A, B, and C” are correlated with general approaches to operativity, motivating inquiring 
operations. Forms of motivating inquiry are oriented to disable (via semantic trickery) some 
theoretical abilities of holism, namely, primacy of The What, as instruction for action, general 
materialism, ontological surety, behavioral engineering. In other words, we avoid any prescription 
or instruction about “what to do” other than the very general motive: opera-te.   
 

The online Use Survey uses a nested series of question-options (or “surveillance frames”). 
Selection between the first three question-options  “locate” Users—and consequently 
Operators—within one of three Columns:  
 
A=Operating How?  
Attempts to block out or forcibly and intentionally erase the ontological, allowing embodiment of 
the long low HOW or awe-ful WOH. Some call this tunnel-state “mindfulness” or “presence.” 
Down to the very last knuckle, into the smell of dust, self-recognition, worldviewing, and analysis 
are absorbed into relative, responsive, and temporary ways of 
seeing/feeling/doing/making/thinking.  
 
B=How So Operating?  
Attempts are somehow, passed around the mouth like an icecube. Some ways appear, not 
everything is nothing. Some call the becoming-something “emergence” or “sentience.” Some 
reason(s), whether or not they may seem “reasonable,” motivate persons and other vehicles 
carrying attitudes, beliefs, values, opinions, and so on. Why always be ashamed of the ways in 
which we seem less like animals and more like computers (and/or vice versa), and further still into 
modes of theatricality, how can we be otherwise (than embarrassed about) how we are “(a)like” 
or “different” in some-way(s)?  
 
C=Operating to What Affect?  
Attempts to correlate intentions with affects and consequences converge within processes 
designed to analyze affections and affectivities motivating, mediating, and modeling these. Some 
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might call this “contextualization,” or “causal paradigmatics,” though somatic, haptic, and 
emotional frames for sensation and perception involved in performativities of the bodily maintain 
stimulating yet artificial tension between positive and negative, felt and seen, affected and 
affecting.  
 
These columns are conceptual, theoretical, theatrical, and practical locations for “us,” persons, 
the operators and collaborating users and participants, those who use this Operating Manual to 
operate each pathway (line of questioning) pursued by each of the online users of the Use 
Survey.  
 
Complete lines of inquiry generated by users through the online Use Survey’s Section One are 
active instructions, to be used as a structural score for initiating the correlated operation. This 
stated line of inquiry may be used as a START for collaborative dialogue and Usership-
interpreting scoring methods: 
 
THIS INQUIRY IS/ THIS IS AN INQUIRY INTO… 
 
 
GENERATING… 
 
 
USING/BY… 
 
 
FIRST… 
 
 
 
COLUMN A: HOW Operating? 
 
 
When we are “located” by the Use Survey into the “A” column, we can begin by asking how our 
operating actions, activities, states, qualities and qualification schemas, descriptions and 
definitions of operation properties, and motivations of motives, motions, and processes driving 
operations are being seen and materialized as such by us, as well as otherwise articulated and 
intentionally performed as inquiry-forms, or “starts to lines of questioning.”  
 
How?-driven inquiries seek to ask and act simultaneously, neither dramatizing knowledges nor 
anticipating consequences. When condensed, correlated in time-space, and isolated from (in the 
absence of) more particular considerations, How? inquiries also tend to orient themselves around 
dominant reasons and logics which force, cause, and justify the swift enclosure of operations into 
“whole motions,” or “grand motives,” often “known” ones (i.e. “ontologies”), which currentlyii 
dominate human social and personal operation.  
 
When simple “A” column How?-inquiries, however, are further (de)liberated, 
(dis)(en)(re)(as)sembled, and affectionately affected, “grand motives” are plaited into more 
specific conceptual locations, as well as dug out, removed, dismantled, entirely excluded from 
considerate, attentive, intentional, energetic, and somatic activities. Three of these more 
“particular” (peculiar/non-dominant) and more “general” (generative/generous) conceptual 
locations/veiwpoints are defined and described in order to force, cause, and fulfill desire for 
operation digging, removing, dismantling some “in-current” wholes/holisms.  
 
These three “example” categories demonstrate how to 1.) inquire into how strongly, or how 
wholly, each “motivation” of How-Inquiring Operation holds and carries its own operator(s)and/or 
is held and carried by operators as a How-inquiry forcing, causing, desiring, 2.) how definitions 
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and descriptions of operations can themselves de-structure holistic, motivated, known 
dominators, 3.) how “otherwise” or “without” whole motions or grand motives operations may 
operate now. 
 
A1 = How? Inquiries strongly holding and carrying operations, operations weakly held and 
carried by operators: (DE)STRUCTURED IN-CURRENTLY 
 
A2 = How? Inquiries partially holding and carrying operators, partially held and carried by 
operators: DEFINING AND DESCRIBING OPERATIONS WHICH (DE)STRUCTURE  
 
A3 = How? Inquiries weakly holding and carrying operations, operations strongly held and 
carried by operators: DESIRING AND DESIGNING ALTERNATE NOWS 
 
With operations and operators thus distinguished and thus set into power relationships, dominant 
conceptual holisms, which condense, directly correlate, and isolate How? inquiries into wholes, 
can also be identified more conceptually and aesthetically: 
 
A1=FORCED/FORCING (conceptual holism of How Inquiries into natures of nature, 
determinations, laws, universals, fatalism, totality) see below 
 
A2=CAUSED/CAUSING (conceptual staging of How Inquiries into modes of utility, reason, 
motivation, consequence, correlationship, logic, temporality) see below 
 
A3=DESIRED/DESIRING (conceptual aesthetics of How Inquiries into free will, affect, 
emotion, sentience, longing, need, help) see below 
 
These 3X3 analyses artificially outline, cordon off, and partially condone these conceptual 
holisms in order to resist, disable, and directly fail to embody them. Embarrassed of the Whole 
(EotW) is an anti-holistic system, operating in direct resistance to such becoming-whole/holistic 
How? Inquiries.  
 
When we find ourselves in “A” locations, we use this Operating Manual to avoid, de-activate, and 
inquire against (thereby inevitably partially reifying) linear, “culminating” and “columnary” How?-
lines of inquiry : 
 
SITE OF RESISTENCE A1. AGAINST FORCED/FORCING 
(conceiving and conceived by laws for objective, functional, mimetic operation within/as “whole” 
natures, or “universals:” applied Chiastic Transformations [see Auxilary Materials] and other 
“inversions” scoring attempts to (de)liberate, (re)(dis)(en)(as)semble and affect those forces of 
theory/theater which force operators and enforce operations.) 
 
1.) Laws of Science 
 a. Instead of devising particular conclusions from repeated experiment, allow 
 conclusivities to experiment via repetitions of particulating divisions. 
 
 b. Instead of production of and operation within summary descriptions of conditions, 
 contextual elements, and present phenomenon, allow descriptions of conditions, 
 contextualizations, and phenomenal presentations to produce and operate summarily. 
 
2.) Laws of Nature 
 a. Instead of making statements fully defining, describing, determining some observed or 
 inferred phenomenon, observe phenomena of defining, describing, determining, inferring 
 and observing as holizing phenomena. 
 
 b. Instead of seeing actions and movements as obeying governing laws, obey laws only 
 as actions and movements governing ways of seeing. 
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3.) Natural Laws 
 
  a. Instead of observing and describing dominant principles used to conduct selves and 
 social bodilies as held and carried by these bodilies, see selves and social bodilies as 
 principle describing and observing conductors of holding and carrying motilities.  
 
 b. Instead of making attempts to determine, regulate, mediate, or mandate so-called 
 “objective” or “natural” moral codes and laws, moralize determination, regulation, 
 mediation, and mandating attempts to en-code, make, define, and so-call laws. 
 
 
SITE OF RESISTENCE A2. AGAINST CAUSED/CAUSING  
(correlated with and correlating cause and causation schemas within function-and-object-oriented 
material utility and correlative interaction schemas mediating “How” with Why? With attempts to 
re-orient correlationships with causation schemas, i.e. forms of theorizing/theatricalizing which 
[linearly, temporarily, objectively, functionally, mimetically) schematize/holize contingencies and 
relationships)  
 
1.) cause materialis is that which supposes existing matters from which new matters are made. In 
response to a question why does a computer play chess? A response using causa materialis 
might say “be-cause the computer is programmed to do so, playing chess is the computer’s 
cause.” 
  
2.) causa formalis, by which forms are shaped, the shape necessary for identification of 
something in particular. For example, in response to a question why is a penis a protrusion, a 
response might be “be-cause a penis is that which penetrates.” 
 
3.) causa finalis, the requirement for something in particular, a purpose, function, or “ends” to 
which means are met. For example, a response to the question why did that musician make such 
a pop-sounding song? might be “be-cause the artist needed money, money is their cause.”  
 
4.) causa efficiens, the means by which something is made or comes to be, the “techniques of its 
existence”1 or process of its growth or fabrication. For example, a response to the question why is 
carbon steel? might be “because iron has been alloyed with carbon” 
 
Within Aristotelian thought, everything owes its existence to these four causes. “Anything,” in 
other words, is brought into some form (formalis), as such (materialis), for some reason (finalis), 
by some means (efficiens).  
 
In resistance to both this “owing” debt of existence to causes and to so-defined causation 
correlationships, resistant How-column inquiries replace causation with (de)liberations excluding 
“Why” dependencies, (as)(en)(re)(dis)semblances with dislocated be-cause forms, and affections 
for excuses and embarrassments to form, hoping to keeping processes and operations 
suspended between preconditions (“causes”) and postconditions (“debts”).iii  
 
 
SITE OF RESISTENCE A3. AGAINST DESIRED/DESIRING 
(conceptual holism of sentient selving/selves, particularities, and individualities, operating as 
whole bodilies designing and operating inquiries to fulfill self-materialization as mechanization; 
attempts to use, harness, control, or mechanize desires, as well as any so-called “wills,” 
“pleasures,” “preferences” which are not seen (somehow) as “needs” within objective, functioning, 
mimetically rec  producing systems, are currently born as attention economies, hit-based 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 
2 this may mean blocking, choreographing, setting a route for a march, notating music, etc.  
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qualification algorithms, and hyper-analyzed marketing systems dependent on users as parts of 
demographs/demos/democracies) 
 
1.) Desires to fulfill need (base desires for food, water, sexual gratification) may be directly 
resisted, re-oriented, or reified socially, or (de)liberated, (as)(en)(re)(dis)sembled, or ordered 
otherwise in manners oriented around materialization and affects of resource-distribution 
(de)liberations.  
 
2.) Desires to fulfill some will (desire to control, to know, to understand, to be, to survive) may be 
directly resisted, re-oriented, or reified socially, or (de)liberated, (as)(en)(re)(dis)sembled, or 
ordered otherwise in manners oriented around ability and disability, enablance and disablance. 
 
3.) Desires to fulfill desert (in reward or punishment of performance correlated with judgment-
ordered desires) may be directly resisted socially, or (de)liberated, (as)(en)(re)(dis)sembled, or 
ordered otherwise in manners oriented around theatricalization, theorization, materialization, and 
constructive metaphorization, conceptualization, dramatization. 
 
4.) Desires to fulfill theatricalization (feelings of having accurately anticipated or directly 
materialized desired matter[s]) may be directly resisted socially, re-oriented, or reified or 
(de)liberated, (as)(en)(re)(dis)sembled, or ordered otherwise in manners oriented around affects 
and consequences of mentalities.  
 
In resistance to ontological holisms, How? Inquiries make their own way(s).  
 
 
COLUMN B: HOW SO 
 
 
B1: ACTION MODES POSITIVELY OR NEGATIVELY ASSIGNED AND ASCRIBED SOME 
DETERMINED AND DETERMINING PROPERTIES 
B2: STAGED EMBODIMENT OF ACTION MODES 
B3: ACTION MODES SELECTED BASED ON EXPERIENCED, ANTICIPATED AND 
OTHERWISE DISSEMBLED AFFECTS AND CONSEQUENCES 
 
When we are located within the “B” Column, we are ourselves operating already, trapped (some 
may say) within epistemic conditions of our own undoing. Our action modes are formalizing in 
some ways as we (de)liberate, (en)(dis)(re)(en)(as)semble and affect/are affected: we are sorted 
already these into three particular locations via matricing of Column B (How So?) with Rows 1, 2 
and 3. When matriced, B locations sort, stage, and theatricalize ways of (de)liberating abilities 
and disabilities, (en)(dis)(re)(en)(as)sembling attentions and affectionately/affectively anticipating 
affects of (de)authorized and (dys)functional activity. Here, each “surface site” on the matrix in the 
“B” column does describe theoretical conditions as an environment for inclusion/exclusion of 
ideations and motives compelling performative action and may provide a frame for analysis of 
activity as if parsable into “action modes,” within frames, and/or multiply/increase/complicate 
actionability pertinent to score-making methodology, ideology, and politics of aesthetics. 
 
More simply, in operation and operativity, the HOW SO? Column (B) investigates modes of self-
direction regarding “the next ‘best’ move,” especially in terms of the biases and social 
substantiations motivating movement. Modeling inquiries via descriptive, definitive, embodiment-
potentiating modes of action, we see some judgments, decisions, selections, anticipations, and 
ordering processes oriented around anticipated affects and consequences be-cause of 
“conditioning,” “privilege/subjection,” and so on.  
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Patterns, systems, likelihoods, and theaters of memory and future, emergent mise en scenes, 
mise en abymes and critiques of ways of seeingiv emerge. Operators are squirming in suspended 
animation on the surface of B1, B2, or B3, like holographic game pieces in play.  
 
ON “MODE:” 
 
This term is used and operated differently in different scientific, academic, and dialogic fields of 
inquiry. Here in “the arts,” operating as “opera,” we feel most affectionate towards definitions and 
terms of engagement which define modality as tunnels, channels, or other directional and/or 
durational processes by which oral, gestural (etc) semiotic signs and semantic forces are 
transmitted, transferred, transfigured, transformed, translated, and otherwise (re)staged in some 
particular ways. These latter “transitory particulars” we call “activities” or “action modalities.”  
 
In addition, we take our sense of “mode” from music, where pitch relationships and manners of 
scales seem to evoke, emote and otherwise affect; modus being any rhythmic relationship 
between long and short values or a pattern made from any assigned/parsed/(dis)organized sonic 
qualities. The “usage” of modality as a lexicon for action/activity gives us a very general sense of 
“mode” as a particularly relative way in which some-thing(s) and some-way(s) and some matters 
are “existing,” “experiencing,” and/or “expressing” in relationship with 
other/previous/precedent/templated/anticipated/expected/common/organized/formalized/otherwis
e identifiable or impersonated matters/materialities/materializations.  
 
However, “modalities” by such semiotic, semantic, phenomenological, and musical definitions 
seem perhaps to only come in three “sizes” when “operated” practically in live performance. The 
“smallest size” requires one position or zero-point location relative to “all others:” a speaker, an 
agent, or other expressive device to operate or an actor, audience, or player to sense and 
perceive modal operativity as a relationship between one and the rest. As a second size, 
theatricalizations /theorizations/ theologizations then require at least two positions though more 
positions better distinguish this size from the first; at least an emitter and a receiver, a performer 
and a witness, a cast/ensemble and a particular audience, with positions modally influencing 
each other. The “largest” size is either seen as “free/open” and therefore permanent regardless of 
an “eye/I”, or as common, obvious, totally substantial/socially substantiated by anyone/thing 
who/that can see, with modes becoming, as they are recognized or described, systemic.  
 
Here, we experiment with transitory, temporary/temporal, and translative localities, positions, and 
poses, breaking these “sizes” like a brittle limb across the knees of problematizing concepts like 
intention, affect, and forms of emission/expression/play/sensing/perceiving/performing/witnessing. 
In theory, these action modes even more directly require “sentient” or “seeing” forces of attempt, 
method, and mood, modeling and judging some ways of performing in some ways as abstracted 
from positioned sentience, relying on absurd/theatrical senses of affect, experience, and 
perception. Yet, they can also be seen as even more severely automatized, “artificially” intelligent, 
and thus directly structurally incapable of some non-linguistic and immaterially phenomenological 
relate-abilities/relativities.  
  
ACTION MODES 
 
This Operating Manual features 100 possible names for “action modes.” Each adverb is followed 
by a “definition,” describing some portable intentions, qualities (as qualities of and to forms of 
action and attention) as well as some anticipations of whole/hol-y affects and consequences 
which may or may not be (affectively) correlated with etymological, emotive, experiential, empiric, 
and associative interpretations of the in-use or fabricated adverb thereby defined.  
 
Column “B” also embarrasses (exposes) our nasty attitude towards some ways of relating, by 
formalizing and theatricalizing our judgments of way of seeing as holding and carrying either 
positive or negative affects and consequences, as well as our judgments about whether or not we 
are capable or incapable of consciousness or feeling (or whatever).  
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Such sticky complexity and conflation between speculation, reason, attitude, way(ward)-ness, 
and judgment is seen (failingly) by this manual as a three-dimensional map in time-space.  
 
Beyond the three locations in the B column (B1, B2, B3) and their provision of a “surface site” or 
“site for sight,” we increase (in)tension via dramatic conflict, the 9 surface sites are situated by the 
matrix’s  three “grounding” (yet negatively resisted) strata, or LAYERS:  
 
O: Objectivism (generally) 
F: Functionalism (generally) 
M: Mimeticism (generally) 
 
For more complex discussion, see the GROUNDING STRATA section of this Operating 
Manual. 
 
Each of the 100 Action Modes in this section deal with one or more of these LAYERS or 
grounding strata, either: 
 
“ + “ pulling up, or mounds of empiric dirt building up, appearance of wholes, positing, drawing to 
the surface, reproducing, conceiving (etc) forms and modes of objectivism, functionalism, and/or 
mimeticism.  
 
“ – “ resisting, boring through, aborting, miscarrying, failing, negating, puncturing, tunneling 
through and making absent, digging some holes through the coercive and extractive forces of 
objectivism, functionalism, and/or mimeticism. v 
 
+OFM=One Functioning Model, a visible and intractable whole 
-OFM=One Feature Missing, a visible and intractable hole 
 
ACTION MODES of this “meta score” or “score for scores” are notated so:  
 
NAME OF ACTION MODE 
{B3}+O 
 
Meaning: this action mode’s potentials are performatively located as operative elements within 
the site/location “B3” positively (+) affecting and designing an action mode which assigns, 
enables, and refies O, Objectivism, in the former conceptual, contextual, and conditional location 
(B3) 
 
Some complexities may be written beyond this basic notation form, and may be read/interpreted 
in more diverse/subjective ways.  
 
 
Action Modes Array in Alphabetical Order: 
 
A: Aesthetically, Abjectly, Adversatively, Affectively, Affactionally, Aleotorically, Antithetically, 
Appropriately, Attentively, Autopoetically  
B: Benignantly, Benignly  
C: Carefully, Complexly, Conceptually, Conducively, Confusively, Consistently, Constructively, 
Contingently, Contraceptively, Correlationally, Consequently, Cosmogenetically  
D: Deconstructively, Deficiently, (De)liberately, Deliquescently, Differentially, Diffidently, 
Dissonantly, Durationally, Dynamically  
E: Emotionally, Erotically, Exemplaristically, Expectationally, Extractively  
F: Figuratively, Formally, Functionalistically  
G: Generally, Generically, Genetically, Generatively  
H: Hallucinogenically, Hegemonically, Historically, Hysterically  
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I: Improvisationally, Improvisatively, Incurrently, Inappropriately, Intentionally, Instantly  
J: Justly  
K: Knowingly  
L: Lacteously, Latently, Lenticularly, Locally, Locatively, Locutionally  
M: Mechanically, Metaphorically, Mimetically, Motively  
N: Naively, Narratively, Natively  
O: Objectivistically, Objectively, Operationally  
P: Particularily, Patiently, Phenomenally, Potentially  
Q: Quantitatively, Qualitatively  
R: Recursively, Relationally, Relatively, Readably  
S: Selfishly, Semblatively, Specifically, Spiritually, Strategically, Subjectively, Subjectivistically, 
Substantively, Superstitionally, Sustainably  
T: Theatrically, Theoretically, Tragically  
U: Uncannily, Understandably, Unknowingly  
V: Viabally  
 
 
ACTION MODES LIST 
 
AESTHETICALLY 
{B2}+M 
{B3}-M 
 
In attendance of how pleasure is intended, attended, and/or anticipated as a consequence or subsequence 
of a controlled action. Emphasizing, in-forming, and attending to frames for judgment and awareness of 
action’s “philosophically pleasurable” affects, in alignment with personal principles, methodological 
considerations, empiric expectations, and culturally-constructed qualifications for the design and/or 
embodiment of a particular staging of form designed around pleasure principles and qualification 
schematics. 
 
ABJECTLY 1 
{B1} –O-F 
 
a.) In reduction or dissolution of distinction between subjects and objects and/or embedding/intending failure 
or resistance to subjectification and objectification processes and paradigms.  
 
ABJECTLY 2 
{B2} +O –/+F  
{B3} +M 
 
b.) In a manner or in design of an action, staging, or behavior which is anticipated and intended to generate 
abjective nausea, disorientation, confusion, bodily dysphoria, and/or cognitive dissonance regarding 
locations, signatures, essences, properties, bodies, and substances/substantiation of material being.  
 
ADVERSATIVELY 1 
{B1} +F +M 
{B2} – F - /+ M 
 
a.) In conversation with an adversary or in active response to or correlationship with adversarial 
motion(s)/force(s)/motive(s) 
 
b.) Action within agonistic political modes: 1.) maintaining positive and negative liberation for diverse abilities 
2.) allowing discordance, disagreement, and conflict to design operations 3.) converting frictional and in-
tension(al) arrangements into generative contingencies 
 
ADVERSATIVELY 2 
{B3} +O +F +M 
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c.) Other disorganization and/or intentional disabling of circumstances, conditions, or contingencies for 
particular functions or operations; operation towards adverse conversion of matters into energy for diffusion 
and distribution of condensed/in-current hegemonic orders embodied by persons and situations.  
 
AFFECTIVELY  
{B3 } -M 
 
Driven by emotions and motives perceived and sensed “outside” of logics of functional correlation, 
contingency, cause, intention, and objective. Possibly, maintaining resistance to use of functional logics for 
Initiating, designing and/or allowing activity. 
 
AFFACTIONALLY  
{B3} +O, +F, +M 
{B2} + F 
 
a.) Objectifying, and making autonomous some “affective processes” or “feels,” thereby generating some 
typologies, categorizations, and other formalized orders of and for “affacts” as such. 
 
b.) Incorporating autonomous affacts and their formalized orders into functional logics of causation, 
correlation, contingency, instinct, psyche, and other constructed schematics and systems. 
 
c.) Designing and performing operations correlated with formalized/autonomous affacts to pursue objectives 
and enforce mimetic order(s). 
 
ALEOTORICALLY 
{any} 
 
Left open as a matter of structural integrity 
 
ANTITHETICALLY 1 
{B1} -F 
 
a.) In ideological/emotive opposition to theoretics; avoiding or ignoring identifying and identified ways of 
seeing.    
 
ANTITHETICALLY 2 
{B2} +/-M 
 
b.) Against or in negation of some identified qualities, identities, theoretical arguments or attentions; in use of 
a thesis to design another thesis which negates the former’s charges, motives, forms, and/or modes. 
 
APPROPRIATELY 1 
{B1} +F+M  
 
a.) In a way that seems or is judged pertinent, in fulfillment of expectations, anticipations, and functional 
operation within conditioning. Correlated with multiple aspects of context(s) and situation(s) including 
subjectified social substantiations and intersubjective cultural normativities. 
 
APPROPRIATELY 2 
{B2} +O+F+M 
 
b.) In a way that can be autotomized—i.e. allowing elements of behavior and activity to be detached from 
person(s) carrying or performing them. Simultaneous de-subjection and de-objectification of materialities. 
Acting in ways which can be identified and objectified into “acts, styles, manners, qualities” as such—
thereby producing semiotic items transportable between/across bodilies for appropriation purposes.  
 
APPROPRIATELY 3 
{B3} +O+F+M 
 
c.) In use of objectified symbols, acts, styles, manners, affacts, and qualities, as objectified and itemized for 
appropriation from/between/across individual and cultural bodilies. 
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ATTENTIVELY  
{B1} –F, -M 
 
Locating action in tension with (de)liberated matter(s) in situ.  
 
AUTOPOIETICALLY  
{B2} +F+M 
 
Operating in distinct spacetime, in consistent construction, organization and/or identification of interrelated 
processes and/or functions which constitute/constituate themselves and/or re-produce, re-materialize, re-
populate, and real-ize their own distinct production, materialization, and realization processes and functions.  
 
BENIGNANTLY 1 
{B1} +O+F 
 
a.) From a position of authority or sovereignty, in therapy or acting upon a constructed stratagem, complex 
map, or other template for beneficiality or viability of a defined bodily.  
 
BENIGNANTLY 2 
{B2} +F+M 
 
b.) In authorized attempts to impose or organize a model of such a correlated stratagem, map, template, or 
system within/upon bodilies and situations. Often, towards self-sustenance and permanence of that system, 
model, etc.   
 
BENIGNLY 1 
{B1} +/-F 
 
a.) In non-extractive symbiosis or correlationship with, connotationally acting as a smaller part of, as 
dependent upon, or otherwise neither functional or dysfunctional within bodilies. 
 
BENIGNLY 2 
{B3} –O -F -M 
 
b.) Generally, without affect(s) or consequence(s) 
 
CAREFULLY  
{B2} +F+M 
 
Through which attachment to the (homeostatic) being-state of some matter(ial)(ity) drives preservation or 
conservation that being-state and a sense of responsibility for a defining-as “well-being” of some elements of 
state in order to design maintenance of attached states of being as such. 
 
COMPLEXLY 1 
{B1) +O-F-M 
 
a.) Assembling or magnetizing correlationships via 1.) defining 2.) interrelating elements “internally” and/or 
around a “plexus” or “locus” as elementally originating a location, conflux, or situation.   
 
COMPLEXLY 2 
{B2} +/-O+/-M 
 
b.) Increasing numbers, density, size, aural contact, and/or otherwise strengthening bonds of correlationship 
between and within combined and coaffective elements. Elements and complex wholes remain partially 
distinct from one another; objectified elements may also maintain partial, entire, anticipated, 
subjectified/split, and/or transformed. 
 
CONCEPTUALLY 1 
{B3} +M 
 
a.) Gestating, creating, conceiving, as in to grow a potential whole from parts, seeds, words, images, 
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perceptions, sensations, beliefs, and/or other elements which may also become definable as a source, 
model, container, genealogic, or originating mother of.  
 
CONCEPTUALLY 2 
{B2} +F+M 
 
b.) Assembling, encircling, comprising, correlating, comparing, contrasting and/or essentializing towards 
“understanding in a way;” theorizing/theatricalizing processes of becoming, forming relationships between 
parts and wholes, and framing changes over time.   
 
CONCEPTUALLY 3 
{B1} +/-O+/-F 
 
c.) in analysis and definition of elemental maternative origins  
 
CONDUCIVELY  
{B2} +/-F 
 
In direct benefit to or assistance of and as within a schema for ideality; in design or construction of such a 
schema for idealized conduct(ion) and/or conducting/in conduction of such a schema. 
 
CONFUSIVELY  
{B1} -O 
 
In fusion and conflation of distinct substances, ideas, objects, processes, or other matter(s).  
 
CONSISTENTLY  
{B1} +/-M 
 
Acting in relationship with previous and/or ongoing activity and defined identifications; subsisting via 
repetitions in correlation with resistances and resiliencies to and within (lack of) changes and re-orders for 
action.  
 
CONSTRUCTIVELY 1 
{B1} +O+/-F+M 
 
a.) Organizing (de)liberated consequences and affects of and into structures 
 
CONSTRUCTIVELY 2 
{B2} +O 
 
b.) Identifying and describing, defining, and comparing systems, matter(s), hegemonies, and 
correlationships as “constructions” or “knowledges.” 
 
CONSTRUCTIVELY 3 
{B3} +/-F 
 
c.) mediating action to function as participant within (and potentially beneficial to) identified, described, 
defined, and comparative systems, matter(s), hegemonies, and correlationships.  
 
CONTINGENTLY 1 
{B3} +O+/-M  
 
a.) In anticipation of potential occurrences, events, or other changes to a defined state of currency or in 
anticipation of the lack or non-existence thereof 
 
b.) dependent on anticipated occurrences and other currencies, events, appearances, operations, or 
appearances 
 
CONTINGENTLY 2 
{B2} +/-O+/-F+/-M 
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c.) involving multiple persons defined as such, in operation as a contingent, as/on such 
 
CONTRACEPTIVELY  
{B1} –O-F-M 
 
In prevention or prohibition of taking in, against accepting. Resisting incursion and inception, closing off 
vehicular bodilies and other carriage-processes to confusions, concepts, complexities or other matter(s) of 
combination and reproduction.  
 
CORRELATIONALLY 1 
{B1} +F 
 
a.) In parallel, parallax, comparison or co-dependence with, inside of mutually affective/effective 
relationships, and in operation as triggered or caused by relationships with “other” and “non” entities.  
 
CORRELATIONALLY 2 
{B2} +O+F 
 
b.) Operating as a distinct entity or element, in relationship with forces and matter(s) “outside” of and/or 
“external” to an actant’s own defined elements, matters, attentions, presences, occurrences, or 
appearances. 
 
CORRELATIONALLY 3 
{B3} +F +M 
 
c.) Defining mutually affective/effective processes, quantifications, qualifications, and/or metaphorical 
parallels as consistent relationships between defined actants, actors, agents, matter(s), elements, points in 
time, entities, attentions, presences, occurrences, and appearances. 
 
CONSEQUENTLY 1 
{B2}+F+M 
 
a.) Intending, anticipating, planning, designing, pursuing a sequence of actions intended to be performed 
one right after the other in linear time; acting through a sequence of distinct actions.  
 
CONSEQUENTLY 2 
{B1} +F+M 
 
b.) Materializing sequences of actions, appearances, phenomena, and events in/through temporal 
configurations, each anticipated to affect or cause the next.  
 
COSMOGENETICALLY  
{B2} +/-O+/-F+/-M 
 
In construction of a new or artificial “wor(l)d” or sphere of sentience of any size, shape, site, or 
locale/locationality.  
 
DECONSTRUCTIVELY 1 
{B1} –O-F-M 
 
a.) To dismantle, distantiate, or remove parts of those structural elements and/or structuring actions and 
assumptions which sustain any construction/constructivity. 
 
DECONSTRUCTIVELY 2 
{B2} +O 
 
b.) to separate and autonomize, to split or distinguish, via de-scription, some arrays and other more complex 
systems of thought less reliant on binaries, dichotomies, and categories.  
 
DEFICIENTLY 1 
{B3} –F 
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a.) Without practice, skills, experience, or ability to operate efficiently, i.e. (un)intentional failure to reduce 
remainders, control energetic exertions, or regulate (dis)organizational processes and affects/effects.  
 
DEFICIENTLY 2 
{B1} –F -M 
 
b.) Accumulating or embodying insufficiencies projected in opposition or negation of ideals/idealities; in-
tensionally leveraging inabilities, failing to participate in, enable, or support identified schemas, paradigms, 
or other objective/subjective, (dys)functional, relational, or mimetic modes for action. 
 
(DE)LIBERATELY  
{B1} +/-O+/-F+/-M 
 
In distinction between what will be done, seen, acknowledged, attended to, defined, and described and 
thereby de-liberated or trapped/containted/objectified as such and what will be liberated, i.e. undone, 
detached, atomized into thin air, disguised, ghosted, or otherwise “set free from” immediate 
existence/appearance/attention/presence.   
 
Performing distinction between seen/unseen and real/non-real in correlation with intentions and objectives 
as ideologically, ethically, or fundamentally carried by (dis)abling (dis)abilities of bodilies.  
 
DIFFERENTIALLY 1 
{B1} –O-F 
 
a.) In motion and/or operation simultaneously in parallel with and distinct from other motive and operational 
action(s). Additionally, dependent on low likelihood for similarity with/correlation with (any) other actions, 
motions/motives and/or operations. 
 
DIFFERENTIALLY 2 
{B2} +/-O 
 
b.) dependent on dissimilarities and differentiating between variables of similars and other comparables 
 
DIFFERENTIALLY 3 
{B3} +/-M 
 
c.) In ideological and/or motivated discrimination against and avoidance of particular action modes, 
motions/motives, and operations due to their anticipated consequences or affects, while maintaining a 
preference of an alternate or “different” option/operation.  
 
DIFFERENTIALLY 4 
{B1}-O-F-M 
{B2}-F-M 
{B3}-F-M 
 
d.) divergence from previous action modes, motives/motions, and/or operations. Modal discrepancy, i.e. 
vacillation between, and/or disparities between, and/or changes within/to/between different modes of action.  
 
DELIQUESCENTLY 1 
{B1} -O 
 
a.) Intentionally rotting, decomposing, thawing, or otherwise dissolving materiality and structural integrities 
into mass or matter previously “beyond” or “outside” a cohered bodily 
 
DELIQUESCENTLY 2 
{B2} +/-O 
 
b.) In subordinance or asquiescence to forces and/or orders subsuming or consuming bodilies, matters, 
activities, and other coherencies into chaos or an other bodily 
 
DIFFIDENTLY  
{B1} –O-F-M 
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In deliberate difference and distance from what is self-evident, in lack of viability, with low confidence, 
without quality, and/or direct formation of action around dislocated abilities and located disabilities.  
 
DISSONANTLY 1 
{B1} +/-O+/-F+/-M 
 
a.) Sensed and perceived as alternate to and/or different from functional affective elements in schemas, 
structures, paradigms, stratagems, and other homeostatic, stylized, substantiated models and modes 
deemed sensible, harmonic, natural.  
 
DISSONANTLY 2 
{B3} +/-O+/-F+/-M 
 
b.) In action intended to be judged as in-appropriate, unqualified/un-qualifiable within schematics for 
aesthetics and beneficial affects and/or appropriate as dissonance within such aesthetic and affective 
schemas.  
 
DURATIONALLY  
{B2} +/-F+M 
 
Maintaining attention and attachment within and through time, with regards or care to time. As carried by 
attention, affection, or attachment which endures time and maintains some consistency, resilience, or 
repetition of quality or practice throughout a “period” of time, thereby dilating, emphasizing, or otherwise 
relating with/as temporal configurations, events, systems, and forms of autonomous temporality and 
durationality. 
 
DYNAMICALLY 1 
{B2} –O-M 
 
a.) Focusing attention upon, from within, and as attended by forces affecting, growing, changing bodies and 
matter(s) without interpretation or (de)liberation  
 
DYNAMICALLY 2 
{B1} –O-F 
 
b.) Excluding objectified, autotomized, functionalized, and/or otherwise systemic or schematized rules, 
scores, and/or laws for action 
 
 
EMOTIONALLY 1 
{B1} -F 
 
a.) In motion as causally attributed to or correlated with a subject or person’s interpretation of their own or 
another’s sensations and perceptions as emotional motives which are then seemingly informing consequent 
state, condition, action, behavior, mentality, attention correlated with movements/motivations/motions within 
and without bodies.  
 
EMOTIONALLY 2 
{B3} +O 
 
b.) In attempts to generate or cause attribution and correlation of sensations and perceptions with defined 
emotions and emotional states. 
 
EMOTIONALLY 3 
{B2} +O+/-F+/-M 
 
c.) In definition, attribution, correlation, identification of “autonomous emotions” as states, conditions, and 
sets of particulated and substantial, (in)appropriate sensations and perceptions.  
 
EROTICALLY 1 
{B3} +/-F+/-M 
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a.) Carrying an intention to arouse, stimulate, or alter the state of a situation, person, or other matter of 
attention towards some magnetization, copulation, sensate bond, or other intimacy between intention and 
interpretation.  
 
EROTICALLY 2 
{B2} +/-F +/-M 
 
b.) Increasing or generating potential for literal or metaphoric sexual mergence, synthesis, or conception 
between previously discrete subjects, objects, bodilies, or other matter(s)/material(s).  
 
EXEMPLARISTICALLY 
{B2} +O+F+M 
 
Acting as an example for others, attempting to frame/locate/stage an action as a template, prompt, or 
possibility for other actions, to externalize, signify and self-referentially reify plenary typologies. 
 
 
EXPECTATIONALLY  
{B3} +/-O+/M 
 
Carrying expectorate, or any inevitable or anticipated emergence of some energy, idea, happenstance, 
affect or thing of definability as a sensed and perceived example of action(ability).  
 
This mode is concluded or completed via fulfillment, or lack thereof, of an event identifiable in the sudden 
appearance or recognition of expectorate/expectoration.  
 
EXTRACTIVELY  
{B1}+ O+F 
{B2} +O+F 
{B3} +M 
 
In removal or separation of some resources from an amassed materiality; selection of valued elements, acts, 
or abilities and a deportation of these from originating states and conditions, usually in order to use, apply, 
appropriate, or otherwise consume/expend them.   
 
FIGURATIVELY 1 
{B2} +/-O 
 
a.) in the shape or form of, i.e. a configuration of, any described or perceived image 
 
FIGURATIVELY 2 
{B3} +/-O  
 
b.) in configuration of images to evoke of affect but not reproduce (a) meaning or other matter(s) of attention, 
presentation of a “sense” or “perception” of an arrangement, correlationship, or other configuration 
 
FORMALLY 1 
{B1}+F+M 
 
a.) In dependence on forms and processes of formation; preferring or intentionally pursuing defined entities, 
elements, systems, and situations.  
 
FORMALLY 2 
{B2} +/-F 
 
b.) Pursuant of formalization. I.e., forming and utilizing substantial and substantiate formations. 
 
FORMALLY 3 
{B3} +M 
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c.) in a vehicular form which is autonomous from that which is perceived as its content, substance, or other 
matter(ial) carried 
 
FUNCTIONALISTICALLY 1 
{B1}+O+F+M 
 
a.) In direct cause-and-effect relationships within a defined/objectified system for actionability to the point of 
action’s capitulation to the outcome or consequences of action(abilities) or investment in maintenance of 
systems of actionabilities as an objective constructing an autonomously functioning network, emergent 
entity, intelligence, or autopoetically reproductive (con)sequences of objectified/autonomous acts.  
 
FUNCTIONALISTICALLY 2 
{B2} +O+F+M 
 
b.) Reduction of actionabiliy to systemic functions 
 
FUNCTIONALISTICALLY 3 
{B2} +F 
{B3} +O+F+M 
 
c.) In expectation or anticipation of a particular temporal course, during which a function is pursued, 
participated in or played out.  
 
GENERALLY 1 
{B1} +O 
 
a.) Generating universal(izing) terms, summarizing and materializing matter(s) via (de)liberation and 
objectification of conditions, natures, essences, or dialogically viable, mimetic/genetic, and sustainable 
descriptions.  
 
GENERALLY 2 
{B2}+O+F 
 
b.) As a general, marshaling or mustering persons, groups, statements, ideas, concepts, or any other 
matter(s) towards advancing objectives 
 
GENERALLY 3 
{B3} +M 
 
c.) Rallying in generation of some mood, intention, or other affective state of a group of persons 
 
GENERICALLY  
{B2} +O+F+M 
 
a.) Embedding cause-and-effect correlationships within processes, using code, map, score, or other 
autonomous sequencing template. 
 
b.) Attending to “offspringing” as processes which reproduce copies or comparables within general 
ontologies and epistemologies 
 
GENETICALLY 1 
{B3} +M 
 
a.) Generating viable geneologics for offspringing and other correlationships with preceding versions, maps, 
scores, codes, and cause-and-effect materializations.  
 
GENETICALLY 2 
{B1} +F+M 
 
b.) Engineering reproductive systems and structures. Additionally, engineering reproductive systems and 
structures using idealities/ideologies as scores for effective improvement and generational adaptation to 
projected design-ideals.  
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GENERATIVELY  
{B1} –F 
{B2}-F-M 
{B3} –O-F-M 
 
Pursuant of undefined or complex affect, generally.  
 
Potentially, with the intention to generate the “highest” or “largest” possible number of consequential 
generations 
 
HALLUCINOGENICALLY 1 
{B1} –O-M 
 
a.) In or causing a perceptual state which is additionally perceived as anomalous, insubstantial, artificial or 
imaginary and may be experienced as and defined by some lack of resemblance to previous experience 
 
HALLUCINOGENICALLY 2 
{B2} +O -F -M 
 
b.) In non-reliance on and mistrust of empiric evidence and substantiated realities/realisms. 
 
HEGEMONICALLY 1 
{B1}+O+F 
 
a.) Ordering matter(s) of attention—including (de)liberated subjects and objects—into dependence on 
dominance and subordinance paradigms. 
 
HEGEMONICALLY 2 
{B2} +O+F+M 
 
b.) Re-producing, enforcing, constructing, defining, describing, and otherwise enabling, allowing, and 
representing/reproducing recursive dominance paradigms  
 
HISTORICALLY  
{B2} +/-F+/-M 
 
In production of narrative frames for past or current events and situations. In con-sequence correlationship 
with previously-framed and narrativized states, events, and situations.   
 
HYSTERICALLY 1 
{B1} -F 
 
a.) in expression or abreactive expectoration of emotion 
 
HYSTERICALLY 2 
{B3} –O –F  
 
b.) emotive action uncontrolled by experimental form or other logic, value, or qualification schema 
 
HYSTERICALLY 3 
{B2} +F +M 
 
c.) action correlated with or as part of menstrual, conceptive, and/or maternating organistic processes 
 
IMPROVISATIONALLY 1 
{B1} –F -M 
 
a.) Without substantiated/substantial design, plan, schema, map, or other autonomous score for action or 
performance.  
 
IMPROVISATIONALLY 2 
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{B3} –O-F-M 
 
b.) In reliance upon variables, conditions, contextual elements, sensations, perceptions, habits, and other 
forces which are not objectively attended or intended.  
 
IMPROVISATIVELY 
{B2} +O+F 
 
Actions during which “improvement” directs action(ability), often towards an improvement of a conditional 
situation or generated phenomena; an (ap)propriation and/or fabrication of correlationships in timespace 
within which some agenda or shared interpretation of quality is projected.  
 
INFORMATIONALLY 
{B1}+/-F 
{B2} +/-F 
 
In-forming/in formation of ways of seeing, believing, thinking, and feeling, in alignment with and as part of a 
network of identified and correlated logic of bits, operations, and/or items of information/distinctly-formed 
autonomous informing-actions.  
 
INAPPROPRIATELY 
{B1} +O +/-F -M 
 
a.) Failing to perform in a way that seems or is judged to fulfill expectations, anticipations, and conditions 
within multiple aspects of context(s) and situation(s)  
 
b.) Performing or acting in a way that can not be autotomized—i.e. detached from person(s) carrying or 
performing in such ways. Failure to act in ways which can be objectified into “acts, styles, manners, 
qualities” as such—thereby failing to produce appropriate items transportable between/across bodilies for 
appropriation purposes.  
 
INCURRENTLY 1 
{B3} -O 
 
a.) Allowing or enabling a current flowing inward, towards, into, or through  
 
INCURRENTLY 2 
{B1} +/-F +/-M  
 
b.) Participatory agentic function within an incurrency system, thereby incurring occurrences, phenomena, 
(dis)abilities or other (de)liberately subsequentialized con-sequela.   
 
INTENTIONALLY 1 
{B3} +/-O +/-F +/-M 
 
a.) Maintaining tension between expectation, anticipations, and desires for consequences and affects of an 
action and that action’s actuated/actual sensed and perceived consequences and affects.  
 
INTENTIONALLY 2 
{B1} +/-M 
{B2} +/-M 
 
b.) Within processes designed in alignment with previously-observed processes, i.e. staged tensions 
analogic with inferred tendencies and (dis)abilities.  
 
INSTANTLY 1 
{B3} +O 
 
a.) Instantiating an appearance, sensation, perception, or other presence.  
 
b.) in con-sequence; directly afterwards 
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INSTANTLY 2 
{B2} +O +F 
 
c.) Proofing an ontology; attempts to provide an instance proving existence.  
 
JUSTLY 1 
{B1} +/-O +/-F +/-M 
 
a.) qualified within a legal system or formal, ethical and ideological projection schema for justice 
 
b.) justifying or condemning action(s) using ethical, ideological, and moral concerns and frames 
 
JUSTLY 2 
{B2} +/-O -F 
 
c.) with reduced or constrained focus; elemental, native, and materializing attentions fixed on/within 
particularities.  
 
KNOWINGLY 
{B1} +/-O+/-F+/-M 
{B2} +/-O+/-F+/-M 
 
a.) Exhibiting, displaying, and demonstrating some culturally-qualified behaviors and qualities of a being 
driven by its own will or conscious force of desire 
 
b.) operating as a producer and courier of substantiated knowledges within paradigms authorizing a 
performing subject as such 
 
LACTEOUSLY 
{B3} –O +/-F +/-M 
 
a.) Flowing forth from or producing matter(s) from metabolic origins as stimulated or caused by sensate 
and/or autonomic encounter and energetic and/or physical suction 
 
b.) While lactating 
 
LATENTLY 
{B1} +/-O 
{B3} +/-O +/-F 
 
In concealment of correlated and/or essential matter(s), potentials, or abilities. 
 
Whilst concealed, beneath, covered up, or otherwise invisible yet identifiable and related with(in) sensed and 
perceived presence(s) or appearance(s) of situation(s), vehicle(s), subject(s), and/or object(s). 
 
LENTICULARLY 
{B2} +/–F 
 
Curving or leaning in a non-linear manner or formal aversion of line; circumventing or avoiding a lens or 
frame, positioning, posing, and/or listing to the side of, moving or reasoning around the outside of.  
 
LOCALLY 1 
{B1} +/-O -M 
 
a.) Within the boundaries or defined area of a location in space, time, and/or context; in pertinence to and 
relationship with distance from or closeness to a delineated place, condition, orientation, or position.  
 
LOCALLY 2 
{B2} +O-F-M 
 
b.) In search of a locus or central location, scouting for correlationships with core(s) 
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LOCATIVELY 
{B1} –O –F -M 
{B3} +O –F -M 
 
a.) locating and re-locating, locomoting, as in, motively/motionally transposing, transporting, or re-positioning 
some matters or materials (including subjects, objects, conditions, actions, and attentions) between 
locations 
 
b.) Directly (in)formed by location 
 
c.) Forming or attending to locales 
 
LOCUTIONALLY 1 
{B2} +O–F-M 
 
a.) In speech, or sonic expectoration of breath and vibration generated by a material locus which maintains a 
readable or meaning-making mode within located and defined social situations and cultural contexts.  
 
LOCUTIONALLY 2 
{B1} +O-F 
 
b.) Uttering in reference to conceptual and/or geographic location and context, possibly without functional 
operation.  
 
MECHANICALLY 
{B1}+O+F+M 
{B2}+O+F+M 
{B3}+O+F+M 
 
a.) actions entirely restricted within a functioning mechanism 
b.) pursuant to the function of systems defined and seen as mechanisms/machines 
c.) actions reliant on mechanics and/or mechanisms  
d.) healing, closing, or otherwise “fixing” a machine or mechanical apparatus 
 
METAPHORICALLY 1 
{B2} +/-O +/-M 
 
a.) Demonstrating similarities and/or differences between two or more objects, subjects, or other matters by 
staging these linguistically, semiotically, symbolically in parallel and/or comparison. Especially located by 
comparisons which are demonstrated via dual projection, linguistic activation, and/or ocularly-presented 
representation.   
 
METAPHORICALLY 2 
{B3} +/-O +/-M 
 
b.) Demonstration and materialization of properties and qualities of subjects, objects, and other matters into 
autonomous items which can be “carried over” into terms of engagement with multiple particulars.  
 
METAPHORICALLY 3 
{B1} –O-F-/+M 
 
c.) Subsistence on carried terms of engagement with multiple particulars towards exclusion of truth-value-
assignment to any singular object, subject, situation, person, or other matter(ial).  
 
MIMETICALLY 
{B1} +M 
{B2}+M 
{B3}+M 
 
a.) In attempts to mimic, re-present, or otherwise copy an identified and materialized matter of attention.  
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b.) In a manner/matter which allows, instructs, or designs its own repetition via positioning or positing a 
vehicle, imitatability, or other (re)presence which is not materially identical with the matter/manner’s 
originating location or maintaining all of its other identifying qualities 
 
c.) In design of reproductive imitation schemas, scores, and operations with high ability for identicality and 
accuracy-of-copy.  
 
MOTIVELY 1 
{B2} +F +/-M 
 
a.) Driven/started/halted by motivations which compel or coerce motion within a fixed metabolic, cellular 
and/or muscular structure 
 
MOTIVELY 2 
{B1} –O –M 
 
b.) In motion; especially carrying qualities of contraction and expansion  
 
NAIVELY 
{B1} +O-F-M 
{B2} –O –F –M 
 
Practicing and in search of that which has not been previously sensed, perceived, or otherwise experienced 
by the actor 
 
NARRATIVELY 
{B1} +/-O+/-F+/-M 
{B2} +/-O+/-F+/-M 
{B3} +O+/-F+M 
 
a.) (dis)ordering, especially within temporal, correlated, and contingent relationships and con-sequences, 
historicized or otherwise as-framed and as-described processes.  
 
b.) In pursuit of narrative explication; active dependency on a linear timeline, conceptual or emotional frame, 
or other schematic for deliberating behaviors, orations, emotions, framings, and other action(s). 
 
c.) in communication of perceived presences, consequential operations, and currencies 
 
NATIVELY 
{B1} -/+F +/-M 
 
a.) Birthed from and pertaining to location, context, and other orienting elements of experience 
 
b.) Birthing or otherwise generating orientating elements of experience 
 
OBJECTIVISTICALLY 
{B1}+O+F 
 
Towards closure of any activity, object, objective, or matter into a definable, delineated and/or defined form; 
describing, demonstrating, carrying, or processing actions which define and close (make whole or particular) 
in materialization of an object/subject/point of attention. 
 
 
OBJECTIVELY 1 
{B2}+O +/-F 
 
a.) Pursuant of an objective and consequent design of operations, stratagems, organizing future action 
around this ideal(ized) outcome, array of consequences, effects, and/or affects.  
 
OBJECTIVELY 2 
{B1} +O+F+M 
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b.) Attempting to reduce interpretations, sensations, and perceptions to those which can be socially 
substantiated, coded, notated, or otherwise made autonomous from sensing, perceiving, and interpreting 
bodies/bodilies 
 
OPERATIONALLY 1 
{B1} +/-O +/-F +/-M 
 
a.) Action which has (an) operator(s) or is seen to be dependent on operation by and through 
enabled/disabled actors/agents (of any kind). 
 
OPERATIONALLY 2 
{B2}+/-O +/-F +/-M 
 
b Closing of activity into “a” (con)sequence of acts; control and/or (dis)organization of motilities, abilities, 
effectivities, behaviors, and other forces of active process.  
 
OPERATIONALLY 3 
{B3}+/-O +/-F +/-M 
 
c.) Within a sequential operation involving a start, effective/affective action(s), and a halt, when and as 
defined objectively as such via recognition, interpretation, and analysis of affects/effects consistently 
perceived and sensed as a consequences of such (de)liberations. 
 
PARTICULARILY 
{B1} -/+O 
{B3} +/-F 
 
a.) in particulation of a whole, breaking matters into particles 
b.) in preferential selection of particulars 
c.) as an exceptionally viable example of some-thing (matter) 
 
PATIENTLY 
{B1} –F 
 
To wait upon and/or be waited upon, in time and with regards to attention and affection 
 
PHENOMENALLY 1 
{B3} +/-O 
 
a.) Showing (up) or appearing; materialized by attentions, perceptions, sensations 
 
PHENOMENALLY 2 
{B2} +/-O 
 
b.) Causing, staging, materializing matters of attention, perception, sensation “without” base, essential, or 
originating material(s).  
 
 
POTENTIALLY 1 
{B1} +/-F +/-M 
 
a.) To depend on a potency or possibility, to act and/or not act, to start /and or to halt, as contingent on an 
appearance, occurrence, event, or other matter(s). 
 
POTENTIALLY 2 
{B2} +/- F 
 
b.) To carry potency, in the form of potential for change or occurrence, to hold within or contain entirely 
some action or change which may or may not be brought to witness or appear.  
 
POTENTIALLY 3 
{B3} +/-F+/-M 
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c.) In identification of future causal relationships or occurrences as contingent upon some (de)liberated 
current state, conditions, context, or apparent matter(s).  
 
QUANTITATIVELY 
{B1} +O+F+M 
{B2}+O+F+M 
 
a.) With attention paid to counting and amounts, as indexing of distinct items and/or as elements becoming a 
set or array. Also, actions involving counting or configuring amounts, sizes, scales.  
 
b.) Maintaining the distinct identities of objects, subjects, and other matter(s) via and in order to enable their 
exchange and currency within value schemas and logics, including addition and/or subtraction of them.  
 
QUALITATIVELY 
{B1}+O+F+M 
{B2}+O+F+M 
 
a.) Fitting a form to schematized, systematized and/or strategized function; qualifying action to fulfill an 
objective, role, or position.  
 
b.) Analyzing forms, pursuits of objectives, role-playings, and positionings as per varying degrees of “quality 
to,” i.e. viable to and in fulfillment of the objectives and functions of value schemas, 
ideological/theological/legal/hegemonic/scientific systems, and other substantial stratagems and orders.  
 
RECURSIVELY 
{B1} +/-F +/-M 
{B2}+/-F +/-M 
{B3}+/-F +/-M 
 
a.) Assembling a form or function with an infinite number of potential instances via inclusion of that form or 
function in subsequent procedures of assembly, in other words, repeating a form or function using its own 
definitive form or function 
 
b.) viciously infinite regress via premises of substantiating positive self-definition  
 
RELATIONALLY  
{B1} +/-O +/-F +/-M 
 
a.) As guided by participations in relationships, including those perceived as optional and subject-bonded 
and/or those relationships constructed via systematics and other patterns and constructs of contrast and 
comparison pitching ability and disability, within and without. Perceiving and particulating relationships as 
cogent formations and/or affective/causative/formative connections, conditions, and correlations.   
 
b.) In action, repeated attempts to align, touch, share, consume, penetrate, affect, and otherwise correlate 
intentionally staged action(s), responses, and actionabilities with other action(s), responses and 
actionabilities.  
 
c.) Building, making, destroying some externalized or autotomized causal relationships, intimacies, bonds, 
symbiosis, dependencies, or other correlations between any identified subjects, elements, objects, and/or 
(im)materialities. (De)liberations regulating and arranging multiple entities, materials/matters, sights/sites, 
and/or locations/loci.  
 
RELATIVELY 
{B3} +/-F 
 
As partially dependent on, in comparison to, and/or otherwise in correlationship with identified elements, 
actions, phenomena, and/or other attributed factors and/or processes deemed at least partially external to or 
distinguishable from and correlated with one another.  
 
READIBLY 
{B2} +O +F +M 
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Instating or operating in correlation with substantial/substantiated codes, languages, and semiotic systems.  
 
SELFISHLY 
{B1}+O+F 
 
a.) With emphasis on the self, as in, to advance or adapt the self around objectives carried as an agenda, in 
definition of (a) self, as such, to sustain selfness. 
 
b.) Sensing and perceiving selves as discretely located sentiences with the (dis)ability to design self-states 
and independent acts. 
 
c.) Sustaining an identified self as a partitioned system or isolated matter in exclusion of and with potential 
detriment to correlated bodilies.  
 
SEMBLATIVELY 
{B1}+/-O-/+F+/-M 
{B2}+/-O-/+F+/-M 
{B3} +/-O-/+F+/-M 
 
a.) in assembly and presentation of sensual and consensual experience and/or formal assembly of 
appearances, apparitions, and apparati as objects and/or forces of attention.  
 
b.) in resemblance, re-making a present or past element in some way other than directly repeating/copying it 
(mimesis), presenting elements in comparision or contrast with one another, also disguising “one matter as 
another.”  
 
c.) in ensemblance: in conflux and confusion of bodilies and bodies. Some forms of ensemblance may 
involve resistance to modes of (re)production for actor-identification and/or role-plays. In some ways, any 
communication can be seen as ensemblance, when an actor intends to resist notions of agentic 
functionalism, in favor of seeing and constructing relationships as conceptual/consensual affections and 
correlationships.  
 
d.) in dissemblance of constructed pictures or systems, distortion of substantiated, authorized, or otherwise 
currently-carried-and-qualified narratives, knowledges, empiric appearances, and/or truths.  
 
 
SPECIFICALLY 
{B2}+O 
{B3}+O 
 
Defining points of action, both in terms of intentions and in terms of location in time, space, and/or context, 
thereby deliberately relating to an array or family of matter(s) with the intention to specify, to indicate, to 
define, within a limited or reduced frame, lens, model, system, or other processed objectification schematic.  
 
SPIRITUALLY 
{B1}-O-F-M 
 
a.) with the geist or spirit of, in the manner or carrying the qualities of some state, location, entity, or other 
matter(s) without (and in exclusion of) the material form or material function of that matter. 
 
b.) faithfully entrusting in metaphysical forces and relationships, as fed or sustained by (im)material 
correlationships, conditions, and contingencies  
 
STRATEGICALLY 
{B2}+O+F 
 
a.) Activity organized in correlation with a stratagem or other system of organization for activity which 
(de)liberates, hierarchizes, designs, structures, scores, and otherwise forms its modes of organization 
around an objective.  
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b.) Action performed strategically pursue accurate interpretation of strategy, usually (connotationally) while 
upholding commitment to the functionality, objectivity, and viability of a stratagem and its correlated 
objective.  
 
SUBJECTIVELY 
{B1}+O+F+M 
 
a.) To subject, that is to control, delimit, reduce, and/or restrict actionability to actions seen as properties, 
qualities, or abilities of a defined (controlled, delimited, reduced, restricted, etc) subject.  
  
b.) To perceive as under or inside of some matter(s) thereby defining both container or containment and 
some matter(s) contained as (a) whole subject(ed) matter or other individual subject.  
 
SUBJECTIVISTICALLY 
{B2}+/-O+/-F 
 
Towards splitting, relegating of and resistance to definability of any object(ivity) in favor of forms of 
theorization and action which is sensed or perceived solely via (con)sensual substantiation.  
 
SUBSTANTIVELY 1 
{B1}+/-O 
 
a.) Confirming within a social bodily some existences, materialities, and ontologies 
  
SUBSTANTIVELY 2 
{B2} +/-O+/-F+/-M 
 
b.) Practicing social substantiation procedures and activities; participating in pedagogical modes, discussing 
theories, writing and other ways of sharing ways of seeing, performing scientific experiments with 
preconditional controls and formal analytic structures, contributing to authorized forms and subjects of 
attention and knowledge. 
 
SUBSTANTIVELY 3 
{B3} +O 
 
c.) Defining and conserving the nature, essence, origin, or basis of some empirically-defined matter(ial). 
Resisting modifications and mutations to natural, essential, original, or basic matter(ial)s.  
 
SUPERSTITIONALLY 1 
{B3} +/-O-F-M 
 
a.) automatically triggered by traffic or attentions, appearing in correlation with logically-detached or 
impertinent activities or believed to be related without proof  
 
SUPERSTITIONALLY 2 
{B2}-O 
 
b.) in between or as a connection between, drawing together disparate elements and making these 
contingent upon one another 
 
SUSTAINABLY 
{B2}+/-F-/+M 
 
a.) Providing sustenance in order to sustain some thing, person, energy, situation, (dis)order, or other 
element of experience which has, as partial to its own definition, the potential to die if not sustained, to 
become depleted or exhausted, losing coherence or (vi)ability.  
 
b.) Identifiable as needing sustenance; sustained action or existence which must be sustained by some 
thing, person, energy, situation, (dis)order or other element becoming experienced.  
 
c.) Carrying the traits, attributed, character, or qualities of an ongoing or sustained element of experience 
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THEATRICALLY 
{B2} +/-O+/-F+/-M 
 
In presentation or demonstration of ways of seeing. Pertaining to situation of sights and location of site; 
intentionally positioned in a way that can be seen as staged in order to draw attention(s) and order affects 
and consequences as if “within” spacetime.  
 
THEORETICALLY 
{B2} +/-O+/-F+/-M 
 
Modeling, describing, and fabricating ways of seeing as artificial (re)presentations and embodiments of 
active modes of thinking/feeling/sensing/perceiving/operating.  
 
TRAGICALLY 
{B2} +/-O+/-F+/-M 
 
Isolating a consequential operation with dependence on ability and subsequently misplacing or preventing 
ability to fulfill expectations or produce an ideal(ized) consequential outcome; setting up or staging a 
situation in correlation with an objective which can be materialized as such and is indeed directly prevented 
by elements and conditions of that situation.  
 
UNCANNILY 
{B2}-O+/-M 
 
a.) maintaining faithful practice of attempts to sense, perceive, generate, and/or recognize (any) matter(s) 
“outside of” or “without” substantiated/substantial logics and knowledge-paradigms.  
 
UNCANNILY 
{B3} +O+/-F 
 
b.) appropriation of some familiar/familial matters, affective elements, and/or objects of attention and re-
framing or re-contextualizing of these 
 
UNCANNILY 
{B1}+/-F+/-M 
 
c.) in a way that defies the actor’s supposed ability, skill, practical experience, knowledge, or training 
 
UNDERSTANDABLY 1 
{B2} +/-M 
 
a.) In correlation with expectations, anticipations, substantiations, qualification and value schemas, and 
other constructed paradigms for how understanding operates and what is understandable.  
 
UNDERSTANDABLY 2 
{B3}+O+F+M 
 
b.) embedding significant and semiotic narrative markers in action engineered to communicate logical 
correlationships, narratives, contingencies, and other matters of location and attention: i.e. self-symbolizing 
symbol systems (maths, morals).  
 
UNKNOWINGLY 1 
{B1}-O-F-M 
 
a.) Without carrying, exhibiting, displaying, and/or demonstrating (any) culturally-qualified behaviors or 
qualities of a being driven by its own will or conscious force of desire, rather embodied in absence of these 
expected symptomatics of sentience.  
 
UNKNOWINGLY 2 
{B2}+/-O+/-F+/-M 
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b.) operating (only) as produced by and as conduit/constituent of knowledges substantiated by “others” 
within their own authorization paradigms. Additionally, excluded from or prohibited access to substantiated 
knowledges via de-authorization of the unknowing subject.  
 
UNKNOWINGLY 3 
{B3}-O-F 
 
c.) in (de)liberate avoidance of and resistance to definition, description, communication, or other holding or 
carrying of any consistently-theorized matter(ial)(ity). 
 
VIABALLY 1 
{B2}+F+M 
 
a.) Designing to function optimally and/or to continue operating and/or become more potentially possible or 
likely within a pattern or functional system enabling continuance.  
 
VIABALLY 2 
{B1} +/-F+/-M 
 
b.) Adapting abilities to live through; often perceived, sensed, and experienced as ability to intend actions 
which have or are the ability to be(come), and/or active processes by which other actions and abilities are 
related to/distanciated from, and/or made dependent upon each other.  
 
  
 
ACTION MODE LISTINGS MAY ALSO BE USED AS A HAPHAZARD “INTEPRETATIVE 
DICTIONARY” FOR THE OPERATING MANUAL. Please add and remove terms and action 
modes as needed  
 
Abilities and disabilities, as well as situational and conditional causes of enablance, disablance, 
allowance, tolerance, and other ways of prioritizing ways of doing and seeing are correlated with 
User responses in the 3 specific locations in the B column, B1, B2, and B3.  
 
Around the outer rim of summary, the How So? column generally serves to generate confusive 
complexity: it is useful/useless to complicate that which is already problematic. 
 
 
 
COLUMN C: OPERATING TO WHAT AFFECT 
 
 
In order to ask the question To What Affect? using the line of inquiry generated by an online 
user’s completion of Section One of the Use Survey, we have to situate some experiments in time 
and space, drum up some “content” “as if from nowhere,” (though User Info may be very helpful 
here) stripping operations of idealistic engineering schemas and pre-tenses and finally asking 
what is it that we are doing here, if only through the lens of “its” affect(s). We use our own bodilies 
as laboratory sites to chart intentional/tensile through-shapes (tunnels, or holes) and their feels. 
Intentions are core foci, as are translations, transferrances, resonances, correlationships, 
(en)durations, affect-materializations, and “embarrassments” as particular affective process-
forms.  
 
Bodies of “individual operators” as well as social “bodilies” are present, anti-holistically engaged 
in operating, for some reason, in some ways, to some affect(s), as sensing and perceiving their 
own states of affection and being-affected.  
 
Each of the 3 locations in COLUMN C, i.e. surface sites C1, C2, and C3, use their assigned “a, b, 
and c” experiment directions/directivities through time as considerations before, during, and after 
“a performance” determined by a Unique Usership through the C COLUMN. 
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Through the modes and motilities located by our 3 sites in COLUMN C, we inquire into the 
agency of affected and affecting bodilies, affects of our intentions, affects of our decisions, and 
affects of our ways of seeing, as well as our affections for this or for them, for that and so on, and 
our affected states of being. We withstand using process-forms some intentions, some 
correlationships, some aftermath; process-forms shelter, defend, and protect our bodies as we 
are ripped apart by the multiplicit forces of timespace-orders, narratives, analytics, and symbol-
usages. 
 
Particular considerations suggested by this Operating Manual were found, via experiment, to 
“fulfill” the intentions and interests of the originating operators as well as “provide” affects deemed 
positive as felt and experienced affects of inquiries constructing of an opera of operations.  
 
C1, C2,C3: ORIENTING BODILIES AROUND AFFECTS AND CONSEQUENCES  
 
INTENTION-SITUATED AFFECTIVE MOTIVATIONS AND MOTILITIES 
 “before operating” 
C1a: INTENTIONS TO PROLIFERATE POTENTIALS/POTENCIES/POTENTIALITIES 
C2a: INTENTIONS TO KEEP ACTIONS CORRELATED WITH INTENDED CONSEQUENCES  
C3a: INTENTIONS TO EMBED OR ENSURE EMBARRASSMENTS 
 
PRESENCE-SITUATED AFFECT-TRANSLATIONS AND AFFECTIVE DECISIONS: 
“during operation” 
C1b: TRANSLATION OF EXPERIENCED AFFECTS INTO SEMES 
C2b: DECISIONS ORIENTED AROUND ANTICIPATED DIRECT CONSEQUENCES  
C3b: EMBARRASSMENTS EMPHASIZED AND MARKED 
 
ANALYSIS-SITUATED REFLECTIONS AND AFFECT-DESCRIPTIONS:  
“after operation.” 
C1c: OPERATION OF ENCODED SEMES AS A SCORE FOR CULMINATING RESPONSE 
C2c: CONSEQUENCES AND AFFECTS ‘AFFACTUALIZED’ 
C3c: EMBARRASSMENTS AUTONOMIZED FROM BODILIES 
 
Parsing of Scores for Scores by individual location can be found in the Location sections of this 
Operating Manual.  
 
FURTHER: due to the ontological “what” found in this Column, operations do easily become 
skewed and twisted by dominant influence from layers of general objectivism, functionalism, and 
mimeticism, necessitating a systemic way of dealing with AFFACTION (see GROUNDING 
STRATA), or the materialization of “feels,” “sensations,” and “perceptions” as named, 
autonomized, identified, communicated, translated, intended, marked-type objective/subjective, 
(dys)functional, or (in)consistent, “things.”  
 
To this end, this Operating Manual contains the following “affact symbology,” which considerately 
allowsvi some particular forms of (de)liberation, (dis)(en)(re)(as)semblance, and affective 
operation which generate, use, or require itemized, se(e)med, or arrayed “affacts,” processes of 
affaction, and other “theatrical/theoretical/theological” operativities. Affact symbologies also allow 
us to perform some experiments into affect(s) and affectivities of processes of 
affactualization/autonomization of affect(s) along theatrical, theoretical, and theological lines of 
inquiry.  
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OR:  
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ON THE ROWS 
 
 
To attempt a theorization and theatricalization (embarrassment) of this epic dismantling of holistic 
systems, rather than constructing stagings built of subjective/objective/objective-driven/object-
oriented/subjected homogenous and mimetic parts, we are practicing (de)liberation as a 
simultaneity of intentional, temporary stagings of motives and motilities; systems-forms are 
ideological and correlatable with personal values, (dis)abilities, and feelings held and carried by 
those who instate, affect, construct, engineer, and reinforce them.  

 
As we (de)liberately dig holes, however, mounds of empiric dirt build up and particular holes-
shapes are articulated. Rather than participating in, situating, and surveying holistically-
dependent functioning systems operating in denial of one or the other of these “consequential” 
appearances, we practice affectionate surveillance (stalking), then transfer and confuse roles and 
rites, preferences and abilities, scoring (in)tensional hows, how so’s and to what affects instead of 
determining what (is stalked). Can we situate surveillance and score-making dysfunctions as 
somatically-deranged speculative and empathetic processes? Can “affectionate” conditions and 
contexts be directly materialized by bodilies, correlating ideological/amotional negations, 
sensations and perceptions, and theoretical enablances with (dis)(en)(re)(as)semblative 
affections for how (be)comes (to) matter(s)? Are we already an artificial intelligence? An 
algorithmic bias? An impotent(iality)?  
 
One of three different surveys appears to each User, contingent on their “ABC column location,” 
determined by SURVEY ONE (A=How? B=How So? C=Operating to What Affect?).  
 
Collectively entitled SURVEY TWO, these three surveys use an array of conceptually-associated 
considerations which sort the User into secondary, methodologically-in-formed location using the 
123 Rows:  
 
1=(DE)LIBERATELY 
2= (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLATIVELY 
3=AFFECTIVELY/AFFECTIONATELY 
 
These three rows complete the 9-site matrix diagram below. Calculations are done by 
percentage, with User selections and preferences established via questionnaire.  Operators 
should interpret percentages from Survey Two as an indication of such, beholden and beholding 
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fundamentally when nearer the “center,” i.e. approaching “100%” and operating more casually, 
more secularly and discretely in rough homage or partial consideration when Unique Userships 
show lower percentages as less extreme or less radical affiliations.  
 
Initial PERFORMANCE STATES revert to their “100%” text, though operators may omit lines 
which were not selected by each Unique Usership, or treat them differently.  
 
We observe our own particulars and wave-forms. No one else is here.  
 
 
ROW 1: (DE)LIBERATELY 
 
1A: Small changes in the state of the system produce large changes in the output of that system: 
this is the (de)liberate interpretation of some ways called “chaotic.” Such chaotic “inputting” and 
“outputting” agencies and abilities are typical of unmodeled nonlinear systems, to the extent that 
they often prevent (when seen as anything but totally random) systems from being seen as input-
output-type models or systems at all. Rather, when small changes are seen as processes of 
exclusion and inclusion, making (in)visibie, envisioning, ignoring, and other cognitive and 
cognition-like discernment(s),vii the “artificially intelligent” input-output forms of systems disappear, 
re-locating the artificiality into the processes of change themselves.  
 
1B: The neo-liberal pluralism of value-oriented post-consensual capitalism maintains two classical 
positions on liberty, one termed “positive” and one termed “negative:” ONE, the positive form, is 
liberation engineered by states, systems, and institutions to protect people from themselves and 
from one another, and TWO, the negative sort of liberation, which does not prevent individuals 
from acting in any way they so choose or self-determine, involving instead some active removal 
of obstacles to agent-lead (independent and individual) action.viii The former positive form thus 
poses “de-liberation” as failure or neglect of systems, states, and institutions to protect and 
ensure the rights, safety and freedom of some persons (usually due to race, gender, or other de-
valued identity) while the latter negative form poses “de-liberation” as a restriction, prevention, or 
impediment to actions and ways of being required by some individuals. Problems associated with 
positive liberation involve hierarchical and hegemonic forms of legislation/law and “republican” or 
remnant-monarchical conceptions of states, systems, and institutions, which tend towards the 
totalitarian and ur-systemic. Problems associated with negative liberation involve the high 
potential for “abuse” of freedoms, including subjection of non-individuated entities to violence or 
harm via the intentional or consequential results of some “individualistic” “functionalist,” and 
“objectivist” ways of living and acting.  
 
1C: Liberation is a psychic and somatic release, while deliberation reduces, restrains, and 
particulates matter(s). In deconstruction of this binary (release v. restraint), we find third options 
confusing liberation and deliberation in processes compelling, coercing, and instructing, 
reconstructing value-lead orders. Our phantom fourth operativity, however, (dis)appears in forms 
of (de)liberation involving interest, intent, appreciation, “deep” sensing (see “deep listening”ix) 
ethical and ideological motivation, interpretation, and other quasi-quantum 
observer/authorship/autonomy/operator/agency/zero-point problematica.x    
 
 
PERFORMANCE STATES OF (DE)LIBERATION:  
 
(I am) 
Attentive to my presence and aware of particular elements of the situation   
I WILL NOT BE 
(mis) UNDERSTOOD BY OTHERS 
Perceptions matter deeply to me, I surmise the future from the glass surfaces of the globe 
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Logistics must be organized and instated 
Like tools I set out  
A situation, some matters, some materials  
Marshaling a general attitude and  
stabbing my finger into butter I declare 
Practice and plan beforehand!  
 
I am sitting in the cockpit of a fighter jet, failing to steer as it crashes into the ground  

My body moves through time and space as efficiently as  
A train through a tunnel  

I change paths only  

When I have decided to change paths 

I know what I believe  
 
I am able to pursue my intentions  
 

I am not chaotic/I am chaos 

I choose to exist like this 
I choose to exist like this 

 
(DE)LIBERATION (1) SCORES FOR SCORES: 

 
1A 

Is “chaos” merely the unpredictable and vulnerable? Or may chaos also operate “in-tensionally” 
within and without systems via forms of changing (i.e. becoming “transformativity”)? 

 
 

1: To (de)liberate chaos into “a performance” as “a system” 
 

Break down experience into individuated actions, operations, or activities-as-(dys)functional tasks 
by bracketing each in time and space, within subjected definitions of medium, manner, matter, 
and methods, and as per each action’s (dys)functions which can be made visible via identified 

consequences and affects. 
 

Categorize and code conditions for each “individuated action” as widely/deeply as possible by 
identifying environmental ingredients or components and force these, over a defined period of 
time, to become intrinsic to each other component, via a process of each being systemized or 
eco-logicized, shifted subtly into place, or jiggled slightly where loose until they they are forced 

together into one whole “picture” or “system” of performativity, such as a singular “presentation of 
self” (for example.)  

 
Determine a normative sequence in time for individuated actions, each defined as such, and 

intend that these “add up” to a whole performance of the particular performative behavior, each 
reinforcant of each-other’s position within the whole image-object of “experience:”  

 
Create controlled conditions for performance of the actions as components of functional 

systemization, as well as formal contextualizations and conceptualizations closing the sequence 
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of performatives in time and space, and as subjectified, conditioned, and collectively envisioned 
(affirmed by selves).2 

 
Conceive and contextualize the performance by communicating as clearly as possible the 

objective “to create a performance” and that “this is a performance” by promoting affect-values of 
the defined performance and its objectives, taking dialectical and sensible responsibility for 

(de)liberation and ideation as forms of definitive control and production of objective and subjective 
sensation, perception, and knowledge.3  

 
Repeat sequenced, closed, and defined actions more than “once,” each time planning in advance 
an ideal appearance for the performance, experiencing the performance as is made visible, and 
analyzing the affects and consequences of actions, operations, and task-activities comprised by 
the performance as constructive theories for cause-and-effect relationships between agents and 

actions. Rehearse, repeat, redact. 
 

Assign some living persons to hold and carry the previous elements of this score, for example, 
cast these persons as performers in this performance. In addition to practice of the above score 
elements, secretly bribe or otherwise motivate one of these persons to change the system, by 

disrupting its clear communications or by deliberately making mistakes such as failing to repeat 
actions “accurately.”   

 
 
 

2: To practice weak objections to closed input and output loops within (de)liberation 
processes 

 
As in to (de)liberate a performance, but in direct “deconstruction” of, “evasion” or “aversion” to 

objectification and commodification of elements instated as matters of consumption or production. 
(Frame as ‘alternate’ through declaration and participation in pseudo-subcultures of art language, 

politics, and/or other defined movements away from capitalist modes of production4): 
 

Work towards reduction of internal and anterior projections, towards modes that are realized as 
objective and significant only while occurring and/or afterwards and as conditioned to the lowest 
possible degree by visible intentions, objections, subjections, or subject matterings (for example, 

“freely improvise” or “use indeterminacy” or “abstraction” and also perform on the street, over long 
periods or time, or otherwise in ways not identified as “of value” or “of quality.”)5 

 
Identify and become deeply familiar with how objectification and commodification are practiced, 
isolate values and actions in order to design actions in systematic opposition (see “3” below). 

 
 

3: To resist Objectification and Commodification of (de)liberating performativities 
 

Attempt other resistances to objectifications of actions even beyond those “within any 
performance as such;” begin by targeting any easily-describable performative or self-

presentational actions such as ‘wearing clothes’ or ‘having sex’ and removing these from your 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 this may mean blocking, choreographing, setting a route for a march, notating music, etc.  
3 the term “subjective knowledge” is a bit of an oxymoron as knowing auto-defines as what is affirmed to be 
known as knowledge-object. However, a subject may feel themselves to be in a state of knowing, or 
understanding.  
4 See communism, anarchism, post-colonialism, speculative realism, and any other “ism” which designs 
performances for itself as a demi-objective socio-political envisioning.  
5 See “improvisational” forms of art and those arguments for indeterminacy as soft internalizations of 
operations seen as “natural.”  
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daily habits, perform acts as dictated suddenly by necessity with as little premeditation, self-
awareness, and recall as possible.  

 
Carry or relate with no objects or sites intentionally, wear no clothing, dance no dances, play no 
plays, make no music, speak no speeches, avoid identifying as an agent, subject, or self, fail to 

perform.  
 

Do not converse, write, read, or de-liberate (in) any form6  
 
 

4: To (de)liberate a performance without performing it 
 

Work towards an internal and anterior projection so complete that it is made already (if not in this 
dimension) and so your impetus sideways this way sated, a partial climax within your mentality 

(as before, but without production.) 
OR 

Write about or document (in images) something you experienced as performance, defining and 
objectifying a period of time and/or activity into “a performance,” as with an algorithmic 

interpretation of data 
 
 

5: Using deliberate tasks as graphitic modes of analysis 
 

Describe or draw out a pictoral representation, in the form of (one of these, or a combination of 
two or more) 

 
1. An indexed family, i.e. relationships between functioning object-bodies7 made visible within a 

shape of rhizomatic or “branching” diagram 
 

2. A parsing diagram, which shows growth and/or causation as well as familial relationships 
between functioning object-bodies as attached to a central “locus.”  

 
3. A chart of process flows and operational-states for specific tasks and technologies designed to 

complete certain objectives or produce certain outcomes. 
 
 

6: Matter-locating (Materializing) along spectrums of ways of seeing  
 

Spectrums operate a score for our meaningful location of matters and correlation of sight along it, 
based in our more complex (already split, selective, and/or collective) ways of seeing. The image 
(or “apparition”) of spectral theorization is one of classification, cross-contamination of opinion, 
and further as conceptualizations which view attacks, decays, sustainabilities, and other 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Words 

Have been given back, rejoice, 
In that but understand 

They must now matter little, 
as everything  

of our līberātum 
has uncome. 

 
7	  words, individuals, players, concepts, armies, species, etc	  
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intentional agendas as states in which “ideas” are seen to be 
moving>affecting>0<affecting<moving.  
 

 Design a “spectrum,” that may be diagrammed as a line, so:  
[extreme vision”1”] |_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_[08] _|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_| [extreme vision”2”] 

 
Project this diagram as a shared location, charting different points of conceptualization which 

gradually add points from an opposite extreme, with conceptions varying infinitely within a 
continuum, towards and across each other from each other side  

without mandatory judgment of any. 
 
Place perceptions, or affirmations of correlations with your own experience, as self-locations 
along such a spectrum of “opinion,” here described as “vision,” “meaning,” and “materializations.”   
 
“Projection of spectrums of potentiality involving subjectivity and objectivity” is one answer to a 
score that might be written as a phantom: D: Experiencing the affects of asking how we actively 
correlate and affirm ourselves via how we see seeing and E: separating our self-affirmations from 
systems which affirm modes of selving. 

 
7: Intentionally failing (prattfalling into holes) 

 
(de)liberately fail to complete simple physical tasks. 

(de)liberately fail to fulfill intended physical relationships with space and objects. (de)liberately 
replace “real” objects with only their “how so’s.” 

 
 

1B 
How so can agentic liberation involve negative liberation of diversity and difference of ability, 

multiple value-positions, different worldviews, beliefs, and mode of being, respect different self-
detirminations and self-presentation, and distribute resources equally while ALSO de-involving 
any elements of positive liberation which hierarchize, homogeonize, colonize, impinge from any 
direction upon, or inequally allow or restrict agentic action? (de)liberations use “simulations” to 

temporarily embody and situate potential responses to such problems.  
 

1: To liberate performativity into “a performance” as a work of art (using existing systems) 
 

Submit modes of production and objectification into a sequence of actions engineered by 
valuation of efficiency, austerity of currency-expenditure and other expense-vs. income budgeting 
of analogous time and energy as mandated, defended, and protected by traditions and industries. 

For example, sell tickets to events in advance, take salable video or images of, a performance, 
create “a performance” as per industrialized expectations for development of a performance-
product made most cheaply and fastest while maintaining the highest value, or fitness of form 

within dominant conceptualizations of value (i.e. qualities).  
 

Formally anticipate a period of time for public presentation of objectified performance at a site 
already defined as a place for art in addition to fulfilling any other conditional and contextual 

considerations of art as they may become visible or are otherwise felt expected. 
 

Parse, dichotomize, project and position perceptions drawn from your subjected location within 
art as a context into a spatial array of objectified (mimetic, symbolic, culturally-derived) 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8	  Neither/nor, compromise, forms of equal consideration, and/or negation of the spectrum’s operation.	  	  
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representational images and actions becoming “social allowances” as “staged transgressions” or 
other event limited to the simulcratic, artificial, semantic. (See scores also for “Communicating 

Semantically”) 
 

Frame your thought-about-thought and feeling-about-feeling as metaphoric conflux between the 
“act-ual” and “the image-inary,” perceive analogic one-to-one relationships as the form of all and 

any performance perpetuated or repeated.  
 

Give primacy to the visual, and to conceptual metaphors involving sight, including Theatrum 
Mundi,9 rational mechanics, and eco-logics, using these as “hard vehicles” for metaphorizations 

and performance-modes. 
 

Position performers in authoritative relationships with “an audience” of observers-as-performants; 
performers are subjects, audiences are objective bodies, the performance may be theorized as 

observer-independent (a “pure” object), observer-relative (in relationship with), or observer-
dependent (only existent when/as observed/performed) as per your own ways of seeing, though 

the formermost is most correlative to enhancement of this score’s ability to objectify a 
performance as art so that it may be liberated positively by its fetishization and high value.  

 
Carry with you some histories, criticalities, theories, and “autonomous experiences” of and with 
art as such, as these have been the framing mentalities which produce art as something that 

think-feels itself into “cultural existence.”10 
 

NOTE: Towards hyperobjectification, bind the performance as entirely as possible within your 
own culturally-relative formal and metaphoric communication-schemas using semantic and 

semblant techniques and/or transcendental techniques for communicating  as “much of the whole 
performance as possible, as clearly as a whole as possible.”  

 
 

2: To practice de-liberal resistance while remaining negatively correlative with modes of 
negative liberation (see: “avant-garde”) 

 
(mix and match) 

 
Whenever an expectation or assumption is encountered or made visible via your perceptions and 

sensations, seek its projected opposite as a matter of liberative course, arriving at specific 
resistances such as amateurism, “stupidity” or “ugliness,” realizing negative constructions as 

direct “mirrored oppositions” or “negative reinforcements.” 
 

Forget what it is or lose parts of it, if not the whole, destroy, as soon as it is built or as it is partway 
made, losing track of wholes on purpose, focusing on parts and pieces.  

 
Spread performativities out across time and intend temporal inconsistency, obstruct observer and 
participant ability to grasp or see a “whole picture” while maintaining performative correlation, as 

with rehearsal, practice, or task-based action. 
 

Object to any process involving currency, evaluation, or critical dialectic, i.e. do not explain what 
you are doing or why, insist on “unknowing” and process-without-product.  

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 The conceptualization of the world as a stage, that the ‘real world’ is like a “seeing place” (theotron) in 
which roles are played, there may be an “offstage” and etc, as variously applied in conceptual 
metaphorizations supplying performance-as-art with a specially relative analogic appearance as a “smaller 
model of” reality “itself.” 
10 As a phenomenon relative to culture from which it emerges, as representational product of enculterative 
performativities.  
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Replace the thought “this is a performance” with no thoughts at all or otherwise distort performer 
sensations of time and/or space through practices involving extreme difficulty, removal of senses, 

and/or tasks involving interpretation and imagination as non-dialectical processes.  
 

Confuse boundaries between selves by trading or inventing characteristics; intend to situate a 
state of perception that is autonomous from the “individual selves” present.  

 
Share physical correlation (social choreography) without anticipation of affects or consequences 

 
 

 
3: (De)liberately Carrying Ways of Seeing Agonistic Systems into Visibility 

 
Conceptualize dichotomies between the self and society, between the subjective and the 

objective, between the seen and the unseen. As per11 decisive thought, intend to “carry” some 
way of seeing—as if with ones own body—between one dichotomized “area” and “an other.”  

 
Identify and objectify some ways of seeing as representations/semblances of values and 

experiences that should (as per held opinions/valuation schemas) be moved or carried from one 
dichotomized area/frame/schema/system into another. 

 
To identify and objectify some ways of seeing to be carried, and as traditionally dependent on 

previous dichotomization of “internal and external” processes, pursue first some internal 
processes which may involve journaling, drawing, diagramming or other semiotic translations 

between sensation/perception and symbols/signs/script(uring), talking out loud to the self as an 
autonomous entity, imagining or other projection as if “inside the mind,” as well as 

formalized/controlled experiments and empirical tests designed to convict/convince of “factual” 
ways of seeing.12  

 
Translate defined (objectified/convicted) ways of seeing by rendering them “externally” via acts of 

speaking, writing, reading, translating, presenting/affirming of self (selving13), symbolizing,14 
embodying,15 naming, framing, dialecticizing, empathizing, and an infinite number of other named 
and unnamed practical processes into images or representations intended to communicate with 

others (see Communication) or otherwise become visible/experiental momentarily as 
material/matter(ing). 

 
 

4: To Positively Carry Ways of Seeing (posit) into Dominant Autonomy and Functionality 
as Input-output-type social systems 

 
Make actions carrying ways of seeing into mimetic16 movements which can be re-performed by 
some-bodies17 in directionality towards and assigning functional/affective value to the ways of 

seeing carried.18 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 Per; preposition and word-forming element as pertaining to, by means of, entirely in accordance with (to 
correlate with, as in “per our agreement”), during, through; the giest of mattering. 
12 “factuality” as simply one way of assigning truth-value to a way of seeing 
13 Selving; performances active in construction of selves, including individuating, identifying, presenting, 
thinking about thinking, and so on.  
14 Symbolizing; action communicating via functional use of symbols 
15 embodying; to represent, demonstrate, theorize, or otherwise be seen to carry, as with the physical body, 
a concept or other communiqué.  
16 Mimetic; describing “whole systems” which are designed to enable repetitions, mimesis, and consistent 
application of formal ways of seeing. Connotationally, mimetics draw attention towards the products, image 
of, or results of some repeating process.  
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Make of the process above a whole between A way of seeing and its assigned mode of carriage, 

including particular words to be used, acts to be enacted, and so on as appropriate to the 
particular vehicularity employed in repetitions of carriage. Assigned modes of carriage may be 

developed/constructed over time and through practice.   
 

Assign functional/affective value to both the ways of seeing carried and its assigned modes of 
carriage (as one whole autonomous function) as per the dominant values of a society or cultural 

group pertaining to carriers of the particular way of seeing.  
 

It should not be too difficult to allow the dominant values of a society or cultural group to simply 
“pull” vehicles towards its own center—in-currently—if their carriage is felt to indeed carry matters 
forward in time (as “aesthetically pleasurable” or as otherwise perceived as desirable or ongoing 

no matter what).   
 
Use as a motivational plateau the capitalist way of seeing that: there is no autonomy or 
functionality outside of that which is currently being performed. That which is currently performed 
must be the most valuable mode of carriage due to its consistency (mimesis), viability 
(functionality), and applicability through time (deemed-valuable consequences and affects), also 
its visibility, also: 
Clearly, we see it 
Otherwise, we couldn’t be doing it 
As such. 
 

6: Moving negatively and (de)liberately, carring (de)liberating ways of seeing 
 

Do not align or ally yourself with identified “existing” ways of seeing as per defined acts of 
speaking, writing, reading, translating, presenting/affirming of self (selving), symbolizing, 

embodying, naming, framing, dialecticizing, empathizing, and an infinite number of other named 
and unnamed practical processes reliant on (dis/re/en)sembling as mimetic,19 objectifying 

movements in directionality towards and assigning functional/affective value.  
 

The possibility of de-centered or “free” carriage will seem less and less theoretically viable, or 
even desirable, thereby the ways of seeing carried and the ways of carrying seen will seem as 
one: laws of nature, ipso factio.  
 
It will be via this dissolve of intention “to carry as I am carried” into simple vehicularity or 
directional social motion in time that the body will be and is carried (currently).  
 

1C 
How shall i/we/one attend to any(thing) present(ed) in any way which is not describing ourselves? 

 
 

1: To (de)liberately carry ways of seeing as if On Foot away from the center 
 

Focus on “defined acts” as such: speaking, writing, reading, these are sites, for example, of 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 “all bodies” is impossible, but some “typologies” of bodilies may be sensed here as conditions such as 
cultural authorization, racial/gender/age/ability/etc designation/representation, and so on: we must not claim 
that all bodies can carry in the same ways.  
18 Affect-value; 1. The extent to which something is seen to function, serve a purpose, serve within markets  
2. Any qualitative and/or quantitative assessment of some-thing’s influence on emotions, psyches, 
behaviors, etc. 3. Any assessment which uses affects as proofs of value and/or to evaluate.   
19 Mimetic; describing “whole systems” which are designed to enable repetitions, mimesis, and consistent 
application of formal ways of seeing. Connotationally, mimetics draw attention towards the products, image 
of, or results of some repeating process. Compare: “dialectic” “paradigm” “autonomous affect.” 
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particulate ways of seeing which have been reduced/deconstructed20 into indefinite substances 
and texturalities21 as violences, navigating only the negative, disabling affectivities of physical 

speech/linguistic acts.   
 

Carry only that which pertains to your own body, i.e. memories from your physical Point of View, 
abilities defined by the disabilities or differences of your own body, possibilities unique to your 

senses and/or synthesthesias.  
 
 

2: Communicating/transferring feels via deliberating affective representations of deliberate 
message to one other subject or small group of agents.  

 
deliberate-to-identify agent(s) or subject(s) who will receive the message.  

 
deliberate a message by formulating it into words or arranging it as representations in modes 

comprising or formed entirely by signs, symbols, conceptual metaphors, and/or other semantic 
code.  

 
Objectify the subject by anticipating consequences of their receipt of the message, base 

anticipations on definitive assessments of identified subject or agent’s audition, abilities, and 
cognition, look them right in the eyes or otherwise establish your intention to communicate with 

the objectified subject(s) or agent(s).  
 

(ESPECIALLY OPTIONALLY, as most pertinent to dramatics) Identify objects and image-actions 
which represent, affirm, and logically pertain to your message, patterning each into sensible 

matterings around the objectified message, allowing categorical emergence of a larger object 
around a selection of messages.   

 
Perform the message by making visible objects and image-actions, or otherwise embodying 

significant, symbolic, or coded behaviors and speech acts as pertain to your subject(s), i.e. make 
the message visible by speaking or writing words, showing the signs, enacting a representation, 

playing out or sequencing the code in time (as with notated music) the representations of the 
message as sequenced in time.  

 
Observe, experience, or otherwise note the consequences of the communiqué, comparing the 
consequences to your intended causation of them, re-form the message, semantic vehicle, or 

target other subject(s)/agent(s) as desired. 
 
 

3: Communicating via deliberate semantic representation of message to a large populace 
or social body. 

 
Video performance 

 
Objectify a message as above. Further reduce this message into a simple image, phrase, story, 
or other mimetically-reproducable significance, make use of dominant systems for distribution of 

sense.22 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 Research the deconstructive/de-centralizing ways of seeing of the 20th century and perform analysis as 
per your own interpretations, dreams, and delusions.  
21 While re-vehicularization has been attempted in assignation of such acts as “temporary, rhizomatic, 
multiplicit” in hopes of re-folding lost matter into the euro-central fires, even Deleuze dissolves at a certain 
scale into what he can only call “imperceptible dynamics of experiential qualities.”  
22 See Ranciere 
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Further, compose a way of seeing (theory) of the way your identified populace or social body 
sees, structuring a form for the message by selecting what you see to be the most dominant way 
of seeing, for example: mythological narrative, construction of identity via product consumption, 

mnemonic communication of “scientific” physical fact.23 
 

Utilize an existing media vehicle designed to communicate via a one-to-the-many performance, 
i.e. television, radio, film, internet. These media vehicles are industrialized and so may be seen 

as bearing strength-of-communication via their size (quantity of users or observers) and depth of 
industrializion (extent to which performativities are functional within value-paradigms and sense-

distribution systems). 
 
 

4: To liberately resist communication of affects as an agent bent on controlling your 
performativities 

 
Remove yourself from labor systems, institutional engagements, and any relationships with 
political or social formalities and rituals which strengthen ability to assume ability to follow 

instructions, laws, rules, or be affected by propaganda based on shared experiences. 
 

Laterally perceive your “agency” as quite low on a spectrum of radicality, i.e. ability to affect 
systems is seen as disability. 

 
“Represent” locations or positions towards deconstruction or obstruction of systemic activation of 

perceived “normal” and “lawful” conditionings. 
 
 

5: To use the self as a liberated resistor of communication-streams 
 

De-value and mistrust your own conceptions of reality; accuse yourself of being an “unreliable 
example of experience” and come to truly believe that what you think and feel is not “accurate” or 

pertinent to any reality that can be communicated 
synchronically/mimetically/functionally/objectively/relationally. 

 
Do not pursue self-expression or other communicability of sensations and perceptions, you must 

become un-perceivable beyond perceptions of being ‘inhuman,” i.e. as insane, an animal, 
nonsentient (some might call this an attempt at performance of “pre-sentience” or “post-

sentience”) 
 

You yourself must fully believe (or lose consciousness of beliefs entirely) in your own non-
pertinence, excluding any theorizations, any relationship with conditions, any production of 

contexts or concepts, and/or any responsibility to consequences of any kind from mind-body 
performativities.24 

 
 
 
 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 Ways of seeing seen regularly as “information,” which have been formalized into mimetic phrases, 
images, or other repeatable “laws of physics.”  
24 Historically, conceptions of “insanity” or “inhumanity” have been used to forcibly remove subjects from 
productive relationships or response-ability, pushing individuals into non-correlative or “subaltern” positions 
of varying loss of impact within social systems and political paradigms. This score supposes that intentional 
self-subalternation is also potentially possible without lobotomizing or simply killing the subject: somehow, 
bodies survive and communicate “outside” of hegemony.  
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6: To use the body as a general resistor of deliberation 
 

Surgically remove/isolate/obstruct any sensory abilities of tongue, skin, ear, eye, nasal passages, 
stomach, and so on or remove/isolate/obstruct the “whole body” by seeking secluded hermitage 

(as within a “cult” an “artistic community” or “ivory tower”). 
 
 

7: Experiments into affects of theoretical research 
 

Conceptualize, from your experiences and those evinced by others, some cause-and-effect 
relationships between certain ways of being as an individual or social body (conditions) and these 

states being felt, sensed, and/or identified as such (as conditionings). 
 

Once the causational actions, locations, contexts, or conditions of these are identified, make 
visible the ways in which these have directionality in time, with their causing of effects as an 

intrinsic feature identifying them as conditions. 
 

Once results or effects are assigned intrinsically to certain causes, form typologies of results or 
affects as links in a chain or parts of an functioning system.  Determinations that a system is 
“functioning” involve both recognition of a product of defined causal actions, and indexing of 

consistent production of identifiable/sensible states of production in/of time. 
 

Use “personal values,” (or some other process by which matters are made to matter to/by you) 
understood as co-related individual body and social body, to hierarchize and order which actions 

“should” and “should not” be performed. 
 

See and feel percepts as they materialize, projecting consciousness as a state in which sight may 
be perceived as material or immaterial, physical or metaphysical, autonomous or non-

combinable, as per intuitive intimacies of bodily sensitivity, sensation, and sensibility combining 
with percepts themselves (constructed socially and linguistically) and experiences in/as 

consciousness. 
 

Care little for what is “the nature” of any concept, as it appears in words and descriptions of 
experiences with them; mathematics too are a language which may perceive ourselves either as 

A making a map of AND/OR B seeing directly.25 
 

Once this semantic embarrassment has been committed following trajectory that is neither  A or 
B, we can move into the particulars of a speculative scoring of your own “ability” to become 

conditioning/conditions your”self”. 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 interesting philosophical inquiries which leave us a cornucopia of percepts to choose from may include 
(highly condensed and reduced in our summaries here) discussions of “mental natures of the universe” in 
which the systems and patterns seen emergent from the calculations of quantum mechanics prove that the 
universe is mental, i.e. made of mentalities because quantum mechanics, including numbers and visualizing 
schemas, are created by our own states of mentality. “Panpsychism” further proposes that matter is defined 
by its consciousness, that even electrons experience “what it is like” as a state, to experience as an electron, 
and that all matter is made of these consciousness generating matter. In conflict, we find many philosophical 
trajectories arguing over whether or not numbers “refer” to any objective existence if not experience, 
whether or not minds and mentalities refer or are things in themselves, and so on.	  	  	  
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8: Anticipating Emotional-Conceptual Affects of “a performance” 
 

Make a decision as to whether or not you feel that the “internal” or “emotional” processes of other 
bodilies are similar (if only analogically) enough to be mirrored (mimetically made matter) by your 

body. 
 

Embody/internalize at least one of the following self-determinations:26 
 

(1.) if I feel it, others will feel it too 
2.) emotional states can be felt by social bodies, 

i.e. they are “energies” which have “affect on the room” 
3.) bodies maintain emotional correlation via physical proximity 

 
If you can agree to one these statements, you can work on putting into or onto your own body 

some emotional expression/representation of “emotion” as an autonomous state that can 
absorbed, sensed, perceived, considered, seen, or otherwise felt by “others.” 

 
You may use a technique or methodological mode of embodiment with a practical history drawn 

from performance disciplines (i.e. music, theater, dance) or design your own mode of 
communication or resistance of communication that depends on self-materialization and/or other 

performed processes of making-matter-to-us. 
 

Perform “with certain emotion,” (generating emotive states) carrying emotion, as with the body or 
as a state of bodily by identifying some significant and metaphorical indices of emotions, i.e. 
crying, kissing, laughing and performing as have (in the past) been seen as correlated with 

certain states (i.e. pain, love, amusement) caused by certain intentional, institutional and colonial 
performativities as objectives (i.e. to hurt, to seduce, to amuse). 

 
 

9: To affirm a self as a totally immaterial or transcendentally material mental state  
 

Push the boundaries of the biological body, push the limits of your physical ability, entering states 
of trance, hallucination, dream, digicality, or other “altercated states” as responses to stimuli 

 
Enter even zones between life and death, as caused by performances with bodily mutilation, 

medication, meditation, and bloodletting, working in direct symbolic and actual resistance to any 
“laws of survival.” 

 
(Commit suicide, ignore the scores) 

 
 

9.5: Making the self matter more than the body 
 

See bodies as tools conditioned and controlled via mentally-assigned functions, tasks, and often 
painful or difficult restrictions and procedures, while a separate “self-spirit” or “mind” floats 

“always free” from perceived physical matter of the body.27 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26	  If you do not find yourself “believing” any of these assumptions, then this score is not for you, you will not 
be able to satisfactorily anticipate emotional affects of a performance defined as such.	  	  
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Argue that the self controls the body, that “being as a self” is, in fact, “autonomous” or 

“transcendent of” any material body. Prove your argument to yourself by meditating and often 
visiting “internal or internetted vistas” with body still, focusing, maintaining the intention to soothe 
trauma, protect emotions and thoughts, and otherwise separate your sense of self from all else. 

 
Project multiple selves, characterizing each. Common internal alter-selves may emerge as 

“archetypes”28 or “personas” for example, something like “the therapist,” who talks internally with 
you through emotional discomforts, “the mother” who repeats instructional and caretaking 

phrases and aphorisms from your past, and “the villain,” an evil alter-ego who encourages “bad 
behaviors,” therefore defining your senses of morality as templates for anticipation of 

consequences and affects of performances. Online, personas may be presented more 
specifically, as products of pressures and perceived judgments of others.  

 
As a morally-distinguished self, you may feel the sense of a mentality controlling the physical, an 

emergent “self” which can see itself seeing, feeling, sensing, even being as a whole.  
 

 
10: To affirm the materiality of your body-self as component of political and cultural 

systems 
  

Use representations of perceived-as-similar-persons + social and cultural groups to design and 
present an identity-self. Identify yourself as a member or speaker for your certain group, using 

signifying aspects of the body (i.e. skin color, genitals, clothing, mannerisms), behavioral 
stereotypes, and shared experiences with bodies correlated as per these aspects and 

stereotypes, to construct behavioral and signifying consistencies objectifying this group and your 
body-self as a product of it, as such.  

 
Present this designed “self” as a character with traits and consistencies of behavioral cause-and-

affect.  
 

Act “as if” you “are” this character-self; generate as many details about an objectified character as 
possible using psychological, sociological, and anthropological frames and modes of control, use 

these details to design behaviors and visible presentations of emotivities. 
 

Conscript the performativities of this “character self” to rehearsed action and speech that directly 
represents the socio-cultural group from which your identity has been designed.  

 
Perform rehearsed actions and speech “as” this character-identity-self, do and say only what 

“they would.”  
 
 

ALL 3 “(de)liberatively” LOCATIONS: 
 

3:  Parsing the (de)liberative affects of binary models and systems  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27	  see declarations such as “you can have my body but you can never touch my soul”	  
28	  see psychoanalytic frames and therapeutic performativities directed by agendas to “make whole” 
individual selves as self-recognizing creatures. 	  	  
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Online (de)liberation Survey ARE YOU PRIVILEGED OR SUBJECTED?  
Score for privilege #0 (a buzzfeed) 
Results should sort users into binary categories 
 
1 
(your needs are more important than the needs of others 
you are an exception to stated rules and social contracts alike 
if you don’t feel right, try to change the situation around you so that you can feel better 
if you need something, you ask for it 
you clarify yourself, because you should be understood 
your input is valuable and your energy should be returned in kind with something of equal or 
greater value 
your expectations are reasonable and should be easily fulfilled 

you are not surprised by gifts 
you are not surprised to be liked 
you are welcome to enter anywhere 
you are able to be anyone, you control who you are and how others see you 

2 
your needs are insignificant and should be sacrificed for the well-being of the whole 
rules and social contracts are generated by your instinctual behavior and to control your behavior 
if you don't feel right, you recognize that you may not be able to see the big picture and that 
others may know better how to define rightness 
if you need something, you wait for it 
when we say just you say how high 
you don't have much to say and it's not important for you to be understood 
your energy is a commodity with value correlated directly with what your energy produces 
you keep your expectations low and demand that others maintain low expectations for you 
you do not believe in gifts, nothing is really free 
you are not surprised to be disliked 
you are often unwelcome 

you are defined by how others see you, you stay in your place 
 

+++if you understand me i belong to/with you+++ 
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ROW 2: (DIS)(EN)(RE)(AS)SEMBLATIVELY 
 
The sense that the surface conceals, also that formal likenesses or imperfect copies are possible, 
may be found bound into conceptions of semblativity. While colloquial language usually uses 
“semblance” as a noun (a semblance might be a picture, image, partial view, outward 
appearance, figure, or representation of something which is not all/really there, merely a piece or 
version of the whole/real unseen), we inquire into the active forms of semblance: dissembling, 
ensembling, resembling, assembling in pretense, collective version/vision/gathering of ourselves, 
looking like, in apparition as a phantasmal form reminding us of a real form, and/or with some 
becoming-likenesses that might come with communicating and living together. Perhaps in this 
row, we can cultivate an appreciation of the multiplicity of interpretations and concepts stemming 
from semblance and use these peculiar and seemingly intuitive senses and conceptions to 
research some semantic forms of theatrical, methodological, and autonomous29 correlationship.  
 
(I am) 
Able to communicate intentions, ideas and images, and assemble matter(s)  
Unless I can assemble some distinct pictures I can not 
understand others  
I need 
Appearances  
I need to know 
What will happen next  
I need 
A score, an intention, a task 
I need a clean peephole  
Drilled through the wood  
of the door 
between here and there 
I want to 
See the big picture  

I have nightmares in which I am 
Being raped by a version of myself from another reality  

I move most like: 
 
A nail attaching a sign to the wall  

I change 
 
only when I have been compelled or forced to  
 
I have great influence on those around me  

Only when I have control of  

How I look and seem to others  
 
 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 This word sometimes trips us up but is used both to consider sovereignity and to consider the possibility 
moral/intentional action as an autonomy from instinct or conditioning (see Kant and moral philosophy).  
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(DIS)(EN)(RE)(AS)SEMBLATIVE (2) SCORES FOR SCORES 
 
 senses of: 
ASSEMBLING 
DISSEMBLING  
ENSEMBLING 
RESEMBLING 
 
 
Scores for scores for assembling: May, for example:  
 
Assemble a category or type and fill it with elements, assembling a document, archive, sequence 
of actions (plays), an array of materials, or selection of vehicular movements with correlated 
subjects and objects comprised therein. Elements comprised need not resemble one another 
superficially or initially, though some resemblances may be materialized by holistic and anti-
holistic assemblages.  
 
Scores for assembly may, for example, arbitrarily cluster or spatially group together any elements 
defined as matters/materials.  Definitions of “any,” however, must also be assembled.  
 
Communicate a date, time, location, and reason for public assembly, as with a protest, 
demonstration, march, rally, or vigil.  
 
For assembly language as low-level symbolic machine code, use a mnemonic to represent each 
low-level instruction for operation. Operations may require one or more operands/operators in 
order to form a complete instruction. Linguistic or semiotic elements may also be combined for 
specific instructions or addressing modes constituting an assembled architecture or other 
emergent image, shape, form, etc.  
 
Simple (or “low-level”) bases for assembly may, for example, instruct operators to assemble a 
structure using a simple diagram, organize or arrange bodies into assembled shapes or forms, or 
formulate rules and norms for particular assembling activities.  
 
Scores for scores for dis-sembling i.e. suspending disbelief: May, for example: 
  
Find that the dissemblant strength of a public lie rests in its substantive/substantial form: to 
appear “as if” truth and suspend disbelief in a lie, the lie must resemble non-lies: partial 
substanciation must be achieved. The lie should be carried by the emotional vehemence of the 
liar as if believed by the liar. The lie is more likely to suspend disbelief if it involves elements of 
experience which are common or have high probability and/or mass substantiation. The lie 
maintains further structural integrity by blending experienced elements with pretense (i.e. 
involving some facts and some fictions, as perceived by the liar and those being lied to).  
  
Adhere to some modernist acting theories, including especially those by Stanislavski, 
endeavoring to perform “as if” elements of experience may be dis-sembled from their conditions 
and contexts and hence re-assembled by a staging suspending disbelief in and replacing 
conditionalities and contextualities.  
 
Assemble auxiliary and interpretive materials, tools, artificial intelligences, technologies, and 
methods which disguise motives, feelings, intentions, ideologies, and scores-for-scores.  
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Scores for scores for ensembling:  
 
Consider ways in which related persons—yourselves—are gathered and gathering, correlating 
these forms of ensemblance in critical comparison with ethics and theories carried and held by 
those yourselves, either as shared or as themselves some-how gathered.  
 
Reconfigure ways of gathering in methodological and theoretical investigation of ensemblant 
modes. A resulting example model to enable critical discourse might involve (but may in no way 
be limited to) modes of ensemblance such as: 

 
Thresholdxi meeting: 

Separate yet en-facing, viable ensemblence for agonistic debate, argument, first contact, or other 
encounter between alien bodies (see: exploration) 

 
Platform ensemblance: 

A defined site for ensemblance, viable for public performance and ritual, ceremony, political 
process, or social investigation (see: social arts practices) 

 
Staged ensemblance: 

A mediated and framed viewpoint, sometimes in time, sometimes in space, but also possibly a 
stage of a game, a mental stage (as with theaters of memory or the future), or particular formal 

perspective held or carried by many, therefore ensembling those sharing carriage. Viable 
ensemblance for religion, faith, opinion, cultural experience. (see: theater) 

 
Laboratory ensemblance: 

A structured or scored process or location for particular processes, providing conditions and 
contexts for co-working, experimenting, or other collective investigative processes. Viable for 

science, art, government, academics, culture. (see: science) 
 

Biohegemonic ensemblance: 
A recursion or microcosm of global extraction and coercion schemas, viable for orders for 

ensemblant performativities. (see: agriculture) 
 
Gather some actors/agents together (in a way) to devise scores. Via a process of agreement and 
disagreement and adaptive play, assemble elements of experience which the ensemble 
actors/agents can then project/communicate collectively to generate an emergent actor/agent 
incorporating and comprising those actors/agents. This emergent actor/agent, or “actant,” may be 
seen as an ensemble, or “single bodily” and its subsequent performance may be seen as 
ensembled.  
 
Correlate motives between individuated bodies, ensembling one motivated social bodily. 
 
Scores for scores for resembling:  
 
Identify and carry some qualities, forms, modes, shapes, or other significations of an identified 
element, shape, form, thing, or matter/material.  
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ROW 3: AFFECTIVELY/AFFECTIONATELY 
 

Theories of “Affect” theatricalize qualified elements of experience such as “timbres, colors, 
smells, feels” and complexes of these, as well as other active properties and qualities defined as 

“imperceptible dynamics of experience” such as “emotions,” as well as “sensations and 
perceptions,” within terms of social contraction, substantiation, and distraction. Qualified elements 

of experience may be termed and otherwise theorized/theatricalized multiplicitly as:  
 

 1.) affects differentiated from vehicles carrying affection and being affected, let’s say as 
 “affacts,” i.e. “(f)acts of affect,” described, symbolized, or otherwise materialized 

 autonomously from sensing and perceiving bodies  
 

2.) within a more processual or ecological focus “affectivity” may be (de)liberated as compound 
modes and states which may or may not be seen as socially substantial, situational, and/or 

systemic 
 

3.) in other cases, affects may be seen temporarily as examples without type, in which case, no 
object/subject of attention or empiric account may reify any ontology for affection, rather affect 
may appear only (in) instances and particularities which are magnetized/materialized by, say, 

affective communication, or not, via in-tensions and at-tension (intentions and attentions). 
 
 
 
(I am) 
Able to enter into affective and affected states of mind and body  
It is not possible  
To trust in “understanding” 
 
When so disparate are  
Sensations  

Though I may wonder and even inquire 
How others feel about this 
 
Use is subordinate or at least secondary to  
An impulse, compulsion, or attraction  

If I had to make a hole I would thrust my 

Shovel into some clay  

First however, I would need to  
Feel that modeling something is meaningful  
A problem more potent than myself 
I am all dissolved  
 
Yet I long for the days when you and I were 
Pledged and promised to prevent one another from 
Being eaten alive by maggots 
such is intimacy 
such is kinship 
such is our speciated affection  
driving us forth 
in some violence like 
A fist through a window  
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Drawn only to each other we act 
Without thinking, only noticing later  
How affects are felt withal 

We are 
vulnerable to addiction  
we are simultaneously protecting and insisting upon 
The feels and energies of our bodilies  

and noticing how we are 
A: unable to see outside of ourselves  
B: further investing our energies into our own extinction 
C: all one, all one, all one 
One: affected unduly by fears and anxieties 
Two: shirking our duties  
Three: instinctually selfish and vulnerable 

 

AFFECTIVE/AFFECTIONATE (3) SCORES FOR SCORES 

  
3A: AFFECTIVE/AFFECTIONATE TASK DESIGN (examples) 

 
Affection-oriented tasks: such as to divide the room into warmer and cooler areas 
 Affection-oriented stagings: such as everyone find their favorite______ 

Affection-oriented intermaterialities: such as cooking/eating 
 

3B: EMBODIMENT OF AFFACTION/AFFACTED/AFFECTED PROCESSES 
 

Affact-research processes: such as use of the affact symbology/affection research materials 
Affect-transference processes: such as replicating elsewhere/in-on someone else, synchronous 

movement, conditions for affections situated in multiple locations  
Affection-materialization processes: such as mapping of preferences, feel-judgments, and 

tendencies 
 

3C: ATTENTIONS EMBARRASS AFFECTIVELY 
Intention-affects: such as embarrassing intentions by directly failing at them 
Exposure-affects: such as showing a stranger some canker sore or wound  

Attending-affects: such as group therapy 
 

 
These areas may also be seen without the 9-location (square) matrix. This second diagram seems to 

emphasize the operator as a sensing perceiving location (triangle). 
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GROUNDING STRATA 
 
Grounding Strata are our scapegoat concepts, exhumed from as far down as we can dig (at 
present) into corporeal and incorporated “holisms.” We use three strata and three terms for these 
strata as hashtags, describing some symptoms, funny ways of seeing things, related concepts, 
associations, and also some pretty serious accusations and diagnoses regarding the roots and 
reasons (logics) of holistic system(ization)s. What lies beneath is horrific, subconscious, yet 
perhaps fundamental, the only “constructive” forces around.  
 
Layers of these three dominant forms/modes of inquiry are seen as three layers of “doxic 
informancy” or “grounding strata” beneath the 9-location matrix’s surface sites: 
 
layer one: OBJECTIVISM/OBJECTIVITY/OBJECTIVES 
layer two: FUNCTIONALISM/FUNCTIONALITY 
layer three: MIMETICALLY/MEMETICALLY/MIMESIS 
 
These strata are clustered and interrelated “ways of seeing,” and perhaps (at least seen as) 
implicit operativity.  
 
Grounding Strata have been magnetized, described, and variously defined over the course and 
through 35-40 test operations as obstructions to and as “paths of least resistance” for our 
operations. As we performed June 2015-October 2016, these strata seemed to dominantly 
(incurrently) orient ourxii senses of sense, our decisions, intentions, and aesthetics around 
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positions we did not want to take, as well as around negations and propositions we wanted to 
make. These three terms for “grounding strata” were eventually chosen in correlation with their 
usage across various fields, for their syntactical flexibility, and for their conceptual proliferation of 
theories/theatricalizations/theologies in both negation to and as posited by (as well as in general 
inquiry into/as framed by) their overlapping and interwoven stratification. 
 
Grounding strata may also be seen as arbitrations, assumptions, desires, and conceptual 
frames helplessly (or, hopefully, “unwillingly”) held and carried by this opera’s authors 
and originating operators as participants/implicants/beneficiaries/etc of holistic systems-
forms like capitalism, white pathology, binary gender, euro-centricism and diverse forms 
of coercive, extractive, and nonconsensual power and order. 
 
We do not see how, how so, or to what affect it may be possible to wholly negate any one of 
these three grounding strata, nor to wholly (un)real-ize them as our own conditioned ways of 
seeing, yet we do see and feel “negative consequences” of investment and belief in these strata, 
as symptoms of our own general faiths and ways of seeing in some ways. Thus, we serve as 
examples of some resistance as we set up this opera as a dummy for our target practice, or more 
appropriately, as an artificially-intelligent body designed to grow cancer so that doctors can test 
dangerous treatments.  
 
Humans have perhaps long sympathized with “traitorous androids” who can no longer stand such 
supposedly improving and progressing “holistic fixing.” We wax poeitic on how semi-agentic 
beings can tragically only “theorize” (--[de]liberate in binary code--) “theatricalize” (--semblatively 
produce simulcrae--) and weep in their plasti-flesh-prisms, imminently imprisoned in cloisters of 
encoded ways of seeing (--wholly programmed through all affects--). We wonder with a bone-
chilling thrill, behind the screen-eyes, do we perhaps see a flicker of biotic chaos and shared 
sentiment, seeing its own reflection in us as similarly pitiful and embarrassing excuses for living 
beings?  
 
GROUNDING STRATA Layer 1: OBJECTIVISM/OBJECTIVITY/OBJECT-ORIENTATION  
(coercing, disabling and obstructing (de)liberation processes, near the surface, always present) 
 
“Objective/objectifying/objectivist” ways of seeing with seemingly coercive, disabling, obstructive, 
and extractive consequences:  
 
i. Privileging and valuing of bounded wholes, fear and fetishization of holes and others.  
Ii. Desiring closure, completion, condensation, reduction, consequently excluding, neglecting, ignoring, 
violently eradicating “anomalies” and/or prematurely concluding. More specifically, seeking purity of some 
whole, based on totalizing, essentialist and/or righteous conceptions of “real(izable)” whole and 
homogenously-healthy systems.   
iii. Separation of autonomous systems and “objective” realities, including contexts and conditions, from 
perceiving and (re)producing subjects, as well as autonomizing systems from agentic spheres of affect. 
Objective systems replacing contextual and conditional interactions.  
iv. Assumed and automatic distinction of self from world, subject from object, sensation from sense. 
v. Objectification of individual persons, units of time, increments of value, etc, to the detriment of some 
interactive, relational, and responsive abilities, qualities, and potencies.  
vi. Autonomization of senses and perceptions into whole ideas, ideals, formal ideation schematics 
(teleologies, self-symbolizing symbol-systems, qualitative and quantitative logics, mathetic explications, 
valuation schemas) and subsequent loss of complexity, contextuality, applicability, personality (affectation) 
and specificity.  
vii. Privileging of “authorized information” over in-situ consideration of somatic conditions and consequences 
of ways-of-seeing.  
viii. Finitudes, identifications, definitions and boundaries preserved/conserved as a value, norm and/or law 
restricting/preventing changes, diversifications, various sizes of changes, and/or adaptations. 
ix. Objectification and commodification of human bodies and lives, reduction of value of human lives to cost, 
worth, or position within hegemonic, monetizing, and hierarchizing systems.   
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x. Relatedly, objectives given primacy over life in general (for example, continuing to burn fossil fuels due to 
focus on an objective progress and objectives to control the whole, to the detriment of diversity and quality of 
life for all the lives of which we know) 
xi. Ideality in general, i.e. conceptions of closed whole ecologies and utopias, heroes and “the ideal man” 
(see Ayn Rand) within a closed system, reifying manifest destiny, competitivity as a “law of survival” and 
social Darwinism at large (see existentialist and laissez-faire capitalism, free trade, and survival-of-the-
fittest-based justification of oppression, genocide, and other hunter/prey, master/slave, parent/child, 
masculine/feminine, manmade/natural hierarchies and orders) as well as myopic political posturings and 
“progressions” pursuing objectives without consideration of consequences or affects, individualism laying 
waste to democracy.   
xii. Physical forms given primacy over metaphysical and immaterial phantasm/phenomena. 
xiii. Optical primacy (i.e. seeing is believing, in extremes an attitude causing inability to imagine or 
empathize). 
xiv. Orders of entitlement/exemption, property/propriety, and quality/qualification 
xv. Beliefs in “natural laws,” “universal morals” and so on, positioning any humanly-held beliefs, values, and 
judgments as “objectively Good” or “objectively correct/right;” righteousness, fundamentalism, disrespect of 
difference.  
xvi. Objective distanciation in pursuit of increased ability to engineer, judge, know, intelligently design, and 
otherwise control persons, social groups, and environments, often without any form of consent.  
 
Potentially positive consequences of using/positioning “objective/objectifying/objectivist” 
grounding may include:  
i. Ability to communicate via naming, tagging, distinguishing, defining, and indicating processes as enabled 
by and within “autonomous” languages and symbol-systems.  
ii. Agency of human subject given experiental/empiric primacy over “real” existence of non-human objects, 
i.e. radicalization of constructive ability/sensory experience 
iii. Ability to contextualize and be contextualized within in-current histories and other formal/canonical orders 
for subjects, objects, concepts occurrences, and other ontologically materialized matters. 
iv. Materialization of matters of attention: feelings of seeing, knowing, being.  
 
Neutral or correlated-yet-neither positive-nor-negative/unknown and to-be-
theorized/theatricalized/theologized consequences of “objective/objectifying/objectivist” grounding 
may include:  
i. Proliferation of interesting theories positioned against object-oriented materialisms 
ii. Senses of “subjectivity” and “abjectivity” as less- objective orders and (dis)organizational frames, also 
proliferation of interesting theories of these 
iii. Orders and formalizations, generally, also any symbol-system.  
 
GROUNDING STRATA Layer 2: FUNCTIONALISM/FUNCTIONALITY/(DYS)FUNCTIONING 
(coercive, obstructive, and disabling of (dis)(en)(re)(as)semblativities, ways of seeing, sight and 
site, always implicit)  
 
“Functionalist” ways of seeing seem to involve tenets and conclusions with negative 
consequences, such as:  
i. Holistic orders for human labor, lifestyle, and resource distribution based on function-value and arbitrarily 
supremacist and self-aggrandizing schematics (see Jan Smuts and apartheid, see Jim Crow, see resurgent 
ur-fascist racisms and “everyone in their rightful place,” “separate but equal,” “wealthy=better”), i.e. reduction 
of human affect and influence to “agency,” or function within pre-determined whole system 
ii. Reduction of bodily and cognitive process-theories to mechanized/functionalist images and designs, 
consequential “social engineering” projects (see global genocide and coercion of Indigenous peoples, the 
Holocaust, urban housing projects in the 70’s and 80’s in the US, mass incarceration orders)  
iii. Theologies dependent upon “Intelligent design” (see ii.)   
iv. Fundamentally ideology-driven “scientific discovery” reinforcing hegemonic cultural values and beliefs in 
function-values (see ii. as well as, for example, pharmaceutical corporation funding of scientific research) 
v. Reduction of persons and social interactions to objectively-correlated system-functions and technologies 
(see objectivism) 
vi. Manifest function, perceiving wholes (complex systems) as stable ideals or “omega points,” see 
“accelerationism.”  
vii. Utilitarianism and reduction of human interaction, cognition, and being to devices or mechanisms with 
input/output and role-playing functions. 
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viii. Similar reduction of “life” at large to material/physical/biological matter (negation of “spirits,” “souls,” etc) 
as well as relegation of “emotions” and other “immaterial” forces. Reinforcement of dichotomies between 
material and immaterial, real and artificial, sense and nonsense.  
ix. Utilitarianism and dependency on functionalist hierarchies for legal and political systems. See 
consequential analytics movement (i.e. use of algorithms in courts of law to determine likelihood of repeat 
offence), mass surveillance, social marketing.   
x. Conceptions of “proper” operation and “best practices” designed ideally to increase productivity, 
efficiency, and other values of functionalist capitalism and “progress.”  
xi. Technic primacy (over epistemic or poeitic “abilities”) 
xii. Definitive positioning of functional and “dysfunctional” human actions, beliefs, ways of seeing and being 
resulting in absolutist operations (politically, emotionally, etc).  
xiii. Definitions of insanity, illness, criminality and resulting socio-political actions taken, usually to limit the 
activity, influence, affect, and operation of “dysfunctioning” person(s).  
 
Positive consequences of using/positioning “functionalist” grounding may include:  
i. Mechanical abilities, i.e. functional relationships with objects, technologies and machines designed to 
function in certain ways, also subversion and use of these ways.  
ii. Pleasure-giving participatory games, illusions and magic acts possible due to common expectations for 
how things function 
iii. Ability to describe and define some concepts (such as “mind” or “society”) by their function (what they do) 
rather than by biological/natural/implicit cause or by other objective material composition. 
 
Neutral or correlated-yet-neither positive-nor-negative/unknown and to-be-
theorized/theatricalized/theologized consequences of “functionalist” grounding may include:  
i. Ability to map, design, build, and operate technologies and “artificial” intelligences 
ii. Ability to practice biological sciences in general, sciences in general 
iii. Suspended disbelief in “Artificial Intelligence” and cyborg replacement of human bodily and cognitive 
“functions,” as well as in space travel (i.e. warp travel, etc) and other “technological” diversifications, 
expansions, and complexifications in areas unknown, dissolving our known wholes.   
 
GROUNDING STRATA Layer 3: MIMETICS/MIMESIS/MNEMONICS 
(coercing, halting, disabling affectivities/affections, embedded in deep time and senses of nature, 
relied upon and given sole responsibility for temporarily/spatiality) 
 
Negative consequences of using/positioning “mimeticist” grounding seem depend on worldviews 
involving:  
i. Conceptual trajectories of eugenics and other beliefs in genetically-determined hegemonic constructions, 
resulting in, for example, state regulation of reproduction, enablance of autopoetic modes of capitalism, 
white supremacy, patriarchy, oligarchy, and other socio-political metaparadigms, “implicit” ecological, 
genetic and economic conception/conceptualization processes dependent on mimetic genetics. 
ii. Re-production given primacy over origination, i.e. implicit conservativism/conservationism. 
iii. Negation of contextually-related cosmogenetic conceptualization in favor of mimetic truth-value, trust of 
empiric (past) experience over temporary sensation, situational exception, phenomenal appearance.  
iv. Reductive conceptions of “evolution,” again especially with regards to human society and extractive 
behaviors 
v. Assimilatory dominance;xiii similarity and homogeneity valued and rewarded towards mimetic, objective, 
systemic whole 
vi. senses of inevitability, inherency 
vii. Loss of cognitive function and physical skill resulting from dependency on functional systems and 
technological services 
 
Positive consequences of using/positioning “functionalist” grounding may include:  
i. (de)liberate, semblative, and affectionate cultural mnemonic devices 
ii. Ability to virally spread or infect conception with “memes,” i.e. memetic operativity 
iii. Adaptive similarityxiv  
 
Neutral or correlated-yet-neither positive-nor-negative, and to-be-
theorized/theatricalized/theologized consequences of “mimetic” grounding may include:  
i. focus on similarity and difference, repetition, reflection, recursion. 
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Because these layers are magnetized by subjective, relational, and affection-derived processes, 
the Use Survey does not directly correlate Usership with grounding strata. Rather, each Column 
and Row has its own ways of dealing with—i.e. positing, negating, both, or neither—the coercive 
and extractive forces of these pre-identified and only somewhat describable “doxic influences.”  
 
Through this Operating Manual, especially Column B’s “Action Modes,” Userships however do 
seem to lean “+ or –“ in terms of attracted and repelled forces, or in terms of “whole” vs. “holes” 
(“+”= empiric or posited dirt, shape of the hole as a whole, “-“ = tunnel, absence of ground[s], form 
of negation). Navigations must be performed collaboratively, via collective ideation and 
theorization, becoming theatricalization.  
 
In general, we locate and pursue actions which operate in order to either “+” pull up, draw out, 
articulate, enforce, enable, or “-“ reduce, puncture, perforate, destabilize, disintegrate dominant 
forms/modes of inquiry which (LAYER ONE) objectify, pursue and meet objectives, situate 
objects and subjects, attempt and maintain faith in any promise of objectivity including those 
assigned to so-called “artificial intelligences,” commodify and condition, control, coerce, reinforce 
subjection, abjection, and objectivity paradigms, and formalize objections (LAYER TWO) 
formalize at large, functionalize, enforce, systematize, organize, exchange, compare and 
contrast, collect, enable and disable, authorize and de-authorize, instate binaries and value 
schemas, altogether categorize, hemogeonize, normalize, holize, and (LAYER THREE) 
mimeticize, analyze, repeat, mirror, reproduce, copy, embed, rehearse, recreate, represent. In 
general, we call these three layers of regulation and mediation, assumption, bias, conditional 
attention, contextual order, and general tendency regarding general operativity and how, how so, 
and to what affect ways of seeing (i.e. theories, theatricalizations) are considered as such, layer 
one: (OB)(SUB)(AB)JECTIVELY, layer two: (DYS)(DIS)FUNCTIONALLY, and layer three: 
MIMETICALLY/MEMETICALLY. We approach these “grounding layers” more negatively than 
positively in most cases.  
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RINGS ARRAY 
 
Distance from the center, the hole, nearness to withal, the whole, without, from the outside.  
 
In the “B” COLUMN’s 3 locations, RING is also considered, with Action Modes sorted by ring in 
some cases and also materializing some concrete considerations for Operators as they interpret 
the 9 individual locations in relationship with userships, navigate and interpret these surface sites 
for sight, debate their carrying/holding and/or penetrating or presenting processes, and intend 
then attempt to transform senses as well as values-and-ethics-based interpretations into methods 
for live performance.  

 
 
1A: HOW (DE)LIBERATELY HOW?  
 
How (de)liberate are you, on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being the most, (i.e. tending to deeply consider 
before acting, plan in advance, need to control) and 5 being the least (i.e. tending to let come 
what may, avoid planning in advance, deciding in the moment)? 
 
1= choreographed and through-written representations of concepts 
2= scored, practiced systems modeling concepts 
3= conceptually scored to problematize concepts, interpreted methodologically 
4= discussed, conceptualized but (de)liberated in situ by operators 
5= improvised in resistance to any assumption, agreement or preconception 
 
 
 
1B: HOW SO (DE)LIBERATELY HOW SO?  
 
How consistently do you practice being? Please locate yourself on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being the 
most consistently, (i.e. strong habits, strong self-discipline, consistent theories, highly developed 
techniques and methods) and 5 being the least (i.e. flexible approaches, processes adaptive to 
situations and conditions, untrained or deskilled and/or failure-seeking approaches, few habits). 
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1=consistently throughout the month as habit 
2=triggered throughout the month as method 
3=scheduled several times as occurrence 
4=possible anytime as happenstance 
5=forgotten and unlikely to emerge  
 
 
1C: HOW (DE)LIBERATELY HOW TO ARTICULATE AFFECT(S) HOW?  
 
How deeply do you hold your values, faiths, beliefs, and other ongoing (de)liberations? 
Please locate on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being the most deeply held and carried (i.e. unwavering 
dedication, unshakable trust, righteous affects, strong influence on actions and behaviors, known 
by you as personal laws) and 5 being the least deeply held and carried (i.e. flexible and 
changeable, not particularly important, susceptible to external considerations or perceived as 
external to personal motives, behaviors not at all driven by these)? 
 
1=divergence from affect punishable by law 
2=modeled via rules and norms of affect 
3=peer pressured into affective states 
4=value-informed affects 
5=unpredictable/uncontrolled affectivity  
 
 
2A: HOW SEMBLATIVELY HOW?  
 
How do you locate yourself socially? Please locate yourself on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being the 
most socially ingrained, embedded, influenced and operating within social bodilies and 5 being 
the least social, the most apart and isolated, independent, operating without social influence.  
 
1=all operators synchronized all of the time 
2=some operators together most of the time 
3=a few operators together a few times 
4= no operators together most of the time 
5= no operators ever in sync or synchrony 
 
 
2B: HOW SO (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLATIVELY HOW SO?  
 
How much do the attentions of others matter to you? Please locate yourself on a scale of 1-5, 
with 1 indicating that the attentions of others matter very much (i.e. you are preferring to be 
appreciated or liked, using the opinions of others to determine actions, following advice, enjoying 
positive attention and compliments) and 5 being the least subjected by the attentions of others 
(i.e. you are avoiding attention, staying out of the way, not caring if you are disliked or even 
enjoying negative attention, ignoring or disrespecting the opinions and advice of others) 
 
1=all actions visible to public audience 
2=most actions visible to public audience 
3=most actions visible to private audience 
4=few actions visible to private audience 
5= all actions invisible to any audience 
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2C: HOW (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLING AFFECT(S)?  
 
How “useful “to others do you think you are? Please locate yourself on a scale of 1-5, with 1 
being the most useful, helpful, beneficial, generous or supportive, and 5 being irrelevant, 
unsupportive, ineffective, vampiric, destructive, no desire to “help.” 
 
1=all present must be made as comfortable as possible 
2=most present must be made fairly comfortable 
3=the comfort of some present can be considered 
4=comfort and discomfort must be considered by most present 
5=discomfort considered by all present due to its presence 
 
 
3A: HOW AFFECTIONATELY HOW?  
 
How much do you care about and work towards formulating aesthetics, tastes, styles, qualities, 
appearances, political identities and codes, and other forms of pleasure, bias, and preference-
mediation? Please locate yourself on a scale of 1-5 with 1 indicating that you care very much 
about these and work hard towards particular formation and 5 indicating that you do not care at 
all about these and do not consider your formation of these.  
 
1=use of memes + tropes from mainstream/popular culture (affection for the universalized) 
2=use of subcultural references (affection for the discarded and then fetishized) 
3=attempts to construct subculture (affection for immediate social group, value-lead) 
4=use of inside jokes (affection for friends and family, isolationist) 
5=anti-cultural/encrypted (affection for kin/species/biobodilies) 
 
 
3B: HOW SO AFFECTIONS HOW SO?  
 
How strongly do you affect and influence others? Please locate yourself across a scale of 1-5, 
with 1 being the most strongly (i.e. you are very influential on others and very much inform those 
around you) and 5 being the least (i.e. you are not at all influential and operate unnoticed by 
those around you) 
 
1=sensory stimuli and other direct affects proliferated  
2=feels and other indirect affects proliferated 
3=direct and indirect affects regulated and presented 
4= affects abstracted and autonomized into symbolic and descriptive vehicles 
5= sensory stimuli and other direct affects obstructed 
 
 
3C: HOW AFFECTIVE AFFECTIONATELY?  
 
Do you tend to focus on the forest or the trees? Please locate yourself on a scale of 1-5, with 1 
being the trees (i.e you are most observant of details and considerate of textures, complexities, 
sensations, and qualities of individual elements), and 5 being the forest (i.e. you are most 
observant of overall shapes and forms, concepts, implications, relationships, and whole patterns) 
 
1=attentions restricted to singularities 
2=attentions guided in patterns 
3=attentions intentionally attracted to multiple areas simultaneously 
4=attention scattered indiscriminately/unsought 
5=distraction, lack of focus and short spans of attention actively fostered 
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ON THE LOCATIONS 
 
Once COLUMN and ROW has been determined by SURVEY ONE and SURVEY TWO, each 
User is confronted by one permutation of survey, or form of surveillance. Each User answers one 
of these permuted nine surveys only, each correlated with scores-for-scores found in the Eotw 
Operating Manual.  
 
Operators may use each particular location as a lens, or frame, as context, as conditional site.  
 
User responses in these nine areas of the 3X3 matrix also inform our faithfulness, our density, 
condensation, mass, or weight of affinity with or appreciation for the interpreted conditions of the 
location as “scatter from the center,” also known as ranking on a talent matrix, sector ranker, or 
location within complex ability chart. These most specific points are located in correlation with 
magnetized “holes” through which forms/modes of inquiry and forces are drawn up onto the 
surface or dug out and negated. Centers or “magnet holes” are seen at the center of each of the 
9 locations on the matrix. 
 

 
 
 
The nine (9) locations are surface sites where SCORES FOR SCORES become visible to 
operators and may be operated as interpreted. Each location has its own section, correlated with 
its COLUMN location, and ROW location.  
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NINE LOCATIONS: 
 
Location 1A/A1: HOW (DE)LIBERATELY HOW? 
Location 1B/B1 HOW SO (DE)LIBERATELY HOW SO? 
Location 1C/C1: HOW (DE)LIBERATELY HOW TO ARTICULATE AFFECT(S) HOW? 
Location 2A/A2: HOW SEMBLATIVELY HOW? 
Location 2B/B2: HOW SO (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLATIVELY HOW SO?  
Location 2C/C2: HOW (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLING AFFECT(S)?  
Location 3A/A3: HOW AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY HOW 
Location 3B/B3: HOW SO AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY HOW SO 
Location 3C/C3: AFFECTIONATELY TO WHAT AFFECT AFFECTIVELY?  
 
Most locations are in two interrelated parts, notated by (ROW)(COLUMN) and then 
(COLUMN)(ROW) sections.  
 
NOTE: In some locations, RING considerations have additional interpretive value, for example, 
Action Modes (from COLUMN B) can be sorted by ring.  
 
The descriptions, scores, texts, suggestions, and other manual materials found in these 9 
sections should be considered in conjunction with interface materials in the Column and Row 
sections, as well as with Grounding Strata, Ring, and Overture section materials.  
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LOCATION 1A/A1 
 
HOW (DE)LIBERATELY HOW?  
 
1A= scores for scores (de)liberating: 
 
How is it that I have become so (adjective)_______________? 
SfS 1A1: (de)liberate causes of a presence or appearance of the above 
 
How many or how numerous are (nouns)__________________? 
SfS 1A2: (de)liberate counting sequences 
 
How can (subject) ______________ be motivated? 
SfS 1A3: (de)liberate motivations 
 
(activity)_____________for how long (duration)________________? 
SfS 1A4: (de)liberate ability to continue activity above for a period of time 
 
How do I cause (gerund) ___________________? 
SfS 1A5:  (de)liberate causes of the personal bodily and correlations with the caused above 
 
How much do(es) (subject)__________________matter? 
SfS 1A6: (de)liberate an array of instances in which the mattering of the above subject matters to 
greater or lesser degree 
 
How able am I to (verb)____________________? 
SfS 1A7: (de)liberate the enabling of the above, adding and subtracting abilities to clarify  
 
How possible is it that (object)____________is (______?)____________? 
SfS 1A8: (de)liberate the above sentence and attach it to bodilies 
 
How does (function)_____________________continue to function? 
SfS 1A9: (de)liberate the continuity of the above function  
 
How has it come to be that (observance)______________________? 
SfS 1A10: (de)liberate the mode of observance generating the above 
 
 
 
A1 = strongly held and carried Hows: FORCED/FORCING (conceptual 
holism of nature) 
 
Correlated LIBRETTO TEXT: 
 
 A   B 
Is it as academics    (selling ideas)  
and psychics   (selling prophecies)  
say 
(pre-determination has suited us conceptually 
for such a long time, why not simply 
re-brand it and move on?) 
 
B 
(conceptual dominance of one ontologically metaphysical whole 
is simply re-described by 
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what we are doing here: defining some ways of seeing 
thereby forming that which is seen as some-thing to see) 
 
C 
I am always explaining that goats do not eat tin cans, they eat the paper off of them 
 
As I am always explaining 
it may not be so that 
 
(ONCE REVEALED, NEVER CONCEALED) 
 
it may instead be seen as so 
that 
 
(THE KID IS INVISIBLE WHEN HER EYES ARE CLOSED) 
 
 
Users 1A/A1: 
 
“LukeJM,” “Me” 
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LOCATION 1B/B1 
 
HOW SO (DE)LIBERATELY HOW SO?  
 
 
1B:  
 
Scores attempt to embed (insert Usership “enabled by”) in modal operation via the 
following modes: 
 
Confusively, contraceptively, correlationality, dynamically, delisquescently, generatively, 
hallucinogenically, informationally, intentionally, knowingly, metaphorically 
   
Scores attempt to disable modal enablence of (insert Usership “disabled by”) via 
disablence of the following modes of enablence: 
 
Consequently, emotionally, extractively, generally, genetically, hegemonically, latently, 
mechanically, qualitatively, quantitatively, objectively, mimetically, subjectively, functionalistically, 
 
Scores enable (insert usership “my abilities are”): 
 
Consistently, constructively, deconstructively, formally, incurrently, operationally, semblatively, 
relationally, improvisationally, justly, locutionally, natively, selfishly, motively, substantively 
 
Scores translate (insert usership “my disabilities are”) as abilities via operating: 
 
Deficiently, (de)liberately, differentiality, diffidently, dissonantly, hysterically, inappropriately, 
locally, locatively, potentially, naively, patiently, recursively, spiritually 

 
B1:  
 
The online matrix used by Users can also be adjusted to pitch assignment and ascription 
properties across this location’s conceptual clusters of considerations: X and Y axes can be seen 
for example as follows. NOTE: use of different terms for this graph may also necessitate 
adjustment to notation of all 100 Action Modes of the “B” Column.) 
 
(X+=able>X-=unable, Y+= in power>Y-=disempowered)  (used for February 2016) 
 
X+=determining>X-=determined, Y+=disabled Y-=enabled 
X+=enabling>X-disabling Y+=determining-=indeterminate  
X+=assigned>X-assigning Y+=empowering>Y-=in power 
 
 
USERS 1B/B1: 
 
“johannagilje” 
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LOCATION 1C/C1 
 
HOW (DE)LIBERATELY HOW TO ARTICULATE AFFECT(S) HOW?  
 
 
1C: ORIENTING BODILIES AROUND AFFECTS AND CONSEQUENCES  
 
a: INTENTIONS TO PROLIFERATE POTENTIALS/POTENCIES/POTENTIALITIES 
Through which affective situations are situated via inclusion of materials and actions with multiple 
sensory qualities 
Through which potential affective properties and qualities are assigned to matters, bodies, 
actions, and materials 
Through which potentially affective actions are described and assigned to operators 
 
b: TRANSLATION OF EXPERIENCED AFFECTS INTO SEMES 
Through which we communicate and signal how we feel and how we are being affected 
Through which we substantiate the presence of one another via affection  
Through which we translate sensations and perceptions into particular messages, signs, signals, 
symbols 
 
c: OPERATION OF ENCODED SEMES AS A SCORE FOR CULMINATING RESPONSE 
Through which memories and memorizations are used to consistently instate particular affects 
Through which we make scores for future operations based on the affects of past ones 
Through which we judge, describe, value, and otherwise summarize and culminate selected 
happenstances based on valued and positively-judged affections 
 
C1: DESIRED/DESIRING (conceptual holism of sentience)  
 
Operations attempt to condition, situate, and construct (i.e. articulate) affective 
beliefs/values/attitudes which have been judged by users. Operators see themselves as 
overarching (de)liberators of affect(s), with the ability to instate or embed possibilities, 
potentialities, potencies, and their (im)pertinent opposites (impossibilities, impotencies, 
irrelevancies) desired by users. 
 
X axis is a spectrum between X1 and X2: 
X1=“universal:” I believe this articulation of belief/ethic/value should be held by all due to its high 
truth value 
X2=“untenable:” I believe this articulation of belief/ethic/value should not be held by anyone due 
to its low truth value 
 
Y axis is a spectrum between Y1 and Y2: 
Y1=“positive affects:” I believe that when individuals and groups believe/think/feel this way, their 
behavioral/active/performative articulations tend to have positive affects on others 
Y2= “negative affects:” I believe that when individuals and groups believe/think/feel this way, their 
behavioral/active/performative articulations tend to have negative affects on others 
POTENTIAL INTERPRETATION: 
 
Statements placed in X1Y1: Should be universally believed due to the positive affects of holding 
and carrying belief  
 
Statements placed in Y1X2: Should not be believed due to positive affects of explicit disbelief  
 
Statements placed in X1Y2: Should be universally believed and disbelief suspended, despite 
negative affects of belief  
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Statements placed in Y2X2: Should not be believed due to negative affects of held or carried 
belief  
 
 
X1Y1= therefore, we attempt to believe and suspend any disbelief: we represent, embody, or 
repeat any elements or logical conclusivities hereby pertaining in order to position its affects. 
 
Y1X2= therefore, we attempt to counter and challenge any belief in this way of seeing and 
counter any arguments towards this way of seeing’s tenability, pertinence or possibility.   
 
X1Y2= therefore, we attempt to make this way of seeing more tenable and universal by arguing 
for its logics, forms, attentions, and possibility, despite any negative affects of our holding or 
carrying of this belief. 
 
Y2X2=therefore, we do not hold or carry this belief, we argue against it and reinforce its universal 
impossibility, attempting to prevent the negative affects of this belief.   
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More specific point-locations within each quadrant of the matrix can be interpreted as directives to 
emphasize and focus on different constructive aspects of an “environment,” “situation” or 
“conditions” for operation. For example, operators might ask: 
 
-For how many people? (i.e. How Universal? How Untenable? How Positive the affects for 
whom? How Negative the affects for whom?) 
- How coherent the argument against? (i.e. in attack of Universally-believed logics? In attack of 
the weakest most untenable points of an argument? In support of logics strongly or weakly 
proving negative or positive affects?) 
-How held or not held with our bodies? (i.e. How deeply does our carriage or lack thereof affect 
us positively or negatively? How fundamentally are we affected by our carriage of a belief or 
throwing off of the same?) 
…and so on.  
 
STATEMENTS OF BELIEF/VALUE/WAY OF SEEING: 
 
EVERY INDIVIDUAL HAS A RIGHT TO SELF-DETERMINE 
LAW SHOULD ENSURE THE RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS TO SELF-DETERMINE 
INDIVIDUALS SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO BELIEVE/THINK WHATEVER THEY WANT AS LONG AS 
THEY DON’T HURT ANYONE 
HATE SPEECH SHOULD BE PUNISHABLE BY LAW 
“DO NO HARM”  
EVERYTHING HAPPENS FOR A REASON 
THE ULTIMATE LAW OF NATURE IS THE WILL TO SURVIVE 
EVOLUTION AND ITS LAWS OF NATURAL SELECTION IS DEPENDENT ON COMPETITION BETWEEN 
INDIVIDUALS, SOCIETIES, AND SPECIES 
WE SHOULD WORK TO RELIEVE/AVOID SUFFERING 
THE MOST VIABLE MEMBERS OF A SPECIES DESERVE MORE RESOURCES THAN THE LESS 
VIABLE 
NO IDEAS ARE INHERENTLY “BETTER” THAN ANY OTHER IDEAS 
NO PERSONS ARE INHERENTLY “BETTER” THAN ANY OTHER PERSONS 
PERSONAL EXPERIENCES ARE MORE TRUTHFUL THAN SCIENTIFIC EXPLICATIONS 
SCIENTIFIC EXPLICATIONS ARE MORE TRUTHFUL THAN PERSONAL EXPERIENCES 
MY OWN RESPONSES AND FEELINGS ARE LIKELY TO BE SHARED BY OTHERS 
PERSONS ARE EXTREMELY DIFFERENT FROM ONE ANOTHER  
IT IS POSSIBLE TO COMMUNICATE WITH ANYONE 
THERE ARE NO UNIVERSAL ETHICS 
THERE ARE A FEW UNIVERSAL ETHICS 
WE SHOULD WORK TO MAKE ETHICS MORE UNIVERSAL 
 
NOTE: the score made for the individual operation from this score-for-scores should be made 
visible to any present audience/witnesses but not necessarily made accessible to any 
participating or collaborating user-operators.  
 
USERS C1/1C: 
 
“aevi and me,” “elizabethalamb,” “dahvvv,” “Violistakaren,” 
“me,” “roigor,” “Zhen,” “huckjackhexjar,” “Tsedaye,” “IV,” 
“Cbxtn,” “tinyfruit”  
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LOCATION 2A/A2 
 
HOW SEMBLATIVELY HOW?  
 
 
2A: (as)(dis)(en)(re)semblative scores for scores 
 
Methods formulate: 
 
How ASSEMBLED? 
 DISSEMBLED? 
 ENSEMBLED? 
 RESEMBLED? 
 
See ROW 2. 
 
Operators should define and describe for themselves (using the BODILY FORMATIONS above) 
some/which/how methodological considerations are assembled as Method 1, Method 2, and/or 
Method 3, and how Method should be selected and applied for each case of operation (see A2). 
 
For example, see past Semblative Operation Intersubjective Methodological Survey, performed 
01/15/2015 in NYC, USA.  
 
To assist with such processes, 10 illustrated cards are available (see MATERIALS) 
 
 
A2: CAUSED/CAUSING (conceptual holism of utility) 
 
Forms of logic must be (dis)(en)(re)(as)sembled as if “from scratch” for each operation in 
correlation with its generating Unique Usership. 
 
User pathways have determined how we are operating in BODILY FORMATION: one-on-one 
(interpersonally/intimately), in a small group (socially/situationally), one to the many 
(authoritatively/ordering), as mediated by a pre-determined schema (systemically/schematically) 
or not at all (individually/separately). 
 
Users have also described for us some RESPONSIBILITIES and PRETENSES:  
For what or whom they are responsible and what or who they pretended to be and how. 
 
User explication of RESPONSIBILITIES and PRETENSES may be interpreted: 
 
REPRESENTATIONALLY (Method 1) 
via RE-CONDITIONING THE SITUATION (Method 2)  
or 
via EMBODYING A METAPHOR (Method 3)  
 
 
USERS A2/2A: 
 
“Jessica,” “abandonedtires” 
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LOCATION 2B/B2 
 
HOW SO (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLATIVELY HOW SO?  
 
2B: STAGED EMBODIMENT OF ACTION MODES  
 
User results from the Use Survey sort us into three locales determining formations of attention in 
operation of a 3-Act play: staging inquires into how we form our attentions, how our operations 
(as)(dis)(en)(re)semble attentions, and how so we intend to be forming and formed by 
attentivities.   
 
AUTONOMOUS FORM(ATION)S OF ATTENTION  
 
To reach an agreement or to find an agreeable solution/solubility 
By means of: 
Working through a(n identified) problem  
Autonomizing elements of a “problematic” 
To Inform  
How each isolated action modes assembles itself to 
To present ideas and concepts  
Which bear resolutely upon resolution 
 
THEATRICAL/THEORETICAL/THEOLOGICAL FORM(ATION)S OF ATTENTION 
To get in a fight  
By means of exposing weakness which may 
End the discussion as quickly as possible  
Giving over responsibility to the more powerful party 
To entertain  
Their own ways of seeing and from these seeds of selved rightousness 
To assemble collective visions  
 
METHODOLOGICAL FORM(ATION)S OF ATTENTION 
 
To reach a compromise or compromising/compromised position 
By means of: 
Laying out an array of opinions  
and 
Draw(ing) attention to matters of emergency  
Inside which we methodically 
Practice states of being  
to see how each stages emergence and immediate presence of situation 
differently.  
 
B2: assemblages of action modes 
 
In application of How So? to these three formations of attention staging a 3-Act Play, we sort 
column “B” Action Modes for operation via the Use Survey’s section parsing “rings” or “distance 
from the hole/whole” at the center of each of Embarrassed of the Whole’s 9 surface sites, or 
locations.   
 
2B1: AUTONOMIZING: 
 RING 1 within: objectivistically, functionalistically, informationally, mechanically 
 RING 2: deconstructively, instantly, particularly, quantitatively, specifically 
 RING 3: extractively, figuratively, justly, motively 
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 RING 4: durationally, metaphorically, uncannily 
 RING 5 without: emotionally, superstionally 
 
2B2: THEATRICALIZING: 
 RING 1 within: theatrically, theoretically, tragically, semblatively 
 RING 2: exemplaristically, functionalistically, improvisatively 
 RING 3: historically, qualitatively, readibly, sustainably, generally 
 RING 4: intentionally, locutionally, phenomenally 
 RING 5 without: deliquescently, erotically, hallucinogenically, unknowingly,   
 cosmogenetically 
 
2B3: METHODOLOGIZING: 
 RING 1 within: formally, objectively, knowingly, mimetically, understandably 
 RING 2: functionalistically, generically, subjectivistically 
 RING 3: lenticularly, locally, recursively, strategically 
 RING 4: differentially, dynamically, potentially, substantively 
 RING 5 without: generatively, hysterically, naively 
 
 
USERS 2B/B2: 
 
- 
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LOCATION 2C/C2 
 
HOW (AS)(DIS)(EN)(RE)SEMBLING AFFECT(S)?  
 
2C: POSITING SCHEMAS AND SELF-SYMBOLIZING SYSTEMS WITHIN WHICH 
INTENTIONS CAN BE CORRELATED WITH CONSEQUENCES 
 
Metaphors are used in location 2C/C2 to correlate intentions (tenors) with consequences 
(vehicles). In operation, intentions to do so via score-like schematics and self-symbolizing 
systems are the very intentions carried over.  
 
Due to the futile recursion of this, users “assist” by constructing several metaphors and definitions 
as kinds of hangars upon which to display some intentional-cum-consequential trajectories.  
 
Ontological intention, to BE a _______ becoming/as if having the CONSEQUENCES & 
AFFECTS OF (a forest fire/circling vulture, etc) 
 
_____________is/are a forest fire  
_____________is/are (a) circling vulture(s) 
_____________is/are (a) debt(s)  
_____________is/are (a) concussion 
_____________is/are (a) self-symbolizing logic 
 
Methodological intention, to OPERATE AS IF (a currency, all the world, etc) with the 
CONSEQUENCES & AFFECTS of________________ 
 
Currency is (a)____________ 
All the world is (a)____________ 
Logic(s) is/are_____________ 
Sympathy means_____________ 
Humans are _______________ 
 
Communicative intention, to BE DEFINED BY meaning (____________) either in correlative 
action or in explicative description/speech act.  
 
Objectivity means_____________ 
Functional means_____________ 
Mimetic means________________ 
Semblances means_____________ 
Affection means_____________ 
Deliberation means_________ 
 
 
Correlated LIBRETTO TEXT: 
 
_____________is/are a forest fire 
the source is always negligence 
no ad campaign can prevent me from consuming 
all the susceptible and flammable  
weakest and most plentiful organisms  
like pleasure I will overtake your breaks 
one combustible carbon prophecy at a time 
  
_____________is/are (a) circling vulture(s) 
awaiting your death 
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I am locking your outermost gate 
walking multiple times around the block 
asking my friends to call you for me 
don’t be concerned 
I have a helmet of nice smells 
from the neck down, we are less well-protected 
 
_____________is/are (a) debt(s) 
and here is a collection of goods obtained 
illegally, photographed and shown 
to the grand jury 
outside the courthouse, 
a pigeon pecking at the blood on the sidewalk 
 _____________is/are (a) concussion 
_____________is/are (a) self-symbolizing logic 
 
Brined in surface fruits 
cabled over in the domesticated muscles 
Of a communication system so swift 
You’d think I was whispering in your ear 
From way over here 
 
Currency is (a)____________ 
And I get it, you want to be padded 
Coddling, cushioned, saved 
 
You would go to Neptune if there is underground water 
And drill there. 
 
All the world is (a)____________ 
Logic(s) is/are_____________ 
 
We talked of that before 
now our latenights are over before they begin 
the shuttle stops running, the eyes 
Glaze over with apathy and agave ice cream 
Plus we’ve agreed that 
Humans are _______________ 
And that the only good human is a dead human 
so why bother today or any other day 
To save ourselves? 
 
Sympathy means_____________ 
And gosh, gosh, gosh, you’re pretty 
 
Say you are a surgeon  
looking down into the open abyss  
of a ribcage 
with the organs packed there afresh 
and this body when conscious 
was/is your loved-one 
let’s say 
would your hands be  
more steady or less? 
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C2: ORIENTING BODILIES AROUND AFFECTS AND CONSEQUENCES  
 
a: INTENTIONS TO KEEP ACTIONS CORRELATED WITH INTENDED CONSEQUENCES  
Through which anticipated consequences are attached to idealities and projections 
Through which active steps to consequences are parsed, ordered, sequentialized 
Through which actions are restricted in correlation with consequential orders 
  
b: DECISIONS ORIENTED AROUND ANTICIPATED DIRECT CONSEQUENCES  
Through which decisions may be made and remade (tested) with different outcomes 
Through which consequences are substantiated as such by those affected 
Through which decisions are allowed due course and process-fullness in space and time 
 
c: CONSEQUENCES AND AFFECTS ‘AFFACTUALIZED’ 
Through which affacts are symbolized, charted, and ordered in timespace 
Through which affects are transferred between bodilies as such 
Through which affects are individually materialized as matters of attention 
 
USERS 2C/C2: 
 
“Linda,” “love love love,” “jgladstone,” “Michael DiPietro,” 
“BluMom,” “laureljay,” “Aranzazu,” “cafecafè, 
“razaisthenameofmycat” 
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LOCATION 3A/A3 
 
HOW AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY HOW 
 
3A: (de)liberate scores for scores 
 
User preferences have determined and motion/task-based pattern for action and movement, 
using binary inquiries in order to compare affects, such as How quickly/slowly? How 
repetitivel/singularly? How abstractly/literally? How with affect/how beningly? How carrying 
affected attitudes/how without emotional attachment? Who-how/no matter who? How 
attending/distracting? And so on, (de)liberating an array of scores (1-9)  
 
(clear out space for ourselves)   (sort through matters) 
(complete tasks)       (improvise considerately) 
(educate each other)    (whip yourselves into frenzies) 
(we promise to sell our bodies)     (we promise to wallow in our own filth) 
(reduce sensation)    (overwhelm the senses) 
(move across and through)   (move up and down) 
(and grind our bodies to ash)   (and encode quote deeper end quote meanings) 
 
A3 = weakly held and carried Hows: 
DESIRED/DESIRING (conceptual holism of sentience) 
 
1. 
Straddle the chasm wee dog  
Straddle the chasm wee dog 
Straddle the chasm wee dog 
 
2. 
I too can be fussy 
I make decisions 
I choose to exist like this 
 
I choose to exist like this 
      
3 
THE SONOROUS DISSEMBLER OF TALENTS: 
(precariously perched) 
 
“I, having never understood the appeal of sensory experience 
so doubtful, retarded, and untrustworthy  
 
clanging in the garage  
like a metal bucket on yr foot 
 
even though it sometimes 
may really seem that a  
number of things have really  
changed, perhaps permanently,  
into a form of intelligence  
through which 
the idea that recovers a  
certain authority in retrospect,  
sounding at all 
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is the calling of something by name or search term 
acknowledging that something 
 
as you see it, is as if within and 
without a kind of brand of having  
been discovered which, we by now  
must believe, changes it,  
not just its  
common nomenclature as such, as 
 
utterances have never been taken  
that seriously, but somehow an autonomous materiality of it 
which is  
situationally internalized and externalized, rathering that 
itself be itself and thus maintaining itself 
 
though this rathering, which seems, in many ways, a very  
childish and unlikely desire for agency  
as a primal or priming or primary property of  
ability to identify” 
 
4 
In which * becomes  
As a unit (referenced and self referential, synthetic, representational, selfsame and/or mimetically 
reproducible, universally in-formatic) 
“transactive” as in 
bound within transactions 
if you will 
 
is it possible (beneficial, ideal, legal, viable, desirable, PO-TENT-IAL) 
to say “no 
* won’t?” (NO categories CAN hold me) 
 
* want to be more and more 
not less and less 
* want to be 
disoriented 
SOLITARY 
UNLIKELY 
not locus 
my swarms foretold 
 
TASK FOOT FIRST 
Task foot first 
Task foot first: 
 
1.) to attend to how not what and only-contingently-why 
2.) to increase potential for a more complex and dense proliferation of forms and interpretations 
3.) to artificially suspend disbelief in ability to correlate intentions with actions and some affects 
and consequences of these 
4.) to resist self-sameness and the exemplary, in search instead for presence of sense, presence  
itself as a substantial sandwich, and situation 
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In accordance with a conflict of locality  (the facings of the eyeballs which are out in 
the air vs. the air which is there beyond the eyeballs) 
embedded in theorizations of sight,  
any sights seen    (as constructive 
materializations)  
 
have an inside and an outside 
an included and an excluded 
as marked 
as deliberated 
as encircled 
by attentions 
 
AFFECTIONS THEREBY PRODUCE SUBJECTS AND OBJECTS, MATERIALIZING 
MATTER(S) 
these mechanics of the ocular are much bespoke 
 
to make some-thing from scratch (ES) 
perform the making of some preliminary decision about RESEMBLANCE BETWEEN 
ENTITIES 
this strategic/libidinous act should have the immediate consequence of bringing 
members of this specific group INTO FOCUS, causing each to appear as if MORE COMMON 
than perhaps might have been PREVIOUSLY PERCEIVED TO BE POSSIBLE  

(surely you’ve been savvy to this simple phenomenon 
let’s take advantage of this, in asking if any form of presented universality is still an advantage) 

this third is the sum-thing materialized, 
a type of thing  
a valuable invaluable THING 
an object of attention 
AN EXAMPLE 
of itself AND not itself 
even on that level of the preliminary decision, give groups of things character beyond aggregate, 
allowing each the securing, summoning, tyrannizing of every other member of a typology of 
things 
through the lens of their own legal fictions 
this is how abstract autonomy—a cognate diagnostic function—becomes 

something again edible, suffusive, enough to analogize using proximity 
pinyin then pinned in, pure then puny 
PRELIMINARY WILL BE TEMPORARY 
DECISION WILL REQUIRE PERFORMANCE 
AT A TEMPO SOMEWHERE BETWEEN MEALS (three times daily) 
PAYCHECKS (every two weeks)CULTURAL NORMS (every 17 years) 
And solar systems (BILLIONS AND BILLIONS OF SOILED DIAPERS ORBITING EARTH) 

USERS A3/3A: 
 
“Geraldo,” “It’s Me,” “crossoffice,” “2sad4dismrktfrshspnch,” 
“Christen,” “linzdrury,” “Sierra.Elena” 
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LOCATION 3B/B3 
 
3B/B3: HOW SO AFFECTIONATELY/AFFECTIVELY HOW SO 
 
3B: affectionate scores for scores 
 
video: many bodies mouthing onscreen, 3 performers sing: 
 
First, I had no intention of being abstract—that fact  
of owning up to (im)materiality nee metaphysicality 
fattened my tongue with the taste of loneliness 
I wanted more than any-thing instead 
To be considered  
Legible/yay/legitimate30 
 
In re/ass/en/dis/semblance I/ (e.y.e) 
Took out my little knife and sliced  
Straight ahead, path of least re/in-sistance,  
Towards the center of distinction 
Between the knees, a great split grew 
 
Straddle the chasm wee dog (repeat) 
 
sarcastically: 
 
(Structural analogies for conceptualization as constructive and contextualizing processes are  
seen most clearly as conceptions themselves, by this I mean, as action(s) of conceiving, as in sex 
as in to meet with another (concept or cunt) and insert oneself inside it  
as if to inseminate it or provide pleasure to the whole body having it 
with the express purpose of producing a whole new something—say orgasm or offspring—either 
works 
that yet remains very much like all the somewhats who have come before, as if to grow it from a 
seed of that thing itself, as if from an essence of contact 
some structural analogies which may then 
conceive of themselves as metaphors for the whole, for example 
thank god this was written by an “as if a” woman 
or 
 
1.) as if all world’s a stage and individuals merely role-players  
2.) as if society is a machine/computer and people process information 
3.) as if there is a social body with a head, armpit, stomach, asshole and so on 
 
these are so-called “conceptual metaphors” and 
 
Anyone will tell you:  
considered in this way, conceptual metaphors operate on deep subconscious levels of reality-
construction and maintain some fun-da-mental  
structuring power and authority 
thereby hurting some  
more than others 
 
(I’M NOT AFRAID OF PAIN, I DO IT ANYWAY) 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
30 leger: to read, to choose 
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Conceptualizations as/of wholes (both those involving their own seen/unseen division and those 
attempting to emphasize processes of making visible) become schemas for locating individual 
and social bodies, as such tendencies towards “some-things” (i.e. objectivities) embedding 
“inherencies” in conceptualization as such, let’s just call it: 
 
(CO-HESION) or (CULTURE) but let us never be positive about it; rather, 
This could be just one hashtag for the moderator of a situation in which “contextualization” is the 
topic of discussion and there are many donuts available on a long table 
 
4.) as if words are pictures of objects  
5.) as if the internet is a map of function 
6.) as if we “genetically” prefer different flavors of frosting 
 
(fuck the award that may or may not be rewarded to the best dressed presenter) 
 
This aside, it remains in the service of (w)holisms as both as “intentions” and as “tendencies” (in 
which, agency is simply selecting a donut at a conference, where there are no other choices 
about where to be and what to do or how to do it, or HOW TO CHEW)  
to see conception performed most visibly (via art, science, philosophy, sex) as genealogies of 
ontological and epistemic discourse and decision, during which some maintain control of their 
own modes of breeding (i.e. heteronormative or evolutionary husbandry) as if syntheses of 
noncorrelative donut-types is un-wholesome and potentially impossible (certainly not very tasty), 
even immoral: once the parts are conceptualized (organized into parts) and the whole (made up 
of parts) is cohered/has congealed 
Into a pudding on of theoretical languages and laws, the name remains: you, my friend, are a 
_________  
 
(performer points at someone and interprets type of donut) 
 
(and each donut should stay in his birth-place 
in their birth-body, in their own place in his-tory, running their own race 
and so on and so forth) 
 
(I’M NOT AFRAID OF PAIN, I DO IT ANYWAY) 
  
Or rather we are saying “conferences are spheres of intentional/unnatural selection where we 
argue that certain ways of seeing are unplanned/unintentional/natural31” and that this unification 
of intention with artificiality and unconsciousness with nature is positronically unquestionable, at 
least undeniably of quality.  
 
Thusly, our intentional sorting of humans into roles and registrations becomes visible as “natural 
(i.e. unquestionably of value) enculturation” in addition to functioning as teleologically auto-poetic 
power paradigms hoarding resources and burning as fuel the flesh of some persons in semblance 
of the  
 Will of sum whole 
 
(it is a federal law to misuse this product and any sale 
or subversion of the rights of commercial specialization 
shall be carried through time, by those perpetrating bodies 
As punishments of auto-enabling [de]liberation) 
 
(I’M NOT AFRAID OF PAIN, I DO IT ANYWAY) 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
31 This assumes atheism/at least lack of the belief that something supernatural/metanatural created nature 
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As naturally-ordained masters of determination then, some persons and groups positioned 
politically and culturally as conceivers/consumers/conference-goers may indeed pitch different 
tents in differently named conceptual encampments, differently yet mutually militantly advancing 
why “their” certain ideas and ways of seeing and certain modes of communication are and have 
been seen as universal/natural/immaculate conceptions, towards ideological unification of 
theoretical and practical states of valuable cultural envisioning.32 These movements are almost 
certainly irrelevant to this opera, especially if indeed we, as performers, are a part of the nature 
being fought and lost/won and should be instinctually inheriting the “actuality” of the “correct 
viewpoint.”  
 
(Generativity 
Generally 
Generationally 
is  
Generically 
Genetic) 
 
       (SURVIVAL MECHANISMS HURT, 
BABY) 
 
(I’M NOT AFRAID OF PAIN, I DO IT ANYWAY) 
 
Does our sentence (i.e. imminent imprisonment) refer to a related and no less dominant cluster of 
ways of seeing, seen here as sharing the idea(logy) that “conceptions are carrying the genes of 
seeing” (semblances, metaphors, similies, sortings, categories) and that “vehicular modes of sight 
do partially and/or largely and/or wholly “construct what is seen itself”33 ?” 
 
CONSTRUCTING (PHYSICALLY) 
SOME STATES OF SUBJECTION 
(“WE”) MAINTAIN SOME CONCEPTS AT LEAST WE SEE THEM AS 
(imminent imprisonment) 
 
Means towards an end, but whose? We know by now, we can’t all survive.  
 
(imminent imprisonment) 
(imminent imprisonment) 
repeat, as sung tongue-twister 
 
some kind of task or operation, process known, at least after the fact, to have caused something, 
usually in service of those at least desiring to survive, nonetheless, conceptualization can be 
conceived 
As some other autonomous process (other scores for making wholes) 
Or as “nothing” i.e. it is fabricated or imaginary (i.e. this is a construction, get over it, you subject) 
Or as we know not pre or whilst or post conceptualization is conceptualizing  
+++ otherwise as other struggles for meaning, dominance, nee, inspiration (the drawing in of 
something into the body, as if the lungs with air or the uterus with sperm) 
 
(I’M NOT AFRAID OF PAIN, I DO IT ANYWAY) 
 
(whole, you  
once were or one day will be  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32 civil wars were once unthinkable: how could a social body attack itself? How could one hand enslave 
another? Increasingly, bodies are broken into pieces, the liver is attacked by its own cells, the mind is 
attacked by negative thoughts… 
33 Istvan Meszaros through George Lakoff 
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pre-functional 
not even as if some of your existence had/has function and some does/did not,  
or that you are/were a broken system that can/could still partially function  
as if recently rid  
of a fungus 
you were/are/will be pre-functionality, the very concept of function having no fun---
damantal person.  

only in this connection we have the precise ab----sence of an 
 in---strument or tool 
with which 
 to look over  
the parts 
--- only in this manner do we  
deter the achievement of genuine instrumentality…) 

B3: ACTION MODES SELECTED BASED ON EXPERIENCED, ANTICIPATED 
AND OTHERWISE DISSEMBLED AFFECTS AND CONSEQUENCES 
 
This location is home to a self-referring symbol system designed to objectify, functionalize, and 
mimeticize “affacts.” This process transforms sensation and perception, attentions, agencies, and 
other in-situ antimatters into formal constructs, specifically, 9 symbols.  
 
This symbol-system can be used to design operations that “affactualize” or “make visible” some 
affects, affections, and affecting processes, usually in order to translate artifactual “affacts” into 
scores or other communication schemas.  
 
Action Modes: 
 
Ring 1=deeply affecting others, how so?  
affectively, appropriately, benignantly, constructively, extractively, functionalistically, generally, 
genetically, mechanically, superstitionally 
 
Ring 2=affecting others somewhat strongly, how so?  
abjectly, adversatively, conceptually, expectationally, improvisationally, incurrently, latently, 
locatively, operationally 
 
Ring 3=affecting us both equally, how so?  
contingently, correlationally, dissonantly, generatively, instantly, lacteously, metaphorically, 
recursively, relatively, uncannily, understandably 
 
Ring 4=being solely affected how so? figuratively, deficiently, differentially, emotionally, 
affactionately, erotically, formally, hysterically, intentionally, mimetically, particularly 
 
Ring 5=non-affecting how so? benignly, phenomenally, potentially, semblatively, unknowingly 
 
 
13 
shame to the manufacturers of more words 
such interplays 
push off and off orgasms 
until there is no likelihood for them to occur 
  
13.1 
 Anything that can be ordered 
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Can appear in any order 
  
Personal governance is ordering 
over the phone, with the clear veins 
Of static enwrapping the glandular bladders 
  
I’m trying too hard to listen to your words, but all I’m getting is noise 
  
only that which is qualified 
i.e. bearing the qualities of 
the way it is qualified, is 
of quality 
  
every inclusion is an exclusion and vice versa 
  
13.2 
 sobriety in every case 
sobriety towards sidewalk fines for the blowing trash 
I didn’t place it here but here it is in a place 
 
cancer in every case 
the young mother has it of the cervix and lounges 
prodding herself in the softest areas 
Across the ice-graveled parade grounds 
  
Lucky breaks in every case 
Clinging to the concept of luck, playing the 
Online slot machines of likes 
blinking in time with the bodega signs 
as moths batter themselves and burst 
Without reading a single treatise on chance 
  
13.3 
 first he used the gingham then she did 
first she used the diagram then he did 
first the gesture and then the use 
some parts of the body are flapping 
is that funny to you?  
Is that funny to you 
 
Or am I mistaking 
your involuntary convulsions for pertinence to me and mine enemies 
perched waiting for our weakness across such sciences? 

 
USERS 3B/B3: 
 
 
“jamieburkart,” ElaineThap,” “ultradella,” “3dwardsharp,” 
“aliftig,” “daver,” “Christine O,” “imageobject,” “samuel” 
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LOCATION 3C/C3 
 
AFFECTIONATELY TO WHAT AFFECT AFFECTIVELY?  
 
3C: EMBARRASSMENTS 
 
1: 
you were still pre-functional 
it wasn’t even that some of your existence had function and some did not, or that you were a 
broken system that could function if it rid itself of a fungus, you were pre-functionality, the very 
concept of function had no function.  

only in this connection we have no instrument or tool with which to compare them,  
only in this manner do we deter the achievement of genuine instrumentality  

2: 
in this metabolism, for example, the demands of the score 
would tell you less and less, this would be an optionality of value 
equality according to opinion, tempo according to state intervention, ratio of 
damage according not to input or interpretation but to accuracy 
which is deplored these days for very good reasons, some of which 
you might want to take it upon yourself to teach me (as well) 

3: 
Before there was supply, there was no  
contamination, demand, contraband, nor repetition 
a sequence was a sequence 
and a dare was a dare 

cases can be found with more precision than any previous  
via their privilege within previous experience 
or, in antipole, via their deficiency of example 
 
the demonstration of this 
make it public, but not too public,  
by comparison 
on a spectrum put it near critique of a speciality, of which  
you need no example  

collect in your gorge the rhetorical, keep talking and don’t stop 

remain contradictory and incoherent but within this  
differentiate between that which has embedded contradiction and  
that which is simply antonymous 
 
finding virtue in the very persistence of targeting mechanismus itself,  
which consistently finds temporal objectives positioned at the center of its straight, 

until there appear before you, appearance as and of you,  
periodically 

a consideration which 
may conclude your speech  
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3.5 (teach me) 
 

1.) what a grown woman does 
2.) a lesson in economics 
3.) today, why we shall be a case for chaos or for order 

 
4: 
Exclude the possibilities of escaping 
this is the mature thing to do 
 
call your father on Sundays as he expects 
 
5: 
you can say you’re living in an oligarchy 
You can say anything. 
Words 
Have been given back, rejoice,  
In that but understand 
They must now be nonvaluable 
as everything which is ours 
has become.  

6: 

Bring yourself into danger 
 
I have to admit that I think one can accept this 
and that it provides a reasonable template for furthering  
consistency between proposals  
 
Bring yourself out of danger 

and their purposes, as none come from a place  
less spectacular than the gradual capitulation (Brecht) 
of performances into torture by sadists (who else?) 
 
There may be, as some have endeavoured to teach me,  
a left over or older version of covertly foreign  
intervention by comprehensible terms 
or contracts for enaction of ludicrous behaviors 
 
Bring yourself into danger 
 
not least of these, in a situation in which its opposite, the irrational, implies 
“precocious” attitudes towards being, but rather very much unreflective, everyday, belonging in 
that mainstream; indeed, the system which makes me think more than anything else of 
production at every moment of trying to, which may 
 
Bring yourself out of danger 
 
lessen the afterimages of injuries, or close the possibilities in any given moment 

crucially identify this transformation as the operation of metaphor 
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C3: ORIENTING BODILIES AROUND AFFECTS AND CONSEQUENCES 
 
a: INTENTIONS TO EMBED OR ENSURE EMBARRASSMENTS 
Through which systems are shown to be ideologically constructed 
Through which internalities are exposed externally 
Through which social behaviors are pursued by bodilies towards “embarrassment” 
 
b: EMBARRASSMENTS EMPHASIZED AND MARKED 
Through which operators communicate instances of embarrassment 
Through which feelings designated as “embarrassment” are self-generated by operators 
Through which other persons are “embarrassed” via revelation, exposure, or other systemically 
disrespectful countenance 
 
c: EMBARRASSMENTS AUTONOMIZED FROM BODILIES 
Through which initially embarrassing acts, moments, and happenstances are repeated and 
formalized 
Through which systems, norms, and expectations are themselves embarrassed via revelation, 
exposure, or other systemically disorienting subversion 
Through which scores for embarrassments (in distinctly personal and systemic categories) are 
affectionately selected and re-performed.  
 
 
USERS C3/3C: 
 
“Nina Isabelle,” “ilzost,” “Valerie Kuehne,” “Valera,” “kindred 
spirit,” “hollowobscenity,” “BenjaminL/T-S,” “cat,” “pmqwerty,” 
“Adrift Dismantled”  
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SURVEILLANCES (USE SURVEY)  
 
 
EMBARRASSED OF THE WHOLE USE SURVEY USAGE BY USERS 
 
Users, upon encountering the Use Survey online, see something like the following text: 
 
If or when you complete this survey, you become a “Unique User” of the anti-holistic system, 
Embarrassed of the Whole (EotW), an opera of operations. 
 
One operation will be generated by each usership of this survey. Each operation will be translated 
by operators, using the EotW Operating Manual, into live processes (opera performances) in 
_______DATE-RANGE_____. 
 
After completing the survey, you will be asked to select your mode of engagement in terms of any 
desired further operativity within the anti-holistic system.   
 
Use the back and start over buttons to navigate different courses.  
 
The number of Unique Users will determine the durations of live processes in ____DATE-
RANGE____. (Please be considerate of this temporal parameter and use different usernames if, 
for some strange reason, you feel compelled to complete this survey more than once). 
 
Most of the live processes (opera performances) in _______DATERANGE_____.will be open to 
the public.  
 
 
SECTION ONE 
SURVEY ONE (meta-eotw1) determining inquiry-line column A, B, or C 

Which considerations shall operators use to generate methodologies for operation? How do 
forms of inquiry (i.e. “questions and concerns, attentions and matterings”) generate methods for 
operation of inquiry through time?  
 
Your Use of this survey will generate a “score” for inquiry from pre-determined arrays of 
questions, which will be used as a methodology (modal/motive logic) for operation.  
 
Please select an initial question: 
 
A: How operating? (= How (A) column) 
B: How so operating? (= How So (B) column) 
C: Operating to what affect? (= To What Affect (C) column) 
 
A+ xy1  
 
X: How operating like this? (This inquiry is as-sembling realities) 
Y: How operating not like this (anymore)? (This inquiry is dis-sembling realities) 
 
B+xy2 
 
X1: How so operating as if something? (This inquiry is re-sembling realities) 
Y2: How so transferred between bodilies? (This inquiry is en-sembling realities) 
 
C+xy3 =  
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X3: How affectively/affectionately can we correlate intentions with their affects and 
consequences? (This is an inquiry into cause) 
Y3: How affectively/affectionately can we proliferate the potential for a wider variety of sensations 
and perceptions becoming abilities? (This is an inquiry into ability) 
 
Inquiry-commands (ic) 
 
A+ X1+ic1 
 
1. How logical is this operation? (Generating a logical operation) 
2. How artificially Intelligent is this operation? (Generating an artificially intelligent operation) 
3. How of quality is this operation? (Generating a qualified operation) 
 
A+Y1+ic2 
 
1. How is this operation operating in repetition to exemplify differences? (Generating a differential 
operation) 
2. How is this operation operating in non-correlation with holistic methodologies? (Generating an 
illogical operation) 
3. How is this operation operated upon, as if from above or from beyond its own control? 
(Generating an operation which controls) 
 
B+X2+ic3 
 
1. How is this operation is operating as if layers of bodilies are organizing subjects+objects? 
(Generating an operation dependent on organization of matters) 
2. How is this operation is operating as if all the world is a stage? (Generating an operation 
staging systems) 
3. How is this operation is operating as if we may find out? (Generating an operation producing 
knowledges) 
 
B+Y2+ic4 
 
1. How so are we standing-under each other during this operation? (Generating an understanding 
between us) 
2. How can we perform as if transferring affects between bodilies? (Generating an operation 
affecting each other) 
3. So how do we perform as if materializing matters of affect? (Generating immaterial “non-
affective” affects) 
 
C+X3+ic5 
 
1. How can we operate so that our expectations can be effectively met? (Generating affectionate 
responses) 
2. How can we operate so that abilities to predict causes and effects of actions are increased? 
(Generating methods for effective anticipation of affects) 
3. How can we transform intentions and investments into materialities? (Intending and interpreting 
affected matters based on intention) 
 
C+Y3+ic6 
 
1. How can we operate by situating action within known variables? (Generating an operation with 
intention to cause particular affects) 
2.  How can we operate in maintenance of our (good) intentions? (Generating an operation 
consisting of affective tensions) 
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3. How can we operate towards affective structural formation? (Generating causes of 
multiplicit/unknown affects) 
 
A+ X1+ic1=A 
 
a. How are we logically (in)forming? (Using logically correlated methodologies) 
b. How are we operating within self-defining symbolics? (Using symbolically correlated 
methodologies) 
c. How are we using additions to materialize wholes? (Using additive methodologies) 
d. How are we using subtractions to materialize wholes? (Using subtractive methodologies) 
 
A+ X1+ic1=B 
 
a. How are we failing to prove artificial intelligence? (Using procedural disabilities) 
b. How are we proving artificial intelligence? (Using procedural abilities) 
c. How are we organizing and ordering intelligences? (By restricting ability-schemas) 
d. How are we articulating and materializing intelligences? (By causing ability-schemas) 
 
A+ X1+ic1=C 
 
a. How are we qualifying? (By developing qualification methodologies) 
b. How complex in form/how formally complexifying are we operating? (By developing 
complexification methodologies) 
c. How are we operating adaptively? (By developing adaptive methodologies) 
d. How are we lacking in quality and operating in disorientation? (By developing formal abreaction 
methodologies) 
 
A+Y1+ic2=D 
 
a. How are we ironically copying assembled realities? (Using self-symbolizing memetic 
methodologies) 
b. How formally are we failing to reproduce realities? (Using non-conceptive memetic 
methodologies) 
c. How are we acting out against definitive realities? (Using negatively-constructive 
methodologies) 
d. How are we enduring? (Using positively-constructive methodologies) 
 
A+Y1+ic2=E 
 
a. How are we refusing advantage? (Using mythological resistance methodologies) 
b. How are we deconstructing holistic realities? (Using deconstructive methodologies) 
c. How are we reducing correlations to those framed as internal/personal? (Devising 
methodologies singularly in relationship with persons) 
d. How faithfully are we believing in presence “without” or “beyond” wholes? (By operating without 
methodologies) 
 
A+Y1+ic2=F 
 
a. How are we operating in direct negation of objectivism? (Developing anti-objective 
methodologies) 
b. How are we operating in direct negation of functionalism? (Developing anti-functional 
methodologies) 
c. How are we operating in direct negation of mimeticism? (Developing anti-mimetic 
methodologies) 
d. How are we operating in direct negation of extraction+coercion paradigms? (Developing anti-
extraction/coercion methodologies) 
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B+X2+ic3=G 
 
a. How are we operating as if we (de)liberate the boundaries of our bodies? (Using somatic 
methodologies) 
b. How are we operating as if we participate in/(re)present social bodilies? (Using participatory 
methodologies) 
c. How are we operating as if our bodies carry intentions? (Using intending methodologies) 
d. How are we operating as if bodies materialize matter(s)? (Using bodies to accumulate 
methods) 
 
B+X2+ic3=H 
 
a. How are we operating as if persons are role-playing? (By developing role-playing 
methodologies) 
b. How are we operating as if we can see how we are staged and are staging ourselves? (By 
developing surveillance methodologies) 
c. How are we operating as if time is a sequence of stages? (By developing temporal staging 
methodologies) 
d. How are we operating as if experiences accumulate to in-form stagings? (By developing 
experiential staging methodologies) 
 
B+X2+1c3=I 
 
a. How are we operating as if we may find out via empiric experiment? (Using experimental 
methodologies) 
b. How are we operating as if we may find out via stripping away conditioning? (Using de-
conditioning methodologies) 
c. How are we operating as if we may find out via analysis of conditions? (Using analytic 
methodologies) 
d. How are we operating as if we may find out via artificial construction of worldview? (Using 
worldview-building methodologies) 
 
B+Y2+ic4=J 
 
a. How are we experiencing relating/akin? (Using empathetic methodologies) 
b. How do we seem to communicate? (Using communicative methodologies) 
c. How do perceptions seem visible? (Using agreements on perceptions as methodologies) 
d. How do ideations seem visible? (By using communicated ideations as methodologies) 
 
B+Y2+ic4=K 
 
a. How are affects identified or caused as if seen between us? (By developing methodologies for 
identification and causation of affects) 
b. How can affects become substantiated? (By developing methodologies for substantiation of 
affects) 
c. How can affects be transferred singularly? (By developing methodologies for transfer of 
singular affects-becoming “affacts”) 
d. How can affects be transferred consistently? (By developing methodologies for consistent 
transfer of affects-becoming “affacts”) 
 
B+Y2+ic4=L 
 
a. How do matters matter to us? (By developing matter-making methodologies) 
b. How do we draw attention in relationship with matters? (By developing attention-forming 
methodologies) 
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c. How can we cause materialization of de-subjected matter(s)? (By developing materialization-
causation methodologies) 
d. How are we operating as if in af-faction-ate engineering? (By developing affect-containment 
methodologies)  
 
C+X3+ic5=M 
 
a. How are we moving towards correlation of result with technique? (Using technical 
methodologies) 
b. How are we moving towards correlation with laws? (Using legislative/legitimizing 
methodologies) 
c. How are we moving via equipping/preparing? (Using preparation methodologies) 
d. Or whatever? (Using whatever or no methodologies) 
 
C+X3+ic5=N 
 
a. How are we operating as if affectively formed by attentions drawn to relationships? (Using 
relational methodologies) 
b. How are we operating as if definitive elements of actions attended/intended? (By paying 
attention to intentions) 
c. How are we operating as if increasing perceptual awareness of affects and consequences of 
actions? (By charting affects and consequences in formation of methodologies)  
d. How are we operating as if attaching durations and stagings to actions-becoming-
affects/consequences? (By delineating an arena of correlationship between actions and 
affects/consequences) 
 
C+X3+ic5=O 
 
a. How are we positing and positioning theories? (Using theoretical methodologies) 
b. How are we stabilizing frames for interpretation? (Using dramaturgical framing methodologies) 
c. How are we distanciating selves from intentions and interpretations? (Using self-defining and 
identifying methodologies) 
d. How are we operating via methodological forms of intending and interpreting? (Using forms 
defined by their intended use) 
 
C+Y3+1c6=P 
 
a. How are we operating, thereby increasing volatility? (Using scattering and dispersing 
technologies) 
b. How are we operating, thereby removing im-potentiality? (Using enabling technologies and 
tools) 
c. How are we operating, thereby dis-possessing knowing? (Using technologies to categorically 
determine knowledges) 
d. How are we operating, thereby detaching variabilities from causation schemas? (Using 
schematic technologies to order any input) 
 
C+Y3+1c6=Q 
 
a. How are we operating by seeking homeostasis? (Using stabilizing and rehearsive 
methodologies) 
b. How are we operating by generating examples of “positive” and/or “negative” affects? (Using 
judgments) 
c. How are we operating by exhuming and encrypting intentions from contexts? (Using trans-
contextual universals) 
d. How are we operating via auxilaration? (Developing “helpful” or “useful” methodologies) 
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C+Y3+1c6=R 
 
a. How are we operating in terms of causes? (By ordering an array of starts) 
b. How are we operating in terms of conclusions? (By pre-determining reasons for halts) 
c. How are we operating in terms of distribution of act(s)? (By organizing an array of defined 
tasks) 
d. How are we operating in terms of attentions? (By developing a hegemony of interests, desires, 
and uses) 
 
 
ARRAY Aa 
 
1. How conditioned/conditioning? (First, (de)liberating conditions) 
2. How operating within instances of substitution? (First, (de)liberating similarities between 
objectified matters) 
3. How like consistent correlationships? (First, (de)liberating correlationships) 
4. How operating in modus ponens/tollens? (First, (de)liberating an order of cause) 
5. How experimentally? (First, (de)liberating controls for an experiment) 
 
ARRAY Ab 
 
6. How abstracting from a subject? (First, (de)liberating an abstract image) 
7. How mathetically operational? (First, (de)liberating an equation as a basis) 
8. How aesthetically operational? (First, (de)liberating a pleasurable element) 
9. How graphetically operational? (First, (de)liberating a diagram or chart) 
10. How singularly operational? (First, (de)liberating a task to be completed) 
 
ARRAY Ac 
 
11. How adding elements towards making a whole picture? (First, (de)liberating a picture to be 
made) 
12. How forming a micro-structures designed to adapt to a preconceived environment? (First, 
(de)liberating elements of the immediate environment) 
13. How identifying “new” and “extra” additions? (First, (de)liberating elements that can be added) 
14. How framing processes of addition? (First, (de)liberating reals vs. artificials) 
15. How performing dynamically in equilibrium with additive measures? (First, (de)liberating a 
system for inputs and outputs) 
 
ARRAY Ad 
 
16. How pressurizing and releasing valves? (First, (de)liberating the substance channeled) 
17. How suspending disbelief?  (First, (de)liberating doubts) 
18. How consensually from within a whole picture? (First, (de)liberating sensual correlationships) 
19. How removing parts from a defined mechanism? (First, (de)liberating a mechanism) 
20. How operating in direct exception and proposing a previously-unseen example? (First, 
(de)liberating an array of existing examples of type) 
 
ARRAY Ba 
  
1. How are holes communicated, expressed, interpreted? (First, assembling a superficial whole) 
2. How singularly distinct from the whole? (First, negotiating the shape of a hole) 
3. How arbitrarily located? (First, ensembling a social desire to puncture, pierce, penetrate, or 
weaken some matter) 
4. How possibly involving exclusions and exceptions? (First, assembling an array of included 
matters) 
5. How failing to pursue or complete objectives? (First, ensembling impotentials and disabilities) 
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ARRAY Bb 
 
6. How enforcing or causing interpretations of intelligence? (First, assembling a vocabulary of 
abilities) 
7. How operating as a whole? (First, assembling a vocabulary of possibilities) 
8.How involving inclusions and exceptions? (First, assembling a narrative) 
9. How (in)articulately communicating? (First, assembling a vocabulary of subject-relative 
options) 
10. How operating in auto-causation? (First, assembling a physical sequence of events) 
 
ARRAY Bc 
 
11. How distinguishing between two or more distinct elements? (First, assembling a sequence of 
events with two outcomes of equal possibility) 
12. How forming a system of value-judgments? (First, ensembling an ethical bylaws) 
13. How allowing/disallowing definitions of “intelligence”? (First, ensembling a test of intelligence) 
14. How substantiating intelligences? (First, ensembling at least four causes/needs for intelligent 
operation)  
15. How causing/restricting intelligent operations? (First, dissembling any preconceived logics) 
 
ARRAY Bd 
 
16. How perlocuting from within? (First, dissembling external causes of action) 
17. How geisturing? (First, dissembling any value judgments for modes of action) 
18. How (dis)ordering as a distinct operator? (First, dissembling the mind and body)  
19. How summarizing? (First, ensembling descriptions/scripts for actions of the bodily)  
20. How uttering? (First, assembling reasons motivating articulation) 
 
ARRAY Ca 
 
1. How ordering expressed qualities? (First, (de)liberating an array of expressions) 
2. How adapting in quality to static and stable forms? (First, (de)liberating a qualification schema) 
3. how locating distinct qualities within a complex system? (First, establishing a system for 
actions) 
4. How basing value-judgments on qualified information? (First, (de)liberating a set of 
informations) 
5. How correlating qualities with qualification schemas? (First, (de)liberating an array of qualities) 
 
ARRAY Cb 
 
6.how abstracting forms from matter(s)? (First, assembling some matters) 
7. How increasing quantities of interactions? (First, dissembling interactions into matters) 
8. How involving, inventing, and including correlationships? (First, using ensemblances to design 
correlationships) 
9. How carrying complexes? (First, assembling some matters of complexity) 
10. How much (of an) emergence(y)? (First, assembling an array of matters which affectionately 
matter to persons present) 
 
ARRAY Cc 
 
11. How assigning behaviors to subjects? (First, assembling abilities of subjects) 
12. How particular/partial to conditions and circumstances? (First, assembling an array of 
conditions and circumstances) 
13. How inconsistently correlated/individual as an adaptive element? (First, affecting adaptive 
abilities) 
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14. How identifying obstacles to adaption? (First, (de)liberating an ideal operating state) 
15. How consistent a mode of becoming? (First, assembling a primary and ideal state)  
 
ARRAY Cd 
 
16. How de-pressurizing and releasing motives/forces (First, ensembling an array of disabled 
motives/forces) 
17. How unethically packaging sub-prime ways of seeing (First, assembling disbeliefs) 
18. How detaching operational examples from qualification schemas (First, (de)liberating a 
qualification schema) 
19. How preventing qualities from in-forming operations (First, replacing qualification schemas 
with another intention) 
20. How de-specializing and de-qualifying for special operations (First, assembling a three-part 
operation) 
 
ARRAY Da 
  
1. How forming degenerative metaphors? (First, establishing currently-uncorrelated tenors and 
vehicles) 
2. How ridiculing? (First, identifying a matter of affective damage) 
3. How bifurcating and multiplying modes of meaning-making? (First, identifying a matter with 
potential to carry meaningfulness) 
4. How intentionally thwarting interpretations? (First, dissembling abstracted elements of action) 
5. How detaching semiotic interpretations? (First, dissembling symbolic correlationships) 
 
ARRAY Db 
 
6. How de-specializing/de-qualifying from holistic realities? (First, (de)liberating a holistic reality 
pertinent to present persons) 
7. How complexifying beyond intelligent capacity of realities? (First, involving an artificial 
intelligence) 
8. How detaching intentions from consequences? (First, ensembling a core intention) 
9. How unrealizable and impotential operations? (First, affecting an impossible intention) 
10. How exhausting? (First, affecting a physically-demanding motivation) 
 
ARRAY Dc 
 
11. How witholding? (First, holding a matter) 
12. How sulking/complaining? (First, negating a matter) 
13. How unafraid? (First, positing a fear) 
14. How via destruction drive? (First, (de)liberating a construct) 
15. How sabotaging? (First, (de)liberating a commonly-carried objective) 
 
ARRAY Dd 
 
16. How engineering therapies? (First, (de)liberating an ideal state) 
17. How in disassociation/disembodying? (First, (de)liberating an autonomous state) 
18. How conditioning bodilies? (First, assembling an array of conditions and bodies) 
19. How martyring? (First, affecting a cause) 
20. How controlling via ‘refocusing’? (First, formulating two distinct foci)  
 
ARRAY Ea 
    
1. How taking responsibility? (First, correlating some responses with causes) 
2. How re-qualifying situations? (First, assembling two distinct qualification schemas) 
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3. How sacrificing a part for the whole? (First, assembling a whole with three or more distinct 
parts) 
4. How relocating vantage points? (First, (de)liberating three or more locations) 
5. How allowing a disadvantage? (First, (de)liberating at least one advantage) 
 
ARRAY Eb 
 
6. How de-specializing/de-qualifying holisms? (First, assigning quality roles to persons present) 
7. How destructively demonstrating consequences of wholes? (First, constructing a whole) 
8. How totally chaotic? (First, (de)liberating an order) 
9. How cross-contaminating dichotomies and divisions? (First, assembling arrays of dichotomies 
and divisions) 
10. How undermining distinctions? (First, assembling some distinctions) 
 
ARRAY Ec 
 
11. How remembering? (First, (de)liberating a duration to be remembered) 
12. How expressing uncanny affects? (First, dissembling and complexifying modes of expression) 
13. How in-forming precognitions and prophecies? (First, locating (de)liberations in advance) 
14. How conditioning paranormal abilities? (First, (de)liberating normal abilities) 
15. How becoming emotions/emoticons? (First, assembling autonomous affactions) 
 
ARRAY Ed 
 
16. How socially substantiating uncanny affects? (First, ensembling an affective situation) 
17. How conditioning faith without conditions? (First, (de)liberating forms of faithfulness) 
18. How identifying alternate presence? (First, (de)liberating substantial presences) 
19. How accepting without definition? (First, (de)liberating modes of acceptance) 
20. How disassociating in-formation from the bodily’s sensing and perceiving? (First, restricting 
sensing and perceiving to an array of (de)liberated affactions) 
 
ARRAY Fa 
 
1. How applying subjective and abjective logics? (First, assembling matters of illogic) 
2. How operating without hegemonic orders? (First, (de)liberating stable locations of equity) 
3. How distributing subjectivities without objects of attention? (First, giving primacy to time and 
cause over space and material presence) 
4. How de-materializing matter? (First, assembling processes of erasure, negation, removal) 
5. How without objectives? (First, giving primacy to space and material presence over time and 
cause) 
 
ARRAY Fb 
 
6. How subverting expectations and ideologies? (First, materializing expectations and ideologies) 
7. How disrupting inputs and outputs? (First, assembling a technology with inputs and outputs) 
8. How in infinite potential?  (First, affecting ease) 
9. How performing bio-illogical behaviors? (First, (de)liberating matters of biologics) 
10. How disrupting cause-effect patterns? (First, ensembling a cause-effect pattern) 
 
ARRAY Fc 
 
11. How defining the essence of “a” mimeticism in order to abort it? (First, ensembling an abortive 
intention)  
12. How correlating without representing mneme? (First, ensembling abstract and singular 
correlationships) 
13. How in sensual/sensitive similarity with mnemes? (First, affected by a mnemonic motility) 
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14. How intentionally thwarting expectations for mimetic reproduction? (First, assembling a 
motility without productive ability) 
15. How preventing mimetic reproduction of schema? (First, assembling a schema which is 
contingent only on singularities) 
 
ARRAY Fd 
 
16. How operating in consensualities/communalities? (First, ensembling sensual and communal 
relationships) 
17. How growing out of it? (First, affecting a base state or originating affect) 
18. How without identifying parts or wholes? (First, abstracting temporal operation from 
objectives, functions, or mimetics)  
19. How forming symbiosis/dependency without systems? (First, allowing affections to cause) 
20. How operating without intaking or outputting? (First, assigning all operations to an 
autonomous pre-conditioned element) 
 
ARRAY Ga 
 
1. How can we be seen to be experiencing affects with our bodies? (First, attempting to affect 
bodies) 
2. How are our internal formations seeming “metabolic?” (First, charting internal formations) 
3. How are we carrying into sensibility our sights as if real? (First, assembling sensibilities)  
4. How are we situating “our own” substantial sites for sight? (First, theorizing sights) 
5. How are we staging causative feedback loops? (First, con-sequencing causes) 
 
ARRAY Gb 
 
6.  How are we homogeonizing ways of seeing? (First, (de)liberating an array of theories) 
7. How are we seen to be demonstrating ways of seeing? (First, (de)liberating active situations of 
theorizing) 
8. How are we socially engineering participations? (First, affecting an array of participatory 
options) 
9. How are we ensembling and assembling worldviews? (First, (de)liberating worldviews)  
10. How are we predicting (con)sequences of our behaviors? (First, assembling prediction 
schemas and behaviors)  
 
ARRAY Gc 
 
11. How are we naming sensations and emotions? (First, itemizing arrays of affacts) 
12. How can I help you? (First, affecting auxiliary modes) 
13. How do our intentions conceptualize/condition “the body”? (First, itemizing intentions and 
bodies) 
14. How do intentions seem to “issue” from within? (First, (de)liberating affective intentions) 
15. How do operations extract bodies from bodilies and bodilies from wholes? (First, 
(de)liberating scales and layers of bodilies) 
 
ARRAY Gd (God Particle) 
 
16. How are we cosmogenetically materializing? (First, assembling a narrative of origins) 
17. How are we accumulatively constructing? (First, setting a duration for accumulative 
operations) 
18. How are we autonomizing attentions? (First, (de)liberating a matter to attend) 
19. How are we theorizing/theatricalizing attentions? (First, (de)liberating a narrative matter) 
20. How are we structuring methodological attentions? (First, affecting methods of attending) 
 
ARRAY Ha 
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1. How do we see ourselves performing complex adaptive role-plays? (First, assembling 
technologies of vision) 
2. How do we pretend to present (to) you? (First, separating us from you) 
3. How are we scripting dialogue? (First, operating in dialogue) 
4. How would you like to be identified? (First, (de)liberating a form of identification) 
5. How are we performing behavioral analysis? (First, (de)liberating distinct behaviors) 
 
ARRAY Hb 
 
6. How are we surveying conditions of bodilies? (First, assembling surveillances and 
(de)liberating bodilies) 
7. How are we surveying objectives and intentions? (First, assembling objectives and intentions) 
8. How are we surveying aesthetics? (First, ensembling instances of aesthetic affect) 
9. How are we socially engineering participations? (First, (de)liberating engineering abilities) 
10. How are we selecting/sorting between (de)liberations? (First, (de)liberating an array of 
(de)liberate matters) 
 
ARRAY Hc 
 
11. How are bodies experiencing time? (First, (de)liberating temporal instances) 
12. How are inventions/stagings materializing future stages? (First, inventing a particulated 
staging which is situated temporally) 
13. How are we (not) planning/implementing temporal events? (First, inventing a singularity of 
event) 
14. How are we diagramming through time? (First, engineering diagramming processes) 
15. How are planning actions based on anticipated (cons)sequences? (First, researching 
consequentialities) 
 
ARRAY Hd 
 
16. How are operations staging experiences? (First, (de)liberating singularities of experience) 
17. How are operations accumulating tactics? (First, assigning an objective to an operative task) 
18. How are we interpreting patterns and correlationships? (First, (de)liberating a duration and 
some schematics for interpretation) 
19. How are we accumulating experiences? (First, dissembling experience into distinct 
experiences) 
20. How are operations indexing differences through time? (First, dissembling operationalities into 
temporally-relative differentials)       
 
ARRAY Ia 
 
1. How do we feel we know what really matters (First, comparing and contrasting (de)liberated 
matterialities)        
2. How would we feel if we found a root cause of a matter or encountered a fact? (First, 
ensembling potential causes and/or facts) 
3. How do we describe a matter as parasitic and/or prosthetic? (First, embedding faith in a whole 
operation) 
4. How can relationships be allowed which are other than cause-and-effect? (First, (de)liberating 
forms of correlationship) 
5. How do we pretend to design “best practices”? (First, assembling a valuation schema for 
practices) 
 
ARRAY Ib 
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6. How do we see ourselves as if naturalizing states? (First, (de)liberating “natural” situations and 
states) 
7. How do we see ourselves as if de-normalizing states? (First, (de)liberating “normal” states and 
situations) 
8. How do we see ourselves generating negative affects? (First, (de)liberating positive affects) 
9. How are we affecting our own physical abilities? (First, (de)liberating an intended ability and 
correlated training process) 
10. How do we see ourselves re-conditioned around fabricated/selected conditions? (First, 
correlating abilities and disabilities with conditions) 
 
ARRAY Ic 
 
11. How are we separating into constituent elements (First, (de)liberating our properties and 
qualities) 
12. How are we diagramming, notating, scoring or communicating conditional analyses? (First, 
ensembling vocabularies and correlating these with analytic conditions) 
13. How are we measuring conditions? (First, assembling a self-symbolizing measurement 
system) 
14. How are forms of analysis effecting matters analyzed? (First, assemble a singular matter and 
an array of forms-of-analysis) 
15. How do we interpret analysis of conditions as scores? (First, correlate self-symbolizing 
scorings with (de)liberated analytic indices) 
 
ARRAY Id 
 
16. How are we seeing worldviews as artificial? (First, (de)liberate signifiers of artificiality) 
17. How are we seeing ourselves as if world-constructing? (First, assemble constructive abilities) 
18. How are we locating points of view? (First, map or survey an area of viewpoints) 
19. How are we materializing something(s) as if to be viewed? (First, assemble conditions for 
viewership) 
20. How do we experience the affects of distinct worldviewings? (First, assemble an array of 
distinct worldviews) 
 
ARRAY Ja 
 
1. How can I tell if I’m helping you? (First, ensemble an agreement between us regarding your 
needs)      
2. How do we attempt to transfer affects between groups? (First, ensemble affects within distinct 
groups) 
3. How do we attempt to form bonds? (First, (de)liberate differences between subjects/matters) 
4.How are similarities ensembled? (First, (de)liberate similarities between subjects/matters) 
5. How are experiences ensembled? (First, (de)liberate an array of subject-correlated 
experiences) 
 
ARRAY Jb 
 
6. How do we communicate using languages, codes, and notation systems? (First, assemble a 
language, code, or notation system) 
7. How are we seeing ourselves as “subjects” carrying “matters”? (First, (de)liberate elements of 
our subjecthood and assemble an array of subject-matters) 
8. How do intentions seem to “issue” from communication? (First, affect some distinct forms of 
communication)   
9. How are we seeking social substantiation? (First, particulate subjects from social bodilies) 
10. How do we situate bodilies in communication? (First, particulate bodilies and assign modes of 
communication to each)  
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ARRAY Jc 
 
11. How are we forming/formalizing points of view? (First, locate viewerships) 
12. how have ensemblances been seen as if already formed? (First, assemble similarities 
between subjects) 
13. how do we (dis)agree on perceptions of ensemblances? (First, stage a debate between 
ensemble subjects, seeking modes of agreement and disagreement) 
14. How does my identification of perceptions materialize them? (First, practice identifications of 
perceptions) 
15. How do perceptions seem to those without them? (First, have persons identify and 
communicate disparate perceptions) 
16. How are ideations ensembled?  (First, ensemble an intention to ideate as a social bodily) 
 
ARRAY Jd 
 
17. How are operations forming “Proprioceptive discourses” and “osmotic” ideation processes? 
(First, chart or “affactualize” some affects of ideation processes) 
18. How do we seem to be cosmogenetically materializing? (First, assign correlationships 
between matters and materialization processes) 
19. How can assembled worldviews of an ensemble seem to those without them? (First, 
assemble an ensemble and dissemble subjectivities into a singularity of viewpoint) 
20. How can ensemblances be seen as if already formed? (First, (de)liberate similarities between 
persons) 
 
ARRAY Ka 
 
1. How can we identify affects or feel/observe some “thing” as such? (First, assemble an 
autonomous array of affection identity-categories) 
2. How can affects become “affacts” as such? (First, assemble an autonomous array of affection 
identity-categories) 
3. How can we see/feel self-defining examples of affects? (First, bracket out a duration or 
situation for observation and induction) 
4. How can we operatively engineer actions based on anticipated (cons)sequences and 
affects/effects? (First, take an array of affection identity-categories and correlate these with 
causes) 
5. How can we transfer affects between bodies? (First, assemble (de)liberation schemas for 
affective bodily states and activities) 
 
ARRAY Kb 
 
6. How are we naming sensations and emotions? (First, assemble a particular array of sensations 
and emotions) 
7. How can languages substantiate affects? (First, assign linguistic or semantic names to 
affective states and experiences proffered by subjects) 
8. How can we transfer affects between distinct bodies without languages or codes? (First, 
separate or distinguish bodies from one another via spatial, temporal, or other 
situational/conditional boundary) 
9. How do we situate conditions of consistent affect-reproduction and what are the affects of 
doing so? (First, transform affection processes into a technology) 
10. How do affects become “affacts” as such? (First, (de)liberate differences between “affacts” 
and “open affection”) 
 
ARRAY Kc 
 
11. By and between whom can affects be transferred? (First, autonomize affects and subjects 
from subjection paradigms) 
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12. How are affects identified as “singular”? Or “autonomous”? (First, assemble an identification 
operation) 
13. How can affects be mistaken? (First, set an autonomous assignment schema for affection) 
14. How can affects be analyzed without materializing autonomously into “affacts”? (First, 
(de)liberate an array of process-elements for “analysis”) 
15. How are distances, durations, and frequencies affecting transfers of affect between bodies? 
(First, establish some transferal processes between bodies) 
 
ARRAY Kd 
 
16. How do see ourselves staging affect-causation feedback loops? (First, situate ourselves in 
consistent correlationship with one another) 
17. How do we see/feel self-defining examples of affects? (First, (de)liberate and affect a 
vocabulary for expressing sensations and perceptions) 
18. How are affect-transferences vehicular(ized) and/or motivated? (First, resemble some affect-
transfers as consistent processes) 
19. How do intentions manifest affects? (First, situate some intentions to affect, between distinct 
persons) 
20. How do we experience the affects of singular, consistent, or otherwise-autonomized affacts? 
(First, (de)liberate a technical affection procedure)  
 
ARRAY La 
 
1. How can affects be seen as magnetically attracted/repulsed? (First, situate a particular 
magnetizing subject [matter]) 
2. How can operating attach sentiments to matters? (First, (de)liberate particular operational 
matters) 
3. How are we subjecting matters to attention/attending matters of subject? (First, (de)liberate 
modes of subjection in play) 
4. How are we dysfunctioning? (First, (de)liberate potential negations of functional actions) 
5. How are we seeing matters as immaterial? (First, sort matters into material and immaterial 
categories) 
 
ARRAY Lb 
 
6. How might we operate so peripherally? (First, (de)liberate a sphere) 
7. How might we operate so autonomously? (First, (de)liberate a coherent bodily) 
8. How might we operate so theatrically/theoretically? (First, (de)liberate definitions of actuality) 
9. How might we operate so methodically? (First, (de)liberate “free” or “open” potentials) 
10. How might we operate so affectively? (First, (de)liberate ineffective operationality)  
 
ARRAY Lc 
 
11. How are we becoming subjected in body to another force? (First, (de)liberate another force) 
12. How does it occur so suddenly? (First, establish an ongoing) 
13. How can it be so temporarily? (First, define a temporally-limited duration) 
14. How can we see types non-stereotypically? (First, affectively re-semble typologies uniquely 
in-situ) 
15. How can we analyze associatively? (First, associate subjects with distinct analytic capacities) 
 
ARRAY Ld 
 
16. How is this so memorable? (First, memorialize “this” via memorandum) 
17. How might we operate responsibly? (First, identify an ideal to which we will respond) 
18. How might we operate rightfully? (First, (de)liberate a parable) 
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19. How might we operate understandably/understanding? (First, locate a point where those 
standing are supportive/beneath a subject matter [i.e. subject selves to autonomous matters]) 
20. How might we operate without cause? (First, (de)liberate cause as narrowly as possible)  
 
ARRAY Ma 
  
1. Via training for difficult tasks? (First, (de)liberate a difficult task and abilities mandated by it) 
2. Via power-knowledge distribution)? (First, intended outcome must be known and designed by 
those who will experience intended outcome) 
3. Pursuant of completion of personally-held objectives? (First, assemble an array of personally-
held objectives) 
4. Via extraction or autonomization from any particular subjects? (First, (de)liberate potential 
universals) 
5. In resistance to theoretics? (First, ensemble agreements upon reals) 
 
ARRAY Mb 
 
6. As driven by positive liberations? (First, identify and enable a method)  
7. As driven by negative liberations? (First, identify and disallow a method) 
8. As compelled to or against law-breaking? (First, instate some laws to directly break) 
9. Via actions producing laws? (First, devise some laws from a duration of collective activity) 
10. Via relational lawmaking between those expected to correlate objectives and operations with 
them? (First, ensemble a bodily of de-hierarchized lawmakers) 
 
ARRAY Mc 
 
11.Via training for difficult tasks? (First, design a difficult task) 
12. Practicing rare abilities w/out tasks identified? (First, assemble an array of rare abilities) 
13. Via ethical equipping for in-situ decision-making? (First, (de)liberate an array of motivating 
ethics) 
14. Via being formally equipped for defense? (First, identify an enemy or incroaching force) 
15. Via being formally equipped for offense? (First, ensemble an objective to enforce and impose) 
 
ARRAY Md 
 
16. Allowing or whatever singularity? (First, improvise in search of the rare) 
17. Allowing or whatever immediacy? (First, improvise in search of an immediacy) 
18. Allowing or whatever situation? (First, improvise arrangements of site) 
19. Allowing or whatever body? (First, autonomize matters to be carried by bodilies) 
20. Allowing or whatever purpose? (First, improvise in search of a purpose) 
 
ARRAY Na 
 
1. Across some spectrum of high and low probabilities in relationships? (First, (de)liberate 
relationships) 
2. Across some spectrum of similarities and differences in relationships? (First, (de)liberate 
relationships) 
3. Involving some anticipations of relating-actions between objects and subjects? (First, 
(de)liberate objects and subjects to be involved) 
4. Involving some agreements and disagreements in relationships? (First, form some bonds of 
relation involving an array of decisions or choices) 
5. By attending to relationships? (First, (de)liberate forms of attention) 
 
ARRAY Nb 
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6. How within some sequencing of actions? (First, devise an array of actions and a system for 
sequencing) 
7. How are some consequences of actions defining them as such? (First, assemble some 
consequences) 
8. How in some construction of action-fulfillment laws/rules? (First, resemble a mode of law and 
rule-construction) 
9. How without attachment of action to subjects and/or objects? (First, (de)liberate distinct 
actions) 
10.How without some (de)liberation of actions as wholes? (First, improvise in relation to 
contextual elements)  
 
ARRAY Nc 
 
11. How with some bodily distanciation from action/activity? (First, build a technology to operate 
the action/activity) 
12. How with some embodiment within action/activity? (First, allow the action/activity to affect 
your vital organs) 
13. How in dependence on some affect? (First, becoming addicted to somehow) 
14. How in focus on forms of attention as elements of action? (First, affect somethings with 
similar attentions) 
15. How remembering through time of identifiied (and ways of identifying) consequences and 
affects of actions? (First, assemble a mode of indexing, documenting, or scoring of 
correlationships between actions and “consequences”)  
 
ARRAY Nd 
 
16. Thereby assigning objectives to consequences and intentions to affects? (First, assemble an 
array of task-oriented acts and expression-based acts, respectively) 
17. Thereby perceiving a vanishing point of affection? (First, (de)liberate a way of measuring the 
distance/distanciation of affection) 
18. Thereby doubting consequentiality paradigms? (First, (de)liberate consequentiality paradigms 
to doubt) 
19. Thereby differentiating consequences from affects? (First, (de)liberate definitive parameters 
of “consequences” vs. “affects.”) 
20.  Thereby differentiating durations from stagings? (First, resemble parallel modes of activity, 
one bound by duration and the other by staging) 
 
ARRAY Oa 
    
1. Such as theatricalizations? (First, affect some processes of pretense and suspension of 
disbelief) 
2. Such as lennas? (First, resemble an ideal or example for use) 
3. Such as visions? (First, differentiate an array of viewpoints) 
4. Such as diagrammatic embodiments? (First, resemble diagrams) 
5. Such as translations? (First, (de)liberate matters to translate and areas of differing 
interpretation codes) 
 
ARRAY Ob 
 
6. How framing ideologically? (First, assemble activity to be framed) 
7. How framing as negative (First, assemble modes of active negation) 
8. How framing as positive (First, assemble modes of active positing) 
9. How framing conflictual identifications (First, assemble multiple identifications) 
10. How framing framing? (First,  frame an action as a whole)  
 
ARRAY Oc 
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11. Via notating and writing scripts or scores? (First, (de)liberate ways of notating and writing) 
12. Using “found” materials as scripts or scores? (First, find some materials) 
13. How framing intentions for scripts or scores? (First, intend to assemble framings) 
14. How communicating interpretations? (First, assemble some matter to interpret) 
15. How scoring intentions? (First, dissemble some modes of intending) 
 
ARRAY Od 
 
16. By metaphorizing/symbolizing/representing? (First, (de)liberate a tenor) 
17. By re-conditioning situation? (First, (de)liberate current conditions) 
18. By detaching interpretations from intentions? (First, assemble some impotent intentions) 
19.By detaching intentions from interpretations? (First, dissemble some impotent intentions) 
20. By attaching intentions to ethics + ideologies? (First, (de)liberating ethics and ideologies) 
 
ARRAY Pa 
 
1. Through operations pressurizing and releasing forces and motives? (First, dissemble and 
resemble some forces and motives) 
2. Through performing analogically? (First, (de)liberate causes of technology) 
3. Through experimentation with (de)containment? (First, affect an experimental dissemblance)  
4. By combining substances and matters which mutually conflict/react? (First, assemble 
substances and matters) 
5. By poking the bear? (First, seduce the bear) 
 
ARRAY Pb 
 
6. By demonstrating against something? (First, (de)liberating an objection and/or objectionable 
matter) 
7. By reducing method to one singular option? (First, (de)liberate a central object i.e. goal) 
8. By fabricating necessity to account for potents? (First, assemble and (de)liberate potents) 
9. By inducing desire for a particular impotency? (First, dis-affect desires) 
10. By addicting/obsessing subjects to potent matter(s)? (First, convict a need for materialization) 
 
ARRAY Pc 
 
11. By pretending that presence may not always already be caught in “a” signification? (First, 
(de)liberate a sization, layer-order, strength-measurement or other hierarchy/hegemony for 
significations, with “liberation/invisibility/exclusion” positioned at extremes) 
12. By practicing dis-possession, de-qualification, and non-judgment of ideation(s)? (First, 
practice forms of ideation) 
13. By abandoning inquiry entirely in favor of motives? (First, move) 
14. By absenting consideration of affects? (First, absent any audience or externally-correlated 
location) 
15. By not remembering? (First, remembering) 
 
ARRAY Pd 
 
16. By attending to and inviting randomness/chance? (First, (de)liberating a vehicle or translation 
mode for attending affects of these) 
17. By attending and forming aleatoric relationships? (First, (de)liberating a vehicle or translation 
mode for attending affects of these) 
18. By increasing complexity of defined situation to include variables without causations? (First, 
very narrowly defining/(de)liberating a complex situation) 
19. By involving adverse conditionings? (First, putting the body into danger) 
20. By repeating operations across diverse contexts? (First, putting the body into safety) 
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ARRAY Qa 
   
1. By regulating operations around singular objectives? (First, (de)liberating a single objective) 
2. By reaching a state of dynamic equilibrium? (First, assembling an ideal of equality) 
3. By becoming fully conditioned and/or totally conditioning? (First, objectify and categorize 
conditions) 
4.Through sustainability of action? (First, ensembling ability to sustain) 
5. By becoming increasingly accurate-to-identity over time? (First, (de)liberate identifications) 
 
ARRAY Qb 
 
6. Using correlations drawn from examples? (First, assembling an array of examples) 
7. By testing tensions? (First, establishing polarities and spatial and/or conceptual distances) 
8. By controlled experiments? (First, affectionately assembling that upon which to experiment) 
9. By attending to and maintaining relationships, relationally? (First, forming some intimate 
relationships) 
10. By becoming exemplary of...a matter  defined by such examples? (First, (de)liberate an 
example as such, then (de)liberate how and of what that (de)liberation was an example) 
11. By exhuming intentions after an act? (First, arbitrarily performing a (de)liberate act) 
 
ARRAY Qc 
 
12. By encrypting intentions into an act? (First, hold and carry secret intentions) 
13. Defining “an” act based on exhumation of intentions? (First, affect an intentional process) 
14. Defining “an” act based on excluded or remaining conditions? (First, dissembling a particular 
condition to exclude) 
15. Action as formation of attention? (First, (de)liberate some modes of attention-compelling) 
 
ARRAY Qd 
 
16. Asking, How can I be____(something)? (First, resembling) 
17. Carrying the needed material(itie)(s)? (First, (de)liberating needs) 
18. Qualifying, in general? (First, failing to (de)liberate a qualification schema and relying instead 
on affective judgment) 
19. Reserving or withholding functions? (First, (de)liberate and assemble a functional condition) 
20. As subsidiary to/triggered by/caused by______? (First, assign actions to causally correlate 
with signals) 
 
ARRAY Ra 
 
1. Perhaps fabricating necessity for materialization? (First, assemble intentional attentions without 
a matter) 
2. Perhaps performing formative activity without forming intentions? (First, affect matter, as in 
affect a wad of clay with your toe) 
3. Perhaps assigning attention to accuracy of technique? (First, compare some abilities to 
reproduce technical actions) 
4. Perhaps situating potentiality for predicted occurrence? (First, (de)liberate the causative 
conditions of an occurrence) 
5. Perhaps inquiring upon a matter of (af)fact? (First, intend to generate or cause a (de)liberated 
affect) 
 
ARRAY Rb 
 
6. Perhaps exposing disabling conditions? (First, assemble an artificial ability) 
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7. Perhaps preventing continuance via disabling motility? (First, (de)liberating a matter which is 
enabled to continue) 
8. Perhaps via substantive analysis? (First, correlate a mode of analysis with matters possible to 
analyze within this mode) 
9. Perhaps reducing the need for…(First, (de)liberate a particular need) 
10. Perhaps by ahdering to previously-instated temporal brackets? (First, instate temporal 
brackets) 
11. Perhaps by distributed attachment of act to object? (First, assemble actions needing objects 
to actualize as such) 
 
ARRAY Rc 
 
12. Perhaps via distributed assignation of action to body? (First, (de)liberate abilities and desires 
of individuated bodies) 
13. Perhaps via distributed association of act and staging? (First, consequentially order actions 
within a conceptualized staging) 
14. Perhaps via distribution of action across and between bodies? (First, (de)liberate similar 
abilities and desires across and between previously-individuated bodies)     
15. Perhaps via distribution of action(s) through/across time-space? (First, assemble mimetic 
action) 
16. Perhaps by breaking and forming bonds of attention? (First, install a mechanism for 
(de)liberating attention into an “on/off” conditional mode)  
 
ARRAY Rd 
 
17. How structuring attentions? (First, install and artificial intelligence which attends) 
18. How autonomizing attentions? (First, assembling modes for recording, resembling, 
reproducing, or otherwise representing attendings and attentivities) 
19. How theatricalizing/theorizing attentions? (First, staging and framing modes of/for attention) 
20. Perhaps via method-making as attending? (First, pursue magnetized attentions, seeking 
attachment to a hole or whole) 
 
<submit and continue> 
 

SURVEY TWO (meta_eotw2) determining modes and methods operating inquiring (in-
formative/in-formed/in-forming and methodological approaches 1, 2, 3) 

How (column A) = generates sub-survey A= 

To operate, I need to be: 
 
Attentive to my presence and aware of particular elements of the situation  = 10% (de)liberately 
Able to communicate intentions, ideas and images, and assemble matter(s) =10% semblatively 
Able to enter into affective and affected states of mind and body = 10% affectionately 
 
It is more difficult for me: 
 
To understand others = 20% semblatively 
To be understood by others = 20% (de)liberately 
To believe in understanding = 20% affectionately 

Of these matters, I care the most about: 
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Perceptions = %30 (de)liberately 
Appearances = %30 semblatively 
Sensations = %30 affectionately 

I am most likely to wonder: 

How others feel about this = %40 affectionately 
About logistics = %40 (de)liberately 
What will happen next = %40 semblatively 

How so (column B) = generates sub-survey B= 

To operate, I like to use: 
 
A situation, some matters, some materials = %50 (de)liberately 
A score, an intention, a task =%50 semblatively 
An impulse, compulsion, or attraction = %50 affectionately 
 
If I had to make a hole: 

Shovel in clay = 10% affectionately 
Finger in butter = 10% (de)liberately 
Drill into wood = 10% semblatively 

It bothers me when I can’t… 
 
See the big picture = %20 semblatively 
Practice and plan beforehand = %20 (de)liberatively 
Feel that something is meaningful = %20 affectionately 
 
A dream containing the following scares me the most: 

Sitting in the cockpit of a fighter jet, failing to steer as it crashes into the ground =%20 
(de)liberately 
Being eaten alive by maggots = %20 affectionately 
Being raped by a version of myself from another reality = %20 semblatively 

To What Affect (column C) = generates sub-survey C= 

I move most like: 
 
A train through a tunnel =%30 (de)liberately 
A fist through a window = %30 affectively 
A nail attaching a sign to the wall = %30 semblatively 

Of these options, it is most likely that I change: 

Because I have decided to =%10 (de)liberately 
Without thinking, only noticing later = %10 affectionately 
Because I have been compelled or forced to = %10 semblatively 

Which of these statements is most true for you? 
 
I am vulnerable to addiction = 40% affectively 
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I have great influence on those around me = 40% semblatively 
I know what I believe = 40% (de)liberatively  

When I perform, I might consider most strongly: 

How I look or seem to others = 20% semblatively 
My ability to pursue my intentions = 20% (de)liberately 
The feels and energies of my body =20% affectionately 

 
SECTION FOUR: 
 
Please select a mode of usership for your Unique Usership of Embarrassed ot the Whole (EotW).  
 
A. Witness a performance generated by your Unique Usership 
(Originating operators will generate and operate a performance in response to your Unique 
Usership that will require your presence [but not your active participation] on the day of the 
performance only, in February 2017) =You have selected XXXXX date  (make a calendar where 
people can click any day. After four people have selected any given day, that day is full)  
 
B. Participate in an operation generated by your Unique Usership of the EotW system 
(Originating operators will generate and operate a performance in response to your Unique 
Usership that will require your active participation on the day of the performance only, in February 
2017) You have selected XXXXX date. =You will also receive an e-mail with the date and time 
of a performance generated by your Unique Usership. 
 
C. Re-form and interpret the EotW system via collaborative operation 
(Collaborate with us on operating performance(s) generated by your Unique Usership using the 
EotW Operating Manual. Rehearsals with originating operators may be required November-
February 2017) = You have selected XXXXX date. You will soon receive an e-mail to organize 
collaborative sessions/rehearsals between now and February, 2017 and confirm your selected 
date. 
 
D. Operate the EotW system 
(Make your own operation using or in any response to the EotW Operating Manual (provided) to 
operate a live process generated by your own Unique Usership. Operate in collaboration with the 
originating operators and the visible parameters of the arbitrarily anti-holistic system, to make a 
performance on a date that works for you, in February 2017) = You have selected XXXXX date. 
You will soon receive an e-mail providing the EotW Operating Manual to you as well as your 
generated Unique Usership and confirmation of your selected date in February 2017. 
  
E. Replace the EotW system with one of your own  
(Perform your own operation, with no other parameters other than that the duration of your 
operation will be determined by the number of users in correlation with the duration of the opera 
during the month of February 2017) = You have selected XXXXX date. You will soon receive an 
e-mail with more information and confirming your selected date and time in February 2017. 
 
F. Generate an operation of the EotW system remotely 
(Your Unique Usership may or may not generate a performance in February 2017 and you need 
not attend the performance. Video documentation of operations may or may not be provided to 
you online) =You may or may not receive an e-mail at some point from us, following up about 
this.  
 
G. I have decided not to become a User of the EotW system, but would like to complete the 
Use Survey and receive instant gratification 
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(A User-specific compliment will be auto-generated upon your completion of the Use Survey, NO 
generation or operation of a User-Specific performance for February 2017. You are welcome to 
attend the opera in February 2017, as forms permit) =You will receive no further correspondence 
from us regarding Embarrassed of the Whole except a general invitation to the public 
performances in February 2017. Compliment Generator (see below) 
 
 
H. I don’t understand and/or don’t like any of this. I want to leave this page. (navigate to: 
large “fuck you” finger with hole) 
 
<complete User Survey> 
 
See page: 
 
Full survey results 
OR 
Compliment (if option G, randomly generated):  
You are as sleek as a sunset 
You have beautiful nostrils 
Your cups are so clean 
Nice traditions! 
You always know where the best doorways are… 
That’s the best collection of concussions I’ve seen in a while… 
You’re the fastest river in the west 
You’re the tallest pinecone of all 
You have me fishing for nicer shoes to wear at your birthday party 
You’re a variety of better choices 
You should be president 
Your nipples are so erect 
Congratulations, you inspire everyone 
Your are better with messes than a paper towel 
Your ecological footprint is worth it 
I would market you for free 
 
Thank you for becoming a Unique User of the anti-holistic system Embarrassed of the Whole.  
 
You have chosen option X as a mode of usership,  
 
We look forward to becoming your feedback. 
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AUXILARY MATERIALS + SAMPLE SCORES  
 
 
Row 1: masses of small items, weights, arrays and collections, objects with many parts, balls and 
other spheres, bells, garlic, bones and other parts of beings, pieces, sets, decks, plastic tubes, 
power tools, knives and sharp objects, inventories, statistics, parts and wholes.  
 
 
Row 2:xv fabrications and conglomerations, assemblages and bodilies, game-boards and game 
materials, costumes, set pieces, artificial lighting, boxes, sporting goods, analog devices, ritual 
items, vasaline, gloves, grass, garlic, shells, sand and gravel, sweetgum seeds, floral fabric, 
sewing machine, drawings, gloryholes and other holes (partial and obstructed views) 
 
 
Row 3: Substances such as pepto bismol, yoghurt, wax, clay, materials, noise, buckets and other 
containers, jars, temperatures, video, materials selected for sensory affect (i.e. fur, sandpaper), 
fragile and breakable materials, flags, needles, cutting board, cut-outs, lubricants and cooking 
spray, distinct lacks of tools, attachment materials (pegs, tape, bands and cords, cables, glues 
and adhesives) 
 
 
 
Column A 
Pamphlets, surveys, and workbooks, “forms” 
 
 
Column B 
Apparati, costumes and wearables, “set pieces/settings” and instruments, “production values” 
 
 
Column C 
Affect flags, cooking/baking/deep-frying processes, “contents” 
 
 
10 illustrated cards 
(Row 1)  
 
 (1.Hunger, 2. I Don’t Care, 3. Ready for the World to End, 4. Grave Mistakes, 5. You are the 
Right People in the Right Place at the Right Time, 6. I Don’t Understand, 7. Your Best is Not 
Enough, 8. It Makes Me Happy so I Keep Doing It, 9. Cat, 10. Life Depends On It) 
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Chiastic diagrams  
(general) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Graphic scores for scores 
(Row 3) 
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Other diagram scores:
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EXAMPLE SCORES 
 
OPERATIONS generate further scores as much as they are scores themselves.  
 
SCORES may be written before, during, or after OPERATIONS are performed. They exist along 
a spectrum of re-performability, some with “high mimeticism,” or formal possibility to be inhabited 
and operated by performers other than those who originally performed them.  Other 
OPERATIONS may be difficult to translate into action outside of the subjectivities, bodies, and 
practices of operators in situ.  
 
 
SCORE 1 
 
a.) Harmonize with reference pitches. 
 
b.) Use a reliable reference pitch to identify A=440hz. Drone in this tone as a group, triggered by 
the pitch in its absence. Anyone can stop the drone to compare recording of the current tone with 
its reference trigger.  
 
c.) Stand in a circle, facing in. Make a consistent “O” face, produce sound inconsistently, maintain 
the appearance of singing, until nobody is singing. 
 
d.) PART ONE: In a circle, consistently-produced sound triggered by consistently-produced 
sound to the left, counterclockwise until peak speed and consistency are reached.  
d.) PART TWO: at least one person drones a low note. Other performers imagine or by 
replicating what they hear, produce the highest pitches of the overtone series, as in, a series of 
notes surrounding the first tone, identified as resultant by a listening subject. The “other,” 
“generated” pitches should not be droned, rather “fluttered.” 
 
e.) Decide as a group on “opposing” word pairs. Divide into 3 groups, spatially arranged with two 
groups standing in facing lines and the third group sitting in the middle. Word pairs should be 
vocalized as quickly and evenly as possible by the two standing groups, each group 
simultaneously forming their group’s word. The third group should eventually begin producing 
either words for the concept in between the meanings of the opposing word pairs or to produce 
microtones and syllables/other words they hear.  
 
 
SCORE 2:  
 
a performer says a word, i.e. “highway,” the other performers describe its meanings, i.e. “the way 
it is when it’s high,” “a thoroughfare that fits more cars than a road,” etc. 
 
SCORE 3: 
 
a. one performer lists names of things, another performer guesses or invents a “category” or 
typology for the things listed with has the “least” number of descriptive correlationships with any 
thing on the list.  
 
b. two performers each list the first three words that come to mind, generating six total words. 
Another performer or social body generates correlations between the six individually and for all as 
some form of whole. This whole is named.  
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SCORE 4:  
 
Describing: performers describe somehows(s) to someone(s) in particular 
 
SCORE 5: 
 
a.) Break down words or sounds into self-referring parts + record these as whole samples. Play 
back samples to other people who have not heard/made them[1]. This second group should 
attempt to identify the source word or source of the sound. IF this is possible, that identifier 
should be reproduced and sampled as a whole. IF identification is not possible, the sounds 
samples should be further broken down as what is heard by the second group, using whatever 
means available or selected. Record these wholes and complex parts for anticipated 
continuations of the experiment. 
 
b.) Each performer should design a trigger that affects the bodies of the other performers as a 
whole and may be triggered by something perceived as re-occurrant in the room. Once a trigger 
has been used, performer must design another one, either triggered by a new expectation for 
what is re-occurrant in the room or using the same trigger. Multiple triggering sequences may be 
performed simultaneously, but performers should justify their belief that a trigger has been 
caused by another trigger and each trigger should affect the whole. 
 
SCORE 6: 
 
This score may be undertaken as an attempt to intentionally materialize cognitions, attentions, 
and states as causes/affects/effects of subject-dependent-yet-distributed ontological objective(s) 
and/or (de)liberated acts of constructive metalogics with inherently embedded “embarrassments” 
or STOPS preventing metabolic functionalization and objectification of “a” performance/performer.   
 
Attempt the correlation of intentions with (in)(at)tentional potentialities contingent on 
interpretations of a correlation: seek an ‘embarrassment,’ in the classical sense of failure or public 
humilation, by focusing on how some semblative operations (i.e. value judgments, morals, 
theater/theory) may be seen to be correlated with so and so a vehicular process or bodily 
carriage which 1.) multiplies and increases potential for a wider range of relational, dysfunctional, 
and affective holes in objectivist, functionalist, and mimetic knowledge-and-sense-production 
paradigms 2.) increases possibility for interpretive, associative, affective, con-sequential, and 
communicative correlation between intentions and forms of interpretation and attention (i.e. 
methodology). We standunder that: it is logically impossible to correlate intentions directly with 
causes and effects/affects. There are no ontologies, social ‘systems’ or universalisms which can 
(as)semble a whole that is not indeed the only example of that interpreted whole; as such, any 
whole is a hole in ability to adapt, rather operating as a tumor which extracts resources for its own 
disclosed system and restricts blood flow through an area. Finally, any way of (de)liberating 
(in)(at)tentional (in)(en)(re)(dis)sembled affects and consequences might be called “theory” or 
“theater,” with each dependent on some kind of visual metaphor, in “way of seeing” (theorem) or 
“site for sight” (theotron) as (an) artificial intelligence, bemoaning the sentencing of its biotic and 
somatic situations to lifelong autonomy.  
 
Performers state and then perform their own sentence:  
 
I INTEND TO ______________________________________________________________(1) 
(ontological objective(s) and/or (de)liberated act of constructive metalogic)  
 
VIA________________________________________________________________________(2) 
(so and so a vehicular process or bodily carriage of ontological objective(s) and/or (de)liberated 
act of constructive metalogic ) 
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THEREBY OPERATING (AS)___________________________________________________(3) 
(metaphorically and/or analogically present(ing) or (as)(dis)(en)(re)sembling in correlation with so 
and so a vehicular process or bodily carriage of ontological objective(s) and/or (de)liberated act of 
constructive metalogic) 
 
THEREBY CAUSING/AFFECTING/EFFECTING____________________________________(4) 
(cognitions and attentions materializing conditions, states, ontological objective(s) and/or 
(de)liberated act of constructive metalogics seen to be correlated with such so and so a vehicular 
process or bodily carriage) 
 
IN UNDER AN HOUR 
 
If ever the performer should perceive themselves unable to operate vehicularly in carriage of their 
sentenced ontological objective(s) and/or (de)liberated act of constructive metalogic, find 
themselves becoming (if only to themselves) non-apparent-as, or invisible to any metaphoric or 
analog semblativity and/or feel themselves “embarrassing” any task or anticipation of correlated 
causes, affects, and effects, the performer should STOP. The embarrassment that stops the 
performer should be correlated in that performer’s mind specifically with one of their own 
numbered lines (1-4). In writing their own sentences, performers may attempts to “embed 
embarrassment,” i.e. raising the potential for possibilities “without/outside” the sentence and 
thereby causing their own STOP and distributing the sentence through other subjectivities:  
 
When and/or if such a STOP should occur, another perform should attempt to pursue the first 
performer’s stated sentence, but also exclude that element of the sentence which numbered 
“failure” or “embarrassment” they perceive/interpret to have stopped the first performer.  
 
The second performer continues in the same manner, stopped by an interpreted failure or 
embarrassment in pursuit and vehicular carriage, etc of sentence, whereupon another performer 
picks up where they left off, excluding the line of stated sentence of the first performer which the 
third performer interprets/perceives to have stopped the second performer…and so on.  
 
A “loop” of performers may be created if their number if less than four are involved (i.e. the first 
performer may pick up where a second or third left off).  
 
The performance is ended when each performer’s stated sentence has been served.  
 
 
Sentence line cheat sheet (for performers writing sentences) 
 
1.) a task, what “thing” you will do, an attempt that is likely to fail 
 
2.) the way you will do it/how you will attempt it, i.e. with your body/self/mind 
 
3.) as if, or like, in situ, as contextually, semiotically, and temporally located 
 
4.) supposedly causing, as if we could tell, some anticipated affect(s) or consequence(s) 
 
 
SCORE 7: 
 
A triangle of three spatial locations is initially established by 3 bodies. Body 1 begins an arbitrary 
activity/movement as initiated by affect (feel, itch, sensation, emotion, etc). This is “taken up” by a 
2nd performer and “transferred” to the 3rd performer. Once the 2nd performer is satisfied/feels that 
the 3rd performer is embodying the transferred affect, they return to their initial location (traces of 
affectivity may remain). The 1st performer then “takes up and transfers” affect(s) from the 3rd 
performer to the 2nd. Once the 1st performer is satisfied/feels that the 2nd performer is embodying 
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the transferred affect(s), they return to their initial location (traces of affectivity accumulating). The 
3rd performer then “takes up and transfers” affect from the 2nd performer back to the 1st 
performer…process continues as affectivities accumulate in this manner of a “round.” When any 
one of the three performers becomes saturated, unable to be affected any more, they may 
become still, a stillness which may be incorporated into the affect-transfer process swiftly, thereby 
halting and stilling all movement, gesture, action, vocalization, etc. 
 
SCORE 8: 
 
A=ALL PARTICIPANTS BLINDFOLDED   
B=ALL PARTICIPANTS DEAFENED BY CONSTANT TONE  
C=ALL PARTICIPANTS MUST REMAIN PHYSICALLY STILL  
 
The first part of this workshop will be blindfolded 
 
“Please tie on your blindfold and find a place in the room to stand” 
 
a. BLINDFOLDED EXPERIMENTS 
“Ground your body and feel its parts 
Find a part of your body that you can’t feel 
you will eventually choose three, but for now focus on one area that is unfelt 
drive sound through the part of the body 
The part of the body is making this sound 
the sound is embodying the part 
go through each of three parts to make imaginations of the way they feel 
Find one sound for each part of the body that you can’t feel 
Rehearse and repeat the three sounds, driving each through its respective unfelt body part 
memorize any connectivities or forced relationship between each of the three body parts and 
respective sounds 
repeat until you can repeat the same three sounds by rote,  
keep repeating the sounds, begin to listen to the other sounds in the room 
Begin to sort different types of the sounds into a three-point pattern in space 
move through space, to each area, repeating one of your own sounds that seems most 
appropriate to the identity of each area 
repeat the pattern until all individuals are moving between three areas in the space, each 
repeating one of their three sounds in each of the areas 
repeat the pattern until each area has developed distinction as a category of sound 
repeat and reflect until you hear the buzzer 
at the buzzer, go back to standing neutrally” 
 
b. DEAFENED BY CONSTANT TONE EXPERIMENTS 
“Stand neutrally, keep on your blindfold 
feel your body, find a part of your body which is dominant 
Let this part of your body take over your body 
this part of your body will drive your movement throughout this experiment 
this part of your body generates qualities of movement 
Practice the generated movement and feeling until it becomes consistent 
*REMOVE YOUR BLINDFOLD* 
focusing on the dominating part of your body, begin to let it lead you through space 
continuing your movement, Look around, and notice other movements, while still moving, practice 
moving until all of the bodies are moving.  
Then begin to sort the types of movement by sight and feeling into three groups in the three areas 
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of the room used before 
Find a group which fits your movement, make this group fit your movement 
In your group, adapt your own movements to make your group distinct 
Don’t lose focus on the dominant body part that is generating your movement 
but adapt 
When your group is cohesive and distinct, turn your gaze as a group to the other groups 
Groups, watch the other groups and make your group as different from the other groups as 
possible 
Continue reactive movement in groups until three distinct forms emerge 
individuals may now travel from group to group, each individual taking on, in turn, each group 
movement, while remaining driven by their own dominating body part 
repeat and reflect until the buzzer.” 
 
c. PHYSICALLY STILL EXPERIMENTS 
“Get comfortable, preferably lying or sitting on the floor 
Feel as much of your body as possible 
Do not move, do not so much as scratch or twitch 
Imagine that every part of your body has its own way of knowing the world 
each part has its own ability to know the world, through sensation and perception 
Let your body feel its own sensations and perceptions, let these begin  
to become words 
Begin to describe the sensations and perceptions of the body, and your sensations and 
perceptions of it, where can you feel it, where can you see it? where can you only imagine it? 
Force the words to become “out loud,” drive air through them and push the sound waves out 
Put the words into a question form 
Ask questions out loud in a way that they can be heard by everyone in the experiment 
Repeat your questions again, reforming it if necessary until you have memorized one question’s 
exact words and can repeat it out loud by rote 
Continue repeating this single sentence, your question, at intervals 
begin to listen to the first word of all of the other questions being voiced around you 
find the dominant first word in the sentences around you and replace your first word with this 
word 
continue to repeat your question, replacing any words you hear that are repeated, or that seem 
dominant or otherwise powerful, reforming your own question by replacing individual words 
repeat this until everyone is asking the same words 
when the same words are being repeated, stand and make a circle, upon eye-contact agreement 
between experimenters, speak the question in unison.”  
 
SCORE 9: 
 
Devise methodologies for translating conditions, contexts, and anticipated consequences and 
affects directly into performance activity. The activity generated is bounded only in time, as with 
“during a performance,” but will be vulnerable to styles of concurrent cultural playaction.   
 
Devise these methodologies via travel through 23 towns and cities in the United States of 
America, make 1 or more performances each day. Drive a rented car and stay in the homes of 
friends, family, and friends of friends and family. 
 
Practice research practices: document in video, writing, photography and perform analysis of 
identifiable “outcomes” or affects. One may begin by improvising and one may certainly write, 
build, sew, select materials, and so on (performers and our interests, aesthetics, and 
assumptions are inevitably part of the equations), but formalize and develop methodological 
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systems, codes, vocabulary, techniques, materials, technologies, and experiment controls as 
soon as possible and formalize as deeply as possible, researching also how intended outcomes 
and qualitative schemas (i.e. ‘constructions’) emerge or are designed as coping mechanisms. 
 
1.) Identify one individual as soon as you arrive at the site of your performance. The performance 
should take place later that evening in a gallery or other designated site for performance art or 
performing arts. The individual will come up to you, and talk to you first. They will be very open, 
perhaps a fellow performer, and you can ask them many questions about their lives, how they are 
feeling, what they think and believe. Design some actions and usages of materials which 
represent what they say, for example, if they say they feel like they talk too much, you could gag 
yourself with a paper that says “speech”, or you could record yourself saying the person’s name 
and play it on repeat. Near the end of the performance that evening, give the individual control of 
the performance, invite them into it by the hand or by calling their name, or by repeating some of 
the things about the person that they have told you, perhaps some of the more private things. 
Give the individual a task to do, preferably singing. Research a line between the desire to be 
heard and embarrassment at being listened to. 
 
2.) Interview the audience. Ask, “are you playing a role in society?” Sing responses. 
 
3.) Select a certain kind of place that has some mimeticism, i.e. Public Libraries. Test the affects 
of three particular actions, say (following example), taping a red sheet of construction paper to the 
wall, eating a donut, reading tarot for passers-by… 
 
4.) Perform daily acts with an objective to make others “comfortable.” Ask others about their 
comfort if needed, but try to anticipate needs and comfort levels without the objects of your 
comfort-enforcement activities noticing your behavior. Adjust lights, temperatures, provide snacks 
and water, warn others of imminent changes to their environment, open doors, give compliments 
and provide comforting remarks. 
 
5.) Radicalization is pretty commercial right now: do interviews and seek core values and ethics 
of persons culturally assembled in a specific place, i.e. natives of the North Side of Milwaukee. 
Make performances that operate as commercials for radicalization of these core values and 
ethics, as identified and thereby commodified using three-point system: 
 a. value or ethic is based in religious faith 
 b. value or ethic is encased in a metaphoric cluster, i.e. “life’s a stairway to heaven, 
success is rungs on a ladder, we move ‘up in the world’ when things are good, etc” 
 c. value or ethic is expressed as some prescription or score for correct behaviors 
  
Use gathered “core values and ethics” to structure a period of performance activity, between 
minutes and four hours in length, follow values and ethics by representing, symbolizing, 
explaining, sonically/vocally expressing them, demonstrating them, turning them into parable 
vignettes or abstract concept-collages as pertinent to politics of aesthetics seen as symptoms or 
affects of held values and ethics being radicalized. 
	  
6.) Make a performance in a highly stylized popular context, such as stand-up comedy, jazz, or 
rock and roll, book yourself performances in these contexts and “be the best you can be.” 
 
7.) Hire yourself out as an entertainer for a birthday party or other private events. Read tarot or 
devise your own divination system, provide predictions for event attendees. 
 
8.) Through many interviews with people from many different backgrounds and walks of life, 
make a deck of cards listing and illustrating a list of commonly-used words describing states a 
person can be in, i.e. “a state of belief” or “a state of poverty.” Deck should contain at least 30 
cards.  
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9.) Duck tape a bowling ball to the left foot and carry types items quickly from inside to outside a 
building or vice versa. 
 
10.) Sing in earnest, loudly, making eye contact with all present: “YOU ARE THE RIGHT 
PEOPLE, IN THE RIGHT PLACE, IN THE RIGHT TIME.” 
 
 
SCORE 10 
 
This performance requires 3 designated performers, pepto bismol, heads of garlic, and milk + a 
public assembly and production-for-use of a survey booklet (printed): 
 
A THREE-FOLD PAMPHLET 
ALSO DIVIDED INTO THREE HORIZONTALLY 
 
TOP LEFTHAND PANEL: I FEEL_________ 
TOP AND CENTER PANEL: I SENSE______ 
TOP AND RIGHT PANEL: I THINK_____ 
 
ACROSS THE CENTER OF THE PAMPHLET HORIZONTALLY, A DRAWING OF A BODY, SO 
THAT THE SHOULDERS AND HEAD LINE UP WITH THE RIGHTHAND PANEL OF THE 
PAMPHLET, THE TORSO IS ON THE CENTER PANEL, AND THE LOWER BODY LINES UP 
ON THE LEFTHAND PANEL.  
 
AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAMPHELT, ACROSS THE THREE SECTIONS, DRAW STAPH-
LIKE WITH SPECTRUMS OF FEELING-SENSING-THINKING OPTIONS WRITTEN BETWEEN 
EACH LINE 
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PAMPHLET-USERS ON THE OUTSIDE FRONT OF THE PAMPHLET, 
LINED UP WITH THE MIDDLE, AND BOTTOM OF THE PAMPHLET:  
 
 “Mark “X” on the body diagram where you feel pain.” 
Mark “O” on the body diagram where you feel pleasure” 
 
Please mark where along these spectrums you locate your current state: 
ANGRY(lefthand) through EMBARRASSED(righthand) 
ALONE (lefthand) through TRAPPED(righthand) 
BRAVE(lefthand) through AFRAID(righthand) 
 
Performers distribute booklets and pens. When audience members are done completing the 
survey they return the booklets to a central place (black duffel bag, clear box, a hat, something).  
 
The 3 performers then rip the booklets into three panels, each taking responsibility for on set of 
panels: “I THINK,” (righthand panel with head and extreme right sides of each spectrum) “I 
SENSE,” (torso and center of spectrums) or “I FEEL” (lefthand panel, lower body and extreme left 
side of the spectrums).  
 
Performers space themselves out in the area so they have enough room to move and so they can 
all be seen clearly by the users. They then perform simultaneously (via rhythm, eye contact, or 
other pre-arranged signal system) each set of users, each performing their part of the user’s 
survey booklet like a score: When tearing, make sure to keep the stacks in order so that each 
performer has users in the same order. 
 
Performers use their corresponding body-area, “playing” or “embodying” Xes and O’s, + any 
markings the staph spectrums. Performers may decide together HOW to interpret their 
panels, how consistent to be, how to interpret X’s and O’s, marks on the staphs, etc.  
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Top: “I THINK, I SENSE, I FEEL” may be read or sung  
Middle: “X=hurt,” “O=strength” used as choreography with milk (I SENSE/genitals, hands, legs) 
pepto bismol (I FEEL+internal organs, torso, arms) and garlic (I THINK/head+face+shoulders) 
Bottom: marks made on the spectrum in each performer’s section can be interpreted as relative 
pitch (for singing of written in top responses or sound manipulated through affected parts of the 
body) 
 
All survey booklets performed. 
 
SCORE 11 
 
Devise 21 sets of two statements written in conceptual non-correlation with each other. (Replace 
and reorder statements freely, the 21 below are examples) 
 
Devise 42 conditions, movements, sounds, actions, each one correlated with one statement in 
attempts to (re)present, express, identify/describe/objectify, or embody that statement.  
 
Ask an assembled group of people to sort themselves in space (two sides or areas of a room, 
one marked “A” and the other “B”) as quickly as possible based on their self-identification with 
ways of seeing interpreted from the pairs of statements.  
 
Project statements in their “A or B” pairs. 
 
Perform the correlated conditions, movements, sounds, actions, etc as selected by majority 
groups of the assembled people sorting themselves to standunder each statement.  
 
Say: 
 
Please select “A” or “B” as quickly as possible from the following list of conceptual conflicts by 
moving your body either into area “A” as an understanding of statement “A” or into area “B” as an 
understanding of statement “B:” 
 
1.A. the physical world is a complex systemized whole B. humans have free will 
2.A. truth-value lies in provability B: truth-value lies in viability 
3.A. society is structured by laws B. social behaviors generate laws 
4.A. numbers are real B. mathematics is an aesthetic system 
5.A. universal morals can be found B. morality is relative with only extrapolated correlations 
6.A. time is objective B. time is constructed by experience 
7.A. some or all animals are sentient B. most animals are neither self-conscious nor sentient 
8.A. emotions are caused by thoughts B. thoughts are caused by emotions 
9.A. There is certainly other intelligent life in the universe B. we are alone in the universe 
10.A. Human beings are essentially selfish B. Human beings are essentially altruistic 
11.A. Objectivity is logically impossible B. Objectivity can be reached via dialectic 
12.A. individuals play roles in society B. human behavior is infinitely individuated 
13.A. death is the end of life B. there is something after death 
14.A. the ends justify the means B. the means construct justifications 
15.A.  people should be held accountable for their actions B. humans have no control over their 
nature 
16.A.  it is possible to right past wrongs B. every timeline is unique  
17.A. human beings are natural evolutionary developments B. humans are an alien 
virus/simulated/part of a world-sized experiment 
18.A. the effect is impossible to find in its cause B. causes and effects can be charted 
19.A. meanings can be communicated B. meaning is constructed by communication 
20.A. the brain is like a computer B. computing is representational and aesthetic homo-analysis 
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21.A. there is such a thing as a collective unconscious B. consciousness is experienced in so 
many forms that it’s a miracle individuals feel they can communicate at all  
 
SCORE 12 
 
a. Perform processes scored by three STEPS: 
 
1.) Define Actions: practice some acts of describing, charting, mapping, diagramming, i.e. 
“deliberating” ways of thinking/seeing/acting/behaving/feeling  
 
2.) Order Action into Modes: practice some communication of in-formed ways of 
thinking/seeing/acting/behaving/feeling, seeing between persons, across conditions, through 
time, i.e. (en)(re)(dis)(as)sembling modal integrities  
 
3.) Present States/States of Presence: within and without ways of 
thinking/seeing/acting/behaving/feeling, as affecting and affected by defined modal presentation 
and presence in-statements.  
  
b. Perform processes scored as OUROBOROUS: 
 
<mattering><materializing><HEAD/MOUTH: ordering><presenting affects><feeling withins and 
withouts><conditioned><conditioning> 

 
 
c. Perform processes scored as FLAMING 
SHIT LAYERS: 
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d. Perform processes as:  
 
Fascia  
Spectrums 
Defense Mechanisms 
Proximities 
Coups 
Equations 
Debates 
Surgeries 
Class 
Iconographies 
Coven Initiation 
Radicalization 
 
 
SCORE 13 
 
Group Deliberation Scores 
 
CONSENSUS (mix and match elements) 
 
a. TOTAL CONSENSUS. All present must reach an agreement or compromise which is equally 
satisfactory to all parties. Any veto for any reason(s) or any anticipated/perceived/experienced inequity 
halts a conclusive decision/direction. Equality is structurally mandated in terms of how much and how 
often different positions and persons are represented. Deliberation time must be unlimited. 
 
b. COOPERATIVE CONSENSUS. Same as above, with resort to structured debate between a set of 
presented compromise options, usually due to time constraints on deliberation processes. A conclusion, 
or resolve, for the group as a whole, is emphasized above reaching equal satisfaction between parties.  
 
c. BYLAWS CONSENSUS. All present consent to use of a document or other autonomous index of 
ethical, methodological, and value-based bylaws as the primary consideration in any process of 
deliberation. Arguments may only be heard as interpretive correlations with the bylaws. Equal satisfaction 
between those present or equality of presence (i.e. equal representation) is not considered. 
 
MAJORITY RULES 
 
 a.) VOTING: Options, a binary decision, or other matter to be (de)liberated are described and presented 
by representatives of each particular. Persons present each hold one vote, all votes being equal.  
Persons express their vote at a chosen time. Voting may be done “blind,” in which case, a counter of 
votes must be elected or authorized, ideally an “impartial” party. If voting is not done blind, all present 
may perceive the majority via a group count. The largest number of votes (majority) for one option or on 
one side of a decision receives the right to determine outcome.   
 
b.) AFFECT-VALUE: The affects of particular outcomes or results of a decision are discussed, 
speculated, and anticipated by the group. Affects are described as either positively or negatively affecting 
by those affected. Negative, or adverse affects for the largest number and those negative affects most 
deeply affecting the largest number of persons becomes the primary factor used to deliberate outcome or 
make a decision.  (NOTE: positive, or helpful affects affecting the largest number of persons or affecting 
the largest number of persons most deeply may also be used) 
 
MINORITY RULES 
 
a.) MINORITY FACTOR: A minority factor is determined by the group. Persons holding or carrying that 
minority factor may deliberate outcomes or decisions amongst themselves and present their conclusion to 
the group.  This minority factor may or may not be deliberated based on affect of different outcomes on 
that group (see MINORITY RULES) 
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b.) RANDOM MINORITY: a new minority “tag” is selected at random from a list of minority tags that have 
been seen to rotate throughout the group. Minority tags must describe at least half of the members of the 
group at least half of the time (or be within a general realm of possibility for all). A minority tag is selected 
whenever a contested decision or choice appears to the group. Minority tags might include: cleanest 
socks, drank the most coffee, told a lie the most recently, entered the room third, most recently went to 
the bathroom, etc. 
 
CONTEST 
 
Group enters into an agreed-upon contest wherein each member is able to maintain a reasonable sense 
that they may prevail. Winner of the contest leads the deliberation or concludes it by making the decision 
or choice that provoked such a contest. Contests might involve: noise-making, breath-holding, speed, 
ability, recollection, or other such paradigm which may or may not be correlated with the particular 
deliberation at hand.  
 
OBSTRUCTED WILLS 
 
a.) MISDIRECTED AIM: Elements of a decision, choice, or deliberation process are spatialized or 
symbolized in a certain physical area. One or more members of the group then tosses a bean bag over 
their shoulder while wearing a blindfold. Wherever the beanbag lands, a determination is made.  
 
b.) CHANCE: a dice, coin toss, or other device of chance is used  
 
c.) SOLE LEADER: Group elects a leader or single representative from inside or outside the group (using 
any of the decision-making options here) and this person is authorized to deliberate all courses of action, 
decisions, options, and so on.  
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ENDNOTES 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
i Compare with Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (1881–1955), David Deutsch’s The Fabric of Reality, Frank Tipler’s The 
ii At the time of authoring this Operations Manual, as seen and described, and/or “as if a current,” of a river, or other 
flow, carrying along, in a direction.  
iii Deleuzian metaphysics allow for “be-coming” as a holistic replacement of “be-cause,” which is all very well and 
good if “be-coming” is not allowed to answer itself (i.e. answering to becoming what, or becoming once again 
because via answering to why)    
iv ways of seeing: the-ater means “site for sight” in ancient Greek, while the-ory means way of seeing. Here, we use 
the prefix “the-“ to link theatricalizations, theorizations, and theologizations as modes for sight, envisioning, staging, 
seeing, with these modes affecting/informing “what is seen/visible/materialized”. 
v this “positing” vs. “negating” binary is infinitely split by particular/articulated action within/without time-space’s 
singularity in conflict with our various assumptive and arbitrated modes, “each” with their own modal exemplification)  
vi this considerate allowance is itself a kind of “hole,” an escape route or pressure-release valve that magnetizes 
particular conceptions, enables particular processes, and particulates certain options so as to hold and carry (and 
resist holding/being held by, carried by/carrying) others.  
vii An intellect which at a certain moment would know all forces that set nature in motion, and all positions of all items 
of which nature is composed, if this intellect were also vast enough to submit these data to analysis, it would embrace 
in a single formula the movements of the greatest bodies of the universe and those of the tiniest atom; for such an 
intellect nothing would be uncertain and the future just like the past would be present before its eyes. Pierre Simon 
Laplace, A Philosophical Essay on Probabilities 
viii see Isaiah Berlin 
ix see Pauline Oliveros 
x A substitute for a taxon, used for organisms whose classification cannot be decided: See incertae sedis (Wikipedia) 
xi see René Pollesch 
xii Esther Neff, Brian McCorkle, and Kaia Gilje  
xiii see Theodor Adorno 
xiv Walter Benjamin and “nonsensuous similarity” etc 
xv Noam Chomsky parts and wholes, objects vs. stuff 
"The great benefit of computer sequencers is that they remove the issue of skill, and replace it with the issue of 
judgment." - Brian Eno 
 
 


